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Abstract 
Catharine Macaulay and Hannah More are conventionally represented as 
ideological opposites. Through an analysis which centres on their writings, this 
thesis critically examines that representation, and more broadly explores 
contemporary perceptions of the roles of women of the middling sort in the late 
eighteenth century. It argues that revolution, particularly the French Revolution, 
created a climate wherein the duties of women became the subject of increasing 
debate. The discussion challenges and builds upon recent work on women's 
writing and history, by examining how and why the role of women changed at this 
time. This work is concerned with contemporary representations of women, and 
concentrates on analysis of primary texts and archival material over a wide range 
of genres, including educational treatises, plays, popular tracts, political pamphlets, 
historical writing and newspapers - the latter proving a major resource. 
Following a critical introduction, the thesis falls into four chapters. Chapter one 
discusses the reputation, critical reception and public fame of Macaulay and More, 
thereby providing insights into contemporary sexual and social politics. Women 
were considered arbiters of morals and manners - believed to play a vital role in 
ensuring social stability - and the second chapter examines how the threat of 
revolution led to increasing anxiety and debate about the nature of female 
education. The third and fourth chapters discuss religion and politics respectively, 
and argue that beliefs about the interdependency of Church and State, together with 
the feminization of religion, legitimized women's involvement in politics and 
enlarged their sphere of influence. 
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The conclusion argues that the political and religious climate provided 
opportunities for women to reassess and redefine their roles; while often remaining 
within parameters defined by commonly held perceptions of femininity, they 
politicized the domestic, extended female agency, and elevated the status of 
women. 
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Introduction 
In 1799, in a work addressing the shortcomings of the modem system of female 
education, Hannah More (1745-1833) issued the following clarion call to women, 
entreating them to do their part in saving their country: 
in this moment of alarm and peril, I would call on them with a "warning voice, " 
which would stir up every latent principle in their minds, and kindle every 
slumbering energy in their hearts; I would call on them to come forward, and 
contribute their full and fair proportion towards the saving of their country. " 
More's anxiety came from the fear that the atheism and philosophy believed to be 
at the heart of the French insurrection, were spreading to Britain. Clearly, More 
believed that women had an important role to play, but given the supposed 
retirement in which they were supposed to live, what form was their contribution 
meant to take? The following discussion addresses this question by examining the 
ways in which, firstly, women were expected to contribute to `the saving of their 
country', and secondly, how they actually contributed. It will be argued that the 
difference between exposition and practice is illuminating in that it reveals not 
only the ways in which female conduct was policed, but also how women were 
able to extend female agency; so while More was praised by many for her 
contribution to the saving of her country, some, including a few who shared her 
loyalist beliefs, roundly condemned the form her contribution took. The fact that 
More's appeal was issued in a work on education, positions female education as an 
important means of informing women of their duties, and reveals why education 
became the subject of increasing debate in the latter part of the eighteenth century. 
' Hannah More, Strictures on the Modern System of Female Education. With a view of the 
Principles and Conduct Prevalent Among Women of Rank and Fortune, 2 vols., 3d Edition, 
(London: T. Cadell Jun. and W. Davies, 1799), 1, p. 4. All references to Strictures are from this 
edition. 
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To better understand the aims of this thesis it is useful to examine contemporary 
thoughts on female education. 
In 1767, a letter appeared in Felix Farley's Bristol Journal (hereafter abbreviated 
to FFBJ), in which a disgruntled correspondent, identified only by the initials 
`S. G. ', deplored the contemporary state of female education: 
women were not, I believe, designed for the Rule and Government of Nations, but 
the Custom of our Country did formerly, for good Reasons, leave them that of our 
Families; and I wish the same Reasons, as well as the Custom, did continue; but 
unless we stop soon, the good-natured English Husband must take the 
Management on himself, and if we mean to be honoured in our Generations, let us 
return to the old Method of Female Education, and bring up our Daughters in 
Frugality, teaching them their Duties as Children and Wives, convincing them by 
Reason, that the prudent Woman is the best Woman, and that Decency of 
Behaviour will sooner get them Husbands than Pleasure and Idleness; for 
whatever the Beau may say in soft Whispers at the Ball, Men of Sense expect to 
find the Friend in the Wife. 2 
This letter foregrounds one of the main concerns of this thesis, since it illustrates 
the tensions which defined the nature of a debate which encompassed all aspects of 
a woman's life: what she should be taught, why, and how. By examining the 
above argument in more detail, it is possible to gain an insight into why female 
education became such a source of anxiety. 
The sex and age of the writer are uncertain but, arguably, the faintly plaintive and 
wistful tone suggests that he is male, and someone, moreover, who has suffered 
from living with daughters, and perhaps even a wife, educated according to the 
4 new' system of education. The remark about being `honoured in our Generations' 
is biblical, and difficult to interpret; the `we' may refer to the English as a nation, 
2 Letter from S. G. to The Printer', in Felix Farley's Bristol Journal, Saturday October 31,1767, 
Vol. XVI. 
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or perhaps to fathers or parents, but the message is clear, the modern system of 
education is inferior to that of the old, and has severe consequences for the whole 
of society if not altered. The writer has a warning for both sexes: men are told that 
unless the former system of female education is resumed, the responsibility for 
domestic management will eventually devolve on them. The warning to women, 
while less overt, is nonetheless formulated to strike fear into the heart of all single 
young women of the middling sort, the threat being that the modern system of 
education makes them less attractive as potential wives. The author of this letter 
appears to have no doubts that the purpose of educating women was to make them 
frugal and prudent daughters and wives; seemingly, education was meant to 
identify female duties, and then ensure that women fulfilled them. Superficially, 
the comments made by S. G. do not seem problematical: he wishes to return to an 
age when women accepted their role as domestic arbiters. However, despite the 
reactionary nature of the request, there are certain tensions underlying his 
comments; unwittingly, the author reveals not only a respect for women since not 
only does he countenance women governing their families, and suggests that they 
are rational creatures, but implies a criticism of his fellow men in his distinction 
between `the Beau' and `Men of Sense' - seemingly men must bear some 
responsibility for female frivolity. Further, the writer's concession that it is 
`Custom' which allows women to assume day-to-day management of the family, 
means that he cannot appeal to nature as a way of convincing rational women that 
their place is in the home. Actually, it is difficult to comprehend how any system 
of education could convince women to reject passion, pleasure and leisure in 
exchange for domestic servitude. Undoubtedly, the acquisition of a husband was 
the ambition of the majority of women - marriage was one of the few respectable 
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options available to them at this time - but once married, it is difficult to envisage 
an argument which would persuade women to willingly exert the self-denial 
necessary to meet the criteria set out by S. G. Nevertheless, many writers did 
attempt to formulate such an argument and one of the purposes of this thesis is to 
examine those arguments and assess how effective they were. 
During the last decades of the eighteenth century, and the early decades of the 
nineteenth, the nature of female education was hotly contested: the issues raised 
included the nature of education - what should be taught, how, and where - and 
what the duties of women actually were. Critics attempted to identify (and 
prescribe) those qualities which they believed made women both admirable and 
desirable, and warned of the debilitating effects of dissipation and idleness on the 
morals and conduct of women. The contemporary system of education was 
criticized for focusing on appearance and accomplishments which, it was argued, 
merely encouraged female vanity instead of equipping women to fulfil their 
function in life. The argument being made in this thesis focuses principally on 
females of the middling sort, whose duties were perceived to differ from those 
above and below them. While marriage was the principal aim for the majority of 
women, the eligibility of rich women relied more on their wealth and connections 
than on their conduct (although this was of course important); for poor women, 
while they were expected to be good wives and mothers, their specific role, or 
duties, in life meant that any education they received differed from that of their 
social superiors. 
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This thesis examines contemporary assumptions and beliefs about the role of 
women during the last decades of the eighteenth century. Shortly after research 
began on this thesis, Harriet Guest published her work which examined the small 
changes in the status of women, and the way they were perceived, over the period 
1750-1810. Guest's primary concerns are with, in her own words, the 
feminization of patriotism, and the changes which make different forms of patriotic 
consciousness available to women', but she also addresses `the changing relations 
among a larger group of terms: nation, sensibility, public and private, and gender 
difference'. 3 This thesis addresses many of the topics covered by Guest, but the 
argument being made here builds upon her work; for example, it accepts her theory 
of a national patriotism which was feminized in that it had its origins in familial 
and locational ties, but it goes further in attempting to discover what form female 
patriotism was meant to assume, and how it was to be encouraged, or even 
inculcated. 
This discussion examines notions of `public' and `private' spheres, where public is 
a State-related space, accessible and of concern to all, and allegedly pertaining to 
the common good (with private as its counterpoint, with the addition of property 
ownership and domestic relationships). 4 This thesis questions traditional 
assumptions that women were restricted to a feminized private sphere, and denied 
access to a masculine public sphere; women, it will be argued, had access to the 
public, but such access was neither equal or full. Anne Mellor's recent work on 
3 Harriet Guest, Small Change: Women, Learning, Patriotism 1750-1810, (Chicago, London: 
University of Chicago Press, 2000), p. 16. 
4 This discussion is indebted to Nancy Fraser's article, `Rethinking the Public Sphere: A 
Contribution to the Critique of Actually Existing Democracy', in Habermas and the Public Sphere, 
edited by Craig Calhoun, (Cambridge, Massachusetts, London: MIT Press, 1992), 109-142. 
women's political writing and their influence on society has argued that it is time 
to `discard' the: 
binary, overly simplistic concept of separate sexual spheres altogether in favor of a 
more nuanced and flexible conceptual paradigm that foregrounds the complex 
intersection of class, religious, racial, and gender differences in this historical 
period. 5 
However, while a simple public/private or sexual division is inadequate as a 
framework within which to examine the lives and work of eighteenth-century 
women (since analysis reveals any separation to be both tenuous and permeable), 
the concept of separate spheres is useful as an analytical tool. Notions of public 
and private, assist analysis of specific occurrences by situating them within a 
categorical framework. The argument made here does not discard the concept of 
spheres, but rather attempts to complicate it. 
The concept of the public sphere, outlined by Jürgen Habermas, 6 was idealized 
since it did not take into account the important roles played by gender and mass 
education, as well as religion, whose institutional role as both subject and 
contributor, would have been significant, if not central to late eighteenth-century 
society. Like Habermas, this thesis identifies the public sphere outlined here, as 
historically specific; it was the particular combination of a number of events, it is 
argued, which gave rise to conditions in which women were able to contribute to 
rational-critical discourse. However, rather than identifying late eighteenth- 
century society as an integrated whole, with equal access by both sexes to an 
5 Anne K. Mellor, Mothers of the Nation: Women's Political Writing in England, 1780-1830, 
(Bloomington, Indianapolis: Indiana University Press, 2000), introduction, p. 7. 
6 Jürgen Habermas, The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a 
Category of Bourgeois Society (1962), translated by Thomas Burger, (Cambridge, Oxford: Polity 
Press, 1996). 
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overarching public sphere in which discourse took place, this thesis builds upon the 
theory formulated by Nancy Fraser, in which a multiplicity of public spheres 
existed, and which were often competing. The contextually specific analysis of 
texts and events undertaken in this thesis - both about, and by, women - reveals 
that the complex relationship between gender, religion, female education, and 
politics/patriotism, was an issue which was truly public, since it affected the State; 
was perceived as pertaining to the common good, and was, therefore, of concern to 
all. The increasing debate surrounding female education, it is argued, was 
symptomatic of a bid by women (of the middling sort) to make public, issues of 
particular concern to them. By stressing the importance of the role played by them 
in the saving of the nation, women created a public space in which they could 
express their views. However, this feminine public sphere was weaker and less 
influential than the `official' public sphere, which was male and middle-class. 
With reference to what she terms `the bourgeois conception of the public sphere', 
Fraser's point is surely valid, that `we can no longer assume that [it] was simply an 
unrealized utopian ideal; it was also a masculinist ideological notion that 
functioned to legitimate an emergent form of class rule. ' 7 If women were to be 
successful in promoting their interests (which were often detrimental to those of 
the other sex) they needed to do so without openly challenging, at least initially, 
male interests. 
During the late eighteenth century in particular, there appears to have been an 
assumption that the role of women as dutiful daughters, wives and mothers, was 
previously uncontested, but that now, women, if not rejecting such roles outright, 
' Fraser, `Rethinking the Public Sphere', p. 116. 
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were at least attempting to renegotiate and redefine their duties. An analysis of the 
work by contributors to the debate on female education reveals that the anxieties 
raised by the American, and more particularly the French revolutions, led to a 
reassessment of the duties of women, and in the process of re-evaluating their 
position and function, women politicized the domestic in an attempt to extend their 
influence, and therefore their function, as useful members of society. 
The focus of the argument made here has dictated the sources used: most are 
primary texts, in particular archival material, such as memorandums and 
unpublished private letters, but also periodicals, poetry, plays, works on history, 
treatises, tracts, diaries, private correspondence, and newspapers. The scope of the 
genres examined is useful in that it provides comparison of what could be 
described as the theoretical and practical; for example, treatises on education 
outline what ought to be done, while personal correspondence reveals what was 
done. The questions addressed in this thesis centre on the views of eighteenth- 
century writers and what they believed to be the role and duties of women. 
Contemporary newspapers have proved to be a rich source of information, 
particularly in relation to women's history; the combination of news reports, 
advertisements, correspondence and editorials provide a stimulating fusion of the 
prescriptive and empirical, providing insights into contemporary preoccupations 
and the ways in which women lived their lives. 
Analysis of provincial newspapers reveals that they were particularly interested in 
reporting the movements and affairs of local luminaries, so FFBJ thought it 
worthwhile to inform their readers of the allowance made to the celebrated female 
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historian, Catharine Macaulay (1731-1791), (then a resident of Bath), by her 
admirer, the Rev. Dr. Thomas Wilson (1703-1784), Rector of St. Stephen's 
Walbrook and Prebendary of Westminster, noting: 
we hear that Dr. Wilson, hath settled 3001. a year on Mrs. Macaulay for life, and 
so secured it to her, as no alteration of sentiment or opinion can reverse the 
settlement. 8 
The notice, printed in its entirety above, clearly reveals that the readers of FFBJ 
were familiar with the characters discussed and their affairs, since there is no 
attempt to enlarge on either the identity of the characters named, or the nature of 
the relationship between them. Similar reports about prominent members of 
society appeared in both the provincial and London newspapers; although some of' 
the interest in them could be attributed to the vicarious thrill which results from 
suspicions of sexual impropriety, the even greater interest in More's private life (to 
whom there was never any serious suggestion of scandal attached), suggests that 
this was not the only possible reason for interest in them. Rather, newspaper 
coverage suggests that the public were interested in the lives and work of women, 
and that, moreover, if the number of adulatory poems and comments praising work 
by female authors is any indication, that their visibility and social prominence was 
often seen in a positive light. 
As More's quote at the beginning of this chapter reveals, the French revolution was 
a source of much anxiety. This work is not concerned specifically with the 
historical events and ideologies of either the American or French revolutions, 
rather it is concerned with how the English perceived events abroad, and their 
FEB.!, Saturday November 18,1775, Vol. XXV. 
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hopes and fears of how such events would affect their own lives. It will be argued 
that in the last decades of the eighteenth century, anxiety about events abroad 
provided women with an opportunity and a platform, whereby they could reassess 
and redefine the role of women in society. What made this period particularly 
conducive to discussions about female agency was the fact that many Britons 
believed their nation might really fall victim to revolution, and that the conduct of 
women would decide whether the nation would stand or fall. As Emily Lorraine 
de Montluzin has identified, English counter-revolutionaries believed that their 
country was being attacked on four fronts: political structure; conventional 
morality; the class system; and established religion. 9 Many contemporaries 
believed that the state of a nation's political structure, its manners, morals and 
religious observance, determined its strength, and since morals and religion, in 
particular, were considered to be the province of women, it was on them that the 
strength and stability of the nation were largely dependent. In reviewing a poem 
which addressed the fall of a woman from virtue to vice, the Anti-Jacobin Review 
and Magazine; or, Monthly Political and Literary Censor (hereafter abbreviated to 
Anti-Jacobin) quoted from one of their earlier reviews of a work on luxury, which 
they claimed was `appropriate to the subject and to the times'. The quote reveals 
why female conduct became the source of so much anxiety; it was claimed that 
women were: 
`endowed with every charm to captivate and to persuade, it is, therefore, of the 
greatest consequence to the happiness of a nation, that they exert their powerful 
influence in the cause of virtue. The illustrious Montesquieu asserts, that when the 
women become corrupt, the manners of a nation are lost. When they deviate from 
the natural dignity of their character, from the native dignity of modesty, so 
commanding, yet so amiable, and exhibit to the world nothing but scenes of levity 
9 For more on this, and British attitudes towards the French Revolution, see Emily Lorraine de 
Montluzin's excellent introduction to her The Anti-Jacobins 1798-1800: The Early Contributors to 
the Anti-Jacobin Review, (London, Basingstoke: Macmillan Press, 1988), 1-52. 
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and dissipation, they may be considered as principal instruments in corrupting and 
ruining a nation. [... ] When, therefore, the majority of the women in any country 
become dissipated - faithless to the marriage vow - rapacious and vain, we may 
justly consider the morals of the people to be corrupted in the highest degree. 
Banish modesty, [... ] from the earth, and you destroy every sentiment that is pure 
and noble; without her influence, mankind sink into brutes; - the morals and 
principles of women are, consequently, of the highest importance to the well-being 
of a state, as they affect in so great a degree the general manners of a people. "o 
Debates on female education then, assumed a significance and urgency which had 
previously been lacking. 
Catharine Macaulay and Hannah More 
In developing the argument, the lives and work of two women writers will be used 
as exemplars; the women are Hannah More and Catharine Macaulay. As a means 
of illustrating and underlining the points being made, it is useful to concentrate on 
two writers, this provides parameters, and by focusing on the particular it is 
possible to gain insights into the wider social and sexual politics of the day. 
These two women were chosen for a number of reasons: firstly, both were famous, 
indeed celebrated, literary figures of their day; the popularity of their work and the 
way in which it was received, reveals much about contemporary preoccupations 
and attitudes towards female authors. Next, More and Macaulay have often been 
represented as politically opposed (this `opposition' has often encompassed sexual 
morality). On one side of this opposition are the reactionary, loyalist, counter- 
revolutionary, and sexually virtuous women, such as More, Elizabeth Carter (1717- 
1806), and Jane West (1758-1852), and on the other, radicals such as Macaulay, 
10 From the review of Luke Booker's Calista, or a Picture of Modern Life. A Poem; in three parts, 
in Anti-Jacobin, 14: 1, (1803), 180-183, pp. 182-183. Quote taken from `Sibbet's Dissertation on the 
Influence of Luxury', p. 182. 
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Mary Wollstonecraft (1759-1797), and Mary Hays (1760-1843), who allegedly 
promoted revolution, both political and sexual. While this thesis acknowledges the 
validity of certain of these `oppositions', it attempts to unpack and complicate this 
simple polarity by analyzing and examining the life and work of Macaulay and 
More. This examination reveals interesting affinities and divergences between 
allegedly politically opposed writers, which might be missed if viewed in isolation. 
Finally, both women wrote treatises on education published during the 1790s, 
which suggests that their participation in the debate was prompted by the same 
concerns. However, this thesis is not a straightforward comparative study of two 
women writers; ostensibly, apart from their works on education, More and 
Macaulay appear to concentrate on specific areas - religion and history/politics 
respectively - which means that according to the subject under discussion, certain 
chapters of this thesis tend to focus on one writer in more depth than the other 
(although there is reference to both women in each chapter). Nevertheless, these 
women have been chosen because they provide a counterpoint to the other. 
With reference to the perceived political opposition of More and Macaulay, the 
former has often been represented as a staunch Tory who, despite an early career as 
poet, playwright, and allegedly obsequious flatterer of such literary luminaries as 
Samuel Johnson (1709-1784) and David Garrick (1717-1779), was to become 
famous as the epitome of Christian womanhood and for writing religious and 
moral works. " Certainly, in many of the biographies on More, her beliefs have 
been represented as being in close ideological proximity to what has been 
11 For example see M. G. Jones, Hannah More, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1952); 
Annette Meakin, Hannah More: A Biographical Study, (London: John Murray, 1991), and more 
recently, Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, Their Father's Daughters: Hannah More, Maria 
Edgeworth, and Patriarchal Complicity, (New York, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1991). 
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described as the old Tory characteristics of `a marked reverence for the Church of 
England; a high view of the monarchical prerogative; a complicated but sometimes 
markedly antagonistic attitude toward the fashions, manners, and pretensions of the 
great landed nobility; an enlarged view of the independence and reliability of the 
gentry; and a very limited tolerance for democratic stirrings among the masses. " 2 
While More's seeming conservatism made her a popular subject during the 
nineteenth century - since her behaviour conformed to the then current ideology of 
femininity - it was those very characteristics which subsequently led to a decline 
of interest in her. This decline was particularly marked during the second wave of 
the feminist movement in the 1960s, since it appeared that she had unequivocally 
promoted patriarchy and was therefore labelled a traitor to her sex. Further, as 
society became increasingly secular, More, with her Sabbatarian beliefs and rigid 
attitude towards religious observance, appeared to become correspondingly less 
relevant. However, as shall be demonstrated in the course of this thesis, many 
previous interpretations of More's life and work have ignored the complexity and 
subtlety of her work, the seeming simplicity of which may have been an attempt to 
deflect criticism at a time when female authorship was regarded with suspicion 
and, sometimes, hostility. 
Interestingly, the popularity of Macaulay as a subject was, until recently, in inverse 
proportion to that of More, so from the time of Macaulay's death until the mid- 
twentieth century, her life and work was largely ignored. Possibly, the scandal 
surrounding Macaulay's second marriage to the much younger, and socially 
inferior, William Graham, together with her republicanism, and its implications for 
12 Gerald Newman (ed. ), Britain in the Hanoverian Age 1714-1837: An Encyclopedia, (New York. 
London: Garland Publishing, Inc., 1997), p. 710. 
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possible revolution and social reform, were reasons for earlier neglect. In the latter 
part of the twentieth century though, with a rise of interest in the role of women in 
politics and history, Macaulay has gained significance for her political 
contributions and her role as a female historian, and consequently interest in her 
has risen. While More's contemporary fame was similar to, and perhaps even 
exceeded that of Macaulay, the latter became notorious after her second marriage. 
Macaulay's willingness to defy convention may have scandalized her 
contemporaries, but for modem feminists it has given her an appeal which, until 
recently, was lacking in the seemingly conformist More. 
Like More, Macaulay's political beliefs have often been broadly interpreted, so 
while Macaulay has often been described as a Whig, a closer examination of her 
work reveals that her political beliefs owed much to the Whigs, or 
Commonwealthmen, of the seventeenth century; in particular, her adherence to 
John Locke's (1632-1704) theory of natural rights; criticism of ministerial power 
and corruption; a contempt of patronage (she was particularly scathing about Sir 
Robert Walpole (1676-1745)); demands for more frequent elections, all suggest 
that she would have identified herself as a `Real' Whig, rather than a `modern' 
Whig of the eighteenth-century. 13 In the subject-matter of their work, and the 
genres in which they chose to express their views, More and Macaulay also appear 
to be opposed; ostensibly, More's work was concerned with the appropriately 
`feminine' topics of moral and religious reform, while Macaulay focused on the 
'' For more on Whiggism and Commonwealthmen, see J. G. A. Pocock, Virtue, Commerce and 
Society: Essays on Political Thought and History, Chiefly in the Eighteenth Century, (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1985), and Caroline Robbins, The Eighteenth-Century 
Commonwealthman: Studies in the Transmission, Development and Circumstance of English 
Liberal Thought from the Restoration of Charles 11 until the War with the Thirteen Colonies, 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1959). 
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'masculine' genres of history and politics. However, it will be argued that if the 
work of these two apparently diverse women is examined in context, their 
objectives in writing sometimes prove to be remarkably similar, thereby 
undermining commonly held perceptions about them. 
Recently, there has been a surge of interest in both More and Macaulay. Although 
public perception and interest, reputation, and politics play a part in any critic's 
decision whether to write on a subject, the proliferation of More's personal papers 
(diaries, journals, correspondence), and the corresponding dearth of those relating 
to Macaulay, has dictated, to some extent, the number of books or articles 
undertaken. Despite the lack of family papers, Bridget Hill wrote a fine biography 
on Macaulay, based largely on contemporaries' accounts and reports. 
14 The 
abundance of contemporary comments and references to Macaulay, says much 
about her status during her lifetime, but undoubtedly, as a subject, she is somewhat 
enigmatic. Mary Hays wrote a short biography of Macaulay, which was published 
in 1803, but from then until 1949 there appears to have been little interest in a 
woman who, according to contemporary accounts, was lionized by society during 
much of her lifetime. ' 5 The sudden surge of interest in Macaulay, in the second 
half of the twentieth century, focused on her history and political writing, and 
her 
correspondence with the leaders of the American revolution. American scholars 
have been particularly interested in Macaulay, because of her support 
for the 
republican cause, first in America, then in France. 
16 Hill, in conjunction with her 
14 Bridget Hill, The Republican Virago: The Life and Times of Catharine Macaulay, Historian, 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). 
'S Mary Hays, 'Catherine Macaulay Graham', in Female Biography; or, Memoirs of Illustrious and 
Celebrated Women, of all ages and Countries, 6 vols., (London: Richard Phillips, 1803), 289-306. 
'G For example, Mildred Chaffee Beckwith's, `Catharine Macaulay: Eighteenth-Century Rebel', 
in 
Proceedings of the South Carolina Historical Association, (1958), 12-29; G. M. Ditchfield. `Some 
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husband Christopher Hill, published an article on Macaulay in 1967,17 but it was 
not until 1992 that she published her biography. However, soon after the 
appearance of Hill's work, some 190 items of Macaulay's personal papers 
(`Property of a Descendent') came to light, and were offered for sale by Phillips in 
June 1992; they now form part of `The Gilder Lehrman Collection' housed at the 
Pierpont Morgan Library in New York. 18 This collection (much of it unpublished) 
has provided a rich source for research, and has been used extensively throughout 
this thesis. The discovery of Macaulay's papers has created another surge of 
interest; in 1994 a facsimile edition of Macaulay's Letters on Education. With 
Observations on Religious and Metaphysical Subjects (1790), (hereafter 
abbreviated to Letters) was published, and recently, she has been the subject of a 
number of theses, articles, and books. 19 There are also a number of works on 
Macaulay in progress, including two books, and an edition of her political 
writings. 20 
Literary and Political Views of Catharine Macaulay', in American Notes and Queries, 12 (1974), 
70-76; Lucy Martin Donnelly, `The Celebrated Mrs. Macaulay', in William and Mary Quarterly, 3`a 
ser., 6: 2 (1949), 172-207; Claire Gilbride Fox, `Catharine Macaulay, an Eighteenth Century Clio', 
in Winterthur Portfolio, 4 (1968), 129-42; Barbara Brandon Schnorrenberg's, `The Brood-Hen of 
Faction: Mrs. Macaulay and Radical Politics, 1765-75', in Albion, 11 (1979), 33-45, and `An 
Opportunity Missed: Catharine Macaulay on the Revolution of 1688', in Studies in Eighteenth 
Century Culture, 20 (1990), 231-40. Also, Macaulay's An Address to the People of England, 
Ireland, and Scotland, on the Present Important Crisis of Affairs (1775), was reprinted in English 
Defenders ofAmerican Freedoms 1774-1778: Six Pamphlets Attacking British Policy, compiled by 
Paul H. Smith, (Washington: Library of Congress, 1972), 107-123. 
" Bridget and Christopher Hill, `Catharine Macaulay and the Seventeenth Century', in The Welsh 
History Review, 3 (1967), 381-42. 
18 Microfilm, and photocopies of the papers are deposited at the British Library. 
19 Catharine Macaulay, Letters on Education. With Observations on Religious and Metaphysical 
Subjects (1790), (Oxford, New York: Woodstock Books, 1994). Articles include Bridget Hill's, 
`Reinterpreting the "glorious revolution": Catharine Macaulay and radical response', in Culture and 
Society in the Stuart Restoration, edited by Gerald MacLean, (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1995); Clara Humphrey Hay's `Catharine Macaulay and the American Revolution', in The 
Historian, 56 (1994), 301-16; and chapters on Macaulay in Tania S. Smith's `The Rhetorical 
Education of eighteenth-century British Women Writers', (unpublished diss., Ohio State University, 
2002); Devoney Looser, British Women Writers and the Writing of History, 1670-1820, (Baltimore, 
London: John Hopkins University Press, 2000). 
20 In production is an edition of Macaulay's political writings; and a book on Macaulay, which 
deals with gender, republicanism and sentimentality in eighteenth century Britain and America. 
Another book about Macaulay, deals with the political and historical thought of the English radical; 
1) 1) 
Many have first encountered Macaulay in Mary Wollstonecraft's A Vindication of 
the Rights of Woman (1792), (hereafter abbreviated to Vindication), where 
Wollstonecraft openly acknowledges her admiration for Macaulay, citing her as 
`the woman of the greatest abilities, undoubtedly, that this country has ever 
produced. ' Macaulay was, says Wollstonecraft: 
an example of intellectual acquirement supposed to be incompatible with the 
weakness of her sex. In her style of writing, indeed, no sex appears, for it is like the 
sense it conveys, strong and clear. 
I will not call hers a masculine understanding, because I admit not of such an arrogant 
assumption of reason; but I contend that it was a sound one, and that her judgment, the 
matured fruit of profound thinking, was a proof that a woman can acquire judgment, 
in the full extent of the word. 2' 
While Wollstonecraft refuses to designate reason itself as a masculine preserve and 
therefore declines to identify Macaulay's understanding as `masculine', her 
encomium serves to remind the reader that Macaulay's scholarly and political 
interests were considered to be unsuitable pursuits for women. The term 
`masculine' was often pejorative when applied to women; after the scandal of 
Macaulay's second marriage in 1778, More, in a letter to Frances Boscawen (1719- 
1805), condemned Macaulay, saying `she was not feminine either in her writings 
or her manners; she was only a good, clever, man', 22 and certainly, the discrepancy 
in age and social status, did cast Macaulay in the traditional male role in her 
relationship with Graham. However, Wollstonecraft makes it clear that while 
Macaulay utilised her intellectual abilities, she still retained those characteristics so 
while in pre-production is a book whose working title is Radicals in Petticoats: Catharine 
Macaulay and Mary Wollstonecraft. 
21 Mary Wollstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Woman (1792), reprinted in Political 
Writings, edited and introduced by Janet Todd (1993), (Oxford, Melbourne: Oxford University 
Press, 1994), 63-283, p. 180. 
2. Undated letter from More to Mrs. Boscawen, printed in William Roberts, Memoirs of the Life und 
Correspondence of Mrs. Hannah More, 3`d edition, 4 vols., (London: R. B. Seeley and W. Burnside, 
1835). 1, pp. 233-234. 
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admired in women: `sympathy' and `benevolence', which seems to suggest that 
she saw Macaulay's combination of intellect and emotion as transcending 
contemporary ideas of gender. Such a strategy not only positions Macaulay, in her 
fusion of `masculine' and `feminine', as superior to both, but reveals 
Wollstonecraft's awareness of the artificiality and fluidity of such constructs. 
The connection with Wollstonecraft is somewhat problematical when assessing 
Macaulay's work, since it can lead to preconceptions regarding her beliefs and 
opinions. Interestingly, More too, has been bracketed with Wollstonecraft, 23 and 
as critics such as Mitzi Myers and Guest demonstrate, there are similarities in the 
work of the two women (particularly in their views on contemporary women and 
their education ). Nevertheless, as Claire Grogan warns, there are inherent dangers 
in such strategies, particularly the elision of important differences, and she argues 
further that `the desire (and apparent ability) to create a common ground between 
politically opposing positions over-simplifies and misrepresents the sophistication 
of the views actually presented. '24 Undoubtedly, there are similarities between 
Wollstonecraft and Macaulay: Wollstonecraft herself stresses the similarity 
between her views on education, and those of Macaulay, informing the readers of 
Vindication in a footnote that, `coinciding in opinion with Mrs Macaulay relative 
to many branches of education, I refer to her valuable work, instead of quoting her 
sentiments to support my own. '25 Nevertheless, given that critic Cora Kaplan has 
described Wollstonecraft's Vindication as `the founding text of Anglo-American 
23 For example, see Mitzi Myers, `Reform or Ruin: "A Revolution in Female Manners"", in Studies 
in Eighteenth-Century Culture, 11 (1982), 199-216; and Guest, Small Change. 
24 Claire Grogan, `Mary Wollstonecraft and Hannah More: Politics, Feminism and Modern Critics', 
in Lumen, 13 (1994), 99-108, p. 99. 
25 Wollstonecraft, Vindication, p. 180. 
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feminism', 26 the bracketing of any woman with Wollstonecraft leads some to infer 
inductively that they too, can be viewed as a proto-femininst. Until relatively 
recently it was not known whether Macaulay was aware of Wollstonecraft, or her 
work, but in 1995 Hill wrote an article on the discovery of two letters which 
proved that the two women had corresponded. In the letter from Wollstonecraft to 
Macaulay, dated December 1790, Wollstonecraft asserts, "`you are the only female 
writer who I coincide in opinion with respecting the rank our sex ought to 
endeavour to attain in the world. I respect Mrs Macaulay Graham because she 
contends for laurels whilst most of her sex only seek for flowers. "' 27 The classical 
and military connotations of this comment must have pleased Macaulay; her 
response, dated 30 December, 1790 reveals not only her pleasure at the younger 
woman's flattery, but pleasure that a book she had admired had been written by a 
woman: 
the receipt of your letter with one of the copies of the second edition of your excellent 
pamphlet in vindication of the rights of men gave me a pleasure derived from a variety 
of causes. I was pleased at the attention of the public to your animated observations, 
pleased with the flattering compliment you paid me in a second remembrance, and 
still more highly pleased that this publication which I have so greatly admired from its 
pathos & sentiment should have been written by a woman and thus to see my opinion 
of the powers and talents of the sex in your pen so early verified. 28 
Hill has promoted the coupling of Wollstonecraft and Macaulay, arguing that there 
are similarities between the two women - their self-education, their responses to 
Edmund Burke's (1729-1797) Reflections on the Revolution in France (1790), 
29 
their involvement in radical circles - and that even without the evidence provided 
by the letters, the two women are united as being `certainly the two most 
26 Cora Kaplan, Sea Changes: Essays on Culture and Feminism, (London: Verso, 1986), p. 34. 
27 Quoted from Bridget Hill, The Links between Mary Wollstonecraft and Catharine Macaulay: 
new evidence', in Women's History Review, 4: 2, (1995), 177-192, p. 177. 
28 Hill, `Links', P. 178. 
29 Macaulay had written against Burke earlier, in Observations on a Pamphlet entitled `Thoughts on 
the Cause of the Present Discontents, (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1770). 
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outstanding women among eighteenth-century radicals. '30 However, citing the 
existence of the two letters, and in particular Wollstonecraft's fulsome praise, Hill 
goes on to argue that `if nothing else justified the bracketing of their names, this 
letter makes them inseparable. ' 31 Nevertheless, while accepting the links between 
the two women, the `bracketing' of Macaulay and Wollstonecraft needs 
qualification. The letters prove that each woman had read, and approved, the 
other's response to Burke, and indeed, that they were disposed to admire each 
other, but the juxtaposition of Macaulay with a woman identified as a pioneer of 
modern feminism suggests that Hill regards Macaulay as a proto-feminist, indeed 
Hill ends her article by asking whether `modern feminists owe [Macaulay] a debt 
as yet unrecognised? '32 The weakness in Hill's argument for Macaulay as a 
potential proto-feminist, surely rests on the fact that it is primarily based on the 
knowledge that Macaulay and Wollstonecraft corresponded, rather than on an 
analysis of Macaulay's work. In her earlier biography of Macaulay, Hill had 
asked, `was Catharine Macaulay a feminist? ' Her view then was: 
it is doubtful whether in her ideas she would qualify in any modern sense of the word. 
Her priorities would have put women's position in society, bad although she 
recognized it as being, far down the list. Yet in the unwritten assumptions behind her 
behaviour there is much worthy of the name. All the obstacles and hindrances that 
most other women found insuperable she chose to ignore. [... ] In her determination 
to let no social convention interfere with what she wanted to do and say she was 
unique. " 
According to this definition of `feminist', More would also surely qualify, since on 
occasion she too refused to allow `social convention' to `interfere with what she 
wanted to do and say', but the danger here is that the life of the subject, and her 
30 Hill, `Links', p. 179. 
'1 Hill, `Links', p. 181. 
32 Hill, `Links', p. 188. 
33 Hill, Virago, p. 147. 
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relationships (albeit important), begin to shape, and sometimes dictate, any 
interpretation of her written work. The case of Wollstonecraft and Macaulay 
illustrates the difficulties, and restrictions, of trying to assess the lives and work of 
eighteenth-century women as members of a self-conscious collective: Macaulay 
may have shared Wollstonecraft's views on the `rights of men' and applauded her 
sortie into the male preserve of political pamphlet writing, but this is far from 
qualifying her as a `feminist'. 
In the case of More, recent re-assessments of her life and work have argued that 
rather than see her as a reactionary, there is a case to be made for positioning her in 
the forefront of those who wished to improve the status of women; Kathryn 
Sutherland, for example, has cited persuasive reasons for regarding More as a 
leading exponent of `counter-revolutionary feminism'. 34 This thesis does not go 
so far as to claim that More was a `feminist' since, apart from being an 
anachronism, it will be argued that any deviation by her, from contemporary 
feminine ideology, was complicated by her views on religion, politics, female 
education and class. 
Since More's death, numerous biographies and articles on her have appeared; the 
majority of critics writing in the period from her death until the last two decades of 
the twentieth-century, have lauded her efforts at moral reform and celebrated her as 
the epitome of Christian (and sometimes more specifically, Evangelical) 
womanhood. Almost without exception, the biographies of the nineteenth-, and 
early twentieth-century have represented More as a supporter of the status quo and 
'`` Kathryn Sutherland, `Hannah More's counter-revolutionary feminism', in Revolution in Kriting: 
British Litera, y Responses to the French Revolution, edited by Kelvin Everest, (Milton Keynes, 
Philadelphia: Open University Press, 1991), 27-63. 
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a role model for pious women, and consequently have stressed those qualities they 
believed constituted the ideal of Christian womanhood while downplaying, even 
sometimes ignoring, those views or actions of More's which might undermine her 
function as the embodiment of Christian virtue. While such works fulfil their 
function - as a form of conduct book - they do not provide an historically accurate 
account of More's life, and are of little assistance when interpreting her work. 
However, the latter part of the twentieth century saw a shift in attitude towards 
More, a re-assessment of previous assumptions regarding her life and work; in 
particular, Myers has developed the arguments of Ray Strachey and Gerald 
Newman, that the seeming orthodoxy of those such as More, actually concealed a 
determination to undermine the established order. 35 Modern critics, such as 
Sutherland, Charles Howard Ford, Mellor, and Anne Stott (who recently published 
an excellent biography on More - the first in fifty years) have attempted to reassess 
More, and to re-examine her work, with Myers' advice in mind, that: 
since female models characteristically operate in terms of strategically redefining 
and rescripting traditional markers, the linguistic surface of such sexual 
pronouncements must be carefully scrutinized for imperfect integrations, 
submerged conflicts, covert messages - for all the meanings which hover 
interstitially. 36 
However, while many modern critics have argued for a reassessment of More's 
work, there are those who claim that such readings ignore the reactionary nature of 
her motives and her message. One critic describes the resurgence of interest in 
35 See Mitzi Myers, `Reform or Ruin'; Myers, `Hannah More's Tracts for the Times: Social Fiction 
and Female Ideology', in Fettr'd or Free? British Women Novelists 1670-1815, edited by Mary 
Anne Schofield and Cecilia Macheski, (Athens, Ohio, London: Ohio University Press, 1986), 264- 
284; Ray Strachey, `The Cause': A Short History of the Women's Movement in Great Britain 
(1928), (Port Washington, New York: Kennikat Press, 1969); Gerald Newman, The Rise of English 
Nationalism: A Cultural History 1740-1830, (New York: St. Martin's Press, 1997). 
36 Myers, `Reform or Ruin', p. 202. Sutherland, `Hannah More's Counter-Revolutionary 
Feminism'; Charles Howard Ford, Hannah More: A Critical Biography, (New York, Washington, 
D. C., Baltimore: Peter Lang, 1996); Anne K. Mellor, Mothers of the Nation, particularly Chapter 1, 
pp. 13-38; Anne Stott, Hannah More: The First Victorian, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2003). 
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More as `ironic', claiming that she `is the precise opposite of a revolutionary: she 
is indeed a standard-bearer, but for the status quo. '37 Mona Scheuermann argues 
that critics, such as Myers and Elizabeth Kowaleski-Wallace, `reshape[s] a More 
who fits [their] own interests', instead of attempting to read `an eighteenth-century 
More'. 38 An eighteenth-century reading of More, argues Scheuermann, reveals her 
to be an ardent, and uncomplicated, supporter of the Establishment; for example, 
she claims that More's aim in writing for the poor was simply a means of keeping 
them in line by convincing [them] of their contentment and persuading them that 
their position in society is the best they can enjoy. '39 Further, interpretations of 
More's work in a feminist context are condemned as being particularly ironic, 
since: 
More clearly says that women, especially poor women, should be something quite 
close to the servants of their husbands. While the poor man should be happy with 
his subservient and often dependent state, the poor woman is doubly subservient; 
for she is at the disposal of her husband as well as of his masters. 40 
Interestingly, this argument echoes that made by Kowaleski-Wallace, that More 
not only supported patriarchy, but betrayed her socially inferior sisters, 41 but that 
aside, Scheuermann's emphatic denial of the validity of what could be termed 
`alternative' readings of More, raises an extremely interesting point, one which 
justifies further analysis of More's work. The fact that such widely divergent 
readings of More's work are possible, supports demands (such as that made by 
Myers), for a closer analysis of More's writing. So while there is much in 
Scheuermann's reading of More's attitude towards the poor which is undeniably 
'' Mona Scheuermann, `Hannah More and the English Poor', in Eighteenth Century Life, 25, n. s. 2 
(2001), 237-25 1, p. 237. 
'x Scheuermann, 'Hannah More', p. 238. 
Scheuermann, 'Hannah More', p. 242. 
40 Scheuermann, `Hannah More', pp. 243-244. 
41 See Kowaleski-Wallace, Their Father's Daughters. 
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valid, the arguments made by critics such as Myers and Sutherland are equally well 
supported by an examination of More's work. This ambiguity in More's texts 
suggests a dexterity and subtlety in her writing; the following chapters assess 
whether More's work was a deliberate attempt to undermine the established order. 
In the nineteenth century there were a few reprints of More's collected works; a 
number of biographies, and she was frequently cited in books describing edifying 
women; 42 but recently there have been numerous articles and books on More, as 
well as a recent facsimile of her Strictures on the Modern System of Female 
Education. With a View of the Principles and Conduct Prevalent Among Women 
of Rank and Fortune, (hereafter abbreviated to Strictures), and an academic edition 
of some of the Cheap Repository Tracts. 43 
Clearly, there is a long way to go in analysing the work of both More and 
Macaulay; this thesis aims to advance and build on the research already begun, and 
to take into account the context in which their work originated. Further, in 
response to the call made by Myers, research into More's work will analyse `the 
complex rhetorical counterpoint through which she manages to convey female 
power while upholding sexual complementarity and deftly sidestepping 
impropriety'. 44 With Macaulay, research focuses on close analysis of her work, 
but also situates her work within the debate surrounding female education, and the 
role of women in society. 
42 For more information on works on More and Macaulay up to 1900, see Sybil Oldfield's 
Collective Biography of Women in Britain, 1550-1900: A Select Annotated Bibliography, (London, 
New York: Mansell Publishing Limited, 1999). 
43 Hannah More, Strictures on Female Education (1799), (Oxford, New York: Woodstock Books, 
1995). Hannah More, Tales for the Common People and Other Cheap Repository Tracts, selected 
and introduced by Clare MacDonald Shaw, (Nottingham: Trent Editions, 2002). 
44 Mitzi Myers, `Reform or Ruin', p. 209. 
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Discussion focuses on the latter part of the eighteenth century; this period has been 
chosen for a number of reasons, firstly, it encompasses the publication of all the 
major works of the two writers being studied: Macaulay published her first volume 
of history in 1763, and More her first play, The Search After Happiness in 1773. 
The publication of Macaulay's final work, Observations on the Reflections of the 
Rt. Hon. Edmund Burke, on the Revolution in France (hereafter abbreviated to 
Observations on the Reflections), 45 was in 1790, the year before her death, while 
by 1820 More had published all of her original works (Bible Rhymes and The Spirit 
of Prayer were mainly re-workings of old themes). 46 Secondly, and more 
importantly, the period encompasses the American and French revolutions, which, 
it will be argued, provided a significant impetus not only for debates on the role of 
women in society, but for greater female participation. Aside from the American 
and French Revolutions, the period under question saw a rapid growth in industry, 
particularly in textiles; the rise of the Luddites; frequent wars with France; scarcity, 
and social unrest at home; the Gordon riots; and the Peterloo Massacre. This thesis 
argues that it was no coincidence that this period saw an increase in the debate 
surrounding the role of women in society. 
Female Education, Religion and Politics 
A primary contention of this thesis is that female education, religion, and politics, 
were perceived to be inextricably bound together, and that the underpinning of the 
State by the Established Church, combined with the assumed superiority of women 
a5 Catharine Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections of the Right Hon. Edmund Burke, on the 
Revolution in France, in a Letter to the Right Hon. The Earl of Stanhope, (London: C. Dilly, 1790). 46 Hannah More, Bible Rhymes on the Names of all the Books of the Old and New Testament, 
(1821), 2 nd edition, (London: T. Cadell, 1822); and The Spirit of Prayer, 2°d edition, (London: T. 
Cadell, 1825). 
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in matters of religion, led to women's greater participation in society. One of the 
results of the revolution in France, with its destruction of both social and religious 
order, was a greater focus, in England, on the education of women, since they were 
perceived to be a major factor in the country's well-being. At a time of social 
change and unrest, it was considered necessary to provide women with an 
education which would enable them to fulfil their role in society; the numerous 
works on education produced at this time, used the opportunity to attempt to 
construct new models of femininity derived from existing ideologies. 
In the 1790s, the appearance of pamphlets with titles such as The Christian 
Religion briefly defended against the philosophes and republicans of France 
(1793); The example of France a warning to Britain, etc. (1793), and The 
Retrospect; or reflections on the state of religion and politics in France and Great 
Britain (1794), 47 make it clear that many believed that religion was under threat 
from French philosophy and politics. This is not to suggest that it was only 
French philosophy which was considered to be dangerous - since any 
philosophical belief which undermined religious doctrine was viewed with 
suspicion - but events in France, at this time, meant that it became an exemplum, 
providing a specific focus for defenders of established religion. In order to 
understand firstly, the perceived relationship between Church and State; secondly, 
the threat which many believed philosophy posed to religion in the 1790s. and 
finally, the role of women in strengthening the nation, it is useful to examine the 
work of Beilby Porteus (1731-1809) and William Wilberforce (1759-1833), men 
4' Henry Best, The Christian Religion briefly defended against the philosophes and republicans of 
France, (London: 1793); Arthur Young, F. R. S., The example of France a warning to Britain, etc., 
(Bury St. Edmunds, 1793); John Owen, Rector of Paglesham, Essex, The Retrospect; or reflections 
on the state of religion and politics in France and Great Britain, (London: 1794). 
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who articulated the first two positions, and supported the third, and who were not 
only determined to uphold the central position of religion in society but (of some 
importance in establishing a context for this thesis), were hugely influential in 
encouraging More to enlarge her sphere of influence. 
Included in the archival material consulted, are the memorandums of Porteus, 
Bishop of London, who, as a close friend of More, influenced her religious ideas, 
and prompted her writing of texts such as Village Politics (1793). Susan Staves 
has recently published an interesting article on the relationship between the 
Anglican clergy and women writers, arguing that clergymen encouraged women 
writers: 
because they were charitable, because they saw ways that these women could 
assist in pastoral efforts, and because they wanted to offer models of Anglican 
female piety and learning that were worthy of imitation and that would enhance 
the reputation of the Anglican Church. 48 
This is undoubtedly true, but it should not be forgotten that clergymen were not the 
only patrons of women writers; men like Johnson and Wilberforce provided 
enormous encouragement and assistance. Rather than identifying the patrons of 
women writers as clergymen, it is perhaps more useful to distinguish such men as 
supporters of the Established Church, as men who believed in religion as the 
bedrock of social stability, and who recognized the role of women in disseminating 
and maintaining religious faith. Staves' argument seems to suggest that literary 
ability was not the determining factor in male patronage of women writers but, it 
will be argued, the relationship between More and Porteus reveals that although his 
initial admiration for More's reformative work, aimed at the fashionable great, 
48 Susan Staves, `Church of England Clergy and Women Writers', in Huntington Library Quarterly, 
65: 1-2 (2002), 81-103, p. 94. 
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complies with Staves' paradigm, his later pleas that she respond to Thomas Paine's 
(1737-1809) Rights of Man (1791-92) and The Age of Reason (1794,1796), 
suggest that he also genuinely respected her literary talents, in particular her ability 
to adapt her style to appeal to a specific audience. Porteus certainly admired 
More's piety and her charitable works, but given his belief in the enormity of the 
threat posed by Paine, it is impossible that he would have entrusted the task of 
countering such a threat to someone he did not sincerely believe would be equal to 
the challenge, regardless of any sympathy he felt towards women writers. 
An analysis of the memorandums by Porteus - entitled Occasional Memorandums 
and Reflexions on several subjects principally Religious, Moral, Eclesiastical [sic] 
and Literary begun in the Year 1777 (hereafter abbreviated to Memorandums) - 
helps establish a context for More's life and work; for example, they reveal why 
Porteus believed she was the best person to reply to Paine's Rights of Man, and his 
reasons for suggesting the specific form that such a reply ought to take. Three of 
the original Memorandums are housed at Lambeth Palace Library; they cover, 
respectively, the periods 20 September 1786 -3 July 1800; 20 August 1800 -5 
November 1808, and February 1803 - 27 April 1809 (the dating of the final 
volume reflects its status as containing both the original and its transcript). Also at 
the Library are six volumes of transcripts, which cover the period 1 January 1777 - 
27 April 1809. It is particularly interesting to compare the originals with the 
transcripts, and to see what has been changed or omitted, since this often reveals 
information or opinions which Porteus considered rather sensitive. The 
Memorandums are a rich source of not only the thoughts and movements of 
Porteus, but of his associates and contemporaries; surprisingly, until now both the 
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originals and transcripts (seemingly undertaken by either Porteus himself, or an 
amanuensis appointed by him) have only been consulted sparingly. 49 
Wilberforce too, was an influential figure in More's life; their correspondence 
reveals that his practical Evangelical approach - to the slave trade, and the plight 
of the poor in Cheddar, for example - inspired her own determination to be 
`useful', and that with regards to her Sunday Schools in the Mendips, it was 
Wilberforce who provided the impetus for the first school, and financial assistance 
in founding and maintaining the subsequent schools. 50 
In his A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed Christians, 
in the Higher and Middle Classes in this Country, contrasted with Real 
Christianity, published in 1797, Wilberforce wrote that he was firmly persuaded 
that: 
to the decline of Religion and morality our national difficulties must both directly and 
indirectly be chiefly ascribed; and that my only solid hopes for the well-being of my 
country depend not so much on her fleets and armies, not so much on the wisdom of 
her rulers, or the spirit of her people, as on the persuasion that she still contains 
many, who, in a degenerate age, love and obey the Gospel of Christ, on the humble 
trust that the intercession of these may still be prevalent, that for sake of these, 
Heaven may still look upon us with an eye offavour. 
51 [Wilberforce's italics] 
19 Porteus's biographer, Robert Hodgson, quotes briefly from the memorandums, as does Anne 
Stott, in her recent biography of More. See Robert Hodgson, The Life of the Right Reverend Beilby 
Porteus, D. D., Late Bishop of London, reprinted in The Works of the Right Reverend Beilby 
Porteus, D. D., Late Bishop of London, 6 vols., (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1811), 1; 
Stott, 
Hannah More. 
50 See Roberts, Memoirs; R. I. Wilberforce and S. Wilberforce's The Life of William Wilberforce, 5 
vols., (London: John Murray, 1838); William Wilberforce, The Correspondence of William 
Wilberforce, edited by R. I. Wilberforce and S. Wilberforce, 2 vols., (London: John Murray, 1840); 
William Wilberforce, Private Papers of William Wilberforce, edited by A. M. Wilberforce, 
(London: T. Fisher Unwin, 1897), for correspondence and relationship between More and 
Wilberforce. 
51 William Wilberforce, A Practical View of the Prevailing Religious System of Professed 
Christians, in the Higher and Middle Classes in this Country, contrasted with Real Christianity, 
(London: T. Cadell, Jun., and W. Davies, 1797), p. 489. 
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Wilberforce believed that religious observance, and outward respect for the 
doctrines of the Established Church, would result in more virtuous behaviour, and 
consequently lead to a more stable and ordered society: that the rich would set a 
better example to the poor, and that the poor would be more likely to accept their 
inferior position. To this end, in 1787, Wilberforce, and a number of like-minded 
friends (many of them Evangelicals) created the `Society for carrying into effect 
his Majesty's Proclamation Against Vice and Immorality, and for the 
Encouragement of Piety and Virtue' (hereafter abbreviated to the Proclamation 
Society). According to the statement which appeared in the front of their 
published reports, the society was: 
formed for the express Purpose of assisting the Magistrate (where he conceives such 
Assistance to be requisite), in checking the rapid Progress of Impiety and 
Licentiousness; in promoting a Spirit of Decency and good Order; and in enforcing a 
stricter Execution of the Laws against those dissolute, immoral, and disorderly 
Practices, for the Reforming of which his Majesty calls on all his Subjects. 52 
The Society saw it as their particular duty to enforce observance of the Sabbath, 
but were prepared to tackle any activities which they felt undermined religious 
belief. For example the Society's report for 1799, states: 
the Society has also justly conceived the suppression of publications of a 
blasphemous kind, to fall within its province. In particular, it lately came forward 
with success to suppress a publication of this class, of the most shocking description, 
which it discovered to have been circulated in different parts of the kingdom with 
great industry, and unhappily with but too much effect. 53 
A footnote informs the reader that the publication (a cheap edition of which, the 
Society claims, was circulated in areas as diverse as Cornwall, Nottingham, 
52 Seventh Report of the Committee of the Society for carrying into effect his Majesty's 
Proclamation Against Vice and Immorality, and for the Encouragement of Piety and Virtue: 
Together with a Brief Statement of the Origin and Nature of the Society, and a list of the Members, 
(London: George Stafford, 1795), pp. 19-21. 
5; Report of the Committee of the Society for carrying into effect his Majestys Proclamation 
against Vice and Immorality, for the Year 1799, (London: J. Hatchard, 1800), p. 17. 
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Yorkshire and Scotland), was Paine's Age of Reason. The Society seemed intent 
on policing and educating the poor, while leaving the rich alone; 54 indeed Robert 
Hodgson, in his biography of Porteus (a founder member), notes that the 
Declaration for observing the Sabbath, for example, was not well supported, 
principally because: 
it was confidently affirmed in the newspapers of the day, that the Declaration was 
only a preparatory step to the introduction of a Bill into Parliament, in order to take 
away from the common people all the usual comforts of the Sunday; to prevent them 
from seeing a single friend, or from taking their evening walk; to confine them rigidly 
in their own habitations, and to oblige them to spend the day in fasting and in 55 
prayer. 
While Hodgson denies such allegations, the Society was seen by many 
contemporaries to be not only discriminatory, but oppressive. Similarly, Horace 
Walpole reproved More for limiting the Sabbath reading matter of the poor to the 
`Sunday Readings' in her Cheap Repository Tracts. In a letter to her sister, More 
notes: 
Lord Orford rallied me yesterday, for what he called the ill-natured strictness of my 
tracts; and talked foolishly enough of the cruelty of making the poor spend so much 
time in reading books, and depriving them of their pleasure on Sundays. " 
Clearly, many of More's contemporaries and peers did view Sabbatarians as 
oppressors of the poor, but More notes in a letter written to her sister, Martha, that 
the upper ranks too, were unwilling to observe the Sabbath in a manner befitting 
true Christians: 
54 Although the aim of More's work mirrored that of the Society's, her gender precluded 
membership. However, unlike the Society, she even-handedly attempted to reform the manners of 
both the rich and poor; her contribution to the late eighteenth-century movement for the reformation 
of manners will be discussed in a later chapter. 
ss Hodgson, Life of Porteus, I, pp. 140-141. 
56 Letter from More to her sister, dated 1795, Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 433. 
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the Morning Chronicle, and other pious newspapers, have laboured to throw such a 
stigma on the association for the better observance of Sunday, that the timid great are 
sheering off, and very few indeed have signed. It has, however, led to so much talk 
and discussion on the subject, as to produce a very considerable effect, and a number 
of high people have said, that, though they will not bind themselves in form, they will 
conform to the spirit of the resolution. I doubt, however, whether those who shew a 
timidity so little creditable to them, will do much. 57 
Since the Proclamation Society believed that increasing prosperity, disposable 
wealth, and luxury were a threat to religious observance, it would seem that their 
work was directed at the poor, and perhaps the emerging middle classes, since the 
aristocracy at least had always enjoyed great wealth. Perhaps Wilberforce 
considered the `faults' of the poor to be far more of an immediate threat to religion 
and society than those of the rich; if, as he stated, the main fault of society was 
selfishness, then potentially, the poor would be more of a threat. Possibly he 
believed that selfishness in the wealthy manifested itself relatively harmlessly in 
pomp, parade and luxury, but in the poor, who had so little, their desire for not 
only material goods, but for greater social and political equality, might lead them 
to insubordination, and physical violence. There are certainly earlier eighteenth- 
century precedents for such views: Henry Fielding (1707-1754), in his Enquiry 
into the Cause of the late Increase of Robbers (1751), regarded the vices of the rich 
57 Letter from More to her sister, Martha, dated 1797, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, pp. 15-16. The 
declaration for observing the Sabbath stated: "`We, whose names are hereunto subscribed, being 
deeply sensible of the great importance of the religious observance of the Lord's Day to the 
interests of Christianity and of civil society, do declare, that we hold it highly improper on that day 
to give or accept invitations to entertainments or assemblies, or (except in cases of emergency, or 
for purposes of charity) to travel, or to exercise any worldly occupation, or to employ our domestics 
or dependents in any thing interfering with their public or private religious duties. And as example, 
and a public declaration of the principles of our own conduct, more peculiarly at this time, may tend 
to influence the conduct of others, we do hereby further declare our resolution to adhere (as far as 
may be practicable) to the due observance of the Lord's Day, according to the preceding 
Declaration. "' Hodgson, I, pp. 138-139. 
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as self-punishing and outside the regulatory control of the State, but saw the 
pursuit of luxury by the poor as the main reason for growing crime rates. 58 
Wilberforce identified increasing prosperity, achieved through growing trade and 
commercial enterprise, as a threat to religion and morality: 
it must even be confessed, that the commercial spirit, much as we are indebted to it, is 
not naturally favourable to the maintenance of the religious principle in a vigorous 
and lively state. 59 
The tension between the religious and commercial spirit, revealed by this sentence, 
must have been felt by many Christians at this time of increasing commercial 
activity, since the Bible clearly states: 
no-one can serve two masters: for either he will hate the one and love the other; or 
else he will hold to the one and despise the other. Ye cannot serve God and 
mammon. 
60 
While Wilberforce clearly recognises the advantages of commerce - not only for 
society, but for the nation - his acceptance of the authority of the Bible means that 
he cannot accept trade as an unequivocal good, since the Bible positions the pursuit 
of money as detrimental to a life lived according to true Christian principles. 
Possibly the only way of viewing the pursuit of money in a positive light, was to 
ensure that such gains were utilised for charitable purposes. However, as the 
Proclamation Society pointed out in their even more explicit condemnation of 
increasing commercial prosperity, the pursuit of money seemed to supplant 
religious observance: 
58 See Henry Fielding, An Enquiry into the Causes of the Late Increase of Robbers (1751), reprinted 
in An Enquiry into the Causes of the Late Increase of Robbers and Related Writings, edited by 
Malvin R. Zirker, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), 61-172, particularly pp. 77-78. 
59 Wilberforce, A Practical View, p. 372. 
60 Matthew 6: 24. 
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the experience of all ages and nations has established it as an unquestionable truth, 
that, in every country, increasing wealth, luxury and refinement, are attended with a 
decay in religion and morals, in some degree proportionate. " 
Increasing commercial trade, with its concomitant increase in the variety of 
`luxury' goods available to the consumer, meant that the concept of luxury became 
a hotly debated topic in the eighteenth century, giving rise to greater anxieties. 
While the philosopher/economist Adam Smith (1723-1790) sought to de-moralise 
the concept of luxury, 62 by establishing the desire for luxury goods as a natural, 
and more importantly, a beneficial and socialising, aspect of human nature, 
Wilberforce appears torn between this `modern' interpretation and an older, 
religious, even classical, paradigm where luxury is immoral and enervating. In 
Smith's view, increasing commercialisation serves to civilize society: each 
individual may not intend to benefit society by his actions, but his desire to 
improve his condition - by acquiring luxury goods for example - not only means 
that money is kept in circulation (an essential prerequisite for a healthy economy), 
but that each man must behave honestly and courteously if he hopes to trade with 
another. However, while Wilberforce acknowledges the advantages of trade, he, 
along with the Proclamation Society, seemingly believes that it is no coincidence 
that as trade increased, religious observance decreased, and consequently he 
positions commerce/luxury and religion as inversely related. 
61 Proclamation Society Report (1799), p. 30. 
62 As Christopher Berry points out, even though Smith morally condemns the `vain and insatiable 
desires' of the rich, he does not condemn the concept of luxury, which he believes has a positive 
role in society. Smith sees such desire as natural and beneficial since the rich `are "without 
intending it, without knowing it" led by the invisible hand to "advance the interest of the society" 
by giving employment to thousands. ' Christopher Berry, The Idea of Luxury: A Conceptual and 
Historical Investigation, (Cambridge, New York, Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1994), 
n. 18, p. 165. 
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The detrimental effect of luxury on religious observance and morals is given as the 
reason for the downfall of France; the Proclamation Society Report claims: 
we must have been dull indeed, not to have learned, from the events which have 
recently happened in a neighbouring country, both the effects of increasing luxury 
and refinement upon the public religion and morals, and the ruinous political effects 
of increasing irreligion and immorality. 63 
The Society points out that the close connection between religious and political 
institutions, meant that the destruction of religion, would be followed by the 
destruction of the State. The Society posited `increasing luxury and refinement' as 
the reason for a real or imagined decline in religious observation and morals, and 
since religion and the State were intertwined, and interdependent, any weakening 
of Established religion would also undermine the country's political institutions. 
The Proclamation Society believed England to be under threat from the same 
source which had destroyed France, but although they do not name the French 
`assailants of Christianity', it would appear that in the 1790s at least, many 
religious adherents saw philosophy as a major threat to religion. This viewpoint is 
most clearly expressed in a Charge, delivered in 1794 by Porteus to the clergy in 
his Diocese; 64 he begins by setting out the claims of the philosophers: 
it has been asserted, by those who dignify themselves with the name of philosophers, 
[... ] that religion, especially the Christian religion, instead of being an advantage, is a 
real incumbrance to the state, and has been productive of nothing but mischief, 
misery, and desolation: that the true ally, the true support of government, is 
PHILOSOPHY; that to this every improvement, every blessing we enjoy in civil and 
social life, is entirely owing; and that if religion was proscribed, and philosophy 
substituted in its room, and advanced to a proper degree of pre-eminence, we should 
soon see a most astonishing and most happy change in the face of human affairs. 
65 
63 Proclamation Society Report (1799), pp. 32-33. 
64 For more on the connection between sermons and debates on the French Revolution see Robert 
Hole, `English Sermons and Tracts as Media of Debate on the French Revolution 1789-99', in The 
French Revolution and British Popular Politics, edited by Mark Philp, (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 1991), 18-37. 
65 Beilby Porteus, A Charge. Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of London. At the visitation of 
that Diocese, in the Year 1794, reprinted in his The Works of the Right Reverend Beilby Porteus, 
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However, Porteus counters such claims by citing the example of the French 
Revolution; he argues that France's rejection of religion, and adoption of 
`philosophy' has directly resulted in bloodshed, social disorder, and increased 
poverty. 
There was a definite tension between reason and religion (reason here being 
defined as a form of scientific objectivity), 66 and the word philosophy was used by 
many in a pejorative sense; Hodgson argued that during the French Revolution: 
which threw down every barrier, that the wisdom of ages had raised for the 
consolidation of a great empire, it was not to be expected that Religion would pass 
unmolested: and in fact it very soon appeared, that the revolutionists of France aimed 
at nothing less than the utter subversion of all moral principle, and the complete 
abandonment of public worship. Their object was to degrade and vilify the truths of 
Revelation, and to propagate in its place a blasphemous and infidel philosophy. 67 
If the numerous pamphlets and letters published in journals and newspapers are 
any indication, there were many who, like Porteus, could not envisage a secular 
morality, and believed that the destruction of religion would inevitably lead to `the 
utter subversion of all moral principle'. Religion, posited as the bedrock of 
morality, social order, and national prosperity, was considered by many to be under 
threat from a secular, atheistic, self-serving philosophy of French origin. English 
critics of the French Revolution believed that the main proponents of this `new' 
philosophy were men who were part of the French `Enlightenment', philosophes 
like Denis Diderot (1713-1784), the founder of The Encyclopedie, Jean-Jacques 
D. D., Late Bishop of London : With his Life, by the Rev. Robert Hodgson, 6 vols., (London : T. 
Cadell & W. Davies, 1811), VI, p. 316. 
66 For an examination of the tension between the reason and religion see John Redwood's Reason, 
Ridicule and Religion: The Age of Enlightenment in England 1660-1750, (London: Thames and 
Hudson, 1976). 
67 Hodgson, Life of Porteus, pp. 117-118. 
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Rousseau (1712-1778), Claude-Adrien Helvetius (1715-1771), and Voltaire. 
Philosophes were anti-clerical, and many were deists who opposed the validity of 
revealed religions, such as Christianity, arguing instead for natural religion, where 
the existence of a non-interventional God is established by reason, and by the 
creation and continuing existence of the universe. 68 Although deism was not new 
to Britain, the prominence of the French deists meant that they posed more of a 
threat to established religion. 
Philosophers then, were often viewed with suspicion as Jacobins, deists, or even 
atheists, and their work treated as potentially seditious. In England, Paine was 
seen as the epitome of the `new' philosopher, since he was both a deist, and a 
supporter of both the American and French revolutions; indeed, in her tale The 
History of Mr. Fantom, the New-Fashioned Philosopher, and His Man William 
(1797), (hereafter abbreviated to Fantom), More refers to a `NEW 
PHILOSOPHER', who she identifies in a footnote as `THOMAS PAINE, whose 
"Rights of Man" and "Age of Reason" were widely circulated at this period, in 
cheap editions, by missionaries in the employ of seditious clubs and infidel 
societies. '69 More's use of the word `missionary', with its religious connotations, 
suggests that she saw Paine's work as an attempt to supplant Christianity with his 
own form of `religion', a move which threatened to destroy both Church and State. 
68 For more information on eighteenth-century deism, see Matthew Tindal (1657-1733), 
Christianity as Old as the Creation, (1730), in P. Gay (ed. ), Deism: An Anthology, (New York: Van 
Nostrand, 1968). 
69 Hannah More, `The History of Mr. Fantom, the New-Fashioned Philosopher, and his Man 
William' (1797), in Stories. for Persons in the Middle Ranks, reprinted in The Miscellaneous Works 
of Hannah More, 2 vols., (London: Thomas Tegg, Glasgow: R. Griffin and Co., Dublin: Tegg and 
Co., Sydney and Hobart Town: J. and S. A. Tegg, 1840), 1-17, p. 1. However, it should be noted 
that this footnote does not appear in earlier editions of Fantom. 
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Given this context, and the threat posed by men such as Paine, the perceived role 
of women as improvers of morals, manners and religious observance assumes a 
greater importance and led, it is here argued, to increasing debate about the role of 
women and the nature of their education, and presented women with an 
opportunity to make significant, and valuable contributions to society. 
Ostensibly, the bulk of Macaulay's work was not concerned with promoting 
religion, but a close analysis of her work reveals that religious faith played an 
integral part in shaping her life and work but, unlike More, she attempted to 
reconcile her philosophical interests and republican ideals, with her belief in a 
Christian God and the existence of an afterlife. The means of effecting such a 
reconciliation are interesting to examine, since they bring together concepts which, 
in the eighteenth century were deemed to be, if not incompatible, then certainly 
antagonistic. For example, while Macaulay recognized the inter-dependency of 
Church and State, she saw no reason why the citizens of a republic could not be 
Christians. Indeed, Macaulay only objected to the support given by the 
Established Church to the State when, as she argued, venality and preferment were 
the motives which underpinned their relationship. For Macaulay, as with More, 
morals were derived from religion, but whereas More unquestioningly quoted 
Scripture as the source of her belief, Macaulay attempted to demonstrate that moral 
truth was immutable, that while it came from God, its truth was knowable through 
the application of reason. However, in seeming opposition to this, Macaulay 
accepted the truth of revelation as a basis for faith. In propounding such 
arguments, Macaulay attempted to prove that religion and philosophy were 
reconcilable, arguing that a study of moral philosophy was necessary to understand 
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one's duty as a Christian and a member of society; the efficacy of these arguments 
are examined in this thesis. 
Given eighteenth-century attitudes regarding the relationship between the 
Established Church and the State, and that fact that Macaulay was a supporter of 
both the American and French revolutions, an avowed republican, and willing to 
question mere convention, it was inevitable that the sincerity of her religious faith 
was questioned (Hays claims that Macaulay was accused of `scepticism and 
infidelity'). 70 However, despite her political and philosophical interests, there is 
little evidence that Macaulay was any threat to Established Religion, and as this 
thesis will demonstrate, More was perceived, by some, to be a bigger threat despite 
her ostensible piety. 
The discussion begins by analysing the ways in which the work of women writers 
was received and how, in turn, they were represented by their contemporaries. As 
public figures, the work and personal lives of women writers were the subjects of 
intense scrutiny, and the first chapter will examine critical responses to the work of 
More and Macaulay (in newspaper and periodical reviews, and published 
responses to their work), and the ways in which they were represented. The first 
chapter demonstrates that the contextual evidence provided by contemporary 
responses to female writing, provides an invaluable insight to the sexual and social 
politics of the day, and helps the modern reader to a greater understanding of 
eighteenth-century women writers, in particular, the difficulties that they faced. 
Reception of a particular work also identifies possible shifts in public attitude; a 
70 Hays, `Catherine Macaulay Graham', pp. 298-299. 
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favourable review is evidence that the critic concurs with the ideas propounded by 
the author. It will be argued in this chapter that the contemporary reception of 
women's writing was dependent on their conduct and willingness to conform 
(outwardly at least), to widely held ideas of what constituted femininity. At 
various times, both Macaulay and More were accused by contemporaries, of sexual 
impropriety, which is perhaps not surprising in Macaulay's case, but is initially 
more perplexing with reference to More, given her ostensible piety and femininity. 
The second chapter examines the debate on female education, in particular, the 
reasons why it intensified towards the end of the eighteenth century. A number of 
works on education will be discussed and analysed, but the argument centres on 
More's Strictures, and Macaulay's Letters. It will be argued that the debate on 
education provided a forum from which women could comment on their role in 
society, and renegotiate their duties. The numerous novels and plays whose central 
theme was female education will also be examined; fiction, it will be argued, often 
verbalized the anxieties which were merely implicit in non-fictional works, such as 
treatises. For example, Hays' The Victim of Prejudice (1799); Elizabeth 
Hamilton's (1758-1816) Memoirs of Modern Philosophers (1800); Anon., The 
Governess, or, The Boarding School Dissected (1785); and John Corry's (f1.1800- 
1825) The Unfortunate Daughter: or, The Danger of the Modern System of Female 
Education (1803), represented the sexual nature of women as potentially far more 
depraved, and often more vicious, than that of men and therefore in need of greater 
control and guidance. The anxiety surrounding female education, and the debates 
that ensued, encouraged women to reassess their duties, and to reflect on their 
status and value in society. An analysis of texts reveals that religion played a 
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central role in any discussion on female education and that, paradoxically, it was a 
means of both containing and extending female agency. 
The role of religion in the lives and work of late eighteenth-century women writers 
has largely been ignored, or underestimated, and the third chapter seeks to 
demonstrate that an understanding of the pivotal role played by religion in 
eighteenth-century society, is essential when assessing the work of these writers. 
Research will assess the role played by religion; and the ways in which it 
prompted, influenced and shaped the work of both More and Macaulay. In More's 
case, it will be argued that religion shaped her views on gender, and enabled her to 
move beyond those boundaries usually prescribed for women of the middling 
ranks. However, while many applauded More's work, there were those who 
questioned her motives, and this chapter analyses the extraordinary attack directed 
at More during the Blagdon Controversy, by the Anti-Jacobin, a publication which, 
ostensibly, shared her loyalist beliefs. Further, the relationship between religion 
and female education will be examined; as will that between religion and 
philosophy. With reference to Macaulay's attempt to reconcile religion and 
philosophy, analysis will demonstrate that her attempt to make religion, philosophy 
and education interdependent were fundamentally flawed, since there was a certain 
circularity in her reasoning. Nevertheless, Macaulay's attempt does illustrate a 
viewpoint which positioned religion, philosophy and education (for both men and 
women) as necessary factors in the improvement of both man and society. 
While women were formally excluded from political life, many late eighteenth- 
century women took an interest in politics, even sometimes participating in 
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elections as canvassers; the final chapter focuses on the extent and nature of female 
involvement in politics by examining the life and work of More and Macaulay. It 
will be argued that the revolutions in France and America strengthened and 
validated female interest and participation in politics. This chapter will assess not 
only the ways in which women were able to participate in politics, but how 
influential or effective they were. It will consider how, when membership of 
political parties, and of some societies for moral reform, such as the Proclamation 
Society, were refused to women, Macaulay and More were not only accepted as 
associates of such groups, but achieved such prominence in political matters 
(concerned with both State and Church), that More was pilloried as the `Bishop in 
petticoats', and Macaulay as a `Republican virago'. The conferring of such 
sobriquets - no matter how offensive the intention - suggests that some late 
eighteenth-century women writers at least, had enough influence, and high enough 
profiles, to discompose their contemporaries. 
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1 
Critical Reception and Public Fame 
An awareness of the context in which a text originates is essential to understanding 
it, and this chapter will argue that the contextual evidence provided by 
contemporary responses to eighteenth-century female writing, including 
representations of women writers, provides an invaluable insight to the sexual and 
social politics of the day, and helps to reconstruct contemporary ideologies of 
femininity, thereby helping the modern reader to a greater understanding of 
eighteenth-century texts, and the difficulties faced by women writers. Conversely, 
it will also be argued that contemporary responses, such as biographies - in 
particular those which were `authorized', or written by friends - while providing 
valuable information, sometimes tend to obfuscate relevant details in an attempt to 
sanctify the life of the subject. Nevertheless, while such texts may be historically 
or factually misleading, they shed light on the contemporary reputation of the 
subject, and on subsequent interpretations of their life and work. The reception of 
a particular work is useful when attempting to identify shifts in public opinion or 
viewpoints, since a favourable review suggests either that the author has been 
successful in propounding a particular theory, or that the ideas expressed, conform 
to socially approved beliefs. 
The discussion focuses on the critical reception and fame of Macaulay and More. 
both of whom were well-known public figures in the late eighteenth century, 
attracting seemingly equal amounts of praise and opprobrium not only for their 
work, but for their conduct, their appearance and their religious beliefs. This 
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chapter is not intended to be a comprehensive account of contemporary attitudes 
towards Macaulay and More, or of the critical reception of all their texts. Rather, 
by examining the reviews of some of their major works, and public attitudes 
towards key events in their lives, this chapter demonstrates how the author's sex, 
personal conduct, and purpose in writing, coloured attitudes towards women 
writers. The main reason for examining contemporary attitudes towards women 
writers, and situating it at the beginning of the thesis, is that it provides an 
opportunity to assess not only what women like More and Macaulay were trying to 
achieve, but whether they were successful, since even negative comments suggest 
that the subjects were perceived to be enough of a threat to evoke a response. The 
representation of women writers reveals much about how they, and their work, 
were perceived by contemporaries, and establishes a sense of the values by which 
they were judged. 
While More and Macaulay were equally well-known in the eighteenth century, 
Macaulay's literary reputation did not last much beyond her death in 1791. The 
reasons for the disparity in the immediate posthumous literary reputations of More 
and Macaulay, it will be argued, are indicative of not only the aims of each 
woman, but their status, and the influence they wielded at the time of death. More 
began her literary career as a poet and a playwright; her early work was, on the 
whole, well received. Two of her early poems, `Sir Eldred of the Bower', and `The 
Bleeding Rock', were published together in 1776 and received the following praise 
from the Monthly Review; with reference to `Sir Eldred' they claimed: 
ý s. 
UN1Ynýt. 
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though the story of this poem harrows up the soul, it is too well executed not to 
seize on our attention. It bears every charm of ease, elegance, pathos, and 
melodious numbers. " 
The critic was equally complimentary about The Bleeding Rock: 
the Bleeding Rock is a very pretty, classical tale, in the manner of Ovid, 
embellished with beautiful lines, and heightened by an uncommon fancy. We do 
not wonder at the elegance of this performance, as we are assured that the 
ingenious Author is not only mistress of the living languages, but of the classics 
also. 72 
The effusive nature of these reviews may owe something to the fact that they were 
written by More's close friend, John Langhorne (1735-1779), but Johnson and 
Walpole were also confessed admirers of her poetry. 73 Furthermore, her poems 
sold well, which suggests that even if More's friends exaggerated her ability, she 
was still a fashionable poet. Although More increasingly turned to writing 
didactic, instructive texts, rather than poetry, the critical acclaim for her early work 
indicates that the choice to focus on religious subjects was not forced upon her. 
The majority of contemporary critics praised More's pious and reformative texts 
and, in particular, her aims in publishing such works; for example, on the 
publication of her collected works in 1801, The British Critic noted: 
upon Mrs. More's character, as a writer and as a moralist, it cannot be necessary to 
expatiate, the obvious tendency of her works, and the comprehensive circulation 
with which those works have been received, decide the establishment of her 
character, in both respects. 74 
71 [Review of Hannah More's Sir Eldred of the Bower, and The Bleeding Rock], in The Monthly 
Review, 54 (Jan. -June 1776), 89-99, p. 89. 72 Monthly Review, 54 (1776), p. 97. 
7373 Johnson famously said that talking about poetry in front of More was like `talking of the art of 
war before Hannibal', letter from More to one of her sisters, dated 1782, Roberts, Memoirs, I, 
pp. 251-252. 
74 [Review of The Works of Hannah More. In Eight Volumes. Including several pieces never 
before Published], in The British Critic, 17 (1801), 526-530, pp. 526-527. 
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Similarly, More's book on female education, Strictures, was well-received by 
critics; although The British Critic complained of examples of `modern French 
phraseology', as well as the odd `unusual' word and vulgarism, they also described 
it as `one of the most valuable works that ever came before us. '75 However, while 
the Monthly Review praised `the purity of Mrs. More's views, and [... ] the 
commendableness of her motive in writing these "Strictures on Female 
Education, "' they go on to state: 
we must candidly confess that we cannot bestow on them unalloyed praise. She 
writes with elegance, variety, and ease, and lays down a number of excellent rules 
for the conduct of women: but her sentiments appear to us to be too much 
narrowed by her religious system, and the world seems to be too often viewed by 
her through the mists of - we had almost said - Methodism. 
76 
The reviewer goes on to explain `that [More's] religion is of too rigid a cast for 
enlightened society. ' 77 Here, More is represented as excessively religious; the 
charge of being a Methodist is particularly offensive, since the movement was seen 
as a bid to undermine the authority of Anglicanism. This review appeared in 1799, 
just before the start of the Blagdon controversy (discussed below), which suggests 
that concern about More's religiosity was gaining momentum at this time. 
The 
nature of More's religious affiliation was clearly a subject of speculation, and a 
means of attacking, or at least undermining, her reputation. While admiring 
More's motives for writing the Strictures, the Monthly Review held out little 
hope 
that her advice would be heeded: 
with our acknowledgements for her good intentions, and our testimony to the 
abilities which she has manifested, we are compelled to lament that there should 
be so poor a prospect of her moral and religious admonitions having any great 
75 [Review of Strictures on Female Education, 3`d edition], in The British Critic, 13 (1799), 
643- 
651, p. 651,649. 
76 [Review of Strictures on Female Education], in The Monthly Review, 30 (1799), 410-417, p. 
411. 
77 Monthly Review, 30 (1799), p. 411. 
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effect on the fashionable part of society, to which she has chiefly devoted them. 
We have indeed heard, with pleasure, of the extensive circulation which these 
volumes have attained: but the great world, as it is called, while it will crowd to 
hear a popular preacher, or will rapidly purchase a moral work of which every one 
talks, is but slightly impressed by the serious admonition of either, 78 
This assessment appears elsewhere; in a letter to More on the publication of 
Strictures, Hester Chapone (1727-1801) praises the work, but while she expresses 
hope that society will benefit from it, her doubts are evident: 
I hope better things of the world than one lady predicted, who said, `Everybody 
will read her, everybody admire her, and nobody mind her. '79 
Although contemporaries praised More's motives in writing, there is an 
implication in the reviews of what could be called her reformative works, that her 
expectations and advice were idealistic and therefore impossible to achieve. 
However, More's posthumous reputation as a reformative writer was strengthened 
when William Roberts (1767-1849), her first biographer, represented her as a 
paragon of Christian womanhood, thereby implying that More's ideal was 
achievable. 
More's Reputation 
More's posthumous reputation has largely been determined by Roberts' biography; 
first published in 1834, a year after her death, this hagiographic account set the 
tone for subsequent biographies in the nineteenth, and early twentieth century, with 
all writers acknowledging a debt to Roberts' Memoirs of the Life and 
Correspondence of Mrs. Hannah More (hereafter abbreviated to Memoirs). As 
78 Monthly Review, 30 (1799), p. 417. 
79 Letter from Hester Chapone to More dated 1799, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, p. 67. The `prediction' 
has been ascribed to Hester Thrale (1741-1821). 
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official biographer, albeit by default, (More had entrusted her reputation to her 
friends, the two Misses Roberts, but after the death of one, the remaining sister 
committed the work to her brother), Roberts had access to More's collected 
correspondence, and therefore his work has assumed an authority which is often 
unmerited. Many subsequent critics have pointed out faults in Roberts' editing of 
More's correspondence; for example, inaccuracies in dating, and his decision to 
omit information which he felt undermined her representation as the epitome of 
Christian womanhood. However, the sheer volume of More's correspondence and 
its widespread distribution, has meant that the Memoirs, despite its faults, is useful 
as a source of information, since it continues to be the largest collection of her 
letters. A number of More's acquaintances disliked the Memoirs, feeling that 
Roberts had misled the public with regards to More's true character, but modern 
critics have been critical for different reasons, assessing the biography according to 
modern scholarly expectations regarding the genre. For example, Charles H. 
Bennett has examined the correspondence between More and Walpole, and noted 
instances of splicing, editing and misdating. " 
Throughout the Memoirs, letters are misdated and incidents related out of 
chronological order; this may have been a deliberate attempt to manipulate More's 
image, a lack of care, or a combination of both. For example, when Roberts 
recounts More's involvement in the case of an eloping heiress, he situates the letter 
from More to Mrs. Kennicott (d. 1830) - in which she describes 
her efforts to trace 
80 Charles H. Bennett, `The Text of Horace Walpole's Correspondence with Hannah More', in The 
Review of English Studies, new series, 3: 12 (1952), 341-345. See also comments made by W. S. 
Lewis in The Yale Edition of Horace Walpole's Correspondence, edited by W. S. Lewis et al., 48 
vols., (London: Oxford University Press, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937-1983), 31. 
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the heiress - in the chapter which deals with 1792.81 The biography by Henry 
Thompson (the clergyman at More's last place of residence), which appeared in 
1838, states that the incident occurred in 1790,82 but a perusal of The St. James's 
Chronicle reveals that the elopement actually took place in 1791 ; 83 this suggests 
that the misdating was merely a result of casual attitudes towards chronology 
amongst nineteenth-century biographers. Nevertheless, the accounts of More's 
involvement in the case, by both Roberts and Thompson, reveal that they were 
both committed to representing her as a saint, even if it meant omitting or 
distorting the facts. Both men imply that More's reasons for pursuing the runaway 
were humane and altruistic; Roberts, in particular, represents More's involvement 
as self-sacrificing, stating that she `had considered this object of so much 
importance as to sacrifice to it her time, her health, and the comforts of society'. 84 
The pertinent detail omitted by both men is that the heiress eloped from Park Street 
School in Bristol, the school previously run by the More sisters and, since 1790, 
run by their close friend and protege, Selina Mills (1767-1831). 85 Knowing this, 
More's involvement appears more self-interested, since the More name was closely 
identified with the school. 
This guarding of More's reputation is evident throughout the Memoirs; Roberts 
claims that religious devotion was always an integral part of More's character, the 
fact that there were episodes in the early part of her life which do not conform to 
81 Letter from More to Mrs. Kennicott, dated April 23,1792, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, pp. 330-332. 
82 Henry Thompson, The Life of Hannah More: with Notices of her Sisters, (London: T. Cadell, 
Edinburgh: W. Blackwood, 1838). 
83 See St. James's Chronicle, No. 4672, Sat. March 26 - Tues. March 29, (1791); and No. 4685, 
Tues. April 26 - Thurs. April 28, (1791). 84 Roberts, Memoirs, 11, p. 329. 
85 See FFBJ, Vol. XLI, No, 2150, Saturday Jan. 9, (1790), for an advertisement announcing Mills 
as the new proprietor. 
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his ideal of Christian womanhood are merely represented as serving to demonstrate 
More's moral strength in eventually managing to overcome such worldly 
temptations. Thus, her association with the theatre and Sunday visits to blue- 
stocking friends, are cited as evidence of youthful naivety, and the successful 
struggle to renounce such pleasures as evidence of spiritual development. 
However, there appears to have been at least one incident which More's 
biographers have chosen to ignore - her attendance at a masquerade. The St. 
James 's Chronicle for July 19-21,1774, printed a poem dedicated to More, 
lamenting her appearance at a masquerade; 86 this was not only reprinted in FFBJ 
on July 30, but enlarged by footnotes to the poem, and the following note: `From 
the St. James's Chronicle. The lost Shepherdess, Addressed to Miss HANNAH 
MORE on her appearing in the Character of a Shepherdess of the Alps at the late 
Masquerade, in the Pantheon, London. ' 87 If More destroyed any references to her 
attendance, Roberts may have been unaware of this visit, but it is possible that he 
decided to ignore it, which is unsurprising given contemporary attitudes toward 
masquerades in both the eighteenth and nineteenth century. Terry Castle points 
out: 
much of the fear the masquerade generated throughout the [eighteenth] century 
is 
related to the belief that it encouraged female sexual freedom, and beyond that, 
female emancipation generally. [... ] Many anti-masquerade writers made an 
elision between prostitutes and ostensibly `respectable' women at masquerades - 
implying that the latter attended solely to gratify sexual desire and hence were no 
better than whores themselves. 88 
86 St. James's Chronicle; or, British Evening-Post, No. 2096, Tues. July 19 - Thurs. July 
21, 
(1774). See Appendix I for a copy of the poem. 
$' FFBJ, Sat. July 30, (1774). 
88 Terry Castle, Masquerade and Civilization: The Carnivalesque in Eighteenth-Century English 
Culture and Fiction, (London: Methuen & Co. Ltd., 1986), p. 33. 
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As the poem addressed to More indicates, attending a masquerade undermined a 
woman's claim to be virtuous; although the Pantheon (at this time) was 
fashionable, and the masquerades it hosted were well-conducted, attendance at 
such events always hinted at a certain raciness. It is significant that More did not 
wear a domino - masquerade attire which Castle points out: 
was at once the most perfect and the least inspired of disguises -a simple loose 
cloak that totally enveloped the body in its folds. When the domino was worn 
with a mask [... ] the shape and sex of the person beneath were virtually obscured. 
[My italics]. 89 
Instead, by adopting the costume of a `Shepherdess of the Alps' More appears to 
have made no effort to hide her identity. 
Apart from ignorance, there are two possible and related reasons for Roberts' 
silence, the first being that while More's association with the theatre was well- 
known (throughout her life More continued to include her plays in collections of 
her work) and therefore impossible to deny, she only appears to have attended one 
masquerade, an event which occurred almost sixty years before the Memoirs were 
published, and which Roberts may have believed to have been quite forgotten. 
The second reason lies in an interesting observation made by the Gentleman's 
Magazine (September 1771), regarding the relative vices of theatre and 
masquerade attendance, which states that at masquerades: 
as the Entertainment is much meaner than that of the Theater, so it is something 
more hazardous to Virtue and Modesty. It does not so much as pretend to any 
such improvement of the mind, as the Theatre professes; while it lays a more 
dreadful snare to Modesty, and has made too often a dismal inroad on the morals 
of those that frequent it. 9o 
89 Castle, Masquerade, p. 59. 
90 From Gentleman's Magazine, September (1771), quoted in Castle, Masquerade, p. 79. 
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Masquerades then, were often perceived as far more corrupting than the theatre; 
the representation of More as an example of virtuous womanhood was undermined 
by her theatrical associations, but her authority as a reformative writer would have 
been lessened, if not completely negated, by the knowledge that she had attended a 
masquerade. 
Based partly on Roberts' representation, More has frequently been held up as a 
paradigm of Christian womanhood, and it is probable that his selective editing 
served to safeguard her reputation, and therefore her popularity as a moralist, 
throughout the nineteenth century. Undoubtedly, the unremittingly didactic, 
religious, and moral, nature of More's published work, particularly in the latter part 
of her life, has helped construct her posthumous reputation, but Roberts, by 
idealizing his subject, created a role model whose standards were impossible to 
attain (even by More herself), and which has contributed to an image of More as 
self-righteous. Many critics have condemned More as hypocritical and 
sanctimonious, most notably Augustine Birrell, who accused her of floundering 
`like a huge conger-eel in an ocean of dingy morality'. 91 There is much in Birrell's 
essay to suggest that he utilized commonly held perceptions of More not merely to 
condemn her and her work, but to define himself. Birrell sets himself up as More's 
antithesis: her ability to fill nineteen volumes is evidence of her tediousness, his 
essays evidence of succinctness; she is serious, he is light-hearted; she dull, he 
witty; she earnest, he urbane. The fact that Birrell is able to use More as a 
counterpoint in such a way suggests that the view of her as a dull, didactic killjoy 
9' Augustine Birrell, `Hannah More', in his Men, Women, and Books and Res Judicatae Papers and 
Essays, (1894), (London: Duckworth & Co., 1912), 40-45, p. 40. See also Birrell's, `Hannah More 
Once More', in In the Name of the Bodleian and Other Essays, (London: Elliot Stock, 1905), 117- 
124. 
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was widespread. This reading is supported by an article by Norman Pearson which 
appeared in 1906 entitled `The Lighter Side of Hannah More', where the author 
claims that contrary to evidence that she appreciated wit: 
few historical figures have come down to us more awfully arrayed in the full 
terrors of respectability than that of Hannah More. Prim and grim, the stem 
apostle of a starched decorum, the very avatar of Mrs. Grundy, a sour Sabbatarian, 
whose narrow austerity branded every innocent pleasure as impious, and threw a 
chill even over that benevolence for which she was justly renowned - this is the 
sort of opinion which is generally entertained in the twentieth century about the 
half-forgotten celebrity of the eighteenth. 92 
Roberts does allude to More's love of `pleasantry' in the Memoirs, but this is never 
allowed to detract from the image of her as the ideal of Christian womanhood, 
whose focus was the promotion of Christianity. 
It is interesting that Roberts decided to use More's correspondence as the basis of 
her biography, particularly since she frowned upon the posthumous publication of 
letters; on numerous occasions she argued that such letters were often boring in 
their catalogue of the writers' medical complaints, or were too revelatory. On the 
publication of Johnson's letters, More wrote: 
there is little to gratify curiosity, or to justify impatience. They are such Letters as 
ought to have been written, but ought never to have been printed. [... ] Every place 
to which he was invited, every dose of physic he took, every body who sent to ask 
how he did, is recorded. 93 
However, one entry in More's diary reveals that she did not always condemn the 
publication of letters; with reference to William Hayley's (1745-1820) biography 
of William Cowper (1731-1800), she writes: 
92 Norman Pearson, `The Lighter Side of Hannah More', in The Nineteenth Century, May (1906), 
842-858, p. 842. 
93 Letter from More to her sister, dated London, 1788, Roberts, Memoirs, II, pp. 100-101. 
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Cowper's letters are interesting, as they present to view the genuine, affectionate, 
benevolent heart of the incomparable author. [... ] Hayley has very judiciously 
sunk some circumstances which might have been misunderstood; and he has 
treated his insanity with great tenderness. The whole is written in a good temper, 
and much favour is shown to religious people. [... ] It is, [... ] with all its faults, a 
pleasing work, but might have been made far more useful. " 
If letters were `useful', that is, if they promoted religion, then More welcomed 
their publication; she does not appear to have had any qualms regarding the editing 
of letters, and even advocates the practice in cases where religion might be harmed. 
Clearly, Roberts did see the publication of More's letters, and indeed an account of 
her life, as promoting an end of which she would definitely have approved. 
More enjoyed letter-writing, citing it as an opportunity to reveal her innermost 
thoughts and feelings to her correspondent, and Roberts argues that her letters were 
written: 
with the carelessness and freedom of one who wrote only for the bosom and the fire- 
side, and not for the world. Indeed, she never attempted what are called good letters 
herself, or much valued them in others. She used to say, "If I want wisdom, 
sentiment, or information, I can find them much better in books. What I want in a 
letter is the picture of my friend's mind, and the common course of his life. I want to 
know what he is saying and doing; I want him to turn out the inside of his heart to me, 
without disguise, without appearing better than he is; without writing for a character. 
I have the same feeling in writing to him. "9s 
Letters are here accorded the status of private communications, a means of sharing 
innermost feelings with a correspondent, and therefore only of interest to the 
recipient. However, letters were often read aloud to other, perhaps mutual, friends 
and their status as private or public documents becomes difficult to ascertain, since 
permission to share the contents of a letter was not always sought from the author. 
94 Hannah More, diary entry for May 5,1803, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, pp. 201-202. Pertinently, 
the American edition of Memoirs alters the sentence `Hayley has very judiciously sunk some 
circumstances which might have been misunderstood', to `sunk some circumstances which might 
have hurt religion'. Roberts, Memoirs, 2 vols., (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1835), 11, p. 105. 
95 Roberts, Memoirs, I, pp. 50-51. 
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Nevertheless, More did allow her sisters to preserve her letters, which suggests that 
she had at least considered their publication. 
It is interesting that More represents letter-writing as being more honest and 
spontaneous than other forms, revealing the true, innermost thoughts of the writer. 
However, in denial of the Habermasian view that `in the age of sentimentality 
letters were containers for the "outpourings of the heart" more than for "cold 
reports" which, if they get mentioned at all, required an excuse', 96 Roberts claimed 
that More believed that letters `among near relations were family newspapers, 
meant to convey paragraphs of intelligence, and advertisements of projects, and not 
sentimental essays. '97 This suggests that More believed that a letter writer ought to 
adapt style and content according to the nature of her correspondent - news for 
family, and feelings for friends - and indeed, an examination of More's 
correspondence reveals that she was particularly skilful at this kind of adjustment. 
When writing to John Newton (1725-1807), the rather serious, Calvinistic and 
Evangelical incumbent of Olney, and then St. Mary Woolnoth in the City of 
London (a man who has often been credited with increasing William Cowper's 
mental instability by his morbid religiousness), More was deferential, frequently 
seeking Newton's advice on spiritual matters, and positioning herself as a devout, 
but sometimes unworthy, pupil. However, in her correspondence with the more 
playful, but equally devout, Porteus, More was often light-hearted, humorous, and 
sometimes even flirtatious. More was adept at fitting her style to suit the nature of 
her correspondent, and while she may not always have appreciated the publication 
of private letters, Roberts was astute in using More's correspondence as a 
96 Habermas, Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere, p. 49. 
97 Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 51. 
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framework for her biography, since not only does it reveal a number of aspects of 
her personality, but demonstrates that she was an empathic and sympathetic 
correspondent. However, the fact that More's letters were not printed as a 
straightforward collection, and that her `authorised' biography was merely a 
selection of her letters interspersed with brief comments, not only suggests that 
Roberts' literary abilities did not equip him to be a biographer, but that More's 
status as author and reformer somehow posed a problem for him. 98 
The seeming aim of the Memoirs - to represent its subject as the ideal of Christian 
womanhood - is complicated by More's decision to remain a spinster, by her status 
as a published author, and her involvement in matters usually considered the 
province of men, and more specifically, clergymen. The use of More's (edited) 
correspondence as a structure around which to construct her biography, allows 
Roberts to make claims for his subject which are seemingly supported by both 
More and her illustrious, well-respected, correspondents; he is aware that the 
authority conferred by the publication of private, supposedly unaltered, letters, 
authenticates his representation of More. While the reader is notified by Roberts 
that certain passages and names have been omitted, they are unaware of his 
extensive editing and his decision to exclude (and allegedly destroy) those letters, 
which he deemed injurious to his attempted idealisation of More. 
98 For the perceived connection between women and the epistolary see Mary A. Favret, Romantic 
Correspondence: Women, Politics and the fiction of letters (1993), (Cambridge, New York, 
Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1994); and Elizabeth C. Goldsmith, `Authority, 
Authenticity, and the Publication of Letters by Women', in Writing the Female Voice: Essays on 
Epistolary Literature, edited by Elizabeth C. Goldsmith, (Boston: Northeastern University Press, 
1989), 46-59. 
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The epistolary form was extremely popular during the eighteenth century, and 
given the frequent view of More as very much a product of her time, it is an 
appropriate form for her biography. The appeal of the epistolary style, whether it 
be for works on education or biography, lay in its ability to comfortably combine 
the subjective with the objective, sentimentality with common sense. 
Undoubtedly, the seemingly private, intimate, and affectionate, nature of the 
epistolary form did attract readers, who may have felt that they were privy to the 
correspondents' innermost thoughts, and through this seeming intimacy, formed a 
parallel relationship with the author, wherein the reader assumed the role of 
beloved friend, but it also allowed the author to impart instruction in a form which 
was less obviously pedagogic than that of the treatise or straightforward narrative. 
The Reception of Macaulay's Work 
Interestingly, given the tension between viewing the epistolary as either the 
`outpourings of the heart' or `cold reports', Macaulay used the epistolary form in 
her The History of England from the Revolution to the Present Time in a Series of 
Letters to a Friend99 (hereafter abbreviated to History Letters), but one critic at 
least, considered it highly unsuitable for such an undertaking, noting: 
the unrestrained and desultory manner which is always indulged to epistolary writers, 
Mrs. Macaulay may think, allows her the privilege of dwelling only on the most 
striking and brilliant passages, and thus, leaving her friend or her readers to supply the 
rest [... ]. More therefore is often "meant than meets the ear, " and much is left to be 
supplied by the memory or recollection of her readers. '°° 
99 Catharine Macaulay, The History of England from the Revolution to the Present Time in a series 
of Letters to a Friend, vol. I, (London: E. & C. Dilly, T. Cadell, J. Walter, 1778). 
100 [Review of Catharine Macaulay, The History of England from the Revolution to the present time 
in a Series of Letters to a Friend], in Gentleman's Magazine, 48 (1778), 528-530, p. 528. 
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Here, despite her sex, Macaulay is castigated for using the epistolary form; the 
critic argues that the epistolary is an inappropriate (and inadequate) genre when 
undertaking the more scholarly discipline of writing history. The critic is 
particularly annoyed by the author's repeated use of the phrase `my friend', which 
as he points out `is repeated almost in every page, usque ad nauseam', 101 but 
whether it is the repetition or the self-conscious attempt at creating an aura of 
intimacy by using such a phrase, which annoys the critic most, is unclear. At the 
conclusion of the review, the critic decides to refute the author's claim that her 
latest undertaking is a scholarly work, arguing: 
on the whole, notwithstanding the panegyrical flourishes of Capel Loft [sic. ], 
Esq., 1°2 for the reasons above assigned, and many more, we are clearly of opinion 
that this work is very improperly styled a History, and should rather have been 
entitled, Epistolary Observations on the Reigns of William III. Q. Anne, &c. 
103 
Clearly, this critic believes that where facts are more important than sentiment, the 
epistolary is inadequate as a genre. However, the status of works written using the 
epistolary form is difficult to ascertain, since there were those who held a very 
different opinion of Macaulay's epistolary efforts to address history. While the 
Monthly Review noted `some variation of manner, from the continued gravity of 
historic detail, to the more easy and familiar form of epistolary style', they 
remained full of praise for the woman they called a `phaeonomenon' [sic], 
' 04 
describing her latest work as: 
101 Gentleman's Magazine, 48 (1778), p. 528. 
102 Cape] Lofft had recently published a pamphlet entitled Observations on Mrs. Macaulay's 
History of England, (Lately Published) from the Revolution to the Resignation of Sir Robert 
Walpole. In a Letter Addressed to that Lady, (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1778), in which 
he had praised Macaulay's latest work. 
103 Gentleman's Magazine, 48 (1778), p. 530. 
104 [Review of The History of England from the Revolution to the Present Time in a Series of 
Letters to a Friend], in The Monthly Review, 58 (1778), 111-121,289-295, p. 111. 
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singular, not only on account of the uncommon spirit with which it is written, and 
the sex of the writer, but of its peculiar form, and the striking, summary, 
comprehensive manner in which the narration is conducted, - scarcely 
reconcileable [sic], indeed, with the common received notions of historic 
compositions. The work, in our opinion, should rather have been entitled 
Commentaries, or Reflections, on the History of England, [... ]. But, under 
whatever title its readers may accept this performance, we know of no production 
of the kind, that affords us a more satisfactory view of the temper of the parties, or 
the general policy of the times. "' 
This critic praises Macaulay's decision to write history using the epistolary form, 
and continues by attributing to her various, admirable, sentiments for choosing 
such a style. Firstly, they suggest that the familiarity of the epistolary form is a 
more fitting means of expressing her gratitude to the `friend' of the title, Dr. 
Wilson; and secondly, and perhaps more importantly, that its perceived greater 
accessibility, is a means of delivering a message to a larger readership, as the 
periodical explains: 
she, possibly, considered the critical circumstance of the times in which we live, 
and was attentive to the immediate demand which she might suppose the public to 
have, at this peculiar juncture, upon every friend to its most important interests, 
especially to the guardian care and security of our excellent constitution. She 
might, in this view of things, think it high time to stand forth, and join with other 
public spirited persons, in the various ranks and stations of society, in order to 
unveil the hidden mysteries of modern politics, and modern measures, to bring 
matters home to our immediate situation, - to shew us what treacherous ground we 
stand upon, - and, like another Cassandra, warn us of our impending 
danger. - If 
this intention is not directly avowed, it is, in our apprehension, sufficiently 
implied, in almost every page of the volume before us. 'ob 
The epistolary form is commended as a means of imparting instruction, and 
Macaulay praised for deviating from the usual scholarly approach to writing 
history - seemingly, the critic believed that Macaulay's decision to utilise the 
epistolary form was deliberately made to enhance her objective of using history as 
'os The Monthly Review, 58 (1778), p. 121. 
106 The Monthly Review, 58 (1778), p. 114. 
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a lesson or warning (the possibility that she was exploiting the popularity of the 
epistolary genre in order to sell more books, is not addressed). 
From the comments made by the Monthly Review on all of Macaulay's historical 
works, it is evident that the journal shared her political interpretation of past 
events. However, while Macaulay has often been described as a Whig, and her 
writing of history as a Whig version of events, the Monthly Review offered an 
alternative assessment of her work and political ideals. In the above review they 
state: 
we have, particularly, applauded the principles of the fair Historian, and we have 
done it with the less reserve, as we are convinced that she is not a party-writer. 
She is neither Whig nor Tory, nor Jacobite nor Georgite, nor Republican. She is a 
CONSTITUTIONALIST; a denomination superior to all others in our political 
vocabulary. Her zeal for the legal and sacred rights and liberties of this country, 
and the judgment, perspicuity, and energy with which she discusses the great 
principles of legislation and government, must, for ever, secure to her an exalted 
station in the temple of historic fame. 1°7 
Macaulay saw herself as a Real Whig, as a true holder of those principles which 
had inspired the Glorious Revolution of 1688-9, and it is this which the Monthly 
Review recognises and applauds. Nevertheless, despite this encomium, there is 
evidence of patriarchal condescension, even chauvinism, underlying the praise. In 
their assessment of the first volume of Macaulay's more scholarly The History of 
England from the Accession of James I to that of the Brunswick Line (hereafter 
abbreviated to History of England) the Monthly Review had conceded that the work 
had `unquestionable merit', but also suggested that `some critics may dispute the 
107 [Continuation of the review of The History of England from the Revolution to the Present Time 
in a Series of Letters to a Friend], in The Monthly Review, 59 (1778), 124-132, p. 130. 
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i propriety of calling it a History'. 108 Initially, the reviewer appeared to claim that 
Macaulay's gender was irrelevant, since: 
the style in general will bear the test of the strictest scrutiny: nay, it is so correct, 
bold, and nervous, that we can discover no traces of a female pen. 'o9 
However, while this comment is complimentary, it also draws attention to the 
gender of the writer, pointing out that such ability makes her a noteworthy 
exception amongst her sex. Throughout the review, the critic constantly reminds 
the reader of Macaulay's gender; this foregrounding achieves two things, it invites 
the reader to admire the chivalry of the critic for his generosity when appraising 
the work, and it carries, after every favourable comment, the unwritten (though 
implicit) rider: `for a woman'. The reviewer concludes that: 
upon the whole, the work before us may justly be deemed, an animated, nervous, 
and entertaining composition, interspersed with many just and liberal reflections 
on the most striking incidents of these reigns. But if we consider it as a repository 
of facts and events, for the purpose of occasional reference, which every History 
ought to be, it will, in this light, appear to be rather scanty and imperfect. ' 10 
In other words, while her efforts are laudatory for a female writer, she has not been 
able to fulfil the criteria demanded by the genre of history. 
Perhaps the most revealing remarks about contemporary attitudes towards women 
writers are those made at the beginning of the above review; while ostensibly 
praising Macaulay's work, the comment that she undertook the `laborious task of 
collecting and digesting the political fragments which have escaped the researches 
of so many learned and ingenious men', implicitly suggests that anything of 
108 [Review of The History of England from the Accession of James the First to that of the 
Brunswick Line (Vol. I)], in The Monthly Review, 29 (1763), 372-382,411-420, p. 373. 
109 The Monthly Review, 29 (1763), p. 375. 
110 The Monthly Review, 29 (1763), p. 420. 
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interest had already been written. "' The reviewer then proceeds to make 
numerous misogynistic remarks, and expresses a wish that women, although 
capable of matching men, and perhaps even outstripping them in literature, would 
exert `the same degree of genius and application [... ] in more suitable pursuits', 
arguing that: 
intense thought spoils a lady's features; it banishes les ris ei les graces, which 
form all the enchantment of a female face. Who ever saw Cupid hovering over a 
severe and studious brow? and who would not keep at awful distance from a fair 
one, who looks with all the gravity of a Greek professor? Besides, severe thought, 
it is well known, anticipates old age, makes the forehead wrinkle, and the hair turn 
grey; nay, we are not sure, whether in time, it may not perfectly masculate the 
sex. 112 
Even though the critic then claims to be jesting, his remaining comments are 
patronising enough to suggest that he is not entirely comfortable with the idea of a 
female historian. It should not be forgotten though, that the Monthly Review's 
assessment of the first volume of Macaulay's history was written some fifteen 
years before the review of Letters to a Friend, and that if the two are compared, 
there is evidence, in the later review, of a greater appreciation of both Macaulay 
and her work. However, it is unclear whether this appreciation was due to a more 
liberal attitude toward women writers, or whether it was due to the fact that the 
periodical shared Macaulay's political beliefs, which became more apparent in 
subsequent volumes of her work. There is also the possibility that the existence of 
a female historian became less shocking, because it was no longer a novelty. The 
reaction of the Monthly Review to Macaulay's Letters, certainly reveals that by 
1790 they did not necessarily expect female writers to be restricted to addressing 
1 11 The Monthly Review, 29 (1763), pp. 372-373. 
112 The Monthly Review, 29 (1763), p. 372,373. 
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`feminine' subjects, such as education or morals (or indeed, to be successful when 
they did); they note: 
on the whole, we are of opinion, that Mrs. Macaulay Graham excels more in the 
character of an historian, than in that of a philosopher. The present work will, we 
apprehend, add little to the wreathe of honour which already graces the brow of 
this literary heroine. "' 
Admittedly, philosophy, like the writing of history, was not considered the 
province of women, but the use of the term here refers to moral philosophy, which 
certainly was. 
As the Monthly Review conceded, women were deemed superior in some forms of 
writing. More shared this assessment of female abilities, and offered the following 
praise: 
in almost all that comes under the description of polite letters, in all that captivates 
by imagery or warms by just and affecting sentiment, women are excellent. They 
possess in a high degree that delicacy and quickness of perception, and that nice 
discernment between the beautiful and defective, which comes under the 
denomination of taste. ' 4 
It is important to note that More is using the term `polite letters' in a specifically 
eighteenth-century way to refer to any writing which was refined and elegant. 
Accepting this broader definition, the compliment being paid to women is even 
greater. However, More appears to recognise the threat such views pose to male 
supremacy and qualifies her praise by adding that women: 
do not so much generalize their ideas as men, nor do their minds seize a great 
subject with so large a grasp. They are acute observers, and accurate judges of life 
and manners, as far as their own sphere of observation extends; but they describe a 
smaller circle. ' 15 
113 [Review of Letters on Education] in The Monthly Review, 3 (1790), 304-309, p. 309. 
114 More, Strictures, II, p. 26. 
115 More, Strictures, II, pp. 26-27. 
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Here More's commendation of women's literary ability is offset by her attempt to 
minimize the threat this poses to male superiority. The use of such a strategy 
suggests that female excellence, even when acknowledged, was constantly policed 
to ensure that it did not undermine male authority. 
Given the support Macaulay had received from the Monthly Review for her 
previous works, it is unsurprising that she was hurt by their criticism of her Letters, 
but instead of mutely accepting the review, she wrote a letter of complaint to the 
editor. In the letter Macaulay asks: 
do not you know Sir that those historical laurels which once graced my brow are 
now in their wane. Do not you know that the principles and notions with which 
that history is replete are now exploded as antiquated absurdities. "' 
While the tone of the letter reveals traces of Macaulay's bitterness that her 
interpretation of past events is no longer fashionable, and expresses disappointment 
at the waning of her reputation as an historian, it also reveals the extent of her 
literary ambitions; she notes: 
it is I think a little surly if not ill natured of you and your critic to damp in this 
manner the hopes of a disappointed woman who has toiled so long in vain over the 
Historic page; in her attempt to gain a little sprig of laurel in the harmless province 
of morals, and to tell her that her pretensions to philosophy have yet a less 
foundation than her pretensions to the character of being a good Historian. 
"' 
While the Monthly Review declined to publish the letter - or indeed to reassess or 
rescind their previous review - they did respond to Macaulay 
in their next edition, 
expressing their regret: 
116 Unpublished draft of Catharine Macaulay's letter to The Monthly Review, in British Library mss. 
RP 5020, xii-xvii. To establish the context of Macaulay's remarks, the entire review of 
Letters on 
Education, by the Monthly Review, is included as appendix II; a complete transcript of her 
letter, as 
appendix III; and their response, as appendix IV. 
1" Macaulay's letter to Monthly Review, B. L. mss. RP5020. 
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that our duty to the public should have obliged us in any degree to hurt the 
feelings of a female writer; of whose abilities as an historian, we have often 
expressed our unequivocal admiration, in whose general principles of civil policy 
we have always heartily concurred, and to whom, notwithstanding the defects 
which we observed in this last production, we readily ascribe the merit of great 
intellectual energy, united with the purest philanthropy. 118 
The general tone of the article is unapologetic, but nevertheless conciliatory. The 
fact that Macaulay did respond to a review provides an insight into the relationship 
between female writer and critic; there is an assumption, implicit in both 
Macaulay's letter and the response by the journal, that a female writer is entitled to 
at least the appearance of chivalric restraint in any assessment of her work. 
Macaulay's refusal to meekly accept the critic's assessment, undercuts gender 
expectations regarding the conduct of women; nevertheless, she is effectively 
silenced by the journal's refusal to publish her letter. 
Macaulay may have felt that she had been unfairly treated, but a letter from her 
daughter suggests that she was particularly sensitive to criticism; her daughter 
writes: 
excellent as are your writings - they are not volatile enough to suit the taste of the 
times - and I saw so much of the mortification you felt at the uncandid account the 
Reviewers gave of your immutability - that I am really concerned when I hear you 
are publishing - lest it should again occasion an interruption to the usual calmness 
and serenity of your feelings. "' 
The book about to be published was Letters, while that which had received adverse 
criticism was A Treatise on the Immutability of Moral Truth (hereafter abbreviated 
to Immutability), published some seven years earlier. An examination of the 
reviews for Immutability reveal that some critics had been forthright when 
118 The Monthly Review, 4 (1791), 118-119, p. 119. h 19 Letter from Catharine Sophia Gregorie (nee Macaulay) to Catharine Macaulay, dated 24' July 
1790, British Library mss. RP5020, xii-xvii. 
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expressing their views of the book, making no concessions to the gender of the 
author; The European Magazine, for example, were scathing in their assessment of 
Macaulay's abilities as both a metaphysician and a writer, arguing that: 
Mrs. Graham makes frequent use of terms and phrases, uncouth, exotic, and 
undefined in their meaning. Her style is tedious, and embarrassed. She is too 
much employed in apparatus, and makes too long circuits before she enters into 
the paths in which it is her object to tread. Although, upon a near and close 
inspection of her sentiments, we can discover a clear and masculine mind, yet so 
unskilful is this author in the art of writing, so little attentive to that arrangement 
and perspicuity which are necessary in metaphysical, above all other subjects, and 
so studious to overload her argument with a superfluity of matter, that, at first 
glance, we are inclined to suspect a confusion of understanding, as well as a 
deficiency in point of taste. 120 
Philosophical enquiry was principally considered the province of men; Macaulay's 
decision to undertake such speculation may consequently have led the critic to feel 
justified in assessing her work according to standards expected from male 
philosophers. Nevertheless, there were favourable reviews for Immutability, most 
noticeably that which appeared in The Critical Review, where the critic notes: 
in the perusal of this work, the reader, who is not acquainted with metaphysical 
subjects, will sometimes find himself perplexed and embarrassed, [... ]. But let 
him not be discouraged. His attention will be exercised, which is in itself a 
profitable employment; and he will find many observations, which will reward 
him for his trouble. The obscurity, for which some ignorant readers and lazy 
critics have censured this Treatise, will be attended with no inconvenience to 
those, who, like the author, can pursue a fugitive idea through `periods of a 
mile. 'lzl 
The reviewer here argues that any perceived `obscurity' in Immutability is not the 
fault of the author, but rather, is the result of ignorance in the reader, or laziness 
in 
the critic. Macaulay was extremely sensitive about her literary and philosophical 
120 [Review of A Treatise on the Immutability of Moral Truth], in The European 
Magazine, and 
London Review, 4 (1783), 37-39, p. 38. 
121 [Review of A Treatise on the Immutability of Moral Truth], in The Critical Review, 
56 (1783), 
348-352, p. 352. 
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abilities; in the preface to Letters, she includes an extract from a letter published in 
The Gentleman's Magazine, which had praised her metaphysical endeavours. 122 
While the odd critic may have seen an altruistic purpose in Macaulay's work on 
history, there was a wider consensus that More meant to benefit society by her 
writings. Such a motive was considered laudable, and particularly suited to the 
female pen (which may have left some critics reluctant to upbraid More in any 
way), but at the turn of the century there is evidence that some critics began to 
perceive her motives as having a sinister purpose. A few critics questioned More's 
interpretation of doctrine, but more often, it was the extent of her religiosity, and 
her practical efforts at reform which attracted attention and censure, and it is this 
aspect of her life which will now be examined. 
Hannah More and the Blagdon Controversy 
Although More had her detractors - Hannah Cowley (1743-1809) accused her of 
plagiarism, 123 and More's protege, the milkmaid poet Ann Yearsley (1752-1806), 
claimed that her patron had unlawfully appropriated monies due to Yearsley and 
her family124 - Roberts claims that the Blagdon Controversy was the only point at 
122 See preface to Catharine Macaulay's Letters on Education. With observations on Religious and 
Metaphysical Subjects (London: C. Dilly, 1790), i-viii., pp. vi-viii. All references to Letters are 
from this edition. 
123 See preface to Hannah Cowley's Albina, Countess Raimond; A Tragedy, (London: J. Dodsley, 
R. Faulder, L. Davis, T. Becket, W. Owen, T. Lowndes, G. Kearsley, W. Davis, S. Crowder, T. 
Evans, Messrs. Richardson & Urquhart, 1779) for Cowley's accusations against More. See also 
Ellen Donkins, `The Paper War of Hannah Cowley and Hannah More', in Curtain Calls: British 
and American Women and the Theater, 1660-1820, edited by Mary Anne Schofield and Cecilia 
Macheski, (Athens: Ohio University Press, 1991), 143-62. 
124 See Roberts, Memoirs, I, pp. 361-376, and for a less biased account, Jones, Hannah More, pp. 73- 
76; Madeleine Kahn, `Hannah More and Ann Yearsley: A Collaboration across the Class Divide', 
in Studies In Eighteenth-Century Culture, 25 (Baltimore: John Hopkins University Press, 1996), 
203-23; and Mary Waldron, Lactilla, Milkwoman of Clifton: The Life and Writings of Ann Yearsley, 
1753-1806, (Athens: University of Georgia Press, 1996). 
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which any doubt was expressed regarding either the nature of More's religious 
faith, or the motivation for her attempts at social reform. 125 However, it will be 
argued that a close analysis of the comments made by the Anti-Jacobin, in their 
coverage of the dispute, reveals that some contemporaries at least, viewed her with 
distrust. Further, the accusations levelled at More by the Anti-Jacobin suggest that 
these suspicions had originated before events at Blagdon unfolded, that they were 
given credence by the controversy, and that the dispute between More and the 
curate of Blagdon confirmed doubts which were already in existence. It is not the 
purpose here to either establish the merits of each protagonist's argument, or 
decide who was most at fault (only the basic facts of the case will be outlined), but 
rather, it will be argued, an analysis of the Anti-Jacobin's coverage of the 
controversy, reveals how even those women writers who attempted to remain 
within the parameters of socially acceptable feminine behaviour were still seen as a 
threat. 
The Controversy, which became something of a cause celebre in the first three 
years of the nineteenth century, began as a minor dispute between Thomas Bere, 
rector of Blagdon, and More, over the suitability of a teacher, engaged by More, to 
instruct at the Blagdon school. While Bere demanded the removal of the teacher, 
Henry Younge (or Young), on the grounds that Younge was trying to introduce 
Methodism and Calvinistic principles into the school, More resolutely defended 
her employee, refusing to dismiss him until further enquiries had been made. 
Seemingly, More passed on the problem to her sister, Martha, who deputized on 
125 See also Mitzi Myers, "`A Peculiar Protection": Hannah More and the Cultural 
Politics of the 
Blagdon Controversy', in History, Gender and Eighteenth-Century Literature, edited 
by Beth 
Fowkes Tobin, (Athens, London: University of Georgia Press, 1994), 227-257. For a contrary view 
see Ford K. Brown, Fathers of the Victorians: The Age of Wilberforce, (London: 
Cambridge 
University Press, 1961); and Ford, Hannah More. 
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the many occasions when More was either absent, ill, or otherwise occupied; 
Younge was spoken to, and as far as More was concerned, the matter was closed. 
However, when Bere was not appeased, More went over his head, and placed the 
matter in the hands of Dr. Moss, the Bishop of Bath and Wells, who, after 
considering the matter, asked More to remove Younge from the school. Although 
More complied with this request, Bere was not satisfied, and as a justice of the 
peace he gathered a number of affidavits supporting his accusations against 
Younge. In a meeting of dubious legality, Younge was found guilty, and both 
schoolteacher and school were denounced; at this, More closed the school. To 
celebrate, Bere rang the church-bells and illuminated the rectory, but his 
triumphant attitude shocked Dr. Moss, who subsequently not only asked More to 
re-open her school, but demanded that the rector, Dr. Crossman, dismiss Bere from 
his curacy. Bere refused to depart, claiming that not only had More orchestrated 
his dismissal, but that he had not been allowed to know the charges made against 
him; from being the perpetrator of events, Bere was now cast as the helpless 
victim, and many leapt to his defence. A bitter pamphlet war ensued, with 
powerful and influential advocates on both sides. 
From what appeared to be a fairly inconsequential difference of opinion as to the 
relative merits of a schoolteacher, arose a debate which involved bishops, led to the 
publication of over twenty pamphlets (some of which were certainly libellous), and 
which was carried on, and perhaps prolonged, in the pages of various journals, 
most noticeably the Anti-Jacobin, who championed Bere, and The British Critic, 
who doggedly defended More. The attack against More was so virulent that it was 
claimed that not only had it made her ill, but had almost led to her demise. When, 
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after almost three years, the controversy subsided, Bere was still curate of Blagdon, 
the school remained closed, and More's conduct throughout (she had not, 
ostensibly, contributed to the debate), was vindicated by Dr. Moss's successor, Dr. 
Beadon. Little appears to have been achieved by either side, so why did the 
dispute between Bere and More escalate to such proportions? 
In her assessment of the controversy, Jones claims that: 
Hannah More was attacked because she represented, during the years of the 
prolonged war of nerves, two unpopular concepts, `a calumniated religion' and a 
radical innovation, each of which was a challenge to her age. The one was an 
implied criticism of the lives and religion of orthodox clergy and laymen, deeply 
resented by them, the other was an open challenge to the monopoly exercised by 
the big farmers and little gentry over the bodies and souls of the children of the 
rural poor. ' 26 
Undoubtedly, these concepts played a part in More's persecution, but Jones ignores 
the two most important reasons for the strength and vehemence of the campaign 
against More: that not only was she a lay-person interfering in the work of the 
clergy, but that she was a woman. Interestingly, after the event, More formed her 
own conclusions as to why Bere had persecuted her so assiduously; in an undated 
letter to William Weller Pepys (1741-1825), she writes: 
two Jacobin and infidel curates, poor and ambitious, formed the design of 
attracting notice, and getting preferment, by attacking some charity schools [... ], 
as seminaries of vice, sedition, and disaffection. At this distance of time, for it is 
now ended in their disgrace and shame, it will make you smile when I tell you a 
few of the charges brought against me, viz. that I hired two men to assassinate one 
of these clergymen; - that I was actually taken up for seditious practices; - that I 
was with Hadfield on his attack on the king's life: [... ]. At the same time, mark 
the consistency! they declared that I was in the pay of Mr. Pitt, and the grand 
instigator (poor I) of the war, by mischievous pamphlets; and to crown the whole, 
that I was concerned with Charlotte Corday in the murder of Marat! ! !' 27 
126 Jones, Hannah More, p. 179. 
127 Letter from Hannah More to Sir. W. W. Pepys, dated 1808, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, pp. 259-260. 
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Although More realized that Bere may have had ulterior motives for his attack on 
her and her schools, she does not appear to perceive the possibility that the schools 
were attacked precisely because of her patronage. More was a famous society and 
literary figure, a friend of numerous influential people, including Bishops; this, 
coupled with her seemingly vulnerable position as an unmarried woman, might 
have led Bere to believe that he could exploit her position for his own benefit. 
Bere's triumphalism after More's first closing of the Blagdon school certainly 
suggests that he believed he had scored a great victory over a mighty opponent. 
The high profile of his opponent meant that Bere's complaints were sure to be 
noticed by the public, in particular his claim to be defending the Established 
Church ensured the advocacy of journals such as the Anti-Jacobin. With reference 
to More's letter to Pepys, the outlandish nature of the charges against her seem 
utterly implausible, but presumably those who made them either believed them, or 
at least hoped that others would believe them. This reveals that More's reputation 
at this point - as Christian and moralist - was precarious enough to be vulnerable 
to attack. 
The suggestion, made by Bere, that More had plotted to have him removed from 
his curacy, placed her in an unenviable position; from being an unwilling 
participant in a minor dispute over a schoolteacher, she was now drawn into a very 
public altercation, and represented as the aggressor who had deprived a lowly 
curate of his living. The point of contention now was not whether the 
schoolteacher had attempted to teach Methodism to his pupils, but whether More, 
despite her gender, wielded too much influence over the clergy of the Established 
Church, and in particular, its Bishops. The alleged ability of More to have a 
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member of the clergy discharged, despite claims that he had committed no 
religious or ecclesiastical fault, meant that she was perceived to be a threat to the 
integrity, and therefore the order, of the church. Whether or not More did attempt 
to have Bere dismissed is irrelevant to the argument being made here (that she was 
perceived by many to be an enemy to the Established Church), what is important 
are the reasons behind the attacks made by the Anti-Jacobin on her. Apart from 
Bere, the Anti-Jacobin was More's most vociferous critic during the Blagdon 
Controversy, and it is their contribution to the debate which will be focused on 
here. 
The objectives of the Anti-Jacobin, as a publication in general, were clearly stated 
in its preface: it aimed `to stem the torrent of Jacobinism, and to resist, [... ] the 
open attacks of avowed enemies, and the clandestine manoeuvres of secret foes. ' 
Further, they claimed that: 
in the distribution of our commendations, and censures, we are actuated, 
exclusively, by an innate and deep-rooted principle of attachment to the genuine 
spirit of the British Constitution, and by a fixed determination to defend, to the 
utmost of our ability, and at all hazards, those laws which protect the church and 
the state, and which unite them in one indissoluble band. 12' 
The Anti-Jacobin, believing that the Church were unaware of the dangers 
surrounding them, saw it as their duty to warn the clergy of possible threats, and 
the directions from which they might come. Since More shared the loyalist views 
and beliefs of the Anti-Jacobin, the strength of their attack on her is surprising. 
However, a comment in a review of a Blagdon controversy pamphlet, reveals at 
least one of the motives for the Anti-Jacobin's attack: 
128 Anti-Jacobin, January-April (1799), II, preface, pp. i-iv. 
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it had been rumoured, previous to the breaking out of the Blagdon dispute, that the 
Bishop of Bath and Wells had granted to Mrs. More an unlimited authority, to 
institute schools wherever she thought fit within the compass of his diocese; and 
that his lordship's displeasure, if not something worse, would follow the 
clergyman who did not support them. If this be true (and the report has been 
circulated with considerable confidence as well as industry) it may be suspected 
that his lordship places far too little reliance on the discretionary wisdom of the 
clergy under his care. Their utility, in great measure, rests upon their 
independence; and I should be sorry to find that any one of them would tamely 
surrender it in this respect - in suffering Mrs. Hannah More or any other person to 
interfere in the religious concerns of his parish - when such interference was 
contrary to his sense of propriety, and against the best-informed and decisive 
judgment of his mind. A clergyman should be without that `imperium in imperio, ' 
which may frustrate all his labours; - which may engender dissensions, and 
propagate schisms, in his parish. '29 
Clearly, More's work with the Mendip poor was seen as encroaching into areas 
that many saw as the exclusive province of the clergy. 
Despite their supposed anxiety about More's increasing power in church matters, 
the Anti-Jacobin had waited until 1801 before they began their attack, when they 
accused her of `a gross impropriety of conduct' with regards to events at Blagdon, 
and argued: 
we conceive it to have been the duty of Mrs. More, the moment she was apprized 
of the objections which the clergyman of the Parish had to her schoolmaster, [... ] 
to dismiss the master; respect for the situation of the complainant, and for that 
church of which he was a minister, imperiously dictated the necessity of such a 
proceeding. 130 
The journal claimed that More acted wrongly in attempting to investigate Bere's 
complaint, rather, they asserted, she should have immediately complied with the 
request to remove the schoolmaster, since any hesitation on her part would: 
inevitably tend to degrade the Clergyman in the eyes of his parishioners, and to 
weaken that influence and authority over them which to their welfare and to the 
129 Anti-Jacobin, 13 (1802), footnote, p. 200. 
130 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 280. 
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general good that he should ever retain, by reducing him to the state of a 
competitor or opponent, of a man greatly beneath him, in the scale of society. 13' 
There are a number of points being made here; firstly, the concept of justice is 
posited as irrelevant, perhaps harmful, when church authority (here represented by 
the figure of Bere) is challenged. Secondly, a clergyman's influence and authority 
should not be undermined, whatever his faults, since they are the foundations on 
which `the general good' depends. Finally, any challenge to a clergyman from a 
layman, lowers his social status, which implies that it is possible for a clergyman, 
by dint of his calling, to rise socially. Certainly, the text represents Bere as of 
more importance than either More or Younge, because of his calling, even though 
More mixed in higher social circles and had a considerable literary reputation. 
The Anti-Jacobin admit that much of More's published work deserves praise, as 
the following extract demonstrates, but they use their previous commendations as a 
means of highlighting the reprehensibility of her current conduct. On More's 
decision to close the school at Blagdon, the journal criticizes her for selfishly 
denying her pupils the chance for moral and religious improvement, and goes on to 
claim: 
the public, we fear, judging with ourselves from the documents here presented to 
their inspection, will be apt to descry in this conduct, little of that calmness of 
investigation, soberness of discussion, soundness of judgment, and rectitude of 
thought, which so strongly mark most of the writings of this lady; but much of that 
spleen, peevishness, and disappointment which are too frequently allowed to 
regulate the actions of inferior minds, untempered by reflections, unimproved by 
study, and unenriched with knowledge. "' 
131 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 280. 
132 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 286. 
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Without actually accusing More of these faults, the Anti-Jacobin make it clear that 
this is the light in which her actions should be construed. In the following year, 
when the controversy had become yet more bitter, the journal attacked More 
without reservation, claiming that all of her errors `originated in a mixed sentiment 
of unwarrantable contempt, unjustifiable confidence, and ill-regulated pride. "33 At 
this point in the controversy, the ostensible cause for contention appears to have 
been, if not forgotten, then certainly subordinated to a personal attack on More. 
The Anti-Jacobin were inconsistent in their appraisal of various incidents; while 
More was accused of a dereliction in duty when she refused to dismiss Younge 
without an enquiry, Bere's refusal to leave his curacy, despite being asked by his 
rector, was supported by the Anti-Jacobin. Presumably, as in Younge's case, 
church officers had adjudged Bere's behaviour to be undermining the authority and 
reputation of the church, but while the Anti-Jacobin offer a mild rebuke to Bere 
('we could wish that he had conducted himself differently, and with greater caution 
and consistency, in many respects'), 134 they consider that in his case, dismissal 
without an enquiry was unjust, and remain steadfast in their support of the curate. 
On the question of whether Bere should resign his curacy, the journal is adamant 
that such a request is unfair, claiming: 
it is truly lamentable to see, into what gross deviations from common justice, and 
common sense, men are perpetually hurried by the spirit of controversy. 
135 
So while the immediate removal of Younge was considered necessary to maintain 
Bere's influence and authority over his parishioners, the Anti-Jacobin saw no 
133 Anti-Jacobin 11 (1802), p. 419. 
134 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 288. 
135 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 288. 
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parallel between Younge's situation and Bere's refusal to resign his curacy, even 
though the latter's behaviour directly challenged not only his rector's authority, but 
that of the Church. Given that the journal's aim was to support the Church (and 
indeed, as de Montluzin has identified, that over half of the contributors to the 
Anti-Jacobin were members of the clergy), 136 their decision to effectively support 
Bere against the Church appears contradictory, but it would appear that the Anti- 
Jacobin saw a greater threat to the Establishment than the intransigence of a 
country curate, and that threat was More. 
One of the Anti-Jacobin's complaints against More was that she encouraged adults 
to attend her schools, thus preventing workers from enjoying rest and innocent 
recreation. However, apart from representing themselves as defenders of the rights 
of the people and More as a killjoy, the journal implies that she had a sinister 
purpose in encouraging adult attendees, stating that it seems: 
to be insinuated by some, that such persons cannot enjoy recreation, without 
giving way to inebriety and licentiousness. We believe this, however, to be a 
groundless calumny advanced for a particular purpose. 13' 
Quite what this purpose might be, the Anti-Jacobin do not say, but the suggestion 
is that More is manipulating the poor for her own ends. The Anti-Jacobin 
constantly hint that More's Sunday Schools were established for some nefarious 
purpose, and early in their comments on the controversy, they refer to the `exertion 
of some secret but powerful influence' working behind the scenes, an influence 
which they `most earnestly deprecate as hostile to the true interests of the 
136 De Montluzin, The Anti-Jacobins, pp. 30-37. 
137 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 287. 
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established Church. ' 138 They go on to threaten that if this influence remains 
unchecked, they: 
shall feel it a duty incumbent upon us, whose ardent and inviolate attachment, to 
the religious establishments of the country, is warped by no prejudice, and biassed 
by no fears, to explore its devious course, and to unfold its private recesses to the 
public eye. 139 
While the general tenor of the comments made up to this point suggest More as the 
malignant influence in question, the journal makes no direct accusations (although 
anybody familiar with the case would have known that Bere had accused More of 
using her influence to have him removed from the curacy at Blagdon). Underlying 
the Anti-Jacobin's denunciation of More is fear that she is establishing an 
alternative centre of moral and cultural authority, one that threatens to undermine, 
and perhaps even replace, the traditional centre, the Church. While the Anti- 
Jacobin would have condemned any sectarian group (such as the Evangelicals, 
with whom More associated) as a threat to the Established Church, More's gender 
provided an additional threat, since it actually legitimated her work with the poor. 
As shall be discussed in the next chapter, basic education (particularly religious 
education), and moral improvement were considered to be the particular province 
of women; More's role as a matriarchal figure to the Mendip poor, was actually 
only an extension of the orthodox definition of a woman's role. However, the 
Anti-Jacobin saw More's work as passing beyond the remit extended to women, 
but while the journal condemned what they saw as an encroachment into an area 
traditionally considered to be the province of the local clergyman, More had the 
support of men such as Wilberforce, who believed that she was setting a positive 
example for a particular type of woman; in a reference to her, he noted: 
138 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 288. 
139 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 289. 
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`there is no class of persons, [... ] whose condition has been more improved within 
my recollection than that of unmarried women. Formerly there seemed to be 
nothing useful in which they could be naturally busy, but now they may always 
find an object in attending to the poor. ' 140 
While Wilberforce saw More's bid to extend female influence as positive, the Anti- 
Jacobin clearly saw it as a threat, not only to the Established Church, but to 
patriarchy. If More had been content to serve as an adjunct to a local clergyman, 
she would have escaped criticism, but her insistence on conducting the Sunday- 
Schools according to her own rules, and under her sole jurisdiction, gave her 
autonomy and power rarely exercised by women, particularly one of her middling 
station and unmarried status. Given the fears of the Anti-Jacobin, and the 
commonly held view on the role of women, More's statement in her letter to Dr. 
Beadon, the Bishop of Bath and Wells, that `my schools, except in a very few 
instances, have always been, and now are, conducted by a mistress. I prefer 
women, and find it does better', 141 assumes greater significance. It is interesting 
that Roberts chooses to omit this statement when he reprints the letter, even though 
the omitted statement is included in a passage stressing More's co-operation with 
the local clergymen when running her schools, and was therefore, an important 
point in her defence. Throughout the Memoirs there is a sense that Roberts is 
uncomfortable with More's preference for concentrating predominantly on 
improving female manners and morals, almost as if he were afraid that concern for 
her own sex would undermine her reputation as a Christian, or even worse, 
position her as an advocate of women's rights. In Moral Sketches of Prevailing 
Sao Quoted from R. I. Wilberforce and S. Wilberforce's Life of William Wilberforce, 1, p. 238- 
141 Letter from More to Dr. Beadon, Bishop of Bath and Wells, dated 1801, quoted from 
Thompson's The Life of Hannah More, 200-222, p. 215. Compare this version of the letter, from 
More to Dr. Beadon, with that printed in Roberts, Memoirs, II, 67-75. 
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Opinions and Manners, Foreign and Domestic: with Reflections on Prayer, More 
openly declared the lot of women to be her primary concern, stating that she had: 
through life, in a considerable degree, though not exclusively, devoted her humble 
talents to the service of her own sex; and has conscientiously, though feebly, 
laboured to be useful to their best interests in every way she could devise. She has 
endeavoured to strengthen them in the pursuit of what was right. 142 
While More was not an overt advocate of female rights, it can be argued that her 
attempts to improve female manners and morals was a determined effort to 
improve the lot of women. Certainly, More believed that there were certain tasks 
which women were better equipped to undertake, such as teaching the poor, and 
her preference for female, rather than male, teachers identifies her as a campaigner 
for extending the work of women beyond the home. 
There is a certain tension in the Anti-Jacobin 's treatment of More; on the one hand 
they condemn her decision to adopt the feminine stance of silence and passivity, 
and for allowing friends to defend her against Bere, yet they readily admit that 
previously they had acted as her champions and `stood forward in her defence 
when rudely assailed by the pestiferous shafts of malignant ribaldry. 
"43 However, 
while More did not utilize the channels of either press or print, to respond to her 
detractors, Brown provides evidence that More encouraged friends, such as 
Abraham Elton, to answer on her behalf 144 With reference to events at Blagdon, 
More is represented as a scheming woman, willing to use her sexuality to further 
her aims; with reference to Bere's dismissal as curate, the Anti-Jacobin slyly 
claimed that the Bishop and Chancellor: 
142 Hannah More, Moral Sketches of Prevailing Opinions and Manners, Foreign and Domestic: 
With Reflections on Prayer, (London: T. Cadell and W. Davies, 1819), pp. 163-164. 
143 Anti-Jacobin, 11 (1802), p. 419. 
144 See Brown, Fathers of the Victorians. 
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had been very grossly imposed upon, by being induced, or rather seduced, to act as 
they had acted. '45 
The Anti-Jacobin frequently represent More as duplicitous and manipulative; in 
one commentary on the controversy they note: 
every parish may be convulsed, and every Clergyman may be oppressed, if the 
cunning of Mrs. More can thus combine such discordant principles together, can 
thus conjure up even good spirits, even the very angels of the church, to do her 
work of mischief for her, and standing, as she does stand, in all the glory of a good 
angel, yet beginning to feel the taint of a bad one, can thus be able to 
Ride in the whirlwind, and direct the storm, 
upon the head of opposing worthiness itself. 146 
Clearly, the Anti-Jacobin were concerned by the amount of influence wielded by 
More in the Church, and by her status as a representative of Christianity. The 
bitterness of the attack by the Anti-Jacobin seems, in part, to be due to feelings of 
resentment that her reputation had been gained by the publication of works which 
they had favourably reviewed; seemingly, the critics felt that they had been duped. 
There is evidence that the Anti-Jacobin feared More's growing status as a religious 
figurehead; in reviewing a pamphlet by one of More's supporters, the Anti-Jacobin 
describe his claim that "`to level a blow at her eminent piety, is to level one at 
religion"', was nothing more than `impudent blasphemy'. 147 The relationship 
between More and her supporters is represented as that of idol and worshippers, 
with More attempting to overthrow the Church in order to establish her own 
religion, with herself at its head. 148 Gender debarred More from assuming any 
official authority within the Church, but her close friendships with numerous 
bishops meant that, theoretically at least, she could exert some influence on 
145 Anti-Jacobin, 11 (1802), p. 426. 
146 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 394. 
147 Anti-Jacobin, 12 (1802), pp. 307-308. 
148 For examples, see Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 293; and 12 (1802), pp. 307-308. 
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ecclesiastical matters, including preferment, so while the Anti-Jacobin's warnings 
appear unnecessarily dramatic, they were not rejected as ridiculous by 
contemporanes. 
The Anti-Jacobin did not initially question More's loyalty to the Established 
Church, but as positions became more entrenched they increasingly directed 
criticism at what they hinted was her Methodistical enthusiasm and claimed that 
she had regularly attended a dissenting chapel. 149 While such an accusation could 
be viewed as an attempt to discredit her, she admitted in a letter to Dr. Beadon that 
she had received the sacrament from William Jay (1769-1853) at his dissenting 
chapel at Bath. In his account of the controversy, Roberts, while including the 
letter from More to Dr. Beadon, omits the passage where she explains the 
circumstances of her receiving the sacrament. Seemingly, Roberts was not 
confident that readers would accept More's explanation, even though she professed 
her mistake and stressed her attachment to the Church. 
The Anti-Jacobin suggested that many of those, like More, whose `enthusiasm' 
made them fear any tendency towards licentiousness, frequently fell into the 
opposite error of Puritanism, and that the only way of avoiding such errors is `by a 
strict adherence to the doctrine and discipline of the Established Church', (their 
italics). 150 Those who do not adhere, they argue, will: 
inevitably be plunged into the gulph of enthusiasm, where destruction will ensue. 
We shall add but one other observation on this head; which is, that all Sunday 
149 Many in the eighteenth century confounded Evangelicalism with Methodism, citing as evidence 
the willingness of Evangelicals such as Wilberforce to associate with dissenters, including 
Methodists, when undertaking social reform. 
150 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 287. 
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schools whatever should be under the immediate superintendence and absolute 
control of the clergyman of the parish. 15' 
Contrary to modern views of traditional Sunday Schools as a harmless gathering of 
children to inculcate religious doctrine, the journal clearly sees such schools as 
capable of effecting huge changes amongst the poor, with the potential to do both 
good and ill. The Anti-Jacobin are not against the establishment of Sunday 
Schools, even though such schools were viewed with unease by many, who argued 
that making the poor literate, not only empowered them, but encouraged them to 
believe that they could rise socially. The Anti-Jacobin believed that Sunday 
Schools could improve the morals and religious faith of the young, but they saw 
More's efforts as something far more revolutionary, as an attempt to increase and 
strengthen her influence within the Church in order to bring it down. The 
assertion, by More, that she did nothing without the consent of the resident 
clergyman, was denied by the Anti-Jacobin, who argued that she was unwilling to 
relinquish control of any of her schools, even in the face of demands by the Church 
itself. Even More's decision to finally close the school at Blagdon was seen as 
evidence of some evil intent against the Church: 
the Sunday Schools, we are now convinced, and this fact [that More closed the 
school] demonstrates the point to us, however religiously they were designed at 
first, were yet eagerly seized as means of mischief under the forms of religion, and 
were artfully and violently converted into batteries of assault upon the church, by 
the foul spirit of discention [sic] from it, by a Calvinistical Mrs. More, and by all 
the Calvinistical amongst the Methodists or the Presbyterians. 152 
Here, More is accused firstly, of closing down the school because her evil intent 
had been detected, and secondly of Calvinism; admittedly, many Evangelicals of 
151 Anti-Jacobin, 9 (1801), p. 287. 
152 Anti-Jacobin, 11 (1802), p. 423. 
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her acquaintance were Calvinists, but she always denied any belief in such 
teachings. 
Given their staunch defence of Bere, and their unremitting attack on More, it is 
ironic that the campaign by the Anti-Jacobin was curtailed by the publication of a 
pamphlet which, ostensibly, was published against More. The pamphlet, by the 
Rev. Sir Archibald MacSarcasm [William Shaw], 153 indiscriminately attacked 
More's appearance, character, religious faith, literary ability and morals. 
MacSarcasm accused More of sexual and moral impropriety, but it was not the 
extent of the libel which led the Anti-Jacobin to cease their attack, but rather, as 
More points out in a letter to Wilberforce, the overt Jacobinical sentiments 
expressed by MacSarcasm; she writes: 
it is from no kindness to me that the Anti-Jacobin has changed its note; but they 
are frightened for themselves, now that the world has found out what are the real 
principles, religious and political, of the party they have so zealously espoused: 
but even jacobins and infidels are to be upheld, if by doing so, Methodism (or 
what they call so) may be crushed. '54 
Seemingly, the journal feared that if they did not condemn MacSarcasm, they 
could be accused of sharing his political views, and similarly, if they continued to 
attack More, risk being aligned with a party which appeared to have Jacobin 
sympathies. The clearest indications of MacSarcasm's Jacobin sympathies lie in 
his strenuous support of philosophy which, as discussed in the introduction, was 
believed by many to be inimical to religion, and therefore the State. In defence of 
philosophers, MacSarcasm asserts: 
153 Rev. Sir Archibald MacSarcasm [William Shaw], The Life of Hannah More. With a Critical 
Review of Her Writings, (London: T. Hurst, 1802). 
154 Letter from More to William Wilberforce, dated September 10,1804 [probably misdated, since 
the events discussed here occurred in 1802], in Roberts, Memoirs, III, p. 214. 
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it would seem that superstition had hitherto been a necessary ingredient in every, 
even the purest religion. This drove men to a contempt of all religion, to infidelity 
and atheism, with which the French are charged. But if religion were purified of 
superstition and refined to pure Christianity, then philosophers would become 
christians. 'ss 
Such a sentiment, with its defence of both the French and philosophers, and its 
implied criticism of Christianity, would be unacceptable to the Anti-Jacobin, and 
particularly unpalatable to its readers. With reference to MacSarcasm's work, the 
Anti-Jacobin reviewer points out: 
spite of every effort to disguise or conceal the real sentiments of his mind, the 
author's predilection for France and French principles betrays itself in almost 
every page of his book in which any reference is made to those topics. 156 
To the end of the controversy the Anti-Jacobin maintained that they were right in 
their actions and owed More no apology, but they also claimed, untruthfully: 
if, indeed, we harboured any prejudice, it was an honest prejudice in favour of 
Mrs. More, many of whose productions we had read with great pleasure, and 
whose efforts in the cause of social order, at a period when a Jacobinical deluge 
threatened to overwhelm all religious and civil institutions in one common ruin, 
and whose subsequent endeavours to meliorate the morals of the people, excited 
our gratitude and commanded our esteem. ' S7 
Here, the journal appear to concede that their assessment of More's political 
sympathies was erroneous, but while they attempt to negate their previous 
condemnations of her actions, they steadfastly defend their part in the debate, 
arguing that all their actions have been prompted by a desire to protect the 
Established Church. Further, the Anti-Jacobin blame More, or rather her friends, 
for prolonging the altercation, since they did not take the opportunities provided 
Iss MacSarcasm, p. 21. 
'56 Anti-Jacobin, 12 (1802), p. 432. 
157 Anti-Jacobin, 13 (1802), p. 207. 
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`for correcting any mis-statement, and for removing any misconception, respecting 
her conduct or her principles. "58 
With reference to female responses to attack, More's refusal to defend herself 
publicly has been given two very different interpretations: some have seen it as the 
only way she could have responded with dignity, given her gender, while others 
have seen it as a tactical maneouvre, and evidence of her proto-feminism. Porteus 
subscribed to the first viewpoint; in a reference to the controversy in his 
Memorandums, he makes it clear that More's gender ought to have protected her 
from such an attack. The controversy was, Porteus claims: 
the severest persecution that perhaps any Person of her Sex, her Talent, and her 
Virtues ever before Endured. - An outrage such as this against a Woman, and such 
a Woman was (to say the least of it) a Reproach to the Gallantry, and the chivalry 
of the Age in which she lived. - But she fortunately was superior to all the 
attempts, made to distress her, and has even acquired a higher degree of 
Estimation in the World by the dignified silence, and magnanimity with which she 
bore her unmerited sufferings. '59 
Porteus here re-casts More as the victim, and implies that masculinity is in crisis, 
since it appears to have suffered from a loss of `Gallantry' and `chivalry'. Again, 
there is an assumption that women ought to be treated differently from men, that 
their gender alone warrants consideration and courtesy. Modem critics might 
lament the patriarchal condescension with which eighteenth-century women, and 
especially women writers, were treated, but conversely, there is evidence that both 
sexes expected men to adopt a chivalrous and gallant approach when dealing with 
women. There is evidence that many women recognized such a trade-off, and 
indeed, that they were content to accept such an exchange. Jane West, for 
158 Anti-Jacobin, 13 (1802), p. 531. 
159 Porteus, Memorandums, Mss. 2101, (transcript), 20 August 1800-16 March 1807, entry for 
September 1 S` 1805, p. 116. 
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example, believed that the subservient position of women actually conferred 
benefits, and argued that: 
the propriety of our seclusion from public affairs is necessarily interwoven with 
domestic subjection. The humour of the present age leans so strongly to the 
aspiring qualities, independence and self-controul have such attraction in their 
magical sound, that I must prudently shelter my opposition to their delusive 
enchantment under the protection of mighty names, when I pronounce the 
dependant situation of our sex advantageous. `One very common error, ' says Dr. 
Paley, `misleads the opinions of mankind on this head; viz. that universally, 
authority is pleasant, and submission painful. In the general course of human 
affairs, the very reverse of this is nearer the truth: command is anxiety, obedience 
ease. ' 160 
Undoubtedly, these sentiments signal what could be called West's patriarchal 
complicity -a term whose negative connotations imply that she was an enemy to 
her sex - but while she talks about `domestic subjection' she sees such restrictions 
as conferring positive benefits, at least for those women from the middling classes. 
Female subjection, according to West, allows women the leisure and ease to 
improve their minds, religion and morals, so that they, unlike men, have the 
necessary time to devote to self-improvement. The evidence from West, More, 
Macaulay and Porteus reveals that the view that women were entitled to 
consideration because of their sex, is one which still had currency in the late 
eighteenth, and early nineteenth, century. 
Of those critics who have seen More's silence as a tactical manoeuvre, Charles 
Howard Ford has been the most explicit; based on Brown's interpretation of events 
during the Blagdon controversy, Ford states that `More answered the Reverend 
Bere by publically [sic] crafting a feminine victim image and by privately playing 
160 Jane West, Letters to a Young Lady, in which the Duties and Character of Women are 
considered, chiefly with a Reference to Prevailing Opinions, 3 vols., 2nd edition, (London: 
Longman, Hurst, Rees, and Orme, 1806), pp. 118-119. 
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tough politics. " 61 The basic premise on which Ford assesses More's work and life, 
is that her femininity was a stance adopted to mask and promote her ambition; he 
argues: 
from the founding of her first school in Cheddar village in 1789, Hannah More 
realized that a ladylike surface could disarm adversaries or reassure friends 
dismayed by the steely determination beneath the affectation of delicacy and 
helplessness. ' 62 
In support of this argument, Ford cites More's correspondence with Wilberforce 
regarding the Mendip schools. Ford describes More's dealings with Wilberforce 
as diplomatic, but claims that her diplomacy merely masked her determination that 
the schools would be run by herself and her sisters. It had been Wilberforce's idea 
to do something for the poor, but his notorious involvement in a number of projects 
at any one time, means that it would have been unlikely that he would have wanted 
to assume direction of the schools, and it appears to have been agreed at the outset 
that his main contributions were to be financial and, if requested, advice. Although 
Ford's argument supports the view of More as a determined, practical, and, for her 
time, enormously influential woman, it does little to support the theory that she 
consciously adopted such a strategy to disarm critics. 
With regards to More's behaviour, Ford subscribes to the Anti-Jacobin's view, 
arguing: 
to conceal her immense local power Hannah More conformed to tradition by 
underscoring her feminine delicacy and indifferent health. This conformity went 
beyond stage gestures and ladylike postures. Hannah More was frequently ill 
throughout her long life. 163 
161 Ford, Hannah, introduction, p. xiii. 
162 Ford, Hannah, p. 174. 
163 Ford, Hannah, pp. 178-179. 
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Since More was reputedly a delicate child, it is possible that her health remained 
delicate throughout adulthood, but Ford suggests that she exaggerated her frequent 
ill-health. Rather than see female illness as a response to psychological pressure, 
brought on by being a woman in a society which often disapproved of the female 
author, Ford implies that illness was used by More as a means of deflecting 
criticism. The frequent, often debilitating ill-health of numerous eighteenth- 
century women writers suggests that the symptoms of these women cannot all be 
viewed as straightforward attempts to mask power or ambition. As well as being 
genuine, ill-health sometimes appears to have been a subconscious response to 
pressure, whether it be the unaccustomed intellectual pressure of authorship, or that 
caused by assuming a role considered to be unsuitable for women. 
Although Macaulay was frequently ill, she had no need to conceal `immense local 
power'; certainly, some of her ill-health may have been assumed, after all it was 
feminine to be delicate - both physically and emotionally - but there is no doubt 
that Macaulay, like More, was severely debilitated by illness, irrespective of 
whether such symptoms were physical or psychological in origin. In a letter 
written to publicise a treatise written by her `physician', the notorious James 
Graham, Macaulay claimed that the `delicate constitution' with which she had 
been born, was further undermined by `seven years severe application' which: 
reduced an originally tender frame to a state of insupportable weakness and 
debility: continual pains in the stomach, indigestion, tremblings of the nerves, 
shivering fits, repeated pains in the ears and throat, kept my mind and body in 
continual agitation; and marked those which would otherwise have been the 
brightest of my days, with sorrow and despair. 164 
"4 Letter from Catharine Macaulay to James Graham, printed in Graham's A Short Inquiry into the 
Present State of Medical Practice, in Consumptions, Asthmas, Nervous Disorders, &c. And a more 
elegant, speedy, and certain method of Cure, by means of certain Chemical Essences, and Aerial, 
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The symptoms described here appear to be nervous in origin, rather than physical, 
but nevertheless, they did adversely affect Macaulay's life. Whether or not 
Macaulay's `disease' was physical or mental in origin, her case supports the 
argument that eighteenth-century women writers were under immense pressure, 
and that their anxiety sometimes manifested itself in physical symptoms. To 
suggest that all such `illnesses' were feigned, ignores contemporary attitudes 
towards women writers, and the strain that widespread social disapproval could 
exert on those who departed from conduct deemed feminine. Furthermore, as 
already seen with Macaulay, the lack of a good, scholarly, education could lead to 
feelings of inadequacy, particularly when awaiting the response of critics, or the 
public, to a new publication. 
More was both a property-owner and financially independent. A negotiation 
undertaken by Porteus on More's behalf, reveals the financial rewards she gained 
through her writing; in his Memorandums, Porteus describes how he bargained 
with Cadell and Davis, for the copyright of a collected edition of More's works: 
concluded a Treaty between Mrs Hannah More and her Booksellers Cadell and 
Davis for the Purchase of her Works of which she is going to publish a compleat 
[sic] Edition in 8 Volumes small Octavo. For these they offered 1000 £. But I 
demanded 1500 £ and carried my point. But besides this the Sale of her Strictures 
on Education produced a large Sum. - In the space of 9 months from the 21 
S` of 
March to the end of December 1799, seven Editions were printed and near 10,000 
copies sold. The Gross receipts from this sale were 3336: 13: 4 - The clear Profits 
1676: 17: 4; so that by the sale of the Strictures and the Copy right of her Works all 
together she has received upwards of 3000 £. - She had before got 5000 £ by her 
publications, which makes the produce of her Writing upon the whole above 8000 
£. a larger sum than any Author now living in this Country has got by his 
Works. ' ' 
. Etherial, Magnetic, and Electric Vapours, Medicines, and Applications - recommended, 2i 
d 
edition, (London: F. Newbery, J. Walter, R. Cruttwell, T. Cadell, 1777), 18-20, pp. 18-19. 
165 Porteus, Memorandums, entry for April 15th, 1800, Mss. 2103 (20 September 1786 -3 July 
1800), pp. 115-116/140-141. 
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Why More did not negotiate her own terms with Cadell and Davis is unclear, but 
given that the year of this entry is 1800, just before the onset of the Blagdon affair, 
it is interesting to speculate whether the Anti-Jacobin believed that the alleged 
threat posed by More was intensified by her wealth and her status as a property- 
owner, which conferred not only independence, but power. The possibility that a 
female author could challenge, even surpass, the earning potential of any male 
author must have been felt as a threat to male superiority. ' 66 
While More was praised for her motives in writing, she was also praised for her 
literary ability. However, the merit of her work was such that many questioned 
whether More was the true author, seemingly many doubted that women were 
capable of producing work of that standard. `Peter Pindar' [John Wolcot 1738- 
1819] claimed that Porteus was the real author of Strictures and More nothing but 
`a Hen who hatcheth the eggs of another Bird'. 
167 Pindar refused to believe that 
More had written Strictures, claiming that internal evidence revealed the hand of a 
clergyman. Although Pindar's poem is an insult to More (and indeed to Portues, 
who is accused of having no taste), it is also, paradoxically, a compliment to her, 
since doubts about the sex of the author reveal that the Strictures exceeded 
Pindar's expectations concerning the abilities of female writers. 
166 While the exact financial transactions between More and her publishers may not 
have been 
public knowledge, advertisements and prefaces often included details about print runs, editions 
published, and volumes sold, in order to promote the work by stressing its popularity. 
167 Peter Pindar, `Nil Admirari; or, A Smile at a Bishop; occasioned by an hyperbolical eulogy on 
Miss Hannah More, by Doctor Porteus, in his late charge to the clergy', together with 
`Expostulation; or, An address to Miss Hannah More'; `Duplicity, or The Bishop'; `Simplicity, or 
The Curate', and `An Ode to the Blue-Stocking Club', in Peter Pindar Poems, (London: 
West and 
Hughes 1799), 1-54, p. 11. 
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It is significant that critically acclaimed work from both More and Macaulay was 
attributed, by contemporary critics, to male friends. Like More, Macaulay was 
accused of plagiarism; initially her first husband, George Macaulay (d. 1766), was 
widely thought to be the author of the early volumes of her history, but since she 
produced six volumes after his death, such claims were easily disproved. 
Nevertheless, subsequent works were attributed to various male friends, including 
Thomas Hollis (1720-1774) and James Burgh (1714-1775). In 1778, a letter 
appeared in the St. James's Chronicle claiming that Macaulay had passed off the 
work of Burgh (author of Political Disquisitions) as her own. In support of his 
claim, the author argues firstly, that `all [Burgh's] Writings were open to her 
Inspection and Use, for he never published any thing under his own Name, and at 
his Death all his Papers became the Property of this celebrated Historian'. 
Secondly, the critic argues that a comparison of Macaulay's epistolary style in her 
Letters to a Friend, with the letter addressed to Graham in his A Short Inquiry into 
the Present State of Medical Practice, 168 reveals that she could not be the author of 
the former, since the style and content of the latter was far inferior, and a good 
author would be consistent in composition, even when writing `a common Place 
letter. ' 169 While the assumption that her work on history must have come from a 
male pen, may have pleased Macaulay, it must have been galling to have been 
frequently accused of stealing another's intellectual property. 
Accusations of plagiarism were evidently rife since, in the St. James's Chronicle 
for September 17 - September 19,1778, there appears a spirited defence of 
Macaulay's reputation, which in part, was a response to the above letter. The 
168 James Graham, A Short Inquiry, 18-20. 
169 Letter To the Printer of the St. J. Chronicle', in St. James's Chronicle, no. 2723, Tuesday, 
August 25 - Thursday, August 27 (1778). 
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anonymous author laments that `many Parties have been raised against Mrs. 
Macaulay, as an Historian, for some malignant Purpose or other, endeavouring to 
undermine or destroy her Reputation. ' There is a denial that either George 
Macaulay, Hollis or Burgh could have been the true author since `there is such an 
evident Uniformity in the Language, throughout, that whoever wrote one Volume, 
must have written the Whole. '170 Seemingly, work of any erudition was deemed 
beyond the female intellect. The decision, by Macaulay, to undertake a subject 
considered to be the sole province of men explains why such an accusation was 
often levelled at her, but since More rarely departed from those areas deemed to be 
the primary responsibility of women - morals and religion - it is reasonable to 
assume that, unlike Macaulay, it was the superiority of her writing style, and ideas 
contained within the text which was seen as a threat, and which led some to claim 
that More was not the author of her own work. 
While Macaulay's posthumous literary reputation largely ignores the possibility of 
a male mentor figure as having any significant influence on her work, it would 
appear that contemporary perceptions of her were coloured by her relationships 
with men; with her politically radical brother, John Sawbridge (1732-1795); her 
friendship with both John Wilkes (1727-1797) and Dr. Wilson; her gratitude 
toward James Graham, and finally her marriage to his brother, William. 
Contemporary differences in attitude to Macaulay's and More's relationship with 
male friends appears to rest on perceptions of the sexual nature of those 
relationships. 
170 Letter `For the St. James's Chronicle. To the People of England', in St. James's Chronicle, no. 
2733, Thursday September 17 - Saturday September 19, (1778). 
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The Importance of a Woman's Reputation 
The Blagdon Controversy demonstrated that attacking a woman's reputation (in 
particular, by questioning her sexual conduct) was an easy means of undermining 
her, and an entry for 1802, in the diary of Sylvester Douglas, Lord Glenbervie, 
reveals that More's chastity, or otherwise, was the subject of ribald gossip; he 
notes: 
there is a current scandal, that the rigid moralist, and severe Christian, Mrs. 
Hannah More, had, in her early life, one or two natural children, for she never was 
married, and a considerable part of her income is said to arise from an annuity 
settled upon her by the father. They were laughing on this subject last night at 
Lord Guildford's and disputing whether the number was one or two. At length 
Lady Charlotte Lindsay said, `It may be difficult to know how many she has had, 
but considering her age, we may be pretty sure she will Ha'no More. '"' 
Despite the gossip and speculation, there is no evidence to suggest that More was 
anything other than celibate. Rather, More's single status, coupled with the 
religious and didactic nature of her work seemed to encourage a kind of taunting 
gossip, which attempted to undermine her image as a virtuous, Christian woman. 
While the gossips laughingly speculated about More's sex life, their amusement 
was accentuated by their awareness of the more familiar construction of More in 
terms of the stereotype of the prude. Speculation about More's private life was 
rife; numerous items in the press reported her marriage, and in a letter written to 
Walpole, she gives an account of her alleged marriage to Dr. Joseph Priestley 
(1733-1804); she writes: 
I can account for this absurd report I think. Being one day in a large company, 
who all inveighed against Lindsey, and Jebb, and other Socinians who had 
deserted the church, because they could not subscribe to the articles, I happened to 
171 Sylvester Douglas, Lord Glenbervie, The Diaries of Sylvester Douglas (Lord Glenbervie), edited 
by Francis Bickley, 2 vols., (London: Constable & Co. Ltd., Boston and New York: Houghton 
Miffin Co., 1928), 1, p. 316. 
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say that I thought sincerity such a golden virtue, that I had a feeling bordering on 
respect for such as had apostatized upon principle; for when a man gave such an 
unequivocal proof of his being in earnest, as to renounce a lucrative profession, 
rather than violate his conscience, I must think him sincere, and of course 
respectable. I have ever since been accused of rank Socinianism, and the papers 
soon after married me to Priestley, though I reprobate his opinions. 1' 
Priestley was a political radical, and this extract reveals that More was fully aware 
that such a report (and such a coupling) was meant as an attack on her religious 
and political principles, rather than her morals; nevertheless, she does not appear to 
be particularly perturbed by the falsehood. 
While there was some contemporary gossip about More, it was never substantiated, 
and this, together with her increasing age, meant that eventually the view of her as 
a venerable, pious and virtuous woman gained ascendance. Conversely, events in 
Macaulay's private life, and the scandals that they aroused, meant that her literary 
productions were coloured by her personal reputation; it is the way in which 
Macaulay's private life informed attitudes toward her work, which will now be 
examined. 
By the time Macaulay was made a widow in 1766, she had achieved literary fame 
by producing two volumes of The History of England Macaulay's political ideals, 
apparent in her works on history as well as in her overtly political pamphlets, were 
expressed so unequivocally as to provoke either ardent admiration or disgust in her 
readers. John Adams (1735-1826), a key figure in the drafting of the Declaration 
172 Letter from More to Walpole, dated September 1789, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, pp. 188. For 
another account of More's marriage, this time to Dr. Crossman, see Hester Lynch Thrale, Thraliana 
The Diary of Mrs. Hester Lynch Thrale 1776-1809, edited by Katharine C. Balderston, 2 vols., 
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1942), 11, footnote to entry for 4 October 1801, p. 1029. 
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of Independence (1776), and the second president of United States (1797-1801), 
admired Macaulay; in a letter dated 9th August 1770, he wrote: 
I have read not only with Pleasure and Instruction but with great admiration, Mrs 
Macaulays History of England. It is formed upon the Plan which I have ever 
wished to see adopted by Historians. It is calculated to strip off the false Lustre 
from worthless Princes and Nobles and Selfish Politicians, and to bestow the 
Reward of Virtue, Praise, upon the generous and worthy only. No charms of 
Eloquence can attone [sic] for the Want of this exact historical Morality: and I 
know of no History, in which it is, so religiously regarded. 
It was from that History, as well as the concurrent Testimony of all who have 
come to this Country from England that I had formed the highest opinion of the 
Author, as one of the brightest ornaments, not only of her Sex, but of her Age and 
Country. 13 
The sympathy for the American cause and desire for liberty openly expressed by 
Macaulay, meant that she had many admirers in America, including George 
Washington (1732-1799), whom she visited in 1785. 
Conversely, Boswell found little to admire in Macaulay and as early as 1763, when 
her first volume of The History of England was published, he satirized her as: 
Like a Dutch vrouw, all shapeless, pale, and fat, 
That hugs and slabbers her ungainly brat, 
Our Cath'rine sits sublime o'er steaming tea, 
And takes her dear Republic on her knee: 
Sings it all songs that ever yet were sung, 
And licks it fondly with her length of tongue. 14 
Here, Boswell juxtaposes Macaulay's gender with her political beliefs in order to 
deride both; the strategy of denouncing a writer's work and ideals by satirizing or 
insulting their appearance, is one often used to attack women writers. Although 
not acquainted with Macaulay at this time, Boswell had already formed his 
13 Letter from John Adams to Catharine Macaulay, dated 9`h August 1770, in British Library mss. 
RP 5020 (1). 
174 James Boswell's Ten-Lines-a-Day Verses, (30 November 1763), quoted in James Boswell, 
Boswell in Search of a Wife: 1766-1769, edited by Frank Brady and Frederick A. Pottle, 
(Melbourne, London, Toronto: William Heinemann Ltd., 1957), footnote 2, p. 171. 
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opinion, presumably from her work and reputation; when he eventually met her in 
1768, his prejudice was well established, and he noted: 
she was very complimentative [sic] to me, but formal and affected, and she 
whined about liberty as an old Puritan would whine about grace. In short, I was 
rather disgusted with her. 15 
Boswell's dislike was shared by Johnson, and in his Life of Johnson Boswell seems 
to delight in repeating the anecdotes in which Johnson belittles Macaulay. Perhaps 
the best known of these is the one where Johnson allegedly demonstrates the 
superficiality of Macaulay's `republican' ideals. According to Boswell, Johnson 
recounts how: 
one day when I was at her house, I put on a very grave countenance, and said to 
her, `Madam, I am now become a convert to your way of thinking. I am 
convinced that all mankind are upon an equal footing; and to give you an 
unquestionable proof, Madam, that I am in earnest, here is a very sensible, civil, 
well-behaved fellow-citizen, your footman; I desire that he may be allowed to sit 
down and dine with us. ' I thus, Sir, shewed her the absurdity of the leveling 
doctrine. She has never liked me since. 176 
Prompted by numerous repetitions of the anecdote `with additions quite foreign to 
the simplicity of the circumstance as it really existed', 
177 Macaulay had already 
published her version of events in Letters. While Johnson's account had Macaulay 
struck dumb by the irrefutable logic of his argument, her version claimed that after 
Johnson's request for her footman to be allowed to dine with them, she spiritedly 
replied: 
Doctor, [... ] you seem to mistake the whole bent of my reasoning; I was not 
arguing against that inequality of property which must more or less take place in 
all societies, and which actually occasions the difference that now exists between 
me and my servant; I was speaking only of political distinctions; a difference 
175 Boswell, Boswell in Search of a Wife, entry for 30 March to 20 April1768, p. 172. 
176 Entry for Thursday, 21 July 1763, James Boswell, Life of Johnson (1791), edited by R. W. 
Chapman, (Oxford, New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), pp. 316-317. 
177 Macaulay, Letters, p. 167. 
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which actually does not exist between us, for I know of no distinctions of that kind 
which any of the commoners of England possess. Was my servant obliged to 
serve me without a pecuniary consideration, by virtue of any political privilege 
annexed to my station, there would be some propriety in your remark. 178 
This account of the incident represents Macaulay as a strong, opinionated woman, 
capable of defending her principles with reasoned argument; she does not expect 
any consideration because of her gender, but on the contrary, appears to have 
enjoyed her dispute with Johnson, claiming that `the opposition of opinion between 
us passed off with great good humour on both sides. ' 179 Interestingly, Augustus 
Toplady (1740-1778), a friend of Macaulay's, provides another account of the 
incident; he defends Macaulay, describing Johnson as a man who disliked 
contradiction, and whose actions at this time were prompted by a previous 
altercation which Macaulay had won. However, instead of having Macaulay 
eloquently defend herself, Toplady, like Johnson, leaves her mute, but this time her 
silence is evidence of her good breeding rather than embarrassment at having her 
political ideals disproved. Going into dinner, Toplady describes how: 
Mrs. M's footman was standing, according to custom, at the back of his lady's 
chair; when Johnson addressed him thus: "Henry, what makes you stand? Sit 
down. Take your place at table with the best of us. We are all Republicans, 
Henry. There's no distinction here. The rights of human nature are equal. Your 
mistress will not be angry, at your asserting your privilege of peerage. We are all 
on a level. Do, take your chair, and sit down. " This was very indelicate and rude. 
Nor was it arguing fairly: for a master or mistress (let the natural rights of 
mankind be, originally, ever so equal) has not only a just claim to superiority, but 
a title to the service of every person, who, by voluntary stipulation, engages to 
render those services for a consideration agreed upon. 
Mrs. Macaulay, it seems, coloured a little, and drew up her head, but made no 
answer. 180 
178 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 167-168. 
19 Macaulay, Letters, p. 168. 
180 Quoted from Daisy L. Hobman, `Mrs. Macaulay', in The Fortnightly, 171, Jan. -June (1952), 
116-121, p. 120. Hobman dates the letter February 13,1755, some five years before Macaulay's 
marriage, when she was in her early twenties. This suggests either an error in dating the letter, or 
that Macaulay was socially prominent, and her politics well-known, long before her marriage. 
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Toplady's account is more detailed than that given by either Macaulay or 
Johnson/Boswell, but his version supports that given by Boswell. However, while 
Toplady is attempting to defend Macaulay, it actually belittles her, since it draws 
attention to her unwillingness or inability to counter Johnson's argument. It is 
impossible to know which version of events is more accurate, but it is interesting 
that Toplady's refutation of Johnson's argument, given above, is that given by 
Macaulay to Johnson, in her version of events. A silent Macaulay, while feminine, 
would have undermined any attempt to represent herself as a serious political 
theorist; her alleged response demonstrated her ability to identify, and respond to, 
the weakness in Johnson's reasoning. 
Satires endorsed the view of Macaulay as a woman, vain of both her literary ability 
and her appearance. 18 1 The satire entitled A Speedy and Effectual preparation for 
the next World, 182 depicts Macaulay sitting at a dressing table dipping a brush into 
a pot of rouge, also on the table are cosmetics, toiletry items, and a mirror. 
Macaulay is dressed in a loose morning-gown, her hair is elaborately dressed with 
large side rolls, and decorated on top with a hearse drawn by six horses, all of 
which (including the hearse) are adorned with large ostrich plumes. To 
Macaulay's left is a bust portrait of a clergyman; behind her is a table on which 
rests a knife, and standing at the table is a skeleton with an arrow running through 
its pelvis; both hands of the skeleton are resting on an hour-glass, through which 
the sand has run and spread over the table. Drawn in profile, Macaulay's face is 
unattractive, with its large aquiline nose and double chin. The print draws 
181 This section is indebted to Diana Donald's excellent The Age of Caricature: Satirical Prints in 
the Age of George III, (New Haven, CT.: Yale University Press, 1996); and Sheila O'Connell, The 
Popular Print in England 1550-1850, (London: British Museum Press, 1999). 
182 A Speedy and Effectual Preparation for the Next World, Mathias Darly, published May 1 (1777). 
In the British Museum, catalogued by M. D. George as no. 5441. 
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attention to a number of aspects of Macaulay's life: the skeleton, the knife, and the 
escaping sand from the hour-glass allude to her age, and perhaps that her time in 
the literary limelight has passed; the elaborate, large and impractical coiffure, 
which caricatures the absurd hairstyles of the day, reveals her love of fashion; the 
cosmetics and mirror highlight both her increasing age and her vanity; and the 
presence of the portrait in what is evidently her dressing-room suggests a close, 
perhaps intimate, relationship between Macaulay and the clergyman. The arrow 
piercing the skeleton (who signifies death) is probably Cupid's arrow, but instead 
of piercing the heart, it has entered the pelvis, indicating either Macaulay's highly 
sexual nature, or the sexual element in her supposedly platonic relationship with 
the clergyman. 
Attacking Macaulay's appearance was a means of undermining her achievements 
as a writer, a strategy which Hays, in her biographical account of Macaulay, 
recognized and deplored; noting that: 
a female historian, by its singularity, could not fail to excite attention: she seemed 
to have stepped out of the province of her sex; curiosity was sharpened, and 
malevolence provoked. The author was attacked by petty and personal scurrilities, 
to which it was believed her sex would render her vulnerable. Her talents and 
powers could not be denied; her beauty was therefore called in question, as if 
it 
was at all concerned with the subject; or that, to instruct our understandings, 
it was 
necessary at the same time to charm our senses. `She is deformed (said 
her 
adversaries, wholly unacquainted with her person), she is unfortunately ugly, she 
despairs of distinction and admiration as a woman, she seeks, therefore, to 
encroach on the province of man. '183 
As Hays realised, many saw women with intellectual ability as a threat. The 
importance placed by society on female beauty - together with female 
desire to 
fulfil social expectations - meant that comments about a woman's appearance 
183 Hays, `Catherine Macaulay Graham', V, 289-306, p. 292. 
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inflicted the maximum amount of pain. Nevertheless, Macaulay had admirers; 
apart from flattering portraits, and frontispieces which appeared in some volumes 
of her work184 - frequently depicting her as a Roman matron - there are favourable 
contemporary descriptions of her, such as the one in The Town and Country 
Magazine, from a `Gentleman' who, despite admitting that he was `no admirer of 
her political system', was an admirer of both the woman and `of her stile and 
manner of writing'; he writes: 
you are not mistaken in supposing Mrs. Macaulay to be a very extraordinary 
woman; for she is void of all singularity excepting her adding to a very handsome 
face and person, which rises from the middling to the graceful size, uncommon 
ease and affability of behaviour. You cannot talk with her ten minutes, without 
perceiving that she is a woman of sense; but you may be ten years in her company, 
without suspecting her to be an author. She dresses well, her cloaths are 
fashionable, but well fancied; her ornaments are elegant, and her appearance 
pronounce her to be a woman of taste. [... ] I have frequently visited her; but 
though she has come from her study to receive me, I never could discover by her 
manner or dress that she had been either reading or writing. '85 
This description is interesting not only for its description of Macaulay, but for the 
author's obvious prejudice against female authors: he praises Macaulay for 
concealing her literary interests, and elsewhere for being a good wife, mother and 
household economist. Clearly, while this gentleman can admit to admiring 
Macaulay's `stile and manner of writing', he prefers to be given no visual reminder 
that she is an author. 
184 For example, see Catharine Macaulay, The History of England from the Accession of James 
I to 
that of the Brunswick Line, 8 vols., (London: J. Nourse, 1763-1783), vol. III. For an account of the 
range of statuettes, images, portraits and engravings of Macaulay, see Gilbride Fox, 'Eighteenth- 
Century Clio'. 
185 `Letter from a Gentleman [P. M. ] in Town to his Friend in the Country, concerning a celebrated 
fair Historian', in The Town and Country Magazine; or Universal Repository of Knowledge, 
Instruction, and Entertainment, 1 (1769), 91-92, p. 91. See also Hays, `Catherine 
Macaulay 
Graham', pp. 292-293, for contemporary description of Macaulay. 
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There is even what appears to be an early glimpse of Macaulay, before her 
marriage, in a letter from Carter to Catherine Talbot. Carter describes a visit to 
Canterbury where `a very fine lady' engaged her in conversation: 
which she introduced by subscribing in a very handsome manner to me, and 
railing very heartily at the Stoics. She is a very sensible and agreeable woman, 
and much more deeply learned than beseems a fine lady; but between the Spartan 
laws, the Roman politics, the philosophy of Epicurus, and the wit of St. 
Evremond, she seems to have formed a most extraordinary system. [... ] To be 
sure I should have been mighty cautious of holding any such conversation in such 
a place with a professed philosopher or a scholar, but as it was with a fine 
fashionable well-dressed lady, whose train was longer than any body's train, I had 
no manner of scruple. '86 
With reference to the last sentence, while Carter's tone is playful, it corroborates 
the comments made by the `Gentleman in Town', regarding contemporary views 
on women and learning: that women might be scholars, but that their appearance 
and conduct should betray no trace of their erudition. Carter was initially an ardent 
admirer of Macaulay's, and defended her in letters to Elizabeth Montagu (1720- 
1800). 181 
Many of Macaulay's admirers expressed their esteem in poetry; 188 this method of 
expressing admiration (and sometimes censure) was common at this time, and 
many, including More, were the subject of eulogies which appeared in many 
forms, including poetry and epigrams, which were often printed in newspapers. 
186 Undated letter from Carter to Catherine Talbot, in A Series of Letters between Mrs. Elizabeth 
Carter and Miss Catherine Talbot, from the Year 1741 to 1770. To which are added, Letters from 
Mrs. Elizabeth Carter to Mrs. Vesey, between the Years 1763 and 1787; published from the 
Original Manuscripts in the possession of the Rev. Montagu Pennington, MA., 2 vols., (London: 
F. C. and J. Rivington, 1808), I, pp. 420-421. 
187 See letters from Elizabeth Carter to Elizabeth Montagu, dated June 3,1775; September 20,1777; 
and December 7,1778, all in Letters from Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, to Mrs. Montagu, Between the 
Years 1755 and 1800. Chiefly upon Literary and Moral Subjects, edited by Rev. Montagu 
Pennington, 3 vols., (London: F. C. and J. Rivington, 1817), II, pp. 309-310; 111, pp. 40-41; III, pp. 98- 
99. 
188 See The London Chronicle, 28 (1770) for a poem dedicated to Macaulay from John de Brent 
(supposedly the pseudonym of Thomas Hollis). 
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After the successful production of More's tragedy, Percy, an admirer sent FFBJ a 
six stanza poem praising More's skill as a playwright. The poem focuses on 
More's gender and genius but, significantly, also foregrounds her reticence as an 
author; one stanza claims: 
Fearful, and diffident she came, 
Till Garrick countenanc'd her claim, 
To learning's real store; 
Thus, that great Effort of the mind 
To write correctly, and refin'd 
Was deem'd by him for MORE. 189 
Reticence and diffidence are evidence of More's femininity, and play an important 
part in her appeal for the poet. Also noteworthy, is the suggestion that More 
needed the authority conferred by Garrick's approval to give her the confidence to 
present her work to the public, but mention of Garrick's part in More's success 
carries implications that she would not have triumphed without him. 190 While not 
a particularly good example of poetry (the often clumsy play on More's name was 
a common device in poetry and epigrams addressed to her), this poem reveals the 
extent of More's fame and of her popularity as a playwright. 191 
Poetry in praise of Macaulay tended to focus on her political ideals and her foray 
into the male preserve of writing history. One poem, entitled Eleutheria, describes 
how Jove, the giver of Victory, seeks to restore liberty to Britain by sending 
Eleutheria to earth; there, in order to carry out her work, she has to find a body 
189 In FFBJ, vol. XXVII, Sat. Jan. 31 (1778). 
190 For more on the role of mentors in eighteenth-century women's lives, see Kowaleski-Wallace, 
Their Father's Daughters; and Norma Clarke, Dr. Johnson's Women, (London, New York: 
Hambledon and London, 2000). 
191 For other examples of the play on More's name see FFBJ, poem from `Amicus' in vol. XXII, 
Sat. May 15 (1773); epigram in vol. XXIII, Sat. May 21(1774), and poem `To Stella' in vol. 
XXVII, Sat. Feb. 28 (1778). 
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within which to dwell, and in Macaulay she discovers a woman virtuous enough to 
fulfil her aims: 
A breast replete with virtues all divine. 
Joyful, she enter'd into this bright FORM 
And said, her ORACLES she now would give 
From the well-guided pen of fair MACAULAY. 192 
Even More, who was eventually to become hostile towards Macaulay, was an early 
admirer; from the third edition onwards, The Search After Happiness carried an 
epilogue which, in its defence of literary women, cited Macaulay as a woman 
worthy of praise: 
I grant this satire just, in former days 
When SAPPHO'S and CORINNA'S tun'd their lays; 
But in our chaster times 'tis no offence, 
When female virtue joins with female sense; 
When moral CARTER breathes the strain divine, 
And AIKIN'S life flows faultless as her line; 
Where all-accomplish'd MONTAGUE can spread 
Fresh gather'd laurels round her SHAKESPEARE'S head; 
When wit and worth in polish'd BROOKES unite, 
And fair MACAULAY claims a LIVY'S right. 193 
`Oxoniensis' wrote to FFBJ commending More's sentiments in writing such an 
epilogue, `wherein the Author has not only display'd the nicest Judgment, but also 
the greatest Generosity of Heart, in a just and polite Panegyric on contemporary 
Writers of her own Sex. After having mention'd the Censure female Genius has 
long laid under, she vindicates it' " 
194 While internal evidence suggests that this 
letter was a `puff for the third edition of the work, and for The Inflexible Captive, 
192 Eleutheria: A Poem Inscribed to Mrs. Macaulay, [ascribed to Dr. William Robertson], (London: 
G. Kearsley, E. and C. Dilly, B. Martin, T. Cadell, 1768), p. 7. The poem was published 
anonymously, but Bridget Hill provides convincing evidence that the author was Dr. William 
Robertson (1705-83), a Unitarian (see Hill, Virago, pp. 20-21). 193 Hannah More's `Epilogue' to The Search After Happiness: A Pastoral Drama, 4`'' edition, 
(Bristol: S. Farley, T. Cadell, London: T. Cadell, Carnan and Newbery, J. Wilkie, Bath: Frederick 
and Bull, 1774), 43-45, pp. 44-45. 
194 FFBJ, vol. XXII, Sat. Feb. 26 (1774). 
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which was due for publication, 195 the fact that More's admiration and defence of 
female writers was highlighted, indicates an interest in women writers. Further, 
the fact that there was a need to vindicate female authors, to stress their chastity, 
virtue and morality, supports the argument made earlier in this chapter, that female 
conduct played a central role in the critical reception of their work. Interestingly, 
at this point there were few who disputed that Macaulay belonged to such an 
august group. 
The representation of Macaulay as one of a group of virtuous, artistic women is 
repeated in Richard Samuel's painting `The Nine Living Muses of Great Britain', 
in which More also appears; the other `Muses' are the artist Angelica Kauffmann 
(1740-1807), seated at an easel; the singer Mrs. Sheridan (formerly Elizabeth 
Linley) (1754-1792), who holds a musical instrument; and the writers, Charlotte 
Lennox (1729? -1804), Montagu, Anna Barbauld (1743-1825), Elizabeth Griffith 
(1727-1793), and Carter, who are equipped variously with quills or scrolls of 
paper. 196 The painting (exhibited in 1779) represents the women in the Temple of 
Apollo, all dressed in vaguely classical attire; the classical reference confers 
dignity and elevates the status of the work so that it rests midway between 
portraiture and history painting. The painting functioned as a means of celebrating 
not only the individuals represented, but all female exponents of the high arts. 
Eighteenth-century viewers would have been familiar with the classical artistic 
convention of representing abstract virtues through the female form, and would 
195 Shortly after publication of The Inflexible Captive, Oxoniensis writes again, heartily urging the 
public to read More's latest work, FFBJ, vol. XXIII, Sat. March 12 (1774). For another example of 
fulsome admiration see the letter from `Manlius' in FFBJ, vol. XXIII, Sat. April 2 (1774). 
196 See Elizabeth Eger, `Representing Culture: The Nine Living Muses of Great Britain (1779)', in 
Women, Writing and the Public Sphere, 1700-1830, edited by Elizabeth Eger, Charlotte Grant, 
Cliona 0 Gallchoir, Penny Warburton, (Cambridge, New York, Melbourne, Madrid: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001,104-132. 
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have understood that these women were chosen as subjects precisely because they 
exemplified virtues such as chastity. 
While Macaulay was celebrated as a learned woman, there were those who saw her 
as an object of ridicule; in two plays of the period, she is satirized as being both 
overly serious and slightly ridiculous. In Samuel Foote's (1721-1777) The Devil 
Upon Two Sticks (first performed in 1768) Macaulay is represented as Margaret, 
the sister of Sir Thomas Maxwell. The plot concerns the elopement of Sir 
Thomas's daughter, Harriet, with a clerk, Invoice, and act I opens with an 
argument between Sir Thomas and Margaret as to Harriet's right to choose her 
own lover. Margaret defends her niece's right to `liberty' in terms which would 
have identified Macaulay as the model on which Margaret was based. As Sir 
Thomas points out, Margaret sees everything in terms of politics, and he angrily 
asks her: 
why the deuce can't you converse like the rest of the world? If you want money to 
pay off my bills, you move me for further supplies; if I turn away a servant, you 
condemn me for so often changing my ministry; and because I lock up my 
daughter, to prevent her eloping with the paltry clerk of a pitiful trader, it is 
forsooth an invasion of the Bill of Rights, and a mortal stab to the great Charter of 
Liberty. ' 97 
The representation of Margaret ridicules learned women; in order to show 
her 
brother the error of his ways she pontificates on all the political theories that she 
has read, but while her ability to name the most prominent theorists reveals 
her 
familiarity with such texts, her reading is posited as useless and mere self- 
aggrandizement, since it has no real bearing on the subject under discussion. 
As an 
197 Samuel Foote, The Devil Upon Two Sticks, reprinted in The Plays of Samuel Foote, edited 
by 
Paula R. Backscheider and Douglas Howard, 3 vols., (New York, London: Garland 
Publishing, 
Inc., 1983), 1-69, pp. 1-2. 
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aunt, Margaret would, according to contemporary assumptions, be the ideal source 
of practical feminine advice on matters of love for her motherless niece, but her 
learning has not prepared her for such a role, and is therefore of little value 
(indeed, the masculine nature of Margaret's interests positions her as incapable as 
her brother, when it comes to advising a young girl). 
The play was successful, and contemporaries, including Macaulay, flocked to see 
it. Writing to Henry Seymour Conway, Walpole described how he had: 
secured a place in my niece Cholmondely's box, and am to have the additional 
entertainment of Mrs. Macaulay in the same company, who goes to see herself 
represented, and I suppose figures herself very like Socrates. 198 
Foote's representation of Margaret obviously owed much to public perceptions of 
the historian. While the play satirizes female learning and female politicians, it is 
principally an attack on the medical profession; since Margaret plays no part in this 
attack, it would seem that the satire on Macaulay was included as a means of 
attracting theatre-goers, and indicates the extent of her fame. 
In 1780, Paul Jodrell produced A Widow and No Widow, in which Macaulay was 
again satirized, but this time, as `Mrs. Roundhead' (a reference to her political 
sympathies), a character who makes no appearance. The plot concerns the 
attempts of Mrs. Sharp and Lucy to extort money from three, seemingly wealthy 
suitors, by pretending that Mrs. Sharp is a rich widow. One of the suitors is a Dr. 
Alfred, and appears to be based on Macaulay's admirer, Dr. Wilson, (the house 
which he shared for a short time with Macaulay, and made over to her, was called 
198 Letter from Horace Walpole to Henry Seymour Conway, dated June 16 1768, in The Yale 
Edition of Horace Walpole's Correspondence, edited by W. S. Lewis et al., 48 vols., (London: 
Oxford University Press, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1937-1983), 39,98-103, p. 102. 
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Alfred House), whose admiration for Macaulay had terminated abruptly after her 
second marriage in 1778. When Dr. Alfred proposes to Mrs. Sharp, she cites Mrs. 
Roundhead as an obstacle to their union, but he protests: 
Doctor. Indeed, she wou'd never have done for me. She talked so furiously about 
a change of men and measures, that she quite overcame me. - So, my dear widow, 
I have given her up. 
Mrs. Sharp. I cannot believe you? 
Doctor. Indeed, you may. - She wanted to turn me out of my own house - to turn 
me out of my own house. 
Mrs. Sharp. That was hard indeed! 
Doctor. But no wonder; she never thought of any thing but the Revolution. 199 
The charges levelled against Mrs. Roundhead were those levelled against 
Macaulay (her relationship with Wilson is examined below). The verbosity of both 
Margaret and Mrs. Roundhead was apparently characteristic of Macaulay; in a 
letter to Adams, dated April 27,1785, Mercy Warren (1728-1814) (who admired 
Macaulay) wrote: 
I have indeed seen Mrs. Macaulay. [... ] She is a Lady of most Extraordinary 
talent, a Commanding Genius and Brilliance of thought. This in my opinion often 
outruns her capacity of Expression, which is often a little too prolix both in 
Conversation and Composition; or rather, the Periods are a little too lengthy to 
please at once. I dare say this will be corrected in the future, as one of her 
American Friends had the Courage to tell her of it. She replied she believed the 
observation just, as she had always aimed more at the investigation of truth than 
the ornaments of style. 200 
This confirmation of the tediousness of both Macaulay's speech and writing, 
suggests that Foote and Jodrell's representations were at least accurate in some 
points; enough at least to allow contemporaries to identify the original. 
199 Paul Jodrell, A Widow and No Widow, (London: N. Conant, 1780), p. 60. This discussion on the 
representation of Macaulay by Foote and Jodrell owes much to Hill's discussion in Republican 
Virago, see pp. 21-23 and p. 117. 
200 Letter from Mercy Warren to John Adams, dated April 27,1785, quoted from Gilbride Fox, 
`Catharine Macaulay, An Eighteenth-Century Clio', p. 141. 
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The relationship between Wilson and Macaulay had led to much gossip. In 1776, 
Macaulay had been invited to share Wilson's house; he placed his library at her 
disposal, and offered her somewhere where she could concentrate on writing her 
history. Wilson shared Macaulay's political ideals, and was a friend of her brother 
and Wilkes, as well as being a founder member of the Society of the Supporters of 
the Bill of Rights, all things which would have recommended him to Macaulay. 
While it seems strange that Macaulay would be willing to face public censure, 
occasioned by her sharing a house with a single man, the advantages of such a 
move, coupled with the fact that Wilson was seventy-three years of age, may have 
overcome any doubts. Nevertheless, the Town and Country Magazine included 
Macaulay and Wilson in two of their `Histories of the Tete-ä-Ute annexed' series, 
in which they satirized relationships which were currently the subject of gossip. 
Macaulay's first 'Ute-ä-Tete' appearance occurred in 1772, included were two 
bust portraits in oval frames, one of `The Female Politician', the other of `The 
Reverend Joiner' (Wilson was master of the company of Joiners). As Bridget Hill 
has pointed out, the representation of `The Female Politician' resembles other 
prints of Macaulay, but while the magazine mentions Macaulay as `a female 
patriot' of the type sought by Wilson as a potential lover, they go on to claim that 
the relationship to which they are alluding, is that between the clergyman and a 
Mrs. L-n. Hill's argument that Mrs. L-n is actually Macaulay appears valid, 
given internal evidence, and suggests that the relationship between Wilson and 
Macaulay was already the subject of conjecture before her removal from London 
to Bath in 1774.201 The Town and Country's second reference to the relationship 
between Wilson and Macaulay occurs in 1777, in 'Histories of the Tete-ä-Tete 
201 `Histories of the Tete-ä-Ute annexed; or, Memoirs of the Reverend Joiner and Mrs. L- n', 
in 
Town and Country Magazine, 3 (1772), 681-683. See also Hill, Virago, pp. 81-82. 
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annexed; or, Memoirs of the Political and Platonic Lovers'. 202 The magazine 
alludes to Wilson's infatuation with Macaulay, and implies that this, combined 
with his advanced age, has enabled her to gain access to his money and property. 
Two events involving Wilson and Macaulay, roused speculation as to the nature of 
their relationship, and exposed Macaulay, in particular, to ridicule. The first was 
the occasion of Macaulay's forty-sixth birthday when Wilson organized an 
elaborate celebration, where six odes were presented to the historian; The 
European Magazine claims that Wilson `celebrated her birth-day in a manner that 
beggars all description for the folly of it'. 203 The day began with the ringing of 
bells, and in the evening the odes were read to Macaulay while she sat `in a 
conspicuous elevated situation in front of the company'. 204 Two of the odes 
referred to Graham's skill in restoring Macaulay to health, while the others praised 
her works in history and her love of liberty. While Wilson bore the brunt of 
criticism for organizing such celebrations, Macaulay's taste was questioned for 
allowing herself to be paraded in such a manner. 
The second event which roused speculation about Macaulay and Wilson, was his 
decision to commission a marble statue of her from J. F. Moore, who had also 
created a monument for Wilson's late wife. Wilson erected the statue in the 
202 `Histories of the Ute-ä-Ute annexed; or, Memoirs of the Political and Platonic Lovers', in 
Town and Country Magazine, 8 (1777), 681. For more on the representation of women in the press, 
see Stephen Howard, "'A bright pattern to all her sex": representations of women in periodical and 
newspaper biography', in Gender in Eighteenth-Century England: Roles, Representations and 
Responsibilities, edited by Hannah Barker and Elaine Chalus, (London, New York: Longman, 
1997), 230-249; and Kathryn Shevelow, Women and Print Culture: the Construction of Femininity 
in the Early Periodical, (London: Routledge, 1989). 
203 The European Magazine, November (1783) 330-334, p. 333. 
204 Six Odes, presented to that Justly-celebrated Historian, Mrs. Catharine Macaulay, on her birth- 
day, and publicly read to a polite and brilliant Audience, to Congratulate that Lady on the happy 
occasion, (Bath, London: R. Cruttwell, C. Dilly, J. Walter, T. Cadell, J. Almon, 1777), p. viii. 
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chancel of his church, at St. Stephen's, Walbrooke, much to the anger of the 
churchwardens, who eventually sought legal advice to get the statue removed. 205 
There were numerous references to the statue in the press; some merely reported 
the facts, but others slyly speculated on the relationship between the elderly doctor 
and the historian. The article printed in FFBJ, for example, merely provided a 
detailed description of the statue, 206 but while they refrained from venturing an 
opinion about the relationship between Wilson and Macaulay, other newspapers 
were not so reticent. In a collection of newspaper cuttings in the British Library 
(which unfortunately are untitled and undated) there is an account of the erection 
of Macaulay's statue; the description of the statue is identical to that given by 
FFBJ, but it adds the following slyly salacious comment: 
we hear that Mrs. Macaulay, in return for the friendly compliment that Dr. Wilson 
has paid her, in causing a statue to be erected to her memory, is determined to 
erect the Doctor, but whether any thing is to appear on the left or right side of the 
stone, is a matter of a private nature. 207 
Even Macaulay's friends and admirers admitted that Wilson had not only made her 
a subject of gossip, but in some cases, made her look ridiculous. However, 
Macaulay's subsequent marriage to William Graham led many to reassess her 
relationship with Wilson; many now saw Macaulay as an adventurer who had 
taken financial advantage of a man fast approaching his dotage. 
Macaulay's marriage to Graham provoked amazement and ridicule, since not only 
was he her social inferior, being at that time a surgeon's mate, but was some 
205 For more on Wilson's statue of Macaulay, see Albert Pierpoint, `Catharine Macaulay "History of 
the Statue in the Warrington Town Hall, "' in the Warrington Guardian, March 5 and 12, (1910); 
and Bridget Hill, Virago, particularly pp. 99-102. 
206 See FFBJ, vol. XXVI, Saturday September 13 (1777). 
207 Undated, untitled newspaper report in a collection of cuttings in the British Library, shelf mark 
1347. m. 8. 
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twenty-six years her junior (Macaulay being forty-seven and Graham twenty-one 
years of age). 208 Further, Graham was the brother of James Graham, Macaulay's 
physician, and it is safe to assume that the doctor's notoriety did little to enhance 
the reputation of either his brother or Macaulay. 209 The inequality of the marriage, 
in both age and fortune, created a scandal amongst her contemporaries, and an 
opportunity for ribald humour in the press. In their account of the marriage, FFBJ 
noted: 
on Monday the l6th of this month was married at Leicester, the celebrated Mrs. 
Catherine Macaulay, to Mr. Wm. Graham, a young gentleman in the medical line, 
of 21 years, brother to the famous Dr. Graham. As he is an adept in the science of 
natural philosophy, and she having well understood the experimental, it is not 
doubted, but by their mutual endeavours and close application, she will produce to 
the world a new work in the course of the next year. 210 
A letter from Bath, printed in The London Chronicle, provides an interesting 
insight into the shift of attitude towards Dr. Wilson after Macaulay's marriage, and 
of the mercenary light in which she was now seen: 
upon the Arrival of this News [that she had married] at Alfred House (a House 
given her, with all its Furniture by Dr. Wilson) the Doctor showed his Contempt 
for his Female Friend's Conduct, by taking her enamelled Name off the Street 
Door. During about two Months Absence from Bath this Lady drew Bills on her 
Friend, the old Doctor, for the Benefit of the young one, to the Amount of Six 
Hundred Pounds. Whatever the Doctor's Faults may be, he has been a most 
liberal Friend to this ungrateful Literary Phenomenon, who has the Confidence to 
solicit his Permission to bring the young Bridegroom home to the Doctor's Table; 
and, it is said, if he does not consent to receive this Visitor, they intend to turn him 
out of that House, which he certainly did make a free Gift of, with his Library, 
Furniture, &c. It is, however, the general Wish of all the Inhabitants here, that the 
Doctor (who has eleven Points of the Law in his Favour) may not submit to such 
an outrageous Instance of base Ingratitude; for though he gave Madame Graham 
the House, there cannot be a Doubt but that he considered what remained 
unexhausted of his own Life was to be spent in it. 2U 
208 For an account of the marriage, see Hill, Virago, chapter 5. 
209 For James Graham's reputation, see Roy Porter, `The Sexual Politics of James Graham', in 
British Journal for Eighteenth-Century Studies, 5 (1982), 199-206. 
210 FFBJ, vol. XXVII, Saturday November 28 (1778). 
211 The London Chronicle, no. 2763, Thursday November 26 - Saturday November 28 
(1778). 
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While this letter alludes to Wilson's previous faults (most notably his indulgence 
towards Macaulay), it is sympathetic towards him - he is merely represented as an 
old fool who has been duped. Conversely, Macaulay is represented as a scheming 
woman who convinced an elderly, infatuated, man to sign over his goods, before 
indulging her passions by marrying a `young Gentleman'. This example 
demonstrates how newspapers could condemn as well as promote literary women. 
While More had long ceased to admire Macaulay, the union with Graham appears 
to have deepened her disapproval; in a letter to Mrs. Boscawen, which is undated 
but appears to have been written shortly after Macaulay's marriage, More states: 
I feel myself extremely scandalized at her conduct, and yet I did not esteem her; I 
knew her to be absurd, vain, and affected, but never could have suspected her of 
the indecent and, I am sorry to say, profligate turn which her late actions and 
letters have betrayed. The men do so rejoice and so exult, that it is really 
provoking: yet have they no real cause for triumph; for this woman is far from 
being any criterion by which to judge of the whole sex; she was not feminine 
either in her writings or her manners; she was only a good, clever man. 212 
The depth of More's indignation at both Macaulay's downfall, and of the 
masculine exultation which greeted it, unwittingly reveals the precarious position 
occupied by eighteenth-century women writers. It is evident that More is aware 
that women are under constant scrutiny, and she is angry that the whole of the 
female sex and, in particular (given Macaulay's status as an author), female writers 
are being judged according to the conduct of one woman. Here, More appears to 
be imagining women as a collective body (or female public sphere), and Macaulay 
as letting down that collective; such a betrayal of sisterhood, provokes More into 
arguing that the masculine nature of Macaulay's work and `manners' have made 
her an unsuitable paradigm against which to judge women. More was not against 
212 Undated letter from More to Mrs. Boscawen, written from Bath, reprinted in Roberts, 1,233-234. 
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learned women, her admiration for Mrs. Montagu's work on Shakespeare and 
Carter's translation of Epictetus, amongst others, suggests that she was not a strict 
adherent of the view that there were `masculine' and `feminine' genres. Rather, 
the categorization of Macaulay's writing as unfeminine appears to be determined 
by her conduct, rather than her choice of subject-matter or genre. 
While More was indignant, Carter appears to lament Macaulay's fall from 
respectability: 
Mrs. Macaulay has shewn herself a genius of so very eccentric a kind, that, except 
poor Dr. Wilson, who has aided and abetted her eccentricities, no body has any 
great reason to wonder at any thing she does. It is really painful to observe, that 
with parts and talents which under the direction of happier principles, would have 
made a very distinguished and respectable figure, she has contrived to render 
herself so consummately ridiculous, by a total want of all common sense. 213 
Carter's comments appear to have been sharpened by feelings of disappointment 
that Macaulay had wasted her talents; in all of Carter's references to Macaulay 
there is a sense that she saw the historian as a shining example of what women 
could achieve as scholars, and therefore a model worthy of emulation. The private 
life of Macaulay is here represented as informing her public life; Carter and More 
infer that Macaulay's work has little value once she has lost her reputation. 
The Town and Country Magazine were quick to seize an opportunity which 
allowed full scope for their mocking and scurrilous humour, and they printed a 
satire entitled `The Auspicious Marriage', headed by a drawing of the young 
bridegroom (represented as smaller in stature than his elaborately dressed and 
coiffured bride) leading Macaulay to the statue of Hymen, who is attempting to 
Zia Letter from Carter to Montagu, dated December 7,1778, in Letters from Mrs. Elizabeth Carter, 
to Mrs. Montagu, III, p. 98. 
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hide beneath his cloak, and who has inverted his smoking torch, which refuses to 
burn. In the background is Alfred House, while asleep on the floor is Cupid, his 
quiver empty, his head resting on his arms, presumably because love has played no 
part in this union. Discarded at Macaulay's feet are her volumes of history, a pot 
of ink and a quill, which all suggest that she has abandoned everything (including 
Alfred House and its owner) for the sake of her bridegroom. The text provides 
details of the marriage, and of Wilson's reaction to it, and provides, in the form of 
a `soliloquy' (parodying Hamlet's `To be, or not to be' speech), Macaulay's 
supposed attempts to weigh up the advantages and disadvantages of leaving 
Wilson, and marrying Graham. Wilson is represented as an old fool, but one who 
shared Macaulay's political enthusiasms; Graham, on the other hand is `the dear 
beloved youth, who burns with rapture to embrace me, give a loose to all that 
extatic bliss which I before have known on the downy pillow of sacred Hymen's 
couch! ' Allegedly, Macaulay's choice is complicated by her love of fame; she 
asks: 
what will not the world say? Shall I not be lampooned in the rooms, burlesqued in 
the papers, satyrized, perhaps wooden blocked in the Magazines! - ay there's the 
rub - Will not they represent me decorated with a fool's cap, whilst the cap of 
liberty is trampled under my feet, my fame, my historic fame, cast aside and 
spurned! 214 
The humour in Macaulay's supposed reflection lies in the fact that her fears are 
being realized by the production of the article itself. It is difficult to ascertain the 
`facts' of the marriage from contemporary reports, especially given the scurrilous 
nature of publications such as The Town and Country Magazine, and the way in 
which publications `lifted' articles from each other, but it is clear that Macaulay's 
marriage damaged, and perhaps destroyed, her reputation. When under attack, 
214 `The Auspicious Marriage! ' in The Town and Country Magazine, X (1778), 623-624. 
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Macaulay appears to have made no response to her detractors (a strategy which 
More also followed during the Blagdon Controversy); there were rumours that she 
was going to publish a vindication of her behaviour, but if she did so, no copies 
have yet been found. The decision to remain silent ought to have pleased 
Macaulay's detractors, since it was the `feminine' course of action to take in such a 
situation, but the Town was avid to hear her account of events. In lieu of 
Macaulay's version, two satirical pamphlets appeared in 1779, purporting to be 
written by the Historian to Wilson, explaining her conduct; they were A 
Remarkable Moving Letter! and The Female Patriot: An Epistle from C-t-e M-c-y 
to the Reverend Dr. W-l-n on her late Marriage. 215 
The `Advertisement' for A Remarkable Moving Letter! plays on the public 
perception that Macaulay's speech was peppered with political terminology, as 
evidenced by the claim (supposedly written by Macaulay) that the poem `was 
penned to combat the prejudices of a respectable and reverend Friend - To state 
constitutional grievances - To adduce physical causes for her late union - To 
effectuate a coalition of parties. '216 Again, Macaulay is represented as a woman 
forced to choose between the platonic love offered by Wilson (a man who shared 
her political ideals), and the physical attractions of William Graham; the poem 
suggests that if Wilson had been able to satisfy her sexual needs, she would never 
have left him. The poem is scurrilous, even bawdy, and represents Macaulay as a 
selfish, avaricious, and sexually voracious woman. 
215 A Remarkable Moving Letter!, (London: Shakespeare Press, 1779); and The Female Patriot: An 
Epistle from C-t-e M-c-y to The Reverend Dr. W-l-n on her late Marriage. With Critical, 
Historical, and Philosophical Notes and Illustrations, (London: J. Bew, 1779). 
216 Remarkable Moving Letter!, p. 4. 
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As a poem, The Female Patriot aspires to greater heights; the work is heavily 
annotated, with the anonymous editor elaborating on the incidents described by 
`Macaulay'. The presence of a commentator, allows even greater condemnation of 
Macaulay, since he not only comments on the internal evidence provided by the 
poem, but on actual events which had taken place. The editor makes his position 
clear in his first note, by claiming that the poem is a `most invaluable curiosity, for 
no Female ever penned so indelicate a composition. ' 217 Despite its classical 
references, and latin tags, The Female Patriot is as insulting as A Remarkable 
Moving Letter! about the motives for Macaulay's conduct towards Wilson, and her 
subsequent marriage, suggesting again that she was torn between ambition and 
love, and that eventually her sexual passions triumphed. There was a general 
assumption, amongst contemporary commentators, that Macaulay's second 
marriage would mark the cessation of her scholarly endeavours. It is unclear 
whether this assumption was based on a belief that previously her work and her 
politics ('unnaturally' indulged by a woman) had served as a substitute for passion, 
and that her young husband would now consume all her energy, or that her 
attempts to write after such a scandal were pointless, since there would be little 
interest in her work. 
Interest in the Macaulay - Wilson - Graham triangle was still strong at the time of 
Wilson's death; The St. James's Chronicle noted that: 
a Correspondent assures us, that as soon as a certain female Historian has settled 
her Affairs with the Executors of her late departed Friend, Dr. Wilson, she will 
immediately embark for America, and there employ her Talents in forming a Code 
of Laws for that rising Empire. Our Correspondent adds, that this Lady, like all 
other extraordinary Geniuses, from Churchill, Lloyd, and Foote, down to Fox, 
never attended to her own private Concerns. If she had, she would at this Day 
217 The Female Patriot, p. 6. 
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have been in Possession of all the Doctor's Fortune; but the aerial `Influence' of Dr. Graham, and the more substantial Influence of his younger Brother, defeated 
all, and deprived her of every Thing but what Dr. W- could not withhold from 
her. 218 
Macaulay is represented as a greedy woman, but one under sexual thrall to William 
Graham, so much so, that she loses sight of personal gain. 
Macaulay's reputation, in England at least, never recovered from the scandal 
occasioned by her second marriage. Some journals continued to follow 
Macaulay's movements, for example The Daily Universal Register described how 
she had retired, on account of her health, to the South of France after her visit to 
America, and was engaged in writing a history of the American revolution. "' 
Nevertheless, such accounts were brief and rare. 
The literary fame which Macaulay had enjoyed after the publication of her first 
five volumes of history, was not repeated for those publications which appeared 
after her marriage. This may have had something to do with a change in the 
political climate, but with reference to the way in which Macaulay's private life 
affected the critical reception of her work, The European Magazine noted in 1783, 
some five years after her marriage: 
perhaps there never was an instance, where the personal conduct of an author so 
much influenced the public opinion of their writings. We perceive no diminution 
of the powers she formerly displayed, and was allowed to possess, yet the ridicule 
which has been thrown out against her, on occasion of her marriage, has totally 
extinguished all curiosity about her opinions on those important subjects which 
she formerly discussed, with so much credit to herself, and, we think, with so 
much advantage to the world. 22° 
218 St. James's Chronicle, no. 3627, Thursday June 3- Saturday June 5 (1784). 
219 The Daily Universal Register, no. 389, Friday March 24 (1786), p. 2, col. 4. 
220 `Account of the Life and Writings of Mrs. Catherine Macauley [sic] Graham', in The European 
Magazine, November (1783), 330-334, p. 334. 
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A woman writer's personal reputation was thus intrinsically bound up with her 
literary reputation; Macaulay's literary abilities were not affected by her marriage, 
yet public interest in her work lessened. 
Perhaps the greatest indication of the extent of Macaulay's fall from public favour 
is the brevity of her obituaries in the newspapers. The St. James's Chronicle 
merely noted that: 
Wednesday last died, at Binfield, in Windsor-Forest, Mrs. GRAHAM, (or as she 
called herself, Mrs. MACAULEY [sic] GRAHAM) sister of Alderman 
SAWBRIDGE, and author of many well-known works on historical and other 
popular subjects. 22' 
The obituary in FFBJ was equally brief: 
the celebrated Mrs. Macauley [sic] Graham, author of several admired productions 
on historical and political subjects, died on Wednesday last, at her house at 
Binfield, in Berkshire. This lady was sister to Mr. Alderman Sawbridge. 222 
Macaulay's fame had been reduced to being the author of several (unnamed) 
publications, and sister to Alderman Sawbridge. In contrast, More's obituaries 
were lengthy, even fulsome; they referred to her piety, praised her reformative 
efforts and cited `her munificent public bequests' which amounted to `upwards of 
10,0001'. 223 The Bristol Gazette and Public Advertiser, together with a number of 
other newspapers, carried the same obituary, (The Bristol Gazette noted that while 
they had `received other tributes' to More, `as the above [obituary] is from the pen 
of a well-known talented friend, and reached us in somewhat of an official form, 
221 St. James's Chronicle; or, British Evening-Post, no. 4719, Thursday June 23 - Saturday June 
25 
(1791). 
222 FFBJ, vol. XLII, no. 2226, Saturday July 2,1791. 
223 St. James's Chronicle, no. 11,842, Saturday September 21 - Tuesday September 
24 (1833). 
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we give it the preference. ')224 The `official' obituary noted that `few persons have 
enjoyed a higher degree of public esteem and veneration than this excellent and 
distinguished lady. ' Further, `her practical conduct beautifully exemplified the 
moral energy of her Christian principles. [... ] She lived and walked in an 
atmosphere of love, and it was her delight to do good'. The obituary ends by 
claiming that: 
in her excellent writing she will long live, not only as one of the brightest 
ornaments of her sex, but as the benefactress of her species. 225 
Evidently, any fears that More was attempting to undermine the Established 
Church were long forgotten; here More is represented as the epitome of Christian 
womanhood, her position in society, and her literary reputation, guaranteed. 
In conclusion, as both More and Macaulay demonstrate, female writers were 
considered to be a threat to patriarchy and male superiority, regardless of which 
genre they worked in; More addressed female education, morals, manners and 
religion, all areas considered to be the province of women, yet she was still 
attacked by The Anti-Jacobin for interfering in the work of clergymen. Given that 
More's teaching of the poor fell within definitions of work considered suitable for 
women (as did her writing on religion and morals), the attack by the Anti-Jacobin 
clearly illustrates the shifting, indistinct boundaries of thoughts about gender 
divisions. While the Anti-Jacobin seemingly saw the Blagdon Controversy as 
symptomatic of a wider malaise attacking the Established Church (an attack which 
224 The Bristol Gazette and Public Advertiser, vol. LXVII, no. 3438, Thursday September 12 
(1833). 
225 See The Bristol Gazette, vol. LXVII, no. 3438, Thursday September 12 (1833); FFBJ, vol. 
LXXXIX, no. 4614, Saturday September 14 (1833); The Bristol Mercury, vol. XLIV, no. 2265, 
Saturday September 14 (1833); The Bristol Mirror, vol. LX, no. 3055, Saturday September 14 
(1833). 
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included threats from Methodism and Calvinism), More posed an additional threat 
since she was an influential woman with a high public profile. The paternalistic 
authority of the Church was supposedly undermined by More's vision of a 
matriarchal system where rational, sensible and religious women educated and 
nurtured the poor, and reconciled them to their fate, thereby usurping the 
traditional role of the clergy. Such ideals were evidenced by the establishment of 
Sunday Schools run by kind, but authoritative, women. However, ultimately, it 
was not the establishment of Sunday Schools, or even More's Evangelicalism (and 
alleged Methodism/Calvinism) which most upset the Anti-Jacobin, it was the fact 
that, despite her gender, she wielded influence great enough to challenge the 
authority of the Established Church. It is significant for the argument being made 
in this chapter, that while many contemporaries condemned the treatment meted 
out to More by the Anti-Jacobin, many supported the journal's stance and appear 
to have agreed not only with their assessment of the influence she wielded within 
the church, but of the danger that such power posed to the Established Church, and 
by association, to the State. The contributions made by the Anti-Jacobin to the 
Blagdon controversy, reveal a woman who was not universally admired and 
revered by her contemporaries; there were those who questioned the honesty of her 
motives. The representation of More by the Anti-Jacobin is of a woman who was 
astute, cunning, manipulative, hypocritical, extremely political, persuasive, and 
desperate for power and influence, and is one which is almost diametrically 
opposed to that given by Roberts. Since the death of More, it is significant that 
biographies about her adhere to these two, opposing paradigms: ideal of Christian 
womanhood or determined, ambitious, proto-feminist. 
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Macaulay, on the other hand, focused primarily on areas considered to be the 
province of men: writing history and politics. While this chapter has revealed that 
her early work was well received, events in her personal life - her relationship with 
Wilson, but more particularly her second marriage - demonstrate that a woman 
writer's private life had a direct impact on perceptions of her literary work. While 
female authors might be treated with chivalry by male critics, both the author and 
the reading public would not be allowed to forget that the author was a woman; her 
appearance and her conduct were under constant scrutiny, and any detour from 
`respectability' was seized upon, satirized, and generally ridiculed or condemned. 
If a woman stepped beyond the bounds of behaviour considered acceptable by 
society, interest in her work suddenly lessened. As Macaulay discovered, a 
woman's reputation gave authority to her work; after her second marriage her 
opinions carried little weight, even though, as The European Magazine pointed 
out, her abilities remained the same. Conversely, More's continuous religious 
observance, her single status, together with her longevity - which put a stop to 
gossip about her sexuality - allowed her to advise on religion, morals and 
manners, and authenticated that advice. The reputations of More and Macaulay as 
writers, at the time of their deaths, greatly influenced their posthumous reputations, 
particularly in the period immediately after; Macaulay was largely forgotten, but 
More assumed an almost saint-like status, particularly since her childless state 
allowed her to dispose of her considerable fortune in charitable bequests. The 
works by eighteenth-century women writers cannot be judged in isolation; the 
context in which the work was produced - this refers not only to the socio/political 
situation, but the status of a woman's reputation at the time the work was published 
- obviously influenced the reception the work received. 
For example, both 
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Wollstonecraft and Hays were admirers of Macaulay, and because they were 
champions of women's rights, it has consequently often been assumed that 
Macaulay can be judged as some kind of proto-feminist. However, it is possible 
that while Wollstonecraft and Hays admired Macaulay's work, their admiration 
was deepened by sympathy for Macaulay's plight, which in some ways reflected 
their own experiences: her attempts to succeed in an arena deemed to be the 
preserve of men, as well as her decision to defy society and marry the man of her 
choice. 
While the reputation and conduct of a female writer influenced the critical 
reception of her work, her abilities as a writer played an important part in any 
assessment of her writing. With the benefit of her more scholarly education, 
More's work was often praised for its elegance, while Macaulay, who was largely 
self-taught, lacked confidence in the form (though never in the content) of her 
work. In the next chapter, this thesis examines late eighteenth-century attitudes 
toward female education; in particular, why it was felt necessary to reform existing 
systems. 
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2 
Reforming Female Education 
For some women, like Macaulay and Wollstonecraft, revolution in America and 
France opened up enticing possibilities for their own nation, by supposedly 
demonstrating that the established order and system of government in Britain were 
not necessarily the best. Macaulay's correspondence, for example, reveals her 
enthusiasm for both revolutions, and suggests that she saw the two nations as 
experiments, and possible blueprints, for the advance of the republican cause in 
Britain. An unpublished draft of a letter to an unnamed correspondent, reveals that 
Macaulay was inspired by unfolding events in France; she states that: 
I cannot indeed forbear to communicate with you those mixed sentiments of 
exultation fear and hope with which the present state of affaires in Europe have 
filled the minds of every zealous friend to equal liberty. 
That wonderful Event the French Revolution fills all our thoughts and occupies the 
whole mind we desire its permanence and prosperity with more than paternal 
solicitude for we look upon its firm establishment as an event which will necessarily 
bring after it the emancipation of every other society in Europe from those 
Monarchic and Aristocratic chains imposed by the violence of arms and riveted on 
mankind by ignorance credulity and Priestcraft. 226 
Revolution in France was seen by Macaulay as the precursor of `emancipation' 
throughout Europe and her focus on the education of her countrymen can be seen 
as a means of equipping them for liberty. 227 
Conversely, More's acceptance of the established order, as the best possible 
system, meant that while she initially sympathised with the French revolutionaries, 
226 Incomplete draft of a letter from Catharine Macaulay to an unknown recipient. Undated. BL 
MSS, R. P. 5020,2 parts, i. Spelling and punctuation are as in original. 
227 `Education' refers to Macaulay's work on history and politics, as well as her Letters. Although 
Letters was not published until 1790, Hill suggests that Macaulay was talking of finishing it in 
1787, which suggests that events in France did not prompt the writing of Letters, even though it 
may have had some influence on its contents. 
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their seeming determination to supplant religion with philosophy and subvert the 
class system, soon aroused her hostility. As already discussed in the introduction, 
many saw Anglicanism as the bedrock on which the nation rested, and since 
French philosophy was posited as inimical to religion, great care was needed to 
ensure that exposure to such material was restricted or, preferably, denied, to the 
British people. However, since it was impossible to effectively halt the 
distribution of allegedly seditious material, it was important to counter their 
arguments, which More attempted in her writing of Village Politics and many of 
the Cheap Repository Tracts. 228 These literary endeavours can be viewed as a 
form of education for the lower classes: they pointed out the errors of revolution, 
whilst underlining the benefits of the present system and the ways in which each 
person could help their country, and consequently, themselves. 
While the majority of works on education for women were aimed at those of the 
middling order, the lower and upper orders were not completely neglected; but 
while many treatises on education were directed towards the upper-classes 
(including Macaulay's Letters), opinion was divided as to whether the lower orders 
needed to be educated at all. The existence of the Cheap Repository Tracts are 
proof that More believed in at least teaching the poor to read, but as her advice to 
educators of the poor reveals, her aims were not entirely altruistic: 
those who teach the poor to read, should not only take care to furnish them with 
principles which will lead them to abhor corrupt books, but should also furnish 
them with such books as shall strengthen and confirm their principles. 
229 
228 See chapter 4. 
229 More, Strictures, I, p. 187. 
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More had specific reasons for teaching the poor to read; she argues that keeping 
the poor in ignorance does not guarantee their docility, pointing out that: 
those who cannot read can hear and are likely to hear to worse purpose than those 
who have been better taught. And that ignorance furnishes no security for integrity 
either in morals or politics, the late revolts in more than one country, remarkable for 
the ignorance of the poor, fully illustrate. "' 
Education for the poor is positioned here as a form of containment, a means of 
policing and imposing a certain belief system; More's tracts for example, were 
written to supplant chapbooks and provide suitable reading material for the poor (a 
subject discussed more fully in chapter four). However, the concept of education 
as a means of forming the belief system of a particular class is not restricted to the 
lower orders; underlying More's remarks on the education of middle- and upper- 
class women is the belief that their education ought to be carefully policed, that its 
purpose was to consolidate the social position of their class, and to instruct and 
enable them to fulfil their duties. While More may have advocated the 
development of reason and intellectual faculties, female development was expected 
to remain within sharply defined parameters, established by religious ideas of what 
constituted woman's role and duties. 
The co-operation of the lower classes, while important, was not the only factor in 
ensuring the strength and stability of the nation: middle-class women in particular, 
as guardians of religion, morals and manners, needed to recognise and fulfil their 
duties if society was to continue to improve. 
231 From works such as Macaulay's 
Letters on Education and More's Strictures on Female Education, it would appear 
that both `revolutionaries' and `counter-revolutionaries' saw the education of the 
230 More, Strictures, I, footnote pp. 187-188. 
231 For a development of this argument see Mellor, Mothers of the Nation. 
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middling sort and the upper classes, as a crucial factor if society were to `improve'. 
Apart from those men employed by the Church, women were considered to be the 
main disseminators and upholders of religious faith, therefore it was deemed 
important that they receive an education which not only taught them religious 
doctrine, but also stressed the importance of evangelism. It is significant that the 
majority of treatises on education, including those by More, West and 
Wollstonecraft, were addressed to the middle classes, suggesting not only that 
middle-class women were viewed as the principal defenders of religion (and 
therefore of manners and morals), but that there was a general consensus that they 
were not fulfilling their duty. For example, West saw women, and more 
specifically middle-class women, as both the cause and the solution to society's 
problems, arguing: 
a dissolute sensual nobility is no novelty. It is also upon record, that the lower 
orders in these kingdoms have been dissatisfied, clamorous, negligent of their 
proper duties, and inclined to assume political supremacy. But the middle classes, 
where temperance, diligence, and propriety used to reside, the favourite abode of 
rectitude, good sense, and sound piety, have undergone a change within the last fifty 
years which must startle every considerate mind; so far as it relates to women, either 
as to the cause or the cure, it presents a topic demanding our close attention. 232 
Here, the middle classes are represented as the fulcrum of society: their example is 
meant to counteract the behaviour of the class above, and influence the class 
below. As arbiters of morals and manners, middle-class women, in particular, had 
a significant role to play in ensuring the well-being of society, but both More and 
West believed that middle-class virtue was in decline. 233 The Strictures and 
Letters to a Young Lady can be viewed as an attempt to re-educate and therefore 
232 West, Letters, I, pp. 138-139. 
233 For More's efforts to reform education, see also Jane Nardin, `Hannah More and the Rhetoric of 
Educational Reform', in Women' History Review, 10 (2001), 211-27. 
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re-establish middle-class moral and social supremacy. With regards to the 
superficiality of contemporary education, More notes: 
this phrenzy of accomplishments, unhappily, is no longer restricted within the usual limits of rank and fortune; the middle orders have caught the contagion, and it rages downward with increasing violence, [... ]. And is it not obvious, that as far as this 
epidemical mania has spread, this very valuable part of society is declining in 
usefulness, as it rises in its unlucky pretensions to elegance? And this revolution of 
the manners of the middle class has so far altered the character of the age, as to be in danger of rendering obsolete the heretofore common saying, `that most worth and 
virtue are to be found in the middle station'. 234 
Given the relationship between Church and State, the education of middle-class 
women became the focus of attention since, firstly, religion, and therefore the 
nation, were believed to be under attack, and secondly, contemporary education 
was seen to have failed to ensure that these women fulfilled their duties. 
As Jane Rendall has pointed out, events in America and France provided those 
nations with opportunities to raise questions about women's conditions, but: 
in the relatively stable political situation in Britain, there were few new 
opportunities to raise in public debate the question of women's political rights or to 
suggest legislative changes which might improve their situation [... ]. The 
acceleration in writing about women's condition in the 1790s, by both feminists and 
anti-feminists, was certainly prompted by the new political challenge coming from 
France and the response of British radicalism to that challenge. 235 
Revolution abroad, and the subsequent political unrest in Britain, provided an 
opportunity to examine the position of women in society; the increase in the debate 
surrounding education, particularly in the 1790s, should be viewed within this 
context. However, although this chapter examines debates about the reformation 
of female education in the light of revolution, it is important to remember that 
234 More, Strictures, I, pp. 69-70. 
235 Jane Rendall, The Origins of Modern Feminism: Women in Britain, France and the United 
States, 1780-1860, (Chicago: Lyceum Books, Inc., 1985), p. 55. See particularly, chapters 2 and 4 
for the ways in which women used political change to legitimise their demands for education. 
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there were other, contributory, factors, to the increase in debate about women's 
condition. As Alan Richardson points out, in the period 1790-1845: 
other epochal shifts included the rapid spread of industrialization [... ], a host of new 
technologies, developments in artillery evoking `powers from hell, ' and, as though 
in response, `powers from heaven descending upon education and accelerations of 
the press. '236 
Nevertheless, this thesis is primarily concerned with the ways in which women, 
and more specifically, Macaulay and More, used revolution, and the concept of 
civilization and progress, to promote reforms in education. 
When assessing the role played by women, the nature of their education - 
intellectual, social, and moral - is of particular importance, particularly, as 
Richardson has noted, since: 
as a thematic site for rethinking Romantic-era culture apart from conventional 
disciplinary boundaries, education is particularly promising: it forms a conceptual 
space where politics, social history, ideology, and literary representations of all 
kinds meet, interpenetrate, and collide. 237 
The increasing demands for a reform in female education, in the latter part of the 
eighteenth century, suggest that this was a time of flux, where there was at least the 
potential for great change in the condition of women. During the 1790s, the debate 
surrounding female education intensified; numerous educational treatises and 
conduct books outlining the `duties' of the female sex, appeared, and even novels 
and dramas examined female education. Many of the works were written by men, 
but increasing numbers of women contributed to the debate; obviously, as women, 
they were in a position to comment authoritatively on the experience of the female 
236 Alan Richardson, Literature, Education, and Romanticism: Reading as Social Practice, 1780- 
1832, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1994), preface, p. xiii. 
237 Richardson, Literature, Education, and Romanticism, p. 2. 
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sex, but writing educational works could also be viewed as an extension of 
maternal duty. It is with reference to a number of these texts that the reform in 
female education will be examined, but attention will focus on two texts in 
particular: Macaulay's Letters, which excited Wollstonecraft's admiration, and 
More's Strictures which received much contemporary acclaim. 
Existing systems of education had been deemed deficient for some time, but 
suddenly the need for a reformed system of education was seen as a matter of some 
urgency. There are two possible reasons for this: firstly, there was a belief that 
religious faith (and concomitantly, morals and manners) were in sharp decline; and 
secondly (distinct from, but affected by the first), that religion was under threat, in 
this case from the impious ideology which informed the revolution in France. 
Given the perceived interdependence of the Established Church and State, any 
attack on religion might result in the destruction of the nation. 
In West's contribution to the debate on female education, Letters to a Young Lady, 
she provides a clue as to why education became the focus of so much attention; she 
states in her preface that she will be examining those points of morals and religion 
which `from the prevailing temper of the times [requires] them to be recalled to 
general attention'. 238 The 1790s were a time of social unrest; the American 
Revolution had only ended in 1783, while the revolution in France, as well as 
scarcity of food at home, were immediate problems; the last of which most closely 
affected the lower classes, therefore arousing the anxiety of the middle, and upper- 
classes who feared a social uprising. West was writing in 1806 when the 
238 West, Letters to a Young Lady, I, preface, p. x. 
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immediate military threat posed by the French Republic had receded slightly. 
Nevertheless, there was still a fear that revolutionary ideas and philosophy would 
spread to England and, as West points out, effect a change in morals, which in 
turn, would effect a political change: 
that `mystery of iniquity, ' whose course is marked on the continent of Europe by 
subverted empires, and desolated realms, has on this island been at present busy in 
effecting those moral revolutions which are the precursors of political ones. The 
manly sense and independent pride of Britons have (with few exceptions) nobly 
disdained to adopt the political example of a people to whom they have been 
accustomed to give laws in the field of arms; but it is much to be feared, that they 
have not with equal wariness resisted the blandishments of their vicious example, or 
braced up their mind to repel the consequences which result from luxury, 
dissipation, and every varied form of pleasurable indulgence. By these assailants 
the weaker sex are more particularly assaulted [My italics]. 239 
West is suggesting that a double assault is being made: the first on the political 
ideas of the country, the second on its morals. Clearly, while men have resisted the 
political example of the French, West is afraid that a moral assault, since more 
insidious (and indeed couched in more pleasurable forms) would be more 
successful, particularly when directed at women. This fear, it is argued, is one 
reason why female education became the subject of increasing debate. 
The debate surrounding female education was one response to the uncertainty of 
the times, but while all educationalists appear to have agreed that the function of 
education was to enable women to help alleviate the sufferings of their nation and 
improve society, differences in the interpretation and understanding of terms like 
`suffering' and `improvement' not only resulted in work which was complex and 
difficult to categorise politically, but which sometimes led to similarities in the 
work of writers who ostensibly appeared to be political opposites. The most often 
239 West, Letters to a Young Lady, I, pp. 8-9. 
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cited example of this occurrence is the comparison of the educational works 
produced by More and Wollstonecraft; Mary Berry (1763-1852) noted that: 
I have been able, though by very little bits at a time, to go entirely through Hannah 
More, and Mrs. Woolstonecraft [sic] immediately after her. It is amazing, or rather 
it is not amazing, but impossible, they should do otherwise than agree on all the 
great points of female education. H. More will, I dare say, be very angry when she 
hears this, though I would lay a wager that she never read the book. 240 
Modern critics such as Myers, Guest, and Jane Moore, agree with Berry's 
assessment, seeing similarities in the educational works of More and 
Wollstonecraft . 
24 1 This concurrence between women who had very different 
objectives in educating women - Wollstonecraft wished to equip women to 
understand and embrace revolutionary ideas, while More wanted women to 
recognise, and counteract, the threat that these ideas posed to society - suggests 
that at the heart of these works on education was the desire to improve woman's 
rational faculties. Such improvements would ensure that women were taken more 
seriously, and thereby enable them to take a more active part in society. 
The works of Macaulay and More assume different positions regarding the 
question of gender: the reference to `female education' in the title of More's book 
indicates her belief that education ought to be gender specific, and throughout her 
text she maintains not only that men and women are physically and intellectually 
different, but that since the sexes have different duties to fulfil in life, they ought to 
240 Letter from Mary Berry to Mrs. Cholmeley, dated Tuesday, April 2,1799, reprinted in Mary 
Berry, Extracts from the Journals and Correspondence of Miss Berry from the year 1783 to 1852, 
edited by Lady Theresa Lewis, 3 vols., (London: Longmans, Green, and Co., 1866), II, pp. 91-92. 
241 Myers, `Reform of Ruin'; Harriet Guest, `The dream of a common language: Hannah More and 
Mary Wollstonecraft', in Textual Practice 9: 2, (1995), 303-323; Jane Moore, 'Promises, Promises: 
The Fictional Philosophy in Mary Wollstonecrafft's Vindication of the Rights of Woman', in The 
Feminist Reader: Essays in Gender and the Politics of Literary Criticism, edited by Catherine 
Belsey and Jane Moore, (London: Macmillan, 1989), 155-74. See also, Grogan, `Mary 
Wollstonecraft and Hannah More'. 
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receive an education which equips them to carry out those duties. In this, 
Macaulay's views on education are opposed to More, since she rejects the system 
of conferring upon women a gender-specific education, describing it as `a 
prejudice' which deeply affects `female happiness, and female importance'. 242 
Despite this, Macaulay does not recommend a `masculine' education, believing 
both male and female education to have errors. The ethos of Macaulay's system of 
education can be summed up by her statement that `the happiness and perfection of 
the two sexes are so reciprocally dependant on one another that; till both are 
reformed, there is no expecting excellence in either'. 243 Macaulay proposed that 
both sexes receive the same education, the only difference being that while the 
boys `may be exercised with cricket, [... ] and may be taught to ride and to fence', 
female exercise was to be confined `to walking, riding, dancing, and battledore. 244 
While More's approach reveals that she saw men and women as having separate, 
gender-specific roles, Macaulay's assumption of the parity of male and female 
intellect, implies that, theoretically at least, she believed that women were capable 
of undertaking the same roles and duties as men. 
Although Macaulay is willing to admit sexual differences in strength and 
constitution, and even accepts those differences demanded by social customs, she 
refuses to accept any sexual differences with regards to intellect or acceptable 
conduct, as evidenced by her reasons for advocating the same rules for both sexes: 
first, that there is but one rule of right for the conduct of all rational beings; 
consequently that true virtue in one sex must be equally so in the other, whenever a 
proper opportunity calls for its exertion; and, vice versa, what is vice in one sex, 
cannot have a different property when found in the other. 
242 Macaulay, Letters, p. 48. 
243 Macaulay, Letters, p. 216. 
244 Macaulay, Letters, p. 142. 
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Secondly, that true wisdom, which is never found at variance with rectitude, is as 
useful to women as to men; because it is necessary to the highest degree of happiness, which can never exist with ignorance. 
Lastly, that as on our first entrance into another world, our state of happiness may 
possibly depend on the degree of perfection we have attained in this, we cannot justly lessen, in one sex or the other, the means by which perfection, that is another 
word for wisdom, is acquired. 245 
These points underline the view that Macaulay believed in the parity of the sexes 
with regards to education, intellect, religiosity, and virtue, but they also reveal that, 
in common with More, she saw the improvement of morals and the cultivation of 
religious faith to be the principal purpose of education. Presumably, Macaulay 
means the acquisition of knowledge when she writes of `true wisdom', but it would 
appear that while she saw intellectual pursuits as a necessary prerequisite to 
gaining happiness, this happiness was ultimately achieved by living a virtuous life 
in this world, the ultimate goal being admission to the hereafter. 
It could be argued that since More, in the Strictures, was less concerned with 
providing women with intellectual instruction than developing and strengthening 
their morals, virtue, and religious faith (areas which were perceived, 
predominantly to be the province of women), she endorsed the contemporary 
ideology of femininity. However, using this as a method of categorisation ignores 
the fact that Macaulay was equally concerned with the improvement of morals, 
virtue and religious faith, the only difference here between the two writers is that 
while More was content to restrict her exhortations to women in her thoughts on 
education, Macaulay wanted improvement in these areas to be sought by both 
sexes. 
245 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 201-202. 
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As the letter published in FFBJ from S. G. (quoted in the introduction) reveals, 
concern about the state of female education was evident earlier in the century, but 
the increasing number of works on female education published in the latter decades 
of the century suggest that the debate did intensify as the century wore on. Many 
participators in the debate found much to admire in previous works, most 
noticeably Locke's Some Thoughts Concerning Education (1693); Francois 
Salignac de la Mothe-Fenelon (1651-1715), Archbishop of Cambrai's Traite de 
VEducation des Filles (1689), which in 1707 had been revised and translated into 
English by Dr. George Hickes (1642-1715); the more recent Adelaide et Theodore 
(1782) by Madame de Genlis; and the hotly contested system of female education 
outlined by Jean-Jacques Rousseau in Emile (1762), but while many praised the 
work of these predecessors, they all agreed that these systems were lacking in 
some quarter. For example, while Macaulay praised de Genlis' work, there is 
evidence that she had some reservations regarding some of her methods; in an 
undated letter, Macaulay's daughter writes to her mother that she was: 
delighted to find that you coincide with me in admiring Madame Geniis work on 
education; it always raises me in my own opinion when my judgement is confirmed 
by your approbation and I really trembled to hear your sentence on this occasion. 
Amongst its many excellencies there is a fault which I make no doubt you will 
agree with me in thinking one, and that is a want of sincerity. It is an invariable rule 
with me that no kind of deceit should be used towards a child and I am convinced 
that among the numerous artifices which are practiced on Adelaide, some would be 
discovered and consequently destroy all confidence in the preceptor, set a 
dangerous example, and render all their future care in a great measure useless. 246 
A comment in Macaulay's Letters, while not mentioning de Geniis by name, 
appears to echo the reservations expressed by her daughter: 
I do not think that deceit can ever be practiced with success in education; and that 
this above all others will be found a mischievous mistake, because it excludes the 
246 Undated letter from Catharine Sophia Macaulay to Catharine Macaulay, BL MSS. R. P. 5020. 
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great lesson of moral prudence from tuition, and leaves the enlightening of the 
pupil's mind on this important subject to the dangerous means of experience. 24' 
This criticism reveals that Macaulay was interested in both the content of 
education (what should be taught) and the method used to impart that information 
(how it should be taught). Internal evidence from the works of both More and 
Macaulay suggests that they had put much thought into their work, encompassing 
as they did, content, aim and methodology. With regards to the latter, both women 
were concerned with the ways in which children learn, and they seemingly shared 
a belief in a developmental progression of intellect through childhood, from 
rudimentary thoughts, through various stages before the achievement of mature, 
rational thought. Like Macaulay, More believed that children should be told the 
truth, but cautions `that it must be done gradually and discreetly'. In delaying the 
teaching of certain subjects, More quotes the Bible as her authority, stating: 
we know whose example we have for postponing that which the mind is not yet 
prepared to receive: `I have many things yet to say to you, but ye cannot bear them 
now. 
248 
The condemnation of deceit in the teaching of children, expressed by both 
Macaulay and More, suggests that such strategies were common in existing 
systems of education. 
Condemnation of contemporary female education was widespread, evident, most 
famously, in Wollstonecraft's Vindication, but also apparent in works such as the 
Reverend John Bennett's Strictures on Female Education, Chiefly as it Relates to 
the Culture of the Heart, in Four Essays (1791); Hester Chapone's Letters on the 
247 Catharine Macaulay Graham, Letters on Education. With Observations on Religious and 
Metaphysical Subjects, (London: C. Dilly, 1790), p. 185. 
248 More, Strictures, 1, p. 263. 
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Improvement of the Mind, Addressed to a Young Lady (1773), which was reprinted 
throughout the late eighteenth, and early nineteenth, century; and Thomas 
Gisborne's An Enquiry into the Duties of the Female Sex (1797). 249 One of the 
foremost complaints about contemporary female education was that it placed too 
much emphasis on the adornment of the body, and physical accomplishments. As 
More points out, many were satisfied with the present system since: 
the outward accomplishments have the dangerous advantage of addressing 
themselves more immediately to the senses, and of course meet every where with 
those who can in some measure appreciate as well as admire them; for all can see 
and hear, but all cannot scrutinize and discriminate. External acquirements too 
recommend themselves the more because they are more rapidly as well as more 
visibly progressive. While the mind is led on to improvement by slow motions and 
imperceptible degrees; while the heart must now be admonished by reproof, and 
now allured by kindness; [... ] it is slow in its acquisitions of virtue, and reluctant in 
its approaches to piety. 250 
According to More, the purpose of education ought to be: 
to implant ideas, to communicate knowledge, to form a correct taste and a sound 
judgment, to resist evil propensities, and, above all, to seize the favourable season 
for infusing principles and confirming habits. 25' 
There are many similarities in the educational works of Macaulay and More, but a 
significant difference lies in their attempted means of reformation: both writers 
criticise the present mode of education, but whereas Macaulay is prepared to 
outline an alternative system, More largely limits herself to pointing out the faults, 
apparently in the hope that preceptors (be they parents or teachers) will rectify the 
current system. Macaulay outlines a curriculum, addressing in some depth what 
249 Rev. John Bennett, Strictures on Female Education, Chiefly as it Relates to the Culture of the 
Heart, in Four Essays, (Dublin: J. Jones, 1791); Hester Chapone, Letters on the Improvement of the 
Mind, Addressed to a Young Lady, 2 vols., (London: J. Walter, 1773); Thomas Gisborne, An 
Enquiry into the Duties of the Female Sex, (London: T. Cadell jun., and W. Davies, 1797). 
250 More, Strictures, I, pp. 90-91. 
251 More, Strictures, I, p. 63. 
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she terms the `mechanical part of education"" that is, identifying the subjects and 
even the texts, to be studied, and the age at which they should commence study of 
each subject. More makes no attempt to outline a curriculum, but although she is 
unwilling `to offer a regular plan of female education', 253 the teaching of religion 
or, more specifically, the Anglican faith, is unmistakeably foregrounded in her 
work; as Mary Berry noted, More's work on education `should properly be called, 
Strictures upon the Education of Young Ladies as far as it relates to religion and 
morality. '254 Nevertheless, the emphasis on religion and morality in the majority 
of works on education at this time, including Macaulay's, suggests that More was 
not the only writer who considered these areas to be the most important, and the 
most neglected, in a woman's education. 
More has often been accused of `patriarchal complicity', 255 of betraying her sex, 
and these accusations are supported by certain statements made in the Strictures, 
such as: 
women have equal parts, but are inferior in wholeness of mind, in the integral 
understanding: that though a superior woman may possess single faculties in equal 
perfection, yet there is commonly a juster proportion in the mind of a superior man: 
that if women have in an equal degree the faculty of fancy which creates images, 
and the faculty of memory which collects and stores ideas, they seem not to possess 
in equal measure the faculty of comparing, combining, analysing, and separating 
these ideas; that deep and patient thinking which goes to the bottom of a subject; 
nor that power of arrangement which knows how to link a thousand connected ideas 
252 Macaulay, Letters, p. 136. Macaulay had high expectations regarding the intellectual abilities of 
her students, as Wollstonecraft noted in her review of Letters `a series of books are here 
recommended, calculated to open the mind; - yet, we should be almost afraid that the number 
mentioned are more than could be digested, unless by a youth of uncommon abilities, during the 
period specified, (one and twenty years). ' Mary Wolistonecraft, review of Letters on Education in 
The Analytical Review, VIII (1790), reprinted in The Works of Mary Wollstonecraft, edited by Janet 
Todd and Marilyn Butler, 7 vols., (London: Pickering & Chatto (Publishers) Limited, 1989), VII, 
309-322, p. 312. 
253 More, Strictures, I, p. 62. 
254 Letter from Mary Berry to Mrs. Cholmeley, dated Tuesday, March 28,1799, reprinted in Berry, 
Extracts from the Journals and Correspondence of Miss Berry, II, p. 91. 
25' For example, see Kowaleski-Wallace, Their Father's Daughters. 
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in one dependent train, [... ]. The female too, wanting steadiness in her intellectual 
pursuits, is perpetually turned aside by her characteristic tastes and feelings. 256 
However, while this passage seems to characterize the female intellect as `non- 
philosophical', More's dislike of philosophy (discussed in the next chapter) 
suggests that she may have seen this as a strength. 
Some of More's contemporaries also believed that she betrayed her sex; for 
example, in a letter written by Mrs. Boscawen to More, she describes how Mrs. 
Walsingham (1738-1790): 
has been reading your essays, and likes them (especially that on Education) [... ]; 
but on the threshold she stumbled, and wrote me word that Lady Denbigh and she 
were in the greatest wrath against you for allowing the men so much the 
superiority. 257 
Given Mrs. Walsingham's comments, it is interesting to read an account of the 
education she bestowed on her own daughter, Charlotte Boyle. A contemporary, 
Mary Hamilton (1756-1816) (niece of Sir William Hamilton (1730-1803), charge 
of Lord Napier, and friend of More), noted that Miss Boyle was: 
Mistress of Music, and Painting, models in a surprising manner, knows perfectly 
Modern and Ancient History, French, Italian, Geography, Mathematics, Astronomy, 
the English Classics, is learning Spanish and Latin, &c, &c. 258 
However, while Hamilton was impressed by such erudition, she goes on to argue 
that an educated female might experience difficulties in society: 
256 More, Strictures, II, pp. 27-28. 
257 Letter from Mrs. Boscawen to More, dated 1780, in Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 190. Mrs. 
Walsingham was the wife of Commander Boyle-Walsingham, who was lost at sea in 1779 while 
in 
command of The Thunderer. The essays referred to are More's Essays on Various Subjects, 
Principally Designed for Young Ladies, (London: Cadell and Davies, 1777). 
258 Elizabeth and Florence Anson, Mary Hamilton: afterwards Mrs. John Dickenson at Court and at 
Home. From Letters and Diaries, 1756 to 1816, (London: John Murray, 1925), p. 217. 
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though I think Miss B: will reap many advantages from having received so very 
superior an education, I fear it will prevent her enjoying the innocent pleasure of 
society, for every other female will not only envy but be afraid of her, and the Men 
in general are so jealous of our sex being as wise as themselves that they will shun 
her, none will associate with her but Colledge [sic] Pedants, rigid Philosophers or 259 pretended Femmes-Savantes. 
The fact that Boyle went on to marry Lord Henry Fitzgerald, son of the Duke of 
Leinster, in 1791, does not discredit Hamilton's fears regarding the consequences 
of a learned education for girls, since Boyle inherited a large fortune after her 
mother's death in 1790 (money often being considered more than ample 
compensation for faults far worse than being well educated). While there may 
have been advantages in receiving what could be termed a scholarly education, 
Hamilton identifies learned women as being at a disadvantage in society, 
ostracised as they were, by both sexes. However, it is significant that Hamilton 
cites the envy of Boyle's female contemporaries; clearly women desired a more 
learned education, while at the same time fearing the consequences of such 
erudition. 
An educator hoping to receive general approbation, would need to formulate a 
revised system of education which took into account existing ideologies; women 
receiving such an education, would have to become more learned whilst retaining 
those qualities, such as modesty and submissiveness, which supposedly made them 
attractive as women. It will be argued that while Macaulay ignored commonly- 
held prejudices against learned women, and formulated a plan which 
unequivocally aimed at creating a female scholar, More's proposals were more 
conciliatory, firstly, in their attempt to improve a woman's intellect without 
detracting from her femininity, and secondly, by positioning her educated women 
259 Anson, Mary Hamilton, p. 217. 
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as no threat to male superiority. So while More concedes that female inferiority 
may be due to the state of contemporary female education, her concession is 
qualified by the following comment: 
till the female sex are more carefully instructed, this question will always remain as 
undecided as to the degree of difference between the masculine and feminine 
understanding. [More's italics]. Z60 
More claims not to doubt the superiority of masculine understanding, merely its 
degree. However, while More positioned woman as man's intellectual inferior, 
and her station in life as subordinate, she also held that `there is one great and 
leading circumstance which raises her importance, and even establishes her 
equality. Christianity has exalted women to true and undisputed dignity' . 
261 The 
admission of male intellectual superiority is conceded by More since she deems it 
to be of little importance to Christians; indeed, she suggests that a classical 
education, by familiarising the student with the pagan manners and philosophy of 
the ancients, together with a wider exposure to society, means that men find it 
harder to cultivate their spiritual side. This is not to say that women did not 
venture into society. The promotion of charity and benevolence, as Donna Andrew 
points out, were considered to be particularly feminine characteristics, and the 
majority of works on education stressed the cultivation of these qualities to be an 
essential part of the preceptor's work. 262 However, it should be noted that while 
260 More, Strictures, II, p. 30. For more on More's thoughts on education see Anne Stott, "`A 
singular injustice towards women": Hannah More, Evangelicalism and Female Education', in 
Women, Religion and Feminism in Britain 1750-1900, edited by Sue Morgan, (Basingstoke: 
Palgrave, 2002), 23-38. 
261 More, Strictures, II, pp. 31-32. 
262 See Donna T. Andrew, `Noblesse Oblige. Female Charity in an Age of Sentiment', in Early 
Modern Conceptions of Property, edited by John Brewer and Susan Staves, (London, New York: 
Routledge, 1995), 275-300, and her Philanthropy and Police: London Charity in the Eighteenth 
Century, (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989). See also F. K. Prochaska, `Women in 
English Philanthropy 1790-1830', in International Review of Social History, 19 (1974), 442-5, and 
his Women and Philanthropy in Nineteenth-Century England, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1980). 
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women were encouraged to be charitable to those outside their immediate 
influence, More still posited the home and family as being of primary concern. 
With regards to the nineteenth century, F. K. Prochaska has noted that charity or 
philanthropy `was seen as the leisured woman's most obvious outlet for self- 
expression', 263 and the roots for this were cultivated assiduously in the late 
eighteenth century, particularly by women like More. Perhaps the primary reasons 
why charity was seen as a suitable occupation for women, was that it could be 
fitted around household duties, and that it was unpaid, thus denying them financial 
independence (although in some cases, most noticeably that of More herself, 
`charity' provided substantial remuneration, since her motivation and objectives as 
an author - at least after 1780 - were, arguably, charitable). The domesticity 
supposedly restricted to the interior `private' space of the home was, by female 
philanthropists, extended to the `public' problems of poverty and insubordination 
amongst the lower classes. However, it should be noted that while women became 
active members of various charitable societies, they rarely became involved in 
administration. For example, despite being members, women were not allowed to 
attend the annual general meeting of the Church Missionary Society, founded in 
1801, until 1813.264 
More did not advocate a change in female education in order to gain `rights', since 
she saw any such demand as a threat to women's religious nature and, because of 
their role as moral arbiter, to society; potentially, any change in the female 
condition may have necessitated an abdication of what More considered to be an 
263 Prochaska, Women and Philanthropy, introduction, p. 5. 
264 See Prochaska, Women and Philanthropy, p. 26. 
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important, and uniquely feminine role. It seemed ludicrous to More that women 
wanted to change their condition, she believed that the woman who argued for 
rights, did not: 
understand her true happiness, who seek to annihilate distinctions from which she 
derives advantages, and to attempt innovations which would depreciate her real 
value. Each sex has its proper excellences, which would be lost were they melted 
down into the common character by the fusion of the new philosophy. 265 
Rendall has argued that in writing Strictures, More's purpose was evangelical in its 
bid to prepare women for the afterlife, and domestic in its attempt to prepare 
women for their role within the home. 266 However, while these aims are evident 
throughout the Strictures, it will be argued here that More's expectations of the 
educated woman extended beyond the management and ministrations of the home. 
The education recommended by More was meant to prepare women to play a vital 
role in maintaining the strength of the nation, and in her work there is a palpable 
tension between an acceptance of the established order and a desire for change in 
the education of women. 
Despite More's restrictive view as to the nature of a woman's life, serious and 
intellectual study do form an intrinsic part of her concept of an improved system of 
female education for those of the middling sort, so while she advocates religious 
study, she does not always: 
recommend books which are immediately religious, but such as exercise the 
reasoning faculties, teach the mind to get acquainted with its own nature, and to stir 
up its own powers. Let not a timid young lady start if I should venture to 
recommend to her, after a proper course of preparation, to swallow and digest such 
strong meat as Watt's or Duncan's little book of Logic, some parts of Mr. Locke's 
Essay on the Human Understanding, and Bishop Butler's Analogy. [... ] the studies 
265 More, Strictures, II, p. 22. 
266 See Rendall, Origins of Modern Feminism, pp. 112-113. 
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here recommended would act upon the constitution of the mind as a kind of 
alterative, and, if I may be allowed the expression, would help to brace the 
intellectual stamina. 267 
While More advocates the development of female intellect, she is aware of the 
contentious nature of such a recommendation, and gives as her reasons, the 
following: 
serious study serves to harden the mind for more trying conflicts; it lifts the reader 
from sensation to intellect; it abstracts her from the world and its vanities; it fixes a 
wandering spirit, and fortifies a weak one; it divorces her from matter; it corrects 
the spirit of trifling which she naturally contracts from the frivolous turn of female 
conversation, and the petty nature of female employments; it concentrates her 
attention, assists her in a habit of excluding trivial thoughts, and thus even helps to 
qualify her for religious pursuits. Yes, [... ] there is to woman a Christian use to be 
made of sober studies. 268 
Here, More positions serious study as a means of becoming a better Christian, 
thereby side-stepping some of the criticism directed at learned women. More's 
promotion of intellectual study also appears to conflict with her claims for female 
employment to be restricted to the domestic, but it is possible to see this, too, as a 
form of conciliation: she treads a middle path by advocating intellectual pursuits 
and, at the same time, promoting the traditional view of the feminine woman 
whose primary duties are to God and home. More is aware of the arguments 
against women taking up intellectual pursuits, noting: 
the old standard objection formerly brought forward by the prejudices of the other 
sex, and too eagerly laid hold on as a shelter for indolence and ignorance 
by ours, 
was, that intellectual accomplishments too much absorbed the thoughts and 
affections, took women off from the necessary attention to domestic 
duties, and 
269 
superinduced a contempt or neglect of whatever was useful. 
In response to this objection More argues that: 
267 More, Strictures, 1, pp. 178-179. 
268 More, Strictures, I, p. 180. 
269 More, Strictures, 11, pp. 151-152. 
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it cannot surely be maintained on ground that is any longer tenable, that 
acquirements truly rational are calculated to draw off the mind from real duties. 
Whatever removes prejudices, whatever stimulates industry, whatever rectifies the 
judgment, whatever corrects self-conceit, whatever purifies the taste, and raises the 
understanding, will be likely to contribute to moral excellence: to woman moral 
excellence is the grand object of education; and of moral excellence, domestic life is 
to woman the proper sphere. 270 
By criticising the errors of the present system of education and pointing out the 
defects of her contemporaries, More justifies her proposal for an alternative, more 
intellectual, system of educating women, a system which, she argues, by focusing 
on the development of the immaterial - mind and soul - would actually equip 
women to not only better fulfil their domestic duties, but strengthen their religious 
faith, and through their work as arbiters of morals and manners, improve both their 
own domestic circle, and society. 
Given woman's temporal duty as religious and moral guardian, her role in society 
was of paramount importance, since the strength of the nation's morals and 
religious faith was an indication of the strength of the country. In the quotation 
given at the beginning of this thesis, More called on women to do their part in the 
saving of their country, but, as the quote goes on to reveal, this contribution was 
specifically feminine in nature: 
I would call on [women] to come forward, without departing from the refinement of 
their character, without derogating from the dignity of their rank, without 
blemishing the delicacy of their sex: I would call them to the best and most 
appropriate exertion of their power, to raise the depressed tone of public morals, and 
to awaken the drowsy spirit of religious principle. 
27' 
Despite her call to women to save the country, More is adamant that she is `not 
sounding an alarm to female warriors, or exciting female politicians', claiming that 
270 More, Strictures, II, p. 152. 
271 More, Strictures, I, p. 4. 
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she hardly knows `which of the two is the most disgusting and unnatural 
character' ; 272 instead she advocates a more understated, indirect contribution. 
More is careful to distance herself from women we would identify as `feminists'. 
In Richardson's discussion of the development of the courtship novel into the 
novel about female education, he highlights the strategy of novelists (such as 
Maria Edgeworth, Amelia Opie, Elizabeth Hamilton, Fanny Burney, and More), 
who caricature the free-thinking `feminist' or female philosopher as a means of 
establishing their own anti-radical stance. Richardson cites Claudia Johnson's 
argument, that the aim of these novelists, in ridiculing the `feminist' (clearly meant 
to evoke the spirit of either Wollstonecraft or Hays), was to allow `the woman 
writer to establish her anti-radical credentials and then "advance reformist 
positions about women through the back door. " 9273 More clearly uses this strategy 
in her work on education, but, as Richardson points out, there are problems with 
this method: 
smuggling reform in through the kitchen means limiting social change to what can 
be effected from within the domestic sphere, and to what can be advocated with the 
language of duty and indirect 'influence'. 274 
Undoubtedly, Richardson is right in his assessment of the efficacy of such a 
strategy, and indeed, in his assertion that `the language of civil and political 
enfranchisement remains anathema to the early nineteenth-century domestic 
novel. '275 However, as Myers points out in her comparison between 
272 More, Strictures, 1, p. 6. 
273 Richardson, Literature, Education, pp. 188-189. Also, Claudia Johnson's Jane Austen: Women, 
Politics, and the Novel, (Chicago: Chicago University Press, 1988), pp. 19-20. 
274 Richardson, Literature, Education, p. 189. 
275 Richardson, Literature, Education, p. 189. 
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Wollstonecraft and More, the latter's more limited reforms, together with her piety 
and decorous conduct may have achieved more than an overtly radical approach. 276 
According to More, women have not understood the extent of the power and 
influence they already wield, and she argues that: 
on the use which women of the superior class may be disposed to make of that 
power delegated to them by the courtesy of custom, by the honest gallantry of the 
heart, by the imperious control of virtuous affections, by the habits of civilized 
states, by the usages of polished society; on the use, I say, which they shall hereafter 
make of this influence, will depend, in no low degree, the well-being of those states, 
and the virtue and happiness, nay perhaps the very existence of that society. 2 ' 
Female influence (at least that wielded by women of the `superior class') is here 
represented as essential to not only the `well-being' of society, but to its very 
existence. It could be argued that the aggrandizement of woman's influence in 
society was an attempt to mollify women increasingly discontented with their 
domestic role, but the sincerity of More's belief that women played an important 
and influential role in `civilizing' society is endorsed by the fact that it was a view 
which was expressed by many in the eighteenth century. For example, Pepys 
wrote to More on the subject of her forthcoming Strictures: 
what I wished you to insist upon principally, is the very extensive influence which 
your sex might have on ours, by an active and judicious use of every fair 
opportunity to discountenance vice, and encourage the profession of virtuous 
principles. 278 
Setting aside the validity of such beliefs, it is clear that female conduct and 
opinions were considered to be influential in forming the manners of society, 
276 Myers, `Reform or Ruin'. See also Sutherland, `Hannah More's Counter-Revolutionary 
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277 More, Strictures, I, p. 5. 
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which in turn meant that female education was a subject of great interest to those 
who regulated society. 
For More, it was women who maintained and policed society's religion and 
manners; and since she positioned these as the foundation of society, it was on 
women, and their willingness to fulfil their allotted duties, that the strength of the 
nation ultimately depended. The argument being made here, is that the threat 
posed to religion, and therefore the nation, by the French Revolution (in particular 
the perceived impiety and pre-eminence of the philosophes and their ideas) led to 
increased anxiety concerning the state of female education: if women refused, or 
were incapable of fulfilling their roles as moral and religious guardians, then the 
very fabric of society would be at risk. The debate on female education was, in 
effect, a review, a move to assess and reform if necessary, those areas which 
threatened to undermine social stability. 
In Strictures More identifies a patriotism which is specifically feminine, and infers 
that women play a necessary part in strengthening the nation; she states: 
at this period, when our country can only hope to stand by opposing a bold and 
noble unanimity to the most tremendous confederacies against religion, and order, 
and governments, which the world ever saw; what an accession would it bring to the 
public strength, could we prevail on beauty, and rank, and talents, and virtue, 
confederating their several powers, to come forward with a patriotism at once 
firm 
and feminine for the general good!... 
More is very clear about what she means by `patriotism', seeing it solely 
in loyalist 
terms, but the term `patriot' was one which was heavily contested during the 
eighteenth century, and could refer to those who supported the Ministry and those 
279 More, Strictures, 1, pp. 5-6. 
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who did not. The ambiguity of the expression is perfectly illustrated by the 
following letter which appeared, anonymously, in the St. James's Chronicle in 
1781: 
the word Patriot hath, in these Days, been so often prostituted, that Men of Integrity 
are ashamed of it. It is, indeed, so strangely perverted, as, in its modem 
Acceptation, to signify a Man who speaks and acts in uniform Opposition to the 
Ministry; who condemns and thwarts every Measure of Government; who, by 
exposing, increases our Weakness and Difficulties; who, by foretelling, endeavours 
to accelerate our Ruin; who magnifies the Economy, the Wisdom, the Numbers, 
and the Strength of our Enemies; who extenuates their Losses and discredits every 
Account of our Success. That a Man may disapprove the Measures of Government, 
and yet be a very honest Man, nobody will dispute; but that an honest Man should 
weep at the Prosperity of his Country, and exult in the Triumph of her Enemies, is 
totally incomprehensible [... ]. A real, a zealous, and active Patriot, whether in or 
out of Place, is a noble Character; but the Patriots above described are a Disgrace to 
Humanity. 280 
It is interesting that while More urges women to patriotism, she says elsewhere in 
the Strictures, `when we pray for our country, it sanctifies patriotism', indicating 
that she is aware of the contentious nature of the appellation. 281 However, instead 
of rejecting the term `patriot', More appropriates it, clearly defining what she 
means by stressing its links with religion, order, and government. The `duties' of 
women then, according to More, included patriotic duties; given that such a 
sentiment is expressed in Strictures, a work on female education, it can be argued 
that she believed one purpose of female education to be to inculcate feelings of 
patriotism. 
Nevertheless, despite the (potential) significant influence that More believed 
women wielded in society, she is firm in her assertion that: 
280 Anonymous letter `To the Printer of the St. J. Chronicle', in St. James's Chronicle, No. 3132, 
Tuesday March 27 - Thursday March 29, (1781). 281 More, Strictures, II, p. 325. 
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the profession of ladies, to which the bent of their instruction should be turned, is 
that of daughters, wives, mothers, and mistresses of families. They should be 
therefore trained with a view to these several conditions, and be furnished with a 
stock of ideas, and principles, and qualifications, and habits, ready to be applied and 
appropriated, as occasion may demand, to each of these respective situations. 282 
While More is careful to stress the domestic framework within which a woman 
must act, her call for women to fulfil their patriotic duty, suggests that she is 
attempting to elevate the status of woman's work by politicising the domestic, as 
well as broadening the extent of their influence, by including in their duties the 
welfare of society, as well as that of their immediate family. 
The Company of Virtuous Women 
The need to ensure that women were equipped to fulfil their role as arbiters of 
religion, morals, and manners was deemed important for their temporal and 
immortal welfare, but it was also important because it benefited both man and 
society. Obviously, a mother exerted huge influence in the early, formative years 
of her sons, but this was not the only way in which female behaviour and conduct 
impacted on the lives of men. An Address, published by James Fordyce (1720- 
1796) from discourses delivered in 1776, hints at the anxieties felt by many 
regarding the influence of women on men, and the consequences of this to society; 
he argues: 
that the evil we complain of, that the company of artful women is always dangerous 
and often fatal, and that association with those females whose intellects and 
principles correspond not with their exterior allurement, has a tendency to 
effeminate and to corrupt, it were idle to deny, it were hurtful to conceal. 
283 
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However, while Fordyce represents woman as threat, she is also man's salvation; 
he thereby articulates the conflict which led to demands for the reformation of 
female education: while the `artful' woman has the power to `effeminate and 
corrupt' man, the virtuous woman can civilise him. It is the existence of these two 
traits within the female character (which Fordyce implies is inherent in all women) 
which leads to his demands for an education which will cultivate woman's virtuous 
nature, and repress her passions. Nevertheless, however concerned Fordyce 
professes himself to be about female education, it is evident that his primary 
concern is the welfare of young men; in his concluding discourse, he advises the 
`manly youth' to associate: 
with a few of both sexes, who join good breeding, and liberal sentiment, to purity of 
mind and manners. Of empty and effeminate boys, it can scarcely be expected, that 
they will put any value on such society. It may likewise be observed, that if the 
company of women only is sought, the deportment will be in danger of sinking into 
too much softness, as it will be apt to roughen into the rude, the boisterous, or the 
aukward, [sic] if that of men is habitually preferred. Elegance and spirit united 
form the just temperament, which is produced by both. When a virtue at once mild 
and masculine is added, what can be figured more completely estimable? 284 
The companionship of virtuous women is represented as necessary to counteract 
the rough nature of men, but it is interesting that young men are cautioned against 
associating exclusively with women. Seemingly, the company of women - 
virtuous or artful - was considered to be enervating unless tempered by the 
company of men. Fordyce appears to be attempting to establish a new definition 
of masculinity; instead of positioning it as the opposite of femininity, he suggests 
that the ideal is a masculinity which encompasses both the male and female 
virtues. Fordyce appears to endorse the identification of women with Christianity, 
and seems to be formulating a masculinity which borrows from this, and which 
284 Fordyce, Character and Conduct, pp. 88-89. 
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would gain currency in the nineteenth century as muscular Christianity. However, 
Fordyce perceives that in order to achieve such perfection, man is dependent on 
female influence, and so in order to achieve what he sees as the masculine ideal, he 
must encourage the reformation of female education, and thereby cultivate the 
feminine `ideal'. 285 
Female passions, including the sexual, were considered to be in greater need of 
restraint, since the extent of their vices were believed to outstrip those of men. 
This belief is evident in many of the educational works of the period. West notes: 
well might the inspired writer observe, that `there is no wickedness like the 
wickedness of a woman; ' for the effrontery which enables her to brave infamy, 
ascertains the annihilation of those lively sensibilities which might have led her 
back to commiseration and contrition. 286 
West suggests that the habitual retirement in which women, ideally, were meant to 
live was advantageous since it reduced the temptations to which women so easily 
succumbed. A good education, in this view, was one which taught women to 
control and repress their passions, to sublimate their desires, and which not only 
enabled them to recognise their duties, but to fulfil them as pious and religious 
women. A sermon preached in 1798, before the Governors of a Charity School, 
reveals that this attitude also influenced the education of poor girls: 
no man, who possesses those qualities which render him estimable in society, will 
hesitate to grant to the weaker sex, every advantage possessed by the other, and 
every protection, which their defenceless state may require. For if the cultivation of 
the moral principle - if a knowledge of religious duty - if 
instruction in useful 
learning, be necessary at all, they are surely so to them: they are, by nature, weak 
and exposed to temptation; and a careful attention to the improvement of their 
minds can alone enable them to resist those allurements to which they are subject; 
285 Fordyce also specifically addressed women in his Sermons to Young Women, 2 vols., (London: 
S. Crowder, C. Ware, T. Payne, 1775), but again, he stresses the importance of their influence on 
men. 
286 West, Letters, I, pp. 122-123. 
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and by resisting them, every thing which is dear to man, every thing that unites and 
preserves society together, is alone preserved; for the poor man requires the same 
proofs of fidelity, the same security for his honour and his property, with the 
greatest: - these poor girls will have their duties to perform in the interesting 
situations of wives and mothers; and upon their conduct the happiness of their 
respective families must depend; by their virtuous lives, the virtue of the community 
be preserved; and from the decent behaviour of this humble class of persons 
together, the very character of the nation be deduced. 287 
This sermon, in particular its title (which was Religious, Moral, and Political 
Advantages of Instructing the Poor), sheds light on why the education of the poor, 
or more specifically, poor girls, was of such concern to More: the strength of the 
nation was dependent on all women, but while lower class women had their part to 
play, it was the middling sort who had the greatest responsibility since they 
affected the conduct of not only the men in their own class, but of both sexes in the 
classes above and below them. 
A Learned Education 
It is interesting to compare More's views on education with the education she 
received. More's father had been a schoolteacher, and he ensured that his five 
daughters received an education which would provide them with a means of 
support. Many eighteenth-century women received instruction from their fathers; 
Maria Edgeworth (1767? -1849) and Hannah More being two notable examples. 
As Sylvia Harcstark Myers argues in her work on the Bluestockings, in order for 
an eighteenth-century woman to receive an education which encompassed more 
than domestic and polite accomplishments, she had to depend upon the instruction, 
287 Rev, John Kelly, Religious, Moral, and Political Advantages of Instructing the Poor. A 
Sermon, 
preached before the Governors of the Charity-School, on Sunday, 15th July, 
1798, in St. James 's 
Church, Colchester. By the Rev. John Kelly, LL. D. of St. John's College, Cambridge, and Vicar of 
Ardleigh, Essex. Published at the Request of the Governors, and for the Benefit of the 
Charity, 
quoted from The British Critic, 13 (1799), pp. 438-439. 
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and encouragement, of male mentors, be they father, brother, husband or friend. 288 
While Myers is undoubtedly right, it is interesting in More's case that while her 
father provided instruction, it was her mother who provided encouragement. 
According to Roberts: 
the mother, who had received but a moderate education, [... ] was as anxious for the 
instruction of their promising daughter, as the father was fearful of its 
consequences; and his consent to her entering upon any studies was only wrung 
from him by their joint importunity. 289 
While men often played an important role as educator or mentor, the role played 
by women, either as encouragers or importuners, should not be discounted when 
assessing the achievements of many eighteenth-century women writers. 
Interestingly, in Macaulay's case, while she had a number of political 
correspondents, and received offers of assistance in her writing of history - most 
notably from Wilson, and Hollis, who offered her the use of their libraries, or, in 
Hollis's case, also provided her with a number of seventeenth-century tracts - 
there doesn't appear to have been anyone in her life who could be identified as a 
mentor. Macaulay's interest in history and politics - areas traditionally perceived 
to be the province of men - her self-education, as well as her views on unisex 
education, indicates that she did not see any connection between gender and 
intellect. 
288 Sylvia Harcstark Myers, The Bluestocking Circle: Women, Friendship, and the Life of the Mind 
in Eighteenth-Century England, (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1990). 
289 Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 18. 
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More received instruction in history, Latin, and mathematics from her classically 
educated father, 290 but it would appear that she often concealed the extent of her 
erudition, even from close friends. In a letter from Pepys to More, written in 1786, 
he chides her for concealing her knowledge of Latin: 
I have really a very great quarrel with you; I have ask'd you an hundred times the 
plain and simple question (being desirous of treating you, if I cou'd, like a woman 
of sense) whether you understand enough of Latin to enjoy it? and you have always 
given me just such foolish and evasive answers as if I had ask'd you whether you 
had ever sincerely and deeply felt the passion of Love? All which I consider as 
excessively absurd and very unworthy of you: and now I find, upon mentioning to a 
male friend of yours that I shou'd never know what book to send you, that you 
understand Latin very well, and that you are as capable of enjoying Horace or 
Virgil, as Milton or Pope. 29' 
Pepys then reveals that More was also acquainted with French and Italian, writing 
that her reticence had `thereby depriv'd myself of one of my greatest pleasures, 
which is that of conversing with a Free and accepted Mason in all the Roman, as 
well as the Italian, French, and English Lodges. '292 Paradoxically, the fact that 
Freemasons excluded women inverts Pepy's attempts to compliment More, since it 
suggests that her skill at languages makes her masculine, the very charge she was 
attempting to avoid. 
Joseph Cottle, whose sisters were educated at the Misses More's school, reveals 
that More also received instruction in Latin from the Rev. James Newton, who was 
Classical Tutor at the Bristol Baptist Academy: 
Mr. Newton had the honour of teaching Hannah More Latin. The time of his 
instructing her did not exceed ten months. She devoted to this one subject the 
whole of her time, and all the energies of her mind. Mr. Newton spoke of 
her, to 
me, as exemplifying how much might be attained in a short time by Talent and 
290 For details on More's early education see Roberts, Memoirs, I, pp. I 1-17. 
291 Letter from W. W. Pepys to More, dated Monday August 15`'', 1786, in A Later Pepys, edited and 
introduced by Alice C. C. Gaussen, 2 vols., (London, New York: The Bodley Head, 1904), II, p-267- 
292 Pepys, A Later Pepys, II, p. 267. 
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Determination combined; and he said, for the limited period of his instruction, she 
surpassed in her progress all others whom he had ever known. 293 
Evidently More enjoyed intellectual pursuits, but given her attempts to reconcile 
female learning with traditional expectations regarding the duties of women, in her 
own system of education, it is easy to see why she attempted to keep the extent of 
her intellectual abilities private. More appears to have been worried about 
prejudice against female scholars, or wary about what people would presume about 
her personally, if they knew the extent of her erudition. More herself, expressed 
some prejudice against learned women; on meeting Mrs. Kennicott, wife of Dr. 
Kennicott, a Hebrew professor at Oxford, she notes that she is `a very agreeable 
women (though she copies Hebrew)'. 294 However, on further acquaintance, More 
discovered that Mrs. Kennicott had learnt Hebrew merely to assist her husband in 
his studies; an appropriately feminine sentiment which earned More's admiration 
and friendship. 
More's attitude to what can perhaps best be described as a scholarly education is 
certainly ambiguous; she was friends with such literary luminaries as Elizabeth 
Carter and Mrs. Montagu, indeed, she was a member of the Bluestocking circle, 
yet, as Pepys had discovered, she was reluctant to publicise her intellectual 
abilities. In a letter to Pepys, dated December 23 "d, 1820, More refers to the 
formation of the `Royal Society of Literature' : 
now as learning is the next best thing to religion, I hope the scheme may succeed. 
I 
have but one objection to it. Among the honorary members, they propose to 
include 
a few females. They have done unworthy me the honour to name me; 
I have written 
293 Joseph Cottle, Early Recollections; Chiefly Relating to the Late Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 
During his Long Residence in Bristol, 2 vols., (London: Longman, Rees & Co., and Hamilton, 
Adams & Co., 1837), 1, footnote, p. 81. 
294 Letter from More to her sister, dated 1777, in Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 113. 
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a strong remonstrance, declining the distinction, partly on the ground that I have no 
claim to it, but chiefly that I consider the circumstance of sex alone a disqualification. 295 
The positioning of learning as only second to religion, underlines More's belief in 
the importance of education, but nevertheless, it is statements like this which 
support charges that she was a supporter of patriarchy. More's refusal could 
indicate anxiety about public recognition or comment; though she was certainly 
willing to publish her views and opinion when she thought they could benefit 
society. More clearly believed that the sexes differed, but it does not necessarily 
follow that she believed that women were inferior. Indeed, More's belief in the 
importance of practice over theory (which played an important part in her move 
towards Evangelicalism), together with the commonly perceived view that woman 
played an active role as helpmeet, maternal guide, and religious guardian, implies 
that she may have regarded women as superior to men in many ways, since female 
duties were practical and necessary in maintaining social stability. 
Given More's specific views on female education, it is interesting to look at an 
earlier educational work which she recommended to her friends. In a letter to Mrs. 
Boscawen, More writes: 
my very agreeable friend Mrs. Kennicott has strongly recommended to me a thing 
just published by Dr. Glasse, from the French. It is called, `A Lady of Quality's 
Advice to her Children, ' &c. The author seems to have known perfectly the human 
heart, and to have despised the world from a full conviction of its nothingness, upon 
a thorough acquaintance with it. 296 
The work was supposedly the advice given by an affectionate mother, struggling 
through pain, to her soon-to-be orphaned children. The translator of the work, 
295 Letter from More to W. W. Pepys, dated December 23,1820, in Roberts, Memoirs, IV, p. 161. 
296 Letter from More to Mrs. Boscawen, dated December 23, in Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 234. 
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Samuel Glasse, represents the author as a proselyte, converted from being a 
disciple of the fashionable world to one who is both virtuous and pious. The effect 
of this admission of former errors, confers honesty on her words and adds weight 
to her advice; as the author informs her children, `it is my earnest desire that my 
own past imprudence should prove useful to you'. 297 Later, when talking of virtue, 
the mother claims `think not I assume the language of a preacher, mine is only that 
of reason and experience. ' 298 The work was clearly meant to awaken the 
sensibility, sympathy and admiration of the reader, which appears to have been the 
case with More; as Glasse notes: 
nothing can be more pure, more instructive, or more affecting, than the genuine 
dictates of that heart, which gave utterance to these most interesting conferences. 299 
Glasse described the work as `an invaluable system of education, which no one can 
read with inattention, and few without improvement. ' 300 The work consists of 
twenty-one chapters, dealing with subjects including patriotism; social duties; 
female conduct; virtue; and religion. In the first chapter, entitled `The History of 
Her Own Life', the mother informs her children: 
your excellent father, just before his death, taking me by the hand, expressed 
himself nearly in the following words: let your first care, I most earnestly entreat 
you, be the education of my children: be yourself their principal instructor; and fail 
not to inculcate with all imaginable earnestness this great truth, that they are born 
for no other purpose, than to consecrate their lives to the service of their God and 
their King; and that they will then only do honour to the memory of their father, 
when they faithfully discharge this two fold Duty. 301 
297 Samuel Glasse (translator), Advice from a Lady of Quality to her Children, in the last stage of a 
lingering illness, in a series of Evening-Conferences on the most interesting subjects, 2 vols., 
(London: J. F. and C. Rivington, T. Cadell, H. Gardner; Oxford: S. Arnold, 1778), I, p. 96. 
298 Glasse, Advice, I, p. 132. 
299 Glasse, Advice, I, preface, p. xvi. 
300 Glasse, Advice, I, preface, p. xi. 
301 Glasse, Advice, I, pp. 41-42. 
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The mother sees it as her primary duty to educate her children, claiming that 
despite her suffering, her: 
only prayer is, that my strength may be spared so long, as to give me an opportunity 
of accomplishing my design: I shall then close my eyes, and resign myself into the 
hands of death, with as little reluctance, as I would retire to sleep. 302 
Education is represented as a mother's most important duty; even when her 
physician advises her to desist from instructing her children, the mother claims that 
such `apprehensions only serve to quicken my zeal to discharge that office, which 
love and duty towards you inspire. '303 The mother directs her advice to all her 
children - two sons in the military; one son in the church; and one daughter - and 
it is significant that, irrespective of their gender, their duty is seen to be to God and 
King. All of the duties outlined - including, in the final chapter, advice on 
kindness to domestics - are represented as serving these two main ends. 
That a mother is the best person to educate her children is obvious from the 
following comments made by the author: 
the different masters who have hitherto had the care of your education, have only 
taught you to read and speak with propriety; they have instructed you in the 
elements of some of the sciences; and enabled you to appear with an air of ease and 
elegance: but my business is to furnish your minds with such sentiments as may 
render you worthy of the country in which you live; the rest is no more than mere 
varnish. When your souls are filled with the love of God, your King, and your 
country, and with a true sense of your several duties, your character will be 
compleat [sic], your conduct will be exemplary. 304 
A mother's duties are represented as being solely domestic, the most important 
being the education of her children. Glasse/the anonymous mother, do not seem to 
dismiss the need for masters, but instead stress the importance of the mother's 
302 Glasse, Advice, I, p. 85. 
303 Glasse, Advice, I, p. 86- 
304 Glasse, Advice, I, pp. 181-182. 
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input in the education of her children. The question of whether girls should 
receive a solely domestic education, was one which was to assume greater 
significance in the latter part of the eighteenth century. 
Public Education or Domestic Instruction? 
There appears to have been a general consensus that a private, or domestic, 
education was preferable to a public, boarding school education; a particular 
objection to boarding schools was that they enabled, if not encouraged, 
fraternization between girls from different classes. P. J. Miller has argued that 
boarding schools for girls were criticised for encouraging the social ambition of the 
middle classes; the desire to educate their daughters was yet another manifestation 
of the middle class attempt to imitate the life style of their betters. However, 
Miller goes on to point out that: 
in itself, this was harmful to the stability of society; what was worse, however, was 
that their dissatisfaction had communicated itself to the inferior orders, so that the 
whole idea of a society based on rank and subordination was in jeopardy, 305 
Contemporary texts reveal that issues of class and education were the source of 
much anxiety: in More's Cheap Repository Tract The Two Wealthy Farmers; or, 
The History of Mr. Bragwell (published in Stories for Persons in the Middle 
Ranks), farmer's wife, Mrs. Bragwell, is condemned by the author for sending her 
two daughters to boarding school with the instructions that, despite their own 
lowly rank, they were `to keep company with the richest and most fashionable girls 
305 P 
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in the schools, and to make no acquaintance with farmers' daughters. '306 The 
presence of the Bragwell girls at boarding school exemplifies one of the most 
frequently voiced objections to sending middle-, and upper-class girls away to 
school: that they would be on terms of intimacy with their social inferiors. 
Educational treatises warned middle-class parents against allowing their daughters 
to become familiar with their inferiors, since it was believed that the lower classes 
could corrupt both the manners and morals of those above them. This warning 
appears somewhat paradoxical, given that the majority of educational writers 
directed their works to the middle classes in the expectation that their example 
would reform the conduct of both their superiors and inferiors. Seemingly, there 
was a desire to keep class divisions inviolate; while the middling sort were 
expected to treat their superiors with respect, and their inferiors with benign 
condescension, the middle-class feelings of superiority are implicit in the desire to 
keep themselves distinct from both. 
Contemporary attitudes as to whether a domestic education was preferable to a 
public one, are of great importance when assessing what a woman's duty was 
perceived to be, since if women were expected to remain within the home and take 
care of the family, a domestic education would be sufficient. Theoretically, a 
domestic education was considered preferable - even though it ran the risk of over- 
familiarization between children and servants - since it was assumed that middle- 
class parents would be more zealous than any school in policing the conduct and 
education of their child. Public education was considered to be most appropriate 
for boys, and a domestic education for girls since, as West points out: 
306 Hannah More, The Two Wealthy Farmers; or, The History of Mr. Bragwell, in Stories for 
Persons in the Middle Ranks, republished in The Miscellaneous Works of Hannah More, I, 18-78, 
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if public education seems most likely to form the active being that man ought to be, 
domestic instruction promises to introduce those habits which will prepare a woman 
for the retired part that she has to perform. "' 
However, this suggests that the increasing debate and promotion of boarding 
schools for girls, might indicate (at least for some) a greater realization that women 
needed to take a more `active' role in society (or indeed, that they already had a 
more public role). Of course there were certain situations - if girls were 
motherless, or when mothers were incapable of educating their daughters - where 
boarding schools were considered a suitable alternative. Nevertheless, this alone 
would not explain the increasing numbers of advertisements for boarding schools 
which appeared in the newspapers. This section will examine the debate about 
whether a domestic education was superior to a public education, and what this 
reveals about attitudes towards educating women. 
More had no wish to enter the debate of public versus domestic education - her 
reluctance was undoubtedly due to her sisters' proprietorship of a boarding school 
- she merely notes prosaically that it is `a question which perhaps must generally 
be decided by the state of the individual home, and the state of the individual 
school'. 308 
There were, however, supporters of boarding schools who were willing to speak 
out; one anonymous author wrote a play supporting boarding schools as 
institutions of education, but since it was sold by appointment at the Female 
Academy, pecuniary considerations may have been the motivation. The play is of 
scant literary interest; there is little plot, and no dramatic action, the play merely 
307 West, Letters, II, p. 224. 
308 More, Strictures, I, p. 137. 
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provides an opportunity for the author to condemn the existing system of female 
education, and promote the advantages of boarding schools. The two main 
characters Mrs. Teachwell, the governess of a boarding school, and her principal 
teacher, Miss Wisely, in their seemingly enlightened benevolence, merely serve as 
the author's mouthpiece. Miss Wisely, for example, condemns the present system 
of female education, but sets the blame firmly on the parents: 
what pity it is, that those great evils, imputed to boarding schools, are not traced to 
their original source, so that the invectives and opprobriums may fall with justice on 
the parent, which too often falls upon the governesses. Oh parents! 'tis by you, and 
not by teachers, that the soul is often corrupted. We can help the parent to fashion 
the soul; but if the mind comes vitiated, or fraught with bad qualities, imbibed by a 
bad maternal education, 'tis almost impossible for a teacher ever to dislodge 
them. 309 
The play argues that while a domestic education may be best, there are few parents 
who are capable of educating their children properly; Mrs. Teachwell advises that: 
education should begin in the first state of infancy, and be continued with care till a 
proper age. And then, if parents are not capable, or have not leisure sufficient, let 
them be transplanted in a boarding school of merit, where virtue and morality, 
blended with good literature, are the reigning properties. The effects of such 
education would be great and glorious. 310 
Here, a boarding school is posited as being capable of providing an education 
which is superior to that which could be gained at home; the reasons for this are 
that they have (in many cases) greater ability and more time than parents. This 
suggests that the education needed by women at this period encompassed more 
than domestic skills, which would have been best learnt in the home. Instead, 
along with `virtue' and `morality', the importance of `good literature' is also 
stressed. 
309 Anon., The Governess, or, The Boarding School Dissected, (London: Printed for the Author, and 
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Boarding schools also had a supporter in Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802) who wrote 
a tract entitled A Plan for the Conduct of Female Education in Boarding Schools 
(1797), which describes how such institutions should be run. It could be argued 
that Darwin's promotion of boarding schools was not entirely altruistic, since his 
illegitimate daughters Miss S. and Miss M. Parker ran a school in Derbyshire, 
which would, if successful, provide them with an income. While boarding schools 
did provide an occupation, and sometimes even financial independence for many 
women (Wollstonecraft's school ultimately failed, but the More sisters enjoyed 
financial success and public acclaim), a close reading of Darwin's work suggests 
that his belief in the advantages of a boarding school education for girls - if 
conducted properly - was genuine. Darwin conceded that a good domestic 
education was preferable, but he sees advantages in a public education, citing 
particularly the imitative nature of children when learning, and the benefits to be 
gained by competition in acquiring skills. The tract is divided into forty sections 
encompassing all aspects of boarding school life, from `Writing' and `Religion' to 
`Beds' and `Diet', but his personal motives for writing are evident in the inclusion 
of the `terms' for the Miss Parkers' school, at the end of the tract. In the 
advertisement, the following claim is made: 
Embroidery and Needle-work of all kinds both useful and ornamental, reading with 
propriety, grammar, a taste for English classics, an outline of history both ancient 
and modern, with geography and the use of the globes, are taught by Miss 
PARKERS; who carefully attend to the morals as well as to the manners of their 
pupils, and to their health as well as to their acquirements. 311 
The final requirement for attendance at the school was that: 
311 Erasmus Darwin, A Plan for the Conduct of Female Education, in Boarding Schools, (London: 
J. Johnson. 1797), p. 128. 
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each young lady is required to bring one pair of sheets, two towels, a knife and fork, 
and a silver spoon. 3'2 
If Darwin's endorsement and the curriculum did not convince parents as to the 
suitability of the school to turn out superior young ladies, the need for a silver 
spoon might well have done. 
Little detailed information is known about the boarding/day school owned by the 
More sisters, in Bristol; it was popular (Mrs. Edward Gwatkin, a Cornish heiress, 
the Dowager Duchess of Beaufort, and Mrs. Montagu were all admirers), 313 and it 
is known that More produced The Search After Happiness: a pastoral drama in 
order `to furnish a substitute for the very improper custom, [... ], of allowing plays, 
and those not always of the purest kind, to be acted by young ladies in boarding- 
schools. '314 Advertisements for the school, which appeared in FFBJ in 1758 (the 
year of its opening), reveal that it was `A SCHOOL for YOUNG LADIES, [... ] 
Where will be carefully taught FRENCH, READING, WRITING, ARITHMETIC, 
and NEEDLE-WORK. Young Ladies boarded on reasonable Terms'. The advert 
which appeared the following month carried the additional information that `A 
DANCING-MASTER will properly attend. '315 The reference to instruction in 
dancing may have been an accidental omission from the earlier adverts, or may 
subsequently have been deemed necessary to attract pupils, but nevertheless, 
dancing remained an important part of education. Throughout the eighteenth 
312 Darwin, Plan, p. 128. 
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century there was no established academic framework; schools were free to set 
their own curriculum, but the paying power of parents meant that, potentially, it 
was their expectations which often dictated what was taught. 
However, the praise conferred on the schools run by the Misses Parker and Misses 
More (and the fact that when the Mores retired from the school after more than 
thirty years, it was still popular) as well as the similarity in the subjects offered by 
them, suggests that they can be taken as examples of what was considered to be a 
good education for an eighteenth-century woman. Nevertheless, it is important to 
remember that at such schools, there were no public examinations to assess or 
define a woman's academic achievement; the reputation of the school thus 
depended upon firstly, the perceptions of the parents and pupils as to whether the 
school was `good', and secondly, upon the subsequent conduct of the pupils when 
they had finished their education. Unfortunately for the More sisters, one of their 
earliest charges had been the infamous Mary `Perdita' Robinson (1758-1800), 
who, in her Memoirs, had alluded to her early education `under the tuition of the 
Misses More'. 316 Recognising the humour in this association between the former 
mistress of the Prince of Wales and the virtuous More, Pepys teasingly wrote to 
More: 
as I suppose you have receiv'd a thousand congratulations from your friends upon 
the discovery which Mrs. Robinson has lately made to the world in her letter, that 
she was indebted for her education to Miss Hannah More, I shall not trouble you 
with mine, buy only admire your modesty in never having boasted to me of so 
illustrious an eleve! 317 
316 Mary Robinson, Perdita, the Memoirs of Mary Robinson (1801), edited by M. J. Levy, (London, 
Chester Springs: Peter Owen, 1994), p. 22. 
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While Pepys' implication that More had formed Robinson's character is clearly 
made in jest, the importance, indeed the necessity, for women in the public eye to 
maintain a spotless reputation (discussed in the previous chapter), meant that More 
was quick to distance herself from Robinson. As schoolteachers, the reputations of 
the More sisters were under close scrutiny, and while Hannah's career as a moralist 
served to advertise her sisters' school, any scandal attached to her also affected the 
reputation of the school. 
A domestic education, if under the auspices of a virtuous and pious mother, was 
considered the best means of educating girls, and one reason for this was the 
perceived lack of personal supervision at boarding schools. Even the More's 
school was open to accusations of leniency when it came to pupil care, as 
demonstrated by the case of the heiress who eloped while a boarder at the school, 
(discussed in the previous chapter). Elopements from other schools also occurred; 
a note in FFBJof 1761, taken from a London paper, states that `a Young Lady was 
decoyed from a Boarding-School last Sunday, since which she has not been heard 
of. The French Tutoress accompanied Miss in her Flight'. 318 The anxiety about 
lack of suitable supervision surfaces in the fiction of the period; an interesting 
example is John Corry's The Unfortunate Daughter: or, The Danger of the 
Modern System of Female Education (1803), which might have been inspired by 
the notice in FFBJ, so similar are the basic facts. The advertisement for Corry's 
work states that it is `an account of the seduction of a young Lady from a 
Boarding-school; her elopement to France with her seducer, by whom she was 
318 Article entitled `London, July 11' in FFBJ, Saturday July 18 (1761), vol. X. Interestingly, 
newspaper reports suggest that more girls eloped from home, than from boarding schools. 
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forsaken; her return to London, and her present situation. '319 The plot and the 
characters are cliched - the seduced heroine experiences illness and poverty when 
abandoned, expresses remorse, and is eventually delivered of a son who only lives 
for a few days - and the work is an uneven blend of the fictional and the didactic, 
but presumably it achieves its author's aim, by providing a platform from which he 
can express his thoughts on female education. 320 What is of particular interest, is 
the expression of many of the anxieties surrounding female education at the turn of 
the century: the increase in luxury which leads to `a frivolous passion for 
ornamental accomplishments'; a fear of the corrupting influence of French morals, 
exemplified by the French mistress Mademoiselle Naunette Racemier, who is not 
only poorly bred (being the daughter of a fruiterer), but who was once the mistress, 
and is now the procuress, of the wicked Lord Wiseacre; the lack of religious 
instruction which leads to `individual and general' unhappiness; theatre-going, 
which is where Eliza, the heroine, is introduced to her seducer; philosophers, 
particularly female philosophers; the licentiousness of women who demand `equal 
privileges and pleasures', as described in "`Rights of Woman, " and similar 
philosophical treatises'; the corruption caused `by the perusal of licentious 
romances, poems, and plays. Obscene prints and paintings'; as well as the terrible 
consequences of educating girls from different classes together (Eliza is the 
daughter of a reputable grocer from Wapping). 321 Corry recommends that 
daughters be educated at home by the mother, or `a modest preceptress', since: 
319 Advertisement for John Corry's The Unfortunate Daughter: or, The Danger of the Modern 
System of Female Education, (London: B. Crosby & Co., Champante & Co., T. Hughes and 
M. 
Jones, Tegg and Castleman, R. Ogle, J. Stuart, C. Chapple, 1803), p. 3. 
320 There is a somewhat bizarre digression, occupying a quarter of the text, which describes the 
adventures of the sons of the poor Frenchwoman who befriends the abandoned heroine. 
321 Corry, Unfortunate Daughter, pp. 5,16-17,25,27. 
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this mode of education will preserve the morals of the virgin, and be particularly 
useful and practicable among those in the middle classes of society; as girls can not 
only make a regular process in useful and ornamental knowledge, which renders beauty even more amiable; but they may also be initiated in those early-acquired 
arts of domestic economy, peculiar to their sex 3z2 
Corry, like More, explicitly states as a major objection to public education the 
propensity of boarding schools to give lower-class girls inflated ideas of their 
status: 
by the present preposterous ambition to educate young women of the subordinate 
classes, with the profusion of those in the highest ranks, many girls are utterly 
disqualified to fill their places and perform their duties in society; and, in a manner, 
prepared for seduction. 323 
By allowing the classes to mix, argues Corry, boarding schools not only ran the 
risk of corrupting the morals and manners of the upper classes, but also prevented 
the `subordinate classes' from fulfilling their roles and duties in society. As a 
further means of dissuading the subordinate classes from sending their daughters to 
school, Corry intimates that an inappropriate education merely prepares a girl for 
seduction, and therefore ruin. 
More and Corry agree that a boarding school education is unsuitable for those 
below the middle-classes, and that a fashionable education (concerned only with 
accomplishments and outward show) where `vanity was added, but the ignorance 
was not taken away', 324 is unsuitable for all girls. To return to the education of the 
two Bragwell girls, More's greatest criticism is reserved for their refusal to assume 
their proper roles and duties as farmer's daughters when they return home; as the 
narrator points out, `at the school at which they had been bred, and at some others, 
322 Corry, Unfortunate Daughter, pp. 34-35. 
323 Corry, Unfortunate Daughter, p. 35. 
324 More, Wealthy Farmers, I, p. 21. 
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there was no system of education which had any immediate reference to the station 
of life to which the girls chiefly belonged. '325 Conversely, the daughters of Mr. 
Worthy, who have been educated at home by their parents, `are not above any of 
the duties of their station', since their father had taken: 
care that neither their reading nor conversation shall excite any desires or tastes 
unsuitable to their condition. They have little vanity, because the kind of 
knowledge they have is of too sober a sort to raise admiration; and from that vanity 
which attends a little smattering of frivolous accomplishments, I have secured them, 
by keeping them in total ignorance of such. I think they live in the fear of God. I 
trust they are humble and pious, and I am sure they seem cheerful and happy. 326 
Receiving an education which is religious, and reconciles the pupil to her station in 
life, is here represented as primarily beneficial for ensuring happiness; there is no 
mention of the benefits which accrue to society when each rank is content to 
remain in their place, although this is implicit. Indeed, in one place, More makes 
the analogy of society being an extension of the family, with a wealthy farmer 
being `not only the father of his own family, but of his workmen, his dependants, 
and the poor at large'. 327 Instead, attention is focused on the misfortune 
experienced by individuals when they attempt to rise above their station; 
presumably given the assumed lack of sophistication of the audience to which the 
tracts were addressed, More understood that a depiction of the fate of individuals 
was easier to comprehend, and more telling, than one which traced the 
ills 
befalling a nation when individuals refused to accept their place in society. 
An education unsuited to the rank of the pupil was supposed to lead to unhappiness 
and discontent, but as intimated by Corry, such an education could have far worse 
325 More, Wealthy Farmers, 1, p. 22. 
326 More, Wealthy Farmers, I, pp. 24,25. 
327 More, Wealthy Farmers, I, p. 53. 
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personal consequences; in an age where marriage was the most socially acceptable 
option open to women, and therefore their principal ambition, the fear of 
seduction, being viewed as undesirable wife material or of marrying unwisely, was 
great. Many educationalists utilised this parental anxiety regarding the 
safeguarding of their daughters' chastity, and their eligibility for marriage, not only 
to dissuade the lower classes from educating their girls above their station, but to 
promote their ideas as to what constituted the ideal woman. Mr. Worthy's 
daughter, for example, is given the preference by an eligible suitor over Miss 
Bragwell, because despite being `inferior in fortune, person, and appearance', she 
is `humble, frugal, meek, and pious. '328 The difference between Miss Worthy and 
Miss Bragwell then, lies not in their fortune, accomplishments, or appearance, 
which are represented as contributing nothing to their eligibility as wives, but 
rather rests on the education that they have received and the acquisition of 
Christian virtues. The reader is meant to believe firstly, that men prize humility, 
frugality, meekness, and piety above `fortune, person, and appearance'; secondly, 
that women are the products of their education, and thirdly, that Christian virtues 
are learnt and not inherent (since both Bragwell girls are uniformly despicable, and 
both Worthy girls, the epitome of Christian womanhood). 
More underlines the claim that a bad education leads to unhappiness by having 
both the Bragwell girls make unfortunate marriages: Polly Bragwell elopes with a 
strolling player, erroneously believing that he is really a gentleman in disguise. 
This episode resembles Lydia Melford's romance with the actor Wilson in Tobias 
328 More, Wealthy Farmers, 1, p. 59. 
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Smollett's The Expedition of Humphry Clinker (1771 ), 329 but whereas Lydia's 
beau turns out to be George Dennison, a gentleman in disguise, Polly's is really a 
strolling player. The fact that More states that Polly is led into her error by her 
reading of novels, suggests that this particular plot device was utilised, and 
subverted, in order to underline both the faults of contemporary female education 
and the dangers inherent in reading novels. The second Bragwell daughter, 
Betsey, marries a brash, self-made man, who loses his fortune in fashionable 
living. Polly is abandoned by her profligate husband, she and her child endure 
misery and poverty, until finally she accepts religion, repents of her past sins, and 
is reconciled with her parents. Betsey, shocked by her husband's suicide, is 
delivered of a still-born baby, and dies soon after. A defective education is 
represented, unequivocally, as the source of female suffering. 
Of interest in More's discussion of female education in The Two Wealthy Farmers 
is Mr. Worthy's involvement in his daughter's education, since women, be they 
mothers, governesses, or teachers, were usually represented as the most 
appropriate instructors of young women. Masters were employed, particularly for 
dancing and music, but expectations regarding the father's role in the education of 
daughters were undefined, and rarely discussed in works on female education. Of 
course, as in More's case, many fathers did educate their daughters, and many 
works on education were written by men; a popular example is Dr. Gregory's 
(1724-1773) A Father's Legacy to His Daughters; in his preface he notes the 
particular qualities which qualify fathers to write such a treatise: 
329 Tobias Smollett, The Expedition of Humphry Clinker (1771), (Ware: Wordsworth Editions 
Limited, 1995). For more on the dangers of reading, see Jacqueline Pearson, Women's Reading in 
Britain, 1750-1835: A Dangerous Recreation, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999). 
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a father's zeal for his daughter's improvement, in whatever can make a woman 
amiable, with a father's quick apprehension of the dangers that too often arise, even 
from the attainment of that very point, suggest his admonitions, and render him 
attentive to a thousand little graces and little decorums, which would escape the 
nicest moralist who should undertake the subject on uninterrupted speculation. 33o 
However, Dr. Gregory admits that his principal motivation for writing was the fact 
that his daughters were motherless. 
Macaulay's motive for writing Letters appears to have been prompted by her 
perception that society had reached a crucial point in its development: 
when the manners of society refine, when standards of taste are established, when 
arts are practised, when sciences are studied, and when laws are numerous; it is then 
that the education of citizens, and more especially of the better sort, becomes a 
matter of the highest importance and difficulty. 33' 
Macaulay endorsed the development of intellect and the reasoning faculties as an 
important part of education, but she also cited the improvement of morals and 
virtue as equally important. In the preface to Letters, Macaulay claimed: 
of all the arts of life, that of giving useful instruction to the human mind, and of 
rendering it the master of its affections, is the most important. Several very 
distinguished persons in the rank of literature have acknowledged this truth, by 
exerting the power of genius in forming rules of discipline for taming the intractable 
mind of man, and bringing it into a proper subjection in the dictates of virtue. 
332 
Macaulay's work on education, her desire to improve the morals and wisdom of 
her contemporaries, appear to be linked to her republican ideals. In the Letters 
Macaulay describes her countrymen and women as `citizens'; she admiringly 
refers to the Greek and early Roman systems of government; this, together with her 
330 Dr. Gregory, A Father's Legacy to His Daughters (1790), reprinted in The Young Lady's Pocket 
Library, or Parental Monitor, introduced by Vivien Jones, (Bristol: Thoemmes Press, 1995), 1-53, 
preface p. iv. 
331 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 238-239. 
332 Macaulay, Letters, preface, p. i. 
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admiration for events in America and France, suggest that her motivation in 
writing - on history, politics, or education - was motivated by her political 
beliefs. 333 
Macaulay chose to address the opulent in her Letters, arguing that given the proper 
education, they would set an example which would benefit the whole of society. 
Here again is evidence of a belief in the reformative power of influence and 
example; the virtue of the poor, Macaulay suggests, will be improved by emulating 
the example of the educated upper classes. While Macaulay wishes to improve the 
whole of society, the rich remain her target audience, since: 
it is indeed sufficient for the bulk of the people, if they are civilized in such a 
manner as to be innoxious in their conduct as citizens. That industry, which is 
necessary to their subsistence, will tame the turbulence of the imagination, and 
prevent it from being the source of mischief to themselves or others. 334 
According to Macaulay, it is important that those in the upper classes have a good 
education since they are the ruling classes; they, she argues, `will be the framers of 
those laws which enlighten the understandings of the citizens in the essentials of 
right and wrong'. 335 The upper classes, Macaulay believes, have the time and the 
money to ensure that their offspring have the best education, whereas the middling 
and lower orders have business or work to attend to, which not only tames `the 
turbulence of the imagination' but also prevents them from giving their children's 
education the attention it needs. Even if the upper classes feel unqualified to teach 
their children, they have money sufficient to ensure that their children have tutors 
333 For more on Macaulay's political beliefs see Lynne E. Withey, `Catharine Macaulay and the 
Uses of History: Ancient Rights, Perfectionism, and Propaganda', in Journal of British Studies, 16 
(1976), 59-83, and Hill, Virago, particularly chapters 3,8,9, and 10. 
334 Macaulay, Letters, p. 236. 
335 Macaulay, Letters, p. 237. 
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`in whose sobriety, discretion, and wisdom, they can put a full confidence, and 
who will effectually second their endeavours to promote the virtue and felicity of 
their offspring. '336 A good education then, is represented as essential if society is 
to improve. 
Macaulay favours private education over public, but her preferences are not clear 
cut; at one point she advocates a public education, indeed she was ahead of her 
time in advocating a truly public education financed by a tax, where 
governmentally organized and controlled institutions would produce: 
multitudes of finished citizens fitted for those various occupations which are 
necessary to support the glory and the prosperity of society; all properly sorted, 
according to the allotments which best suit the rank or the genius of the subjects. 33' 
Macaulay cites the educational system of the ancients to support her arguments; 
her admiration for the Greek and Roman forms of government - and conversely, 
her contempt for contemporary forms - is evident in her claim that while public 
education is theoretically a superior system of education, there existed no modem 
government in Europe fit to execute such a scheme. However, Macaulay seems to 
recognise the impracticability of her scheme, and retreats to the accepted wisdom 
that domestic education (if conducted well) is the best system of education. `What 
tutorage' she asks `can equal that which proceeds from the attentive zeal of an 
enlightened parent? '338 Macaulay states that domestic education, `when conducted 
on the best principles, and according to the best rules' is superior to a public one, 
since it preserves `the innocence, the modesty, and the virtue of youth'. 
339 
336 Macaulay, Letters, p. 171. 
337 Macaulay, Letters, p. 17. 
338 Macaulay, Letters, p. 20. 
339 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 174-175. 
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However, Macaulay points out that for the advantages of domestic education to be 
seen, it is essential that the tutor have the right qualities; she demands a 
`philosophic' tutor, a `man, who to perfect honesty, united a competent knowledge 
of the human mind, and of those causes which have the most irresistible influence 
on its motions', 340 Macaulay is aware that very few tutors, and even fewer parents, 
are enlightened enough to bestow such an education, and is caught in a situation 
where it is necessary to educate the educator before he can educate the child. 
Macaulay is not alone in her demands for an outstanding tutor, many educational 
treatises refer to the importance of choosing a suitable tutor; for example More 
notes that: 
it is of importance in forming the female character, that those on whom this task 
devolves should possess so much penetration as accurately to discern the degree of 
sensibility, and so much judgment as to accommodate the treatment to the 
individual character. 341 
This emphasis on the quality of tutors, stressed the importance of, and the value 
placed on, education. An interesting consequence of this focus on gaining the right 
tutor, was the elevation in the status of educators; gaining what was considered to 
be a `good' education was of paramount importance to the well-being of the 
nation. Therefore, a good educator was (in theory at least), highly valued. 
For Macaulay, the choice of tutor assumes greater significance because of the 
epistemological theory on which her system of education is based. Macaulay is 
rare amongst eighteenth-century writers on education in that she seeks a 
philosophical/psychological explanation to validate her theories, pointing out that: 
340 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 175,176. 
341 More, Strictures, II, p. 98. 
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it is to the modern metaphysicians we owe those lights into the operations of the 
mind, which can alone afford us a reasonable prospect of success. 
For without an adequate knowledge of the power of association, by which a single 
impression calls up a host of ideas, which, arising in imperceptible succession, form 
a close and almost inseparable combination, it will be impracticable for a tutor to 
fashion the mind of his pupil according to any particular idea he may frame of 
excellence. Nor can his instructions be adequate to any such management of the 
mental faculties as shall invariably produce volitions agreeable to the laws of virtue 
and prudence. 
If the partisans of liberty and necessity would lay aside their subtle investigations, 
which can never tend to real improvement, and would unite in acknowledging the 
power of those principles which govern the mind, we might then hope to see the 
education of youth assigned to men, whose learning, knowledge, and talents, place 
them at the head of the republic of letters. 3a2 
Given More's admiration of Locke, and her recommendation of his An Essay 
Concerning Human Understanding (1689), there is an interesting parallel between 
her work and Macaulay's, whose epistemological beliefs are also Lockean. On the 
one hand Macaulay held that all knowledge was gained from experience (she notes 
that `the senses, [... ] are the only inlets to human knowledge, consequently human 
knowledge can only be gained by experience and observation'), 343 but on the other, 
that all knowledge of truths was not necessarily gained from experience (arguing 
instead, that knowledge of moral truths for example, rested on intuition). 
Admittedly, More does not allude to any philosophical basis for her theory of 
education, but her approval of Locke's work suggests that consciously or 
unconsciously she was influenced by his philosophy. 
Apart from enabling the tutor to discover the best means of educating his pupil, 
Macaulay argues that knowledge of `the mechanism of the human mind' is 
necessary in order to gain control `over the appetites and passions'; it is only by 
understanding the way in which the mind works that individuals learn self-control: 
342 Macaulay, Letters, preface, pp. i-ii. 
343 Macaulay, Letters, p. 237. 
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in the c conomy of the human mind, are comprehended the faculties of sensitive 
perception, with an intuitive knowledge of certain truths, called on this account self 
evident. Such as a perception of the difference in numbers, a certain intellectual 
consciousness, or power, by which the mind perceives the nature of its own 
operations and reflects on its intellectual ideas, a judgment in perceiving their 
agreement and disagreement, through all the extent of relation and comparison, a 
power of generalizing and combining its ideas, in such a manner as to apprehend 
truths of the most abstract kind; a power of memory, or calling up at will, all the 
variety of associated and complex ideas which result from the exercise of the fore- 
mentioned faculties; and lastly, the power of imagination, by which a variety of 
truths display themselves collectively to the perceptive mind . 
344 
Macaulay's philosophical thoughts on education, particularly her understanding of 
`association', appear to have been formed by two philosophers whose works were 
influential throughout the eighteenth century: Locke and David Hartley (1705- 
1757), 345 From comments made in her work on history, it is known that Macaulay 
was an admirer of Locke's work on government, and from the Letters that she was 
familiar with his thoughts on education; her thoughts on association may have been 
formed by a reading of his An Essay Concerning Human Understanding, or 
perhaps by Hartley's Various Conjectures on the Perception, Motion, and 
Generation of Ideas (1746), or Observations on Man, his Frame, his Duty, and his 
Expectations (1749). Hartley's associationism, which owed much to Newton's 
theory of vibrations, also owed much to Locke's theory of the association of 
ideas; 346 Hartley acknowledged the work of Locke in establishing the importance 
and `influence of association over our opinions and affections, and its use in 
explaining those things in an accurate and precise way, which are commonly 
344 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 382-383. 
345 Macaulay refers to both men in Letters. 
346 Hume produced a version of associationism independently of Hartley's work, but given 
Macaulay's antipathy to Hume's politics (it has been suggested that Macaulay's works on history 
were written as a political antidote to Hume's work, see Donald T. Siebert, `Catharine Macaulay's 
History of England: Antidote to Hume's History? ', in Studies on Voltaire and the Eighteenth 
Century, 303 (1992), 393-96), it seems more likely that she would have been influenced by Hartley. 
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referred to the power of habit and custom, in a general and indeterminate one. '347 
Regardless of who actually influenced Macaulay, it is significant to any assessment 
of her work to recognise and acknowledge her attempt to outline a system of 
education founded on philosophical principles. 
Macaulay wanted all members of society to not only understand the duties of 
government, but also their duties as citizens; while she wanted all members of 
society to be citizens, her desire, when educating the upper classes at least, was to 
make the citizen into the philosopher. According to Macaulay, the difference 
between philosophers and citizens was that philosophers obeyed the laws of the 
country not merely because they were laws, but because they understood the 
principles on which laws were framed. Similarly, Macaulay posits religious belief, 
morality, and virtue as being stronger in the philosopher, since they are founded on 
reason. As will be discussed in the next chapter, Macaulay believed that religious 
belief would be stronger if the Christian faith was assessed by a rational mind. 
Consequently, Macaulay made a connection between providing an improved 
education and the strengthening of religious faith, since it would be based upon 
rational principles. 348 
347 David Hartley, Observations on Man, his Frame, his Duty, and his Expectations (1749), 
reprinted in British Moralists 1650-1800, edited by D. D. Raphael, 2 vols., (Oxford: Clarendon 
Press, 1969), II, p. 117. 
348 Macaulay was not the first to suggest this link. Kathryn Sutherland discusses how a connection 
between an improvement in female education and the establishment of a religion based upon 
rational principles, had been made earlier in the century by George Hickes, the translator of two 
French works on education: Fenelon's Instructions for the Education of a Daughter, and 
Instructions for the Conduct of Young Ladies of the Highest Rank, `written by Monsieur 
de la 
Chetardy, a Gentleman of the French Court'. For more on Hickes' views, and of his influence on 
Elizabeth Elstob's (1683-1756) demands for an improved female education, see Kathryn 
Sutherland's `Editing for a new century: Elizabeth Elstob's Anglo-Saxon Manifesto and IElfric's 
St. Gregory Homily', in The Editing of Old English: Papers from the 1990 Manchester Conference, 
edited by D. G. Scragg and Paul E. Szarmach, (Cambridge: D. S. Brewer, 1994), 213-237. 
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Like More, Macaulay wanted to reform education so that it effected a change in 
society, but while More believed that greater understanding would establish the 
superiority of the present form of government, Macaulay held the opposite view, 
that the people would realise that their present governors were avaricious and 
corrupt. 
Philosophy was considered to be the province of men, so given Macaulay's 
attempt to form a theory of education based on philosophical foundations, it is 
interesting that she wrote her treatise using the epistolary form, which was seen to 
be particularly suited to women. Macaulay does not appear to be at ease with the 
form, and her remarks to the fictional Hortensia impede rather than facilitate the 
flow of ideas. Nevertheless, given the perceived affinity of women and the 
epistolary, it is perhaps not surprising that many works on female education and 
the duties of women, appeared as `letters'. West's reasons for using the epistolary 
form reveal much about her views of the domestic life of eighteenth-century 
middle-class women; she states that: 
as these admonitions are chiefly designed for readers whose time is occupied in 
pursuits and duties which compel them to take up a book rather as an improving 
relaxation than a serious study, the epistolary style was adopted, as best suited to 
this purpose. 349 
The short, self-contained nature of individual letters is given as the reason why the 
epistolary is most suited to female readers, since they have little time for `serious 
study'. Obviously, the writer of educative works always had a specific readership 
in mind (gender and class), but as West pointed out, the existence of a specific 
correspondent worked to focus the author's mind, leading her thoughts to `flow in 
349 West, Letters, I, preface, p. xii. 
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a natural and easy train'. 350 Further, the publication of `correspondence' as 
instruction, was seemingly more appealing than a treatise, since the tone was 
affectionate, familiar, and relaxed, rather than overtly didactic. 
In conclusion, the argument being made in this chapter is that the debate 
surrounding female education was, largely, a direct response to political and social 
unrest, more specifically to revolutions in America and France. The belief that 
women were arbiters of religion, morals and manners, together with a conviction 
that there was a direct correlation between the strength of the nation and the 
sincerity of its religious faith, meant that the conduct of women came under greater 
scrutiny. There was a growing anxiety that the philosophical, licentious, and what 
were perceived to be the anti-religious, views of the French in particular, would 
corrupt women who, despite their conceived greater religious affinity, were 
paradoxically considered to be more susceptible than men. The focus on female 
conduct arose because it was believed that, potentially at least, any dereliction in 
women's religious and moral duty could lead to the country's downfall. At a time 
when the threat (or promise) of change seemed imminent, there was a general 
consensus that contemporary female education was failing to prepare women to 
play their part. An improved, reformed, female education was deemed necessary 
to ensure that women understood their duties, and were equipped to perform them. 
However, while many, including More, saw education as a means of ensuring that 
women rejected revolutionary ideas, there were those, like Macaulay, who saw 
education as a means of preparing society to become good republicans. Macaulay 
believed that the American and French revolutions were the precursors of 
350 West, Letters, 111, p. 442. 
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emancipation in Europe, and therefore she suggested reforms in education which 
would prepare and equip her countrymen for such a change. 
More's advice to women often appears to be paradoxical; on the one hand it 
appears reactionary, as in its denial of a classical education, but on the other, her 
implication that women can increase their power and influence by religious 
observance, charitable work, and through their roles as religious preceptors, is 
radical in its feminist implications for female empowerment and superiority. 
Macaulay's belief in the parity of intellect, religiosity and virtue of the sexes has 
enormous implications for the role of women in society, but she does not follow 
this line of reasoning through to a demand for female rights. Rather, Macaulay 
advocates a system of co-education, arguing that this would result in the 
improvement of both sexes, which would benefit society as a whole. 
The evidence provided by the educational works written by Macaulay and More, 
reveals that their motives in writing were not, primarily, to improve the lot of 
women. Bestowing a more scholarly education on women, and thereby enriching 
their lives, was not seen as its principal aim; rather, educating women was seen as 
a means of ensuring the well-being of society. Macaulay's system of education 
was overtly scholarly, but even More, despite her loyalist, and politically 
conservative aims, advocated an education which would equip women to 
participate in rational-critical debate. Nevertheless, despite recommending greater 
female erudition, domestic duties are posited as a woman's most important 
concern, in particular, the maternal role as the educator of her children. However, 
the focus on female education, and, in particular, the emphasis placed on the 
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necessity of providing a good instructor (be it mother or tutor) meant that the status 
of educators was raised. Women, it was recognised, needed to be well-educated to 
ensure that the up-coming generations of children would be worthy subjects or 
citizens. 
351 
Both Macaulay and More wanted their audience to recognise that true happiness 
could only be gained by living a virtuous life, and religion underpins their thoughts 
on education. The importance, indeed the pre-eminence, of religion, particularly in 
works on female education, is evident in the writings of not only More and 
Macaulay, but in the majority of texts on female education. The next chapter 
examines the part played by religion in the lives and work of women writers in the 
late eighteenth century. 
351 For a discussion of the rise in status of female teachers, see Rendall, Origins, chapter 
4; and 
Susan Skedd, `Women teachers and the expansion of girl's schooling in England, c. 1760-1820', 
in 
Gender in Eighteenth-Century England: Roles, Representations and Responsibilities, edited by 
Hannah Barker and Elaine Chalus, (London, New York: Addison Wesley Longman Limited, 
1997), 
101-125. 
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3 
Religion and the Threat from Philosophy 
In this chapter it will be argued that religion played a significant role in debates 
about the duties of women; the propagation of the belief that they had a prominent 
role in defending and strengthening Christian faith, not only permitted re- 
assessment, but legitimised certain work which extended beyond the boundaries of 
the home. To understand the work of women, such as Macaulay and More, it is 
necessary to take into account firstly, the significant role played by religion in late 
eighteenth-century society; and secondly, the debates of the 1790s (which 
positioned religion as increasingly under threat from a branch of philosophy 
believed to have been appropriated by Jacobins and atheists to usurp religion). 
Religion played a central role in the written work undertaken by women in the late 
eighteenth century, both in the topics that women chose to address, and their views 
on those topics. It will be argued that religion informed not only works on the 
improvement of manners and morals, but political and educational works, and 
indeed, in the works of Macaulay and More, religion, politics and education are 
inextricably intertwined. After the revolution in France, the defence and 
dissemination of the Anglican faith in Britain assumed greater significance, since, 
as already discussed, there was a fear that revolutionary principles, or more 
specifically, philosophy, would cross the Channel, destroy religion, and thereby the 
State. However, while a philosophy which could broadly be defined as French in 
origin, was seen by many as a serious, and very real, threat to religion, there were a 
few who saw philosophy as a means of strengthening religious faith. 
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With regard to the religious beliefs of More and Macaulay, the former was a 
member of the Church of England, but more specifically, she appears to have 
embraced Evangelicalism. Although More made no public declaration of her 
Evangelicalism, her close association with the Clapham Sect, 152 whose leading 
light was Wilberforce, and her emphasis on personal conversion and the teachings 
of the gospel, suggest that at the very least, she had evangelical leanings. The 
OED defines evangelical as `of the Protestant Churches, as basing their claim pre- 
eminently on the gospel', and more specifically as `(in the Church of England) of 
the school (originating in the 18th c. ) that lays special stress on personal conversion 
and salvation by faith in the Atonement. ' However, as modern theologians point 
out, `the term "evangelical" dates from the sixteenth century, when it was used to 
refer to catholic writers wishing to revert to more biblical beliefs and practices than 
those associated with the late medieval church'. 353 Emphasis on the authority of 
gospel is a central tenet of Evangelicalism, which, it has been argued: 
centres upon a cluster of four assumptions. Historically, these have been: 
1. The authority and sufficiency of Scripture. 
2. The uniqueness of redemption through the death of Christ upon the cross. 
3. The need for personal conversion. 
4. The necessity, propriety and urgency of evangelism. 
Other matters have tended to be regarded as adiaphora, "matters of indifference", 
354 upon which a substantial degree of pluralism may be accepted. 
352 The origins of the term `Clapham Sect' are uncertain, but Clapham was the area in which many 
of the leading lights of eighteenth-century Evangelicalism - such as William Wilberforce - resided. 
For more on the impact of the Evangelicals on society see John Wolffe, Evangelicals, Women and 
Community in nineteenth-century Britain, (Milton Keynes: The Open University, 1994), and his 
Evangelical Faith and Public Zeal: Evangelicals and Society in Britain 1780-1890, (London: 
S. P. C. K., 1995). 
353 Introduction to R. T. France and A. E. McGrath (eds. ), Evangelical Anglicans: Their Role and 
Influence in the Church Today, (London: SPCK, 1993), 1-9, p. 3. 
354 France and McGrath, Evangelical, p. 3. 
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The view that matters outside the four central assumptions are largely irrelevant, 
has led some critics to suggest that there is no specific doctrine peculiar to the 
evangelical faith. Further, they argue that `pluralism' also extends to interpretation 
of Scripture, with evangelicals accepting that there could be more than one valid 
interpretation. With regard to More, this laxity regarding doctrine and 
interpretation has led many of her biographers and critics to suggest that the role 
played by evangelicalism (as distinct from Anglicanism) in her life and work, is 
irrelevant. There is no doubt that More was an Anglican, who remained a 
supportive member of the Established Church throughout her life, but 
evangelicalism, it will be argued in this thesis, not only influenced her life and 
work in specific ways, but coloured the ways in which she was viewed by 
contemporaries, as the attacks on her by the Anti-Jacobin during the Blagdon 
Controversy so aptly demonstrate. Many saw More as a threat to the Established 
Church, believing that the evangelical accommodation regarding alternative 
interpretations of Scriptures, implicitly denied the possibility of a definitive 
interpretation of the New Testament - the very foundation on which Anglican 
Church law was both based, and binding. 
The evangelical acceptance of plurality, with regard to interpretation and 
ecclesiology, has a number of consequences: firstly it means that evangelicalism is 
not restricted to any one denomination (which perhaps explains how More, and 
Wilberforce could profess to being admirers of William Jay, since despite being a 
dissenter, he was also an evangelical). Secondly, the fact that evangelicalism is 
transdenominational, means that it cannot be a denomination in itself, but can exist 
within any denomination - including the Roman Catholic Church - 
influencing 
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from the inside, and strengthening the evangelical faith by stressing those ties 
peculiar to evangelists in separate denominations. Finally, and perhaps most 
importantly: 
the characteristic evangelical refusal to allow any specific ecclesiology to be seen 
as normative, while honouring those which are clearly grounded in the New 
Testament and Christian tradition, means that the potentially divisive matters of 
church ordering and government are treated as of secondary importance. 355 
From More's letters and diaries it is clear that she was uninterested in church 
politics, it was religious faith that she wished to encourage, not the elevation of any 
particular religious faction. For example, while More professed to hate Calvinism, 
the fact that many evangelicals were Calvinists did not deter her from associating 
with them, indeed, one of her evangelical mentors, John Newton, was a committed 
Calvinist, who tried (and failed) to convince More of the validity of this 
theological system. The evangelical faith played a central role in More's life and 
work from the 1780s onward; not only did it provide a network of support, both 
religious and practical, for her various endeavours, but, given the evangelical 
emphasis on the pre-eminence of Christ in man's salvation, it shall be argued that 
More's identification of the female experience with that of Christ, motivated and 
strengthened her by validating behaviour which many considered unfeminine, even 
if such validation only took the form of self-justification. It is debatable whether 
Anglicanism alone would have similarly vindicated More's work outside the 
home. 
Undoubtedly, More saw religion as the bedrock on which the stability of society, 
and the strength of the State rested; but her faith was no mere expedient. Rather, 
355 France and McGrath, Evangelical, p. 5. 
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the predominant aspect of her character was an apparently sincere and devout 
religious belief; she certainly viewed the philosophical appraisal of revealed 
religion as inimical to faith. 
With regards to Macaulay's religious beliefs, the historical, political and 
educational focus of her work has meant that little attention has been paid to her 
views on religion. Nevertheless, in her biography of Macaulay, Hill states that 
`Catharine Macaulay was a member of the Church of England, and remained so all 
her life', but claims that `the nature of her friendships suggests she was anything 
but orthodox in her beliefs. '356 Hill acknowledges the importance of religion to 
Macaulay, but seems to suggest that this importance was only realised late in life, 
when: 
she had lost fame, reputation, and friends. She now demanded of religion not merely 
consolation but some unchanging certainty. "' 
However, there is evidence that religion played an important role throughout 
Macaulay's life. As Hill points out: 
in the 1760s [Macaulay] knew a number of the Dissenters who moved inside the Club 
of Honest Whigs: Thomas Hollis, Richard Baron, Caleb Fleming, James Burgh, 
Richard Price, and Joseph Priestley. What they all had in common besides religion 
was radical political sympathies. 358 
The tenor of Hill's comments on Macaulay's religious beliefs at this time, suggests 
that politics, rather than religion, was the most important factor in Macaulay's 
association with these men, and that their religious beliefs were perhaps incidental 
356 Hill, Virago, p. 149. 
35' Hill, Virago, p. 150. For Hill's views on the role of religion in Macaulay's life see chapter 
7 of 
Virago, particularly pp. 149-158. 
358 Hill, Virago, p. 150. 
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to their shared `radical political sympathies', but as Lynne E. Withey points out, 
the ideas of Macaulay and her associates `were informed by religious beliefs as 
well as political ideology'. 359 In other words, for Macaulay, religion and politics 
were inextricably bound. 
Many of Macaulay's political associates were Nonconformists - Richard Price 
(1723-91), Joseph Priestley (1733-1804) and Theophilus Lindsey (1723-1808) 
were Unitarian ministers - whose reformist activities were closely linked to 
religious heterodoxy, and there is evidence that Macaulay too, was drawn to 
Unitarianism; it may have been the lack of formal creed, or the reliance on reason 
and conscience as the basis of belief and practice, which attracted her, but in a 
letter to Capel Lofft (1751-1824), also a Unitarian, Macaulay admits: 
I never was a Trinitarian but I acknowledge to you that I Worship Jesus Christ as the 
Lord of all the human race and as a Being deserving of all the honors which God can 
confer on any of his Creatures this is the only point of the controversy on which I 
think there can be a dispute concerning the opinions and practice of the primitive 
times and the Christian Church preserved such a moderation in its honor to the 
Saviour of the World we could not with virtue have been accused of absurdity or of 
departing from Unity in our religious notions. 360 
While Macaulay does not baldly identify herself as a Unitarian, her bold statement 
that she `never was a Trinitarian', as well as her representation of Jesus as one of 
God's `Creatures' rather than one part of the Christian Godhead of Father, Son and 
Holy Spirit, strongly supports the reading of her as a Unitarian. 
The reputation of a philosopher, which Macaulay assiduously cultivated, led to 
many of her contemporaries questioning her faith, since philosophy was frequently 
359 Lynne E. Withey, `Catharine Macaulay and the Uses of History: Ancient Rights, Perfectionism, 
and Propaganda', The Journal of British Studies, 16: 1 (1976), 59-83, p. 59. 
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considered to be inimical to religion (the tension between philosophy and religion 
in Macaulay's work will be discussed later in this chapter). In her biographical 
piece on Macaulay, Hays notes that Macaulay's rational approach to religion led 
many to condemn her; she had, Hays claimed: 
a mind too enlightened for bigotry, and an enemy to mere forms of devotion, often 
absurd, and always spiritless, the freedom with which she delivered her sentiments on 
these subjects, drew upon her the imputation of scepticism and infidelity. These 
assertions are declared, by her friend [Mrs. Arnold], to have been ill founded, as 
proved by some passages in her treatise on the `Immutability of Truth. ' `She 
confirmed the reality of her prepossession, ' says the lady already quoted, `in favour 
of the Christian revelation, by the most diligent cultivation of benevolence towards 
mankind, and the most exact moral rectitude in every action of her life. ' `She had 
those hopes, and that confident expectation of her own future happiness, which 
Christian faith and conscious rectitude only can inspire. '36' 
Despite her unorthodoxy, Macaulay's religious faith appears to have been deep and 
sincere, but while she looked forward to eternal life, there were specific 
attainments which she saw as the ultimate reward from a wise God; during a 
serious illness, Macaulay told Mrs. Arnold that: 
she anticipated the period when her spirit, disencumbered of its tenement, should no 
longer be impeded in its aspirations and researches, and when, in the presence of the 
Supreme Intelligence, it should find the sources of knowledge, of science, and of 
beauty, laid open to its view, while its capacities and powers should expand without 
bounds. 362 
For Macaulay, the ultimate reward from a beneficent God was the conferment of 
knowledge, enlightenment and understanding; benefits bestowed on both sexes, 
equally. 
360 Letter from Catharine Macaulay to Capel Lofft, dated 12 November 1789, BL R. P. 5020. 
36' Hays, `Catherine Macaulay Graham', pp. 298-299. 
362 Hays, `Catherine Macaulay Graham', pp. 300-301. 
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Even a cursory examination of the religious beliefs of More and Macaulay reveal 
that, despite their political differences, there was a similarity in their religious 
views, and in the extent to which religion influenced their life and work. 
Religion, Politics and Philosophy 
The connection between religion and the State is implicit rather than overt in 
More's work; in Strictures `the true British patriot and the true Christian' are 
compared, and while the latter is more elevated than the former, she notes that 
between them: 
there will be this common resemblance: the more deeply each of them inquires, the 
more will he be confirmed in his respective attachment, the one to his country, the 
other to his religion. I speak with reverence of the immeasurable distance; but the 
more the one presses on the firm arch of our constitution, and the other on that of 
Christianity, the stronger he will find them both. Each challenges scrutiny; each has 
nothing to dread but from shallow politicians, and shallow philosophers; in each 
intimate knowledge justifies prepossession; in each investigation confirms 
attachment. 363 
The structure of the sentence makes it difficult to state More's meaning with 
authority, but she seems to be saying that the strength of the constitution, and of 
Christianity, are mutually reinforcing, and that both are under threat from `shallow 
politicians' and `shallow philosophers'. While More claimed not to be interested 
in politics, much of her work, for example the Cheap Repository Tracts, can be 
seen as political propaganda, (a subject addressed in more depth in the next 
chapter), 364 but it is her views on philosophy and, in particular, the threat which she 
believed it posed to religion, which are of particular interest here. 
363 More, Strictures, I, pp. 232-233. 
364 See, also, Robert Hole, `Hannah More on Literature and Propaganda, 1788-1799', in History: 
The Journal of the Historical Association, 85: 280 (2000), 613-633. 
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Throughout her work and correspondence, More represents philosophers as 
inveterate enemies to religion, their principal purpose to destroy Christianity. As a 
Christian, More's description in her Strictures of the serpent in the Garden of Eden 
as `the first philosopher' 365 is particularly damning, since such a metaphor suggests 
not only that she believed that philosophers were `cursed [... ] above all the 
livestock and all the wild animals', 366 but that their advice was inimical to human 
happiness. However, More's strongest indictment of philosophers appears in 
Fantom, which appeared as a Cheap Repository Tract. The tracts were a series of 
moralistic tales, ballads and Sunday readings; three tracts a month were published 
over a period of three years, from 1795-8, and were, as Richard Altick has pointed 
out, `designed frankly to drive "seditious" and "anti-Christian" literature from the 
face of England. '367 From the fact that More and her Evangelical collaborators 
were willing to explicitly state their aims in the advertisement for the collected 
tracts, it is clear that they did not underestimate the allure of seditious, anti- 
Christian literature: 
to improve the habits, and raise the principles of the common people, at a time when 
their dangers and temptations, moral and political, were multiplied beyond the 
example of any former period, was the motive which impelled the Author of these 
volumes to devise and prosecute the institution of the Cheap Repository. This plan 
was established with an humble wish, not only to counteract vice and profligacy on 
the one hand, but error, discontent, and false religion, on the other. And as an 
appetite for reading had, from a variety of causes, been increasing among the inferior 
ranks in this country, it was judged expedient, at this critical period, to supply such 
wholesome aliment, as might give a new direction to their taste, and abate their relish 
for those corrupt and inflammatory publications which the consequences of the 36s French Revolution have been so fatally pouring in upon us. 
365 More, Strictures, I, pp. 43-44. 
366 Genesis, 3: 14. 
367 Richard D. Altick, The English Common Reader: A Social History of the Mass Reading Public 
1800-1900, (Chicago, London, Toronto: The University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 75. 
368 Hannah More, Tales for the Common People, reprinted in The Miscellaneous Works of Hannah 
More, I, p. 130. 
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The paragraph hints at a vague unease surrounding the increasing `appetite for 
reading [... ] among the inferior ranks', and More proposes the tracts as an antidote 
for the `corrupt and inflammatory publications' available to them as reading 
matter. Here, the ability of the poor to read is posited as a necessary evil, since it 
cannot be reversed, but More's proposal that one form of reading matter can 
simply be substituted for another, with no objection from the reader, suggests that 
she saw the poor as passive readers, influenced unwittingly by whatever material 
they could acquire - if such material was religious they would become good 
Christians, if it was anti-Christian they would become atheists. 
The religious nature and conciliatory purpose of the Tracts is evident from the 
epigraph chosen for the published collection, which appears above the 
advertisement: 
religion is for the man in humble life, and to raise his nature, and to put him in mind 
of a state in which the privileges of opulence will cease, when he will be equal by 
nature, and may be more than equal by virtue. - BURKE ON THE FRENCH 
REVOLUTION. 369 
The juxtaposition of quote and advertisement positions religion as a form of social 
control used by the upper ranks to control the poor, where religion is meant to act 
as consolation for those in the lower ranks, by promising a reward in the after-life 
for those who have meekly accepted suffering and poverty on earth. 
The 
implication that religion was a form of social control is also evident 
in Martha 
[Patty] More's Charge to the women of the Shipham savings club in 1801, which 
369 More, Tales for the Common People, 1, p. 130. See also, Gary Kelly, `Revolution, Reaction, and 
the Expropriation of Popular Culture: Hannah More's Cheap Repository', 
in Man and Nature, 6 
(1987), 147-59. 
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was published in her Mendip Annals, (the explication of a natural order means that 
the passage is worth quoting in full): 
it is with real concern I am obliged to touch upon the subject which made part of my 
address to you last year. You will guess I allude to the continuation of the scarcity. 
Yet, let me remind you that probably that very scarcity has been permitted by an all- 
wise and gracious Providence, to unite all ranks of people together, to shew the poor 
how immediately they are dependent upon the rich, and to shew both rich and poor 
that they are all dependent on Himself. It has also enabled you to see more clearly the 
advantages you derive from the government and constitution of this country - to 
observe the benefits flowing from the distinction of rank and fortune, which has 
enabled the high so liberally to assist the low; for I leave you to judge what would 
have been the state of the poor of this country in this long, distressing scarcity had it 
not been for your superiors. I wish you to understand also that you are not the only 
sufferers. You have, indeed, borne your share, and a very heavy one it has been, in 
the late difficulties; but it has fallen, in some degree, on all ranks, nor would the 
gentry have been able to afford such large supplies to the distresses of the poor, had 
they not denied themselves, for your sakes, many indulgences to which their fortune 
at other times entitles them. We trust the poor in general, especially those that are 
well instructed, have received what has been done for them as a matter of favour, not 
of right - if so, the same kindness will, I doubt not, always be extended to them, 
whenever it shall please God so to afflict the land. 37° 
The suffering of the poor is given as Divinely ordained, but while philanthropy is 
meant to be a duty the rich owed to God, the poor are nevertheless instructed to 
view the `kindness' of the rich as a `favour' not a `right'; they are warned that if 
they are not suitably grateful and deferential, future assistance will not be 
forthcoming. 
Although such philanthropy might seem coercive, it did at least provide practical 
relief; More's most trenchant criticism of philosophy was that it increased feelings 
of discontent without offering any practical assistance to the indigent, and those 
in 
need of moral guidance. Fantom is the story of the eponymous Mr. Fantom, a 
philosopher, and his Christian friend, Mr. Trueman, both tradesmen who 
have 
370 Martha More, Mendip Annals: or, A Narrative of the Charitable Labours of Hannah and 
Martha 
More in their Neighbourhood. Being the journal of Martha More, edited, with additional matter 
by 
Arthur Roberts, 3`d edition, (London: James Nisbet & Co., 1859), pp. 18-19. 
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achieved moderate success. Each man lives up to his name: Fantom wastes his 
time by chasing illusory phantoms, reading and attempting to disseminate the 
`new' philosophy, while Trueman is honest and good, a true Christian who attends 
`church twice on Sundays, and minded his shop all the week' . 
371 The idiosyncratic 
naming of characters was a well established literary convention, a form of 
shorthand which More used to great effect in a number of tracts (another example 
being Worthy and Bragwell in The Two Wealthy Farmers), and which left the 
readers in no doubt as to who they are meant to admire and who to condemn. 
Further, this identification of each character with a type, means that each man 
becomes representative, thus Trueman is all good Christians, while Fantom 
represents all philosophers. Initially, the criterion for identifying each Tract as 
belonging either to Stories for Persons in the Middle Ranks or Tales for the 
Common People was fairly simple: in More's initial division of the tracts, the 
social station of the main character is identical with that of the target audience, so 
while the tradesman Mr. Fantom belongs to the `middle ranks', the poverty of the 
eponymous characters in The Shepherd of Salisbury Plain; The History of Tom 
White the Post-Boy; and Betty Brown, the St. Giles's Orange Girl clearly positions 
them in Tales for the Common People. However, More frequently re-worked the 
tracts, developing and extending them (in particular, she wanted to extend the 
appeal of the tracts to those in a `superior station', and their children), so over the 
years, certain tracts were re-classified; by 1830 The Shepherd of Salisbury Plain 
and The Two Shoemakers had moved from Tales to Stories. 372 
371 More, Fantom, p. 3. 
372 For more information on the tracts see G. H. Spinney's `Cheap Repository Tracts: Hazard and 
Marshall Editions', in The Library, 20 (1940), 295-340, and MacDonald Shaw's introduction to 
Hannah More's Tales for the Common People, vii-xxxv. 
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The profession of the characters in Fantom, indicates that the story was aimed at 
those who occupied a similar, middling, rank in life: comfortably off, rather than 
wealthy, but with enough free-time and money to make them discontented, and `in 
danger of turning politician or philosopher', 373 precisely those men who would be 
susceptible to the anti-Christian, and seditious writings of philosophers like Paine. 
More attempts to appeal to the tradesman, by positing lawful behaviour as the most 
certain method of increasing their fortunes, a somewhat dubious objective for a 
Christian: 
in such turbulent times it was a comfort to each to feel he was a tradesman, and not a 
statesman; that he was not called to responsibility for a trust for which he found he 
had no talents, while he was at full liberty to employ the talents he really possessed, 
in fairly amassing a fortune, of which the laws would be the best guardian, and 
374 government the best security. 
This willingness to sacrifice principles in order to make a point, has been noted by 
other critics; according to Pearson, More's: 
didactic zeal often shows a certain lack of discrimination. She is so eager to drive 
home her moral, that she is not too particular in the selection of her arguments. Every 
conceivable plea is pressed into service, with the result that the case is often 
overstated, while the arguments at times display a curious incongruity. 
375 
More seemingly believed that her promotion of monetary acquisition was 
justified 
by her purpose, which ultimately was to maintain social stability. Also, while she 
doesn't mention it specifically, the example of Trueman's use of 
his money for 
charitable purposes, suggests that More did not see money as inherently evil, since 
it could be used to do good. 
373 More, Fantom, p. 4. 
374 More, Fantom, p. 3. 
375 Pearson, `The Lighter Side of Hannah More', p. 359. 
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In Fantom, More describes the pestilential effects of the `new' philosophy on the 
individual, and society. Her condemnation of Paine is unequivocal, he is identified 
as the epitome of `new' philosophy, and described in the text as: 
a man who had written only for the vulgar, who had invented nothing - no, not even 
one idea of original wickedness; but who had stooped to rake up out of the kennel of 
infidelity all the loathsome dregs and offal dirt which politer unbelievers had thrown 
away as too gross and offensive for their better-bred reader. 37' 
Here, Paine is condemned not for being an unbeliever, but for being impolite and 
derivative, and these faults make the transgressor a contemptible rather than a 
dangerous figure, a man unworthy of admiration or respect. This strategy appears 
to have been deliberate, since Roberts notes that in writing the tracts, More 
`thought it right to encounter them with their own weapons'; the insults directed at 
Paine thus mirrored those he had directed at the clergy, since she had `observed 
that to bring dignities into contempt, and to render the clerical character odious, 
was a favourite object with the enemy'. 377 Presumably, More believed that this 
strategy would enable her to undermine Paine's appeal, and consequently, his 
influence over the middle ranks. 378 However, while More only specifically names 
Paine, there are clues to suggest that she was also criticising the philosophy of 
William Godwin. For example, she notes: 
Mr. Fantom had been the husband of a very worthy woman many years before the 
new philosophy had discovered that marriage was a shameful infringement on human 
liberty, and an abridgment of the rights of man. 379 
Compare this to Godwin's claim in his Enquiry Concerning Political Justice that: 
376 More, Fantom, p. 2. 
377 Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 423. 
378 See also, Mona Scheuermann, In Praise of Poverty: Hannah More counters Thomas 
Paine and 
the Radical Threat, (Kentucky: The University Press of Kentucky, 2002). 
379 More, Fantom, p. 3. 
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marriage, as now understood, is a monopoly, and the worst of monopolies. So long 
as two human beings are forbidden, by positive institution, to follow the dictates of 
their own mind, prejudice will be alive and vigorous. 380 
Again, the incident of the burning house, where Fantom replies to Trueman that he 
could not help to rescue the inhabitants because "`I was engaged, Sir, in a far 
nobler project than putting out a fire in a little thatched cottage. Sir, I was 
contriving to put out a fire too; a conflagration of a far more dreadful kind -a fire, 
Sir, in the extinction of which universal man is concerned: I was contriving a 
scheme to extinguish the fires of the inquisition"', 381 evokes Godwin's theory of 
morality in his Enquiry. Godwin argued that a judgment as to whether any action 
was right or wrong should not only be objective and impartial, but based upon 
utility; the example he gave is of Fenelon (archbishop of Cambray and author of 
Telemachus), and his valet trapped in a burning building. Godwin argues that even 
if the valet were related to him, it would still be wrong to save the valet before 
Fenelon, since: 
suppose the valet had been my brother, my father or my benefactor. This would not 
alter the truth of the proposition. The life of Fenelon would still be more valuable 
than that of the valet; and justice, pure, unadulterated justice, would still have 
preferred that which was most valuable. 382 
It is difficult to assess quite how familiar More was with the work of either 
Godwin or Paine, but the Tracts suggest she had at least a broad overview of their 
theories and arguments. 
380 William Godwin, Enquiry Concerning Political Justice, and its Influence on Modern Morals 
and Happiness (1793), edited and introduced by Isaac Kramnick, (London, New York, Victoria, 
Toronto, Auckland: Penguin Classics, 1985), p. 762. 
381 More, Fantom, p. 11. 
382 Godwin, Enquiry, p. 170. 
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The structure of Fantom is simple, it is a story of opposites: the good tradesman 
and the bad tradesman; the Christian and the atheist; the benevolent man and the 
selfish man; the Christian and the philosopher, with Trueman representing the first 
in each pairing, and Fantom, the second. While Trueman attends to his business, 
refusing to interfere or even comment on politics, an area which, he argues, his 
education and occupation prohibits him from understanding, Fantom neglects his 
business, turning to philosophy as a means of gaining distinction, indeed, More 
states that being `at the head of a society of his own proselytes - [is] the supreme 
object of a philosopher's ambition. '383 The course of the tale follows a predictable 
(but no less effective) path: Fantom continually spouts philosophical ideas, while 
Trueman not only points out the impracticability of such theories, but demonstrates 
by his own disinterested, and truly Christian behaviour, the advantages to both 
society and individuals of adopting religion, rather than philosophy, as a guiding 
principle. Throughout the story, Fantom, supposedly intent on helping all 
mankind, helps no-one, while Trueman, being `too busy for projects, too contented 
for theories, and, [having] too much honesty and humility for a philosopher', 384 
limits himself to helping those around him, thereby doing real good. So when 
Trueman asks Fantom for assistance in constructing a partition in the local 
workhouse, Fantom replies that his `mind is so engrossed with the partition of 
Poland, that I cannot bring it down to an object of such insignificance. '385 When 
Trueman asks Fantom to contribute some money to the release of a fellow 
tradesman, imprisoned for debt, Fantom replies that "'the object of a true 
philosopher is to diffuse light and knowledge. 999386 
383 More, Fantom, p. 3. 
384 More, Fantom, p. 6. 
ass More, Fantom, p. 8. 
386 More, Fantom, p. 7. 
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Philosophy is posited as empty theory, incapable of providing material assistance 
to those who need it, while religion is benevolent, charitable, and most 
importantly, practical. The philosopher is represented as objective and cold; his 
rigid adherence to theory prevents him from experiencing the human, and 
Christian, feelings of sympathy for his fellow-man. Conversely, the Christian 
regards his fellow-men as extensions of his family; his compassion is moved by 
their plight and while he offers the support of religious consolation, it extends to 
providing practical assistance. However, the true lesson of the story concerns the 
fate of Fantom's servant, William Wilson: following the irreligious example set by 
his master, he becomes first a bad servant, then a thief, and finally a murderer, 
ending up on the gallows. William's fate is not due to his own pursuit of 
philosophy, but to the example set by his master, and this suggests two things: 
firstly, that More considered philosophy to be a pursuit beyond the intellect of the 
lower ranks (however, it should be noted that it is not only William, but the 
middling sort, Fantom himself, who draw erroneous conclusions from his 
philosophical endeavours); and secondly, that she saw it as an important duty of all 
Christians to set a good example to those of the lower ranks. The paramount 
importance, to social stability, of the rich setting a good example to the poor, of 
adopting religion and rejecting philosophy, is underlined by William's assertion in 
his `Confession', that `a rich man indeed, who throws off religion, may escape the 
gallows, because want does not drive him to commit those crimes which lead to it; 
but what shall restrain a needy man, who has been taught that there is no dreadful 
reckoning? '387 The message is unmistakeable: philosophers are selfish, and self- 
serving; not only are they willing to corrupt their servants, and deny them the 
387 More, Fantom, p. 17. 
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spiritual and material benefits of religious consolation, but they endanger society, 
since through their example, they encourage their dependents (whether they be 
women, children or servants) to reject the religious moral code which maintains 
social stability. It is significant that while William repents, Fantom, the 
philosopher, does not, it is as if, as the source of the `pestilent doctrines', 388 he can 
never be redeemed, while the unfortunate servant - who has not really understood 
the principles of his master's philosophy - retains the potential to be saved because 
he is the victim and not the perpetrator. Philosophers, as represented by Fantom, 
are unremittingly portrayed in a negative light, the description of his actions is 
derogatory: Fantom sneaks, he steals off, he is zealous. 
A sequel to Fantom, entitled The Death of Mr. Fantom, the Great Reformist, Who 
Departed this Life, March the 20th, 1817 (hereafter abbreviated to Death of 
Fantom), was published in 1819, in a collection of new tracts. 
389 The title of this 
collection, Cheap Repository Tracts, Suited to the Present Times, reveals that the 
tracts originated as a response to a specific situation: in this case the social unrest 
caused by rising prices and increasing famine. In this tract, Fantom, after suffering 
a paralytic stroke, begs his old friend Trueman to visit him; despite having been 
estranged from the atheistic philosopher, Trueman, in the forgiving spirit of a 
Christian, goes to provide what comfort he can. The message in Fantom - that 
philosophy serves to undermine religion and government, and that Christianity 
is 
the only way to achieve happiness in this life and the next - is reiterated 
in Death 
of Fantom, where Fantom's conscience is awakened by his approaching 
death, and 
388 More, Fantom,, p. 13. 
389 Hannah More, The Death of Mr. Fantom, the Great Reformist, who departed this life, 
March the 
20th, 1817, in Cheap Repository Tracts, Suited to the Present Times, (London: F. C. & J. Rivington, 
1819), 69-100. 
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he reviews, with horror, his life as an atheist and seditious philosopher. When 
Trueman urges Fantom to compose himself, More uses the opportunity to spell out 
what she sees as the real aim of philosophers; responding to Trueman, Fantom 
asks: 
`have I any right to expect composure? What right have I to expect peace, I who 
would have overturned the peace of society? I who would have rooted up the very 
foundations of religion and government? No tyranny was our motto. And what does 
that imply? No King on earth, no God in Heaven. '390 
Since Fantom is unsure whether his repentance is genuine or the result of his 
approaching demise, Trueman is unable to reassure his friend about the possibility 
of salvation. This refusal, by More, to allow Trueman to reassure his friend is 
clearly deliberate, since while deathbed repentances have some salutary effects, by 
pathetically representing the agony of the horror awaiting former sinners, she 
wishes to encourage earlier repentance, since those apostates have the chance of 
effecting more good, not only by their example, but by doing practical good. The 
tract ends with Fantom, just before his death, supervising the burning of not only 
his collection of seditious works (including those by Paine), but of his own 
writings, thereby demonstrating to those gathered, and to the reader, not only his 
repentance but the fate, in hell, awaiting those who propagate and uphold such 
impious and wicked beliefs. 
While a reading of Fantom and its sequel suggests that More believed that 
philosophers had no redeeming characteristics, elsewhere in her work and 
correspondence she often uses the words metaphysics and philosophy 
interchangeably, and occasionally distinguishes between the two, as in her 
390 More, Death of Fantom, p. 72. 
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Thoughts on the Importance of the Manners of the Great to General Society 
(1788). While she is faintly disparaging about philosophers here (whom she bands 
with those other despised groups of men: `wits' and `men of the world'), she 
identifies as metaphysicians, a number of men whom elsewhere she has praised - 
Locke, Isaac Newton (1642-1727), John Milton (1608-1674), Samuel Butler 
(1612-1680), Addison, Francis Bacon (1561-1625), and Robert Boyle (1627- 
1691), 391 At some level then, More sees a difference between metaphysics and 
philosophy, considering one pursuit to be admirable, and the other contemptuous. 
However, because she does use such terms as philosophy and metaphysics 
interchangeably, it is difficult to determine quite who More perceived to be 
philosophers or metaphysicians, and which, if either, she considered as acceptable. 
In a letter written to her sister in 1782, More describes her meeting with a woman, 
whom she specifically identifies as a metaphysician: 
Mrs. Carter and I met at a little breakfast party, with a French lady who writes 
metaphysical books. We got into great disgrace, for saying that a little common 
sense, and a little Scripture, would lead one much further and safer, than volumes of 
metaphysics. 392 
Although More professed to admire the metaphysicians Locke, Newton et al, such 
admiration did not extend to all metaphysicians, since she refused to read the 
works of the Frenchwoman. Although More disapproved of the `French lady', she 
still identified her as a metaphysician rather than a philosopher, which suggests 
that for More, the terms `metaphysician' and `philosopher' were interchangeable. 
The ostensible reason for More's lack of enthusiasm is her positioning of the 
French woman's metaphysics as a system of moral beliefs which is opposed to, or 
391 Hannah More, Thoughts on the Importance of the Manners of the Great to General Society 
(1788), reprinted in The Miscellaneous Works of Hannah More, I, 272-296, pp. 295-296. 
392 Letter from More to her sister, dated 1782, Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 250. 
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at least incompatible with, Christianity. However, since More refused to read the 
work, it could be argued that her disapproval was not due solely to disagreement 
with the metaphysical theory propounded, but, given the fact that all the 
metaphysicians she did single out for approval were both British and male, could 
have been due to the nationality and gender of the metaphysician in question. In 
support of the argument that More disapproved of female metaphysicians in 
particular, she notes in the Strictures that `a little Christian humility and sober- 
mindedness are worth all the wild metaphysical discussion, which has unsettled the 
peace of vain women, and forfeited the respect of reasonable men. '393 
More similarly identifies Wollstonecraft as a metaphysician, and makes it clear 
that she rejects, and disapproves of, Wollstonecraft's views. In a letter to Walpole, 
More expresses her distaste for Wollstonecraft's call for greater parity between the 
sexes, deeming it both ill-founded and socially disruptive: 
I have been much pestered to read the `Rights of Women, ' [sic] but am invincibly 
resolved not to do it. Of all jargon, I hate metaphysical jargon: besides there is 
something fantastic and absurd in the very title. How many ways there are of being 
ridiculous! I am sure I have as much liberty as I can make a good use of, now I am 
an old maid; and when I was a young one, I had, I dare say, more than was good for 
me. If I were still young, perhaps I should not make this confession; but so many 
women are fond of government, I suppose, because they are not fit for it. To be 
unstable and capricious, I really think, is but too characteristic of our sex; and there is 
perhaps no animal so much indebted to subordination for its good behaviour, as 
woman. I have soberly and uniformly maintained this doctrine, ever since I have 
been capable of observation, and I used horridly to provoke some of my female 
friends, maitresses femmes, by it, especially such heroic spirits as poor Mrs. 
Walsingham. I believe they used to suspect me of art in it, as if I wanted to court the 
approbation of the other sex, who, it must be confessed, politically encourage this 
submissive temper in us; but I really maintained the opinion in sincerity and 394 
simplicity, both from what I felt at home and have seen abroad. 
393 More, Strictures, II, p. 24. 
394 Letter from More to Walpole, dated 1793, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 372. 
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Although More here directs her criticism at Wolistonecraft's `ridiculous' demands 
for female `liberty', it would be wrong to assume that her aversion to the Rights of 
Woman was an uncomplicated reactionary response to any demand for female 
`rights'. Of course, as More herself asserts, she does believe in the subordination 
of women (although she does not specify what `subordination' entails), and, given 
her disapproval of the French female metaphysician, it is possible that she did 
object to a woman appropriating the genres of philosophy and politics, which were 
widely held to be the province of men. However, More's claim that she hates 
`metaphysical jargon', seems to be more than just an aversion to a subject which 
her gender supposedly prevents her from either undertaking or understanding. A 
letter written by Walpole to More, hints at another reason why she may have 
refused to read the Rights of Woman, or indeed any philosophical work: 
I would not look at it, though assured it contains neither metaphysics nor politics: but 
as she entered the lists in the latter, and borrowed her title from the demon [Paine]'s 
book, which aimed at spreading the wrongs of men, she is excommunicated from the 
pale of my library. 395 
As a reason for refusing to read the Rights of Woman, Walpole seems to be 
claiming an aversion to both metaphysics and politics, but given his known interest 
in politics, such a claim is somewhat questionable. Rather, Walpole's awareness 
of the author's sex, and his repeated references to it, suggests that Wollstonecraft's 
gender did play a part in his condemnation of both the book and its author. 
Further, by linking Wollstonecraft's work with that of Paine, Walpole suggests that 
it too, is seditious, and a threat to public order, and it is this perceived threat, 
I want 
to argue, which contributed to More's resolution not to read the 
book. More's 
brief reference to metaphysics, in her letter to Walpole, is particularly 
interesting in 
395 Letter from Walpole to More, dated 21 August, 1792, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 352. 
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this context. Arguably, More did not dislike philosophy/metaphysics merely 
because it provided an alternative system of beliefs, (although she disliked 
Catholicism and Methodism, she seems to have been fairly tolerant of other 
religious beliefs), but rather her dislike was part of a larger anxiety, which saw 
philosophy as an active threat not only to established religion, but to social order, 
and the strength of the nation. In common with Porteus, More believed that a 
strong Established Church was necessary for social stability, since Church and 
State were so closely intertwined, and further, that philosophy served as a threat to 
religion by questioning the validity of Revelation, on which the doctrine of 
Christianity was founded. Therefore, More believed that philosophy was inimical 
to society, since it undermined the social stability on which the strength, and 
prosperity, of the country depended. Given such views, More must have 
considered Wollstonecraft's work as a threat: firstly, to religion, since those rights 
which she demanded, contravened Divine Providence by encouraging women to 
leave `the plain path which Providence has obviously marked out to the sex'; 
396 
secondly, to social stability, since such rights would not be gained without social 
upheaval; and finally, to the state, since religion was the bedrock of the nation's 
strength, and stability. 
Although More did not publicly subscribe to a specific philosophical theory of 
human nature, her views on the nature of women, expressed in Strictures, as to the 
moral superiority of women, anticipate the theories held by nineteenth-century 
philosophers such as France's Julie Favre (1834-1896), Clarisse Coignet 
(1823-? ), 
and the American, Antoinette Brown Blackwell (1825-1921). 
More readily 
396 More, Strictures, 11, p. 23. 
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acknowledges the physical superiority of men, but while she argues that man also 
has `a firmer texture of mind', 397 she does concede: 
that, as it is allowed the education of women is so defective, the alleged inferiority 
of their minds may be accounted for on that ground more justly than by ascribing 
it to their natural make. And, indeed there is so much truth in the remark, that till 
women shall be more reasonably educated, and till that native growth of their 
mind shall cease to be stinted and cramped, we have no juster ground for 
pronouncing that their understanding has already reached its highest attainable 
point. 39s 
More argues that men and women are inherently different, but complementary, that 
each sex is designed to supply that which is lacking in the other, and asks: 
have men no need to have their rough angles filed off, and their harshness and 
asperities smoothed and polished by assimilating with beings of more softness and 
refinement? Are the ideas of women naturally so very judicious, are their 
principles so invincibly firm, are their views so perfectly correct, are their 
judgments so completely exact, that there is occasion for no additional weight, no 
superadded strength, no increased clearness, none of that enlargement of mind, 
none of that additional invigoration which may be derived from the aids of the 
stronger sex? What identity could advantageously supersede an enlivening 
opposition and an interesting variety of character? 399 
The view that the two sexes were complementary, that when united, man and 
woman somehow provided what the other lacked, is one also promulgated by 
Wilberforce. He argues that woman `seems, by the very constitution of its nature, 
to be more favourably disposed than ours to the feelings and offices of Religion', 
and that: 
doubtless, this more favourable disposition to Religion in the female sex was 
graciously designed also to make women doubly valuable in the wedded state; and it 
seems to afford to the married man the means of rendering an active share in the 
business of life more compatible than it would otherwise be with the liveliest 
devotional feelings; that when the husband should return to his family, worn and 
harassed by worldly cares or professional labours, the wife, habitually preserving a 
397 More, Strictures, II, p. 25. 
398 More, Strictures, II, pp. 29-30. 
399 More, Strictures, II, pp. 22-23. 
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warmer and more unimpaired spirit of devotion than is perhaps consistent with being 
immersed in the bustle of life, might revive his languid piety. 400 
However, while More concurs with Wilberforce's basic premise - that man and 
woman are different but complementary - she takes the argument one step further 
and positions woman in one crucial respect as man's superior. More is willing to 
acknowledge man's physical, and even intellectual, superiority, but makes it clear 
that woman (or more specifically, Christian woman) is his spiritual superior: 
but whatever characteristical distinctions may exist: whatever inferiority may be 
attached to woman from the slighter frame of her body, or the more circumscribed 
powers of her mind, from a less systematic education, and from the subordinate 
station she is called to fill in life; there is one great and leading circumstance 
which raises her importance, and even establishes her equality. Christianity has 
exalted women to true and undisputed dignity; in Christ Jesus, as there is neither 
"rich nor poor, " "bond nor free, " so there is neither "male nor female. " In the 
view of that immortality, which is brought to light by the gospel, she has no 
superior. 4401 
Since for More, the spiritual is far more important than the temporal, it is clear that 
she views women as being more fortunate than men; her reference to there being 
`neither "male nor female"' in Heaven, is particularly interesting, since if, as she 
asserts, `Christianity has exalted women to true and undisputed dignity', and there 
is no gender in the hereafter, it suggests that Divine Providence must have had a 
reason for establishing distinct genders on earth. More seems to suggest that the 
greater temporal suffering of women is actually a sign of God's favour, since 
by 
accepting, and overcoming what amounts to a test, women will be guaranteed 
eternal salvation; it is as if being a woman in a man's world, with the suffering and 
humility that the awareness of her inferior position engenders, was a necessary 
prerequisite for admission to God's presence. Phyllis Mack has argued that 
`from 
400 Wilberforce, A Practical View of Christianity, pp. 434-435. 
401 More, Strictures, II, pp. 31-32. 
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the earliest Christian martyrs [... ] women had excelled at forms of somatic 
spirituality; the attainment of insight and authority through identification with 
Christ's humanity and physical suffering'. 402 Indeed, More may have been 
attracted to Evangelicalism because of its emphasis on the life and suffering of 
Christ; she certainly perceived an affinity between the suffering of women and that 
of Christ and saw it as a mark of God's favour. There is ample evidence of this in 
the Strictures where More states: 
it is of the last importance to their happiness in life that [women] should early acquire 
a submissive temper and a forbearing spirit. They must even endure to be thought 
wrong sometimes, when they cannot but feel they are right. And while they should 
be anxiously aspiring to do well, they must not expect always to obtain the praise of 
having done so. But while a gentle demeanor is inculcated, let them not be instructed 
to practise gentleness merely on the low ground of it being decorous, and feminine, 
and pleasing, and calculated to attract human favour: but let them be carefully taught 
to cultivate it on the high principle of obedience to Christ; on the practical ground of 
labouring after conformity to HIM, who, when he proposed himself as a perfect 
pattern of imitation, did not say, Learn of me, for I am great, or wise, or mighty, but 
"Learn of me, for I am meek and lowly: " and graciously promised that the reward 
should accompany the practice, by encouragingly adding, "and ye shall find rest to 
your souls. "403 
Additionally, More stresses the parallel between the suffering of women and that 
of Christ: 
silence under cruel mockings, patience under reproach, gentleness of demeanor under 
unparalleled injuries; these are perfections of which unassisted nature not only has no 
conception in a Divine Being, but at which it would revolt, had not the reality been 
exemplified by our perfect pattern. Healing the sick, feeding the multitude, restoring 
the blind, raising the dead, are deeds of which we could form some adequate idea, as 
necessarily flowing from Almighty goodness: but to wash his disciples' feet, - to 
preach the Gospel to the poor, - to renounce not only ease, for that 
heroes have done 
on human motives, - but to renounce praise, to forgive his persecutors, to 
love his 
enemies, to pray for his murderers with his last breath; - these are things which, while 
they compel us to cry out with the Centurion, "Truly this was the Son of God, " 
should remind us also, that they are not only adorable but imitable parts of his 
character. [... ] in contemplating, we must imitate; and in our measure and degree go 
and do likewise. Elevate your thoughts for one moment to this standard, and then go, 
402 Phyllis Mack, `Religious Dissenters in Enlightenment England', in History Workshop Journal, 
49, (Spring 2000), 1-23, p. 8. 
403 More, Strictures, 1, pp. 153-154. 
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if you can, and teach your children to be mild, and soft, and gentle on worldly 
grounds, on human motives, and as an external attraction. 404 
According to More, the greater temporal suffering of women was not merely 
symptomatic of their physical weakness, but rather it provided a greater 
opportunity for them to demonstrate truly Christian qualities such as meekness and 
docile acceptance. These qualities, for More, were not feminine (since men were 
also advised to cultivate them) but Christian. Nevertheless, they were more 
evident in women because more developed, since their physical (and possibly 
educational) inferiority and the state of society meant that women, as a sex, were 
treated as subordinates. 
During the Blagdon Controversy More made parallels between her own suffering 
and that of Christ; in a diary entry made in 1803, she notes: 
heard to-day that my enemies had been undermining my character among those of the 
highest rank. I am anew accused of disaffection to those whom my humble talents 
have heartily supported, and whom it is one great business of my life to support. [... ] 
O how thankful am I that I can now hear such charges with patience! May I more 
and more learn of Him who was meek and lowly; may I with humble reverence, 
reflect that even that divine and perfect Being was accused of sedition, and of stirring 
up the people 405 
Whatever society's view of More's activities, she was able to justify her actions by 
reference to Christ as her model for action. Certainly she believed that the 
Christian religion elevated the female sex, and urges women: 
to reflect that our religion has not only made them heirs to a blessed 
immortality 
hereafter, but has greatly raised them in the scale of being here, by lifting them to an 
importance in society unknown to the most polished ages of antiquity. 
The religion 
of Christ has even bestowed a degree of renown on the sex beyond what any other 
religion ever did. 406 
404 More, Strictures, I, pp. 155-157. 
405 Hannah More, diary entry for July 29,1803, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, p. 203. 
406 More, Strictures, II, pp. 40-41. 
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Consequently, More believed that those who argued for women's rights did not 
`understand her true happiness, who seek to annihilate distinctions from which she 
derives advantages, and to attempt innovations which would depreciate her real 
value. '407 
Presumably More was willing to allow men the worldly advantages gained by their 
physical and intellectual superiority, since she saw such advantages as fleeting; 
moreover, it was man's very superiority which somehow retarded his spiritual 
development. As Mary Ellen Waithe points out, Favre, Coignet and Blackwell 
similarly believed: 
that women were different from men in a way which made women morally 
superior to men. They rejected a rationalism that denied the epistemological and 
moral role of the passions, senses, and emotions. They glorified motherhood as 
both a natural and morally virtuous state for women. Female perceptiveness, 
insight, intuition, and inductive reasoning were as essential in the ethical and 
political domain as deductive reasoning was in the scientific domain. Moral 
caring, nurturance, and concern were the first virtues of social institutions, and 
family was the first social institution. It was argued that men were deficient in 
these virtues and that women could and should teach them to children of both 
sexes. Antoinette Brown Blackwell argued that feminine perception, insight, and 
unselfishness evolved from women's biological role as mothers. Catharine Ward 
Beecher was among those who promoted the view of female moral superiority and 
the incumbent duties of women to fight social injustice. 408 
Nevertheless, many have accused More of undervaluing her own sex; even her 
own friends were often angered by her concessions of male superiority, especially 
since More's acceptance of patriarchy was rather nominal, given that she was not 
subject to the control of either a husband or father. According to the standards of 
the day, More lived relatively autonomously: she was unmarried, did not live under 
her father's roof, and, perhaps most importantly, was financially independent. The 
407 More, Strictures, 11, p. 22. 
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female ideology propounded by More in the letter to Walpole was that of 
contemporary conduct books, the majority of which advocated total submission to 
male authority; one conduct book writer even went so far as to advise her female 
readers that `should the painful task of dealing with a morose tyrannical temper be 
assigned you, there is little more to be recommended than a patient submission to 
an evil which admits not of a remedy'. 409 The assertion that female subordination 
is right, implicitly sanctions all female suffering at the hands of men (irrespective 
of whether `right' is perceived as naturally ordained, or alternatively, as a social 
construction, accepted as being most beneficial in maintaining social stability); a 
view which has made More unpopular with many modern feminists. While More 
certainly conformed in some ways to the conduct-book ideal (her piety and virtue 
were never questioned, at least not seriously410), her career as a playwright, poet, 
author, and social critic flouted such ideology, since her public success, which was 
both critical and financial, was at variance with the view that women were both 
inferior to, and dependent upon, men. More's financial independence was initially 
gained by the settlement of an annuity after a broken engagement, 41 1 but it was her 
writing which gave her real independence; as More herself admitted toward the 
408 Mary Ellen Waithe, `Introduction', to A History of Women Philosophers: Volume III, Modern 
Women Philosophers, 1600-1900, edited by Mary Ellen Waithe, 4 vols., (Dordrecht, Boston, 
London: Kluwer Academic Publishers, 1991), III, pp. xxiii-xxiv. 
409 Lady Sarah Pennington, An Unfortunate Mother's Advice to her absent daughters, in a Letter to 
Miss Pennington, (1761), reprinted in The Young Lady's Pocket Library, or Parental Monitor, 
(1790), new introduction by Vivien Jones, (Bristol: Thoemmes Press, 1995), p. 106. 
410 The Blagdon controversy saw numerous attempts to discredit More. For example, Edward 
Spencer, an apothecary from Bath, described More as a whore, who attracted `within the vortex of 
her petticoat, numerous bodies of the regular Clergy of the land. ' (Edward Spencer, Truths 
Respecting Mrs. Hannah More's Meeting Houses, and the Conduct of her Followers; Addressed to 
the Curate of Blagdon, (Bath: W. Meyler, 1802), p. 48). 
411 Aged twenty-two, More became engaged to Edward Turner, a gentleman over twenty years her 
senior. Turner postponed the wedding a number of times, but it was More who finally terminated 
the engagement. For details of the relationship between Turner and More, and the negotiations over 
the annuity, see Roberts, Memoirs, I, pp. 31-35. Allegedly, More received other marriage proposals: 
from Dr. John Langhorne (see Jones, Hannah More, pp. 18-19,33); and from Lord Monboddo, (see 
J. S. Harford, Recollections of William Wilberforce, Esq., (London: Longman, Green, Longman, 
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end of her life, `I am almost ashamed to tell you that I have made over £30,000 by 
my books. '412 As Linda Colley points out, as a `self-made and a life-long spinster, 
More had become the first British woman ever to make a fortune with her pen, and 
this fact alone should warn us against seeing her simply as a conservative 
figure. ' 413 
What the majority of commentators of More's work have failed to take into 
account is the strength, and conviction, of More's religious beliefs; even as she 
strove to become a paradigm of idealised femininity, her interpretation of that ideal 
was tempered by belief in a God who had given her intelligence, and the practical 
ability and financial means to assist others. What is being argued is that More's 
religious beliefs did not make her more reactionary, they made her less so, since 
they empowered her, enabling her to defy many of those restrictions placed on 
women by convention: for example it was her belief that she was doing God's 
work which encouraged her to publish `vulgar' works like the Cheap Repository 
Tracts, and it was this belief which made her continue with her Sunday Schools 
despite the criticism she received during the Blagdon controversy. 
Nevertheless, More was against any demand for women's `rights', since she saw 
female suffering as not only ordained by God, but as a means of achieving eternal 
salvation: 
among the innovations of this innovating period, the imposing term of rights 
has 
been produced to sanctify the claim of our female pretenders, with a view not only 
Roberts, and Green, 1864), p. 274; and Ian McIntyre, Garrick, (London, New York, 
Toronto, 
Victoria, Auckland: Allen Lane The Penguin Press, 1999), p. 619). 
412 Quoted from Jones, Hannah More, p. 186, who in turn quotes from Dr. Valpy's `Reminiscences 
of Mrs Hannah More', in The Christian Observer, March, (1835). 
413 Linda Colley, Britons: Forging the Nation 1707-1837 (1992), (London: Vintage, 1996), p. 288. 
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to rekindle in the minds of women a presumptuous vanity dishonourable to their 
sex, but produced with a view to excite in their hearts an impious discontent with 
the post which God has assigned them in this world. 414 
But, while on the one hand More's advice to women was conservative - accept the 
superiority of men - on the other it was more radical, urging women to cultivate 
their understanding, to develop and use their God-given abilities, and under certain 
conditions, to move beyond the purely domestic sphere prescribed for women. It 
is important to stress the role played by religion, specifically Evangelicalism, in 
legitimising More's conduct, since even when it deviated from the feminine ideal - 
which she herself promulgated - she is motivated by the most worthy of intentions: 
a desire to serve God. Roberts, in his hagiographical account of More, never 
overtly addresses the underlying radical trend of her life and work, but he seems to 
be aware of it, and, obliquely, even attempts to explain it in terms of `right 
principle[s]', and `pious intention': 
those females who are desirous of consulting Mrs. More's moral works for the 
direction of their conduct, and they cannot consult a safer guide, or a better practical 
expounder of scriptural rules and injunctions, must bear to be told of domestic duties, 
and of the inexpediency and danger of deserting home, and its various appropriate 
and important offices, for the sake of playing a more conspicuous part in the field of 
diffusive benevolence. They will be reminded that the community at large is but an 
aggregation of homes, of hearths, of families, and of neighbourhoods. But Mrs. More 
is always tender, always cautious in her remarks upon her own sex; and wherever a 
right principle, or pious intention is at the bottom of any practice, she treats it with the 
respect which is due to the motive. 415 [My italics]. 
There is a certain tension in this paragraph, as if Roberts is aware that More could 
be accused of `deserting home, and its various appropriate and important offices'. 
By stressing her role as moral and religious educator, and her forbearance toward 
those women who do not follow her edicts, he seems to be asking for the same 
consideration and respect when assessing More's life and work. Here, Roberts has 
414 More, Strictures, II, p. 21. 
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More position community as a conglomeration of families; a woman's contribution 
to the well-being of the community then, was her fulfilment of domestic duties 
within the home. While More certainly advocated the family as a woman's 
particular responsibility, her example suggests that this definition of community 
could also be used to support an alternative position: if the community were 
positioned as an extension of the family, then its welfare became the responsibility 
of all women. 
With reference to More's involvement with Evangelicalism, Kowaleski-Wallace 
has argued: 
Hannah More's relationship to the Evangelical movement was paradoxical: if, as an 
Evangelical woman, she was often empowered by the movement and inspired to 
identify with other women, such empowerment depended simultaneously on her 
positioning herself as the social "superior" to her lower-class sisters. And so a 
feminist analysis of More's involvement with Evangelicalism must look at both the 
benefits and the cost of that movement for women. In addition, if, under the guise of 
Evangelicalism women like More were allowed to assume an important social and 
political position as "maternal agents, " their empowerment was ultimately limited by 
a discourse insisting upon persistent cultural stereotypes for female behaviour. With 
its double dimensions of empowerment and containment, agency and dispossession, 
the story of Hannah More's involvement with Evangelicalism reveals the 
interdependency of gender and class in British women's history. 
416 
However, while accepting the basic premise of Kowaleski-Wallace's argument - 
that any power or agency gained by women, through their involvement with 
Evangelicalism, was circumscribed - it could be argued that 
her `feminist analysis 
of More's involvement with Evangelicalism' is too focused, and ignores the actual 
context in which More's work took place. While More may have positioned 
herself `as the social "superior" to her lower-class sisters', it is 
important to 
remember that her superiority also extended to working-class men, and says more 
als Roberts, Memoirs, IV, pp. 439-440. 
416 Kowaleski-Wallace, Their Father's Daughters, p. 57. 
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about her acceptance of class, as opposed to gender, distinctions. 417 Furthermore, 
while Evangelicalism may only have empowered women of the middling ranks, 
such class discrimination was the rule, rather than the exception. Even non- 
Evangelical women, like Macaulay, held that it was only women of a certain class 
who were fit to be granted greater education, and therefore, empowerment. 
Likewise, Wollstonecraft, acknowledged to be at the forefront of eighteenth- 
century calls for greater female agency, directed her words specifically `to those in 
the middle class, because they appear to be in the most natural state'. 418 It seems 
unreasonable to castigate More for lack of solidarity with her `lower-class' sisters', 
when attitudes like those held by More about class distinctions, and characteristics, 
were widespread, and very rarely questioned. 
The practical piety of Evangelicalism, particularly that of the `Clapham Sect', 
provided rare opportunities for women to move beyond the private sphere of 
purely domestic concerns. Given the argument being made in this chapter, that 
religion played an important role in the lives and writing of late eighteenth-century 
women, it is significant that during the eighteenth, and early nineteenth century, 
religion so often provided the opportunity for women to exercise female agency. 
For example, Methodists actively encouraged women preachers; initially, perhaps, 
because they lacked sufficient male preachers, but the possibility should not be 
discounted that those in charge, quickly realised that the prominence achieved by 
female Methodists, attracted many more women. From her correspondence it is 
clear that More disapproved of the largely working-class Methodists, and there is 
417 For example, though More, as patron of Ann `Lactilla' Yearsley, the milk-seller poet, refused to 
surrender control of Yearsley's income to her, (on the grounds that she was incapable of managing 
it), neither did she hand control over to the person legally entitled to Yearsley's property, her 
husband. 
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no evidence that she wished to play an active role in the ministry of her Church. 
However, More's acceptance of the Evangelical faith allowed her to participate in 
many of the public concerns which preoccupied her male Evangelical friends: she 
wrote for the abolition of slavery, and the reformation of manners, and more 
practically, she became involved with the founding, teaching, and administration of 
schools for the rural poor -a concern with which she was to become synonymous. 
The fact that religion did provide opportunities for women to move beyond the 
domestic sphere, raises interesting questions about why women became 
Evangelicals: were they attracted by the basic tenets of Evangelicalism, its stress 
on individuality and practical piety, or was it because Evangelicalism provided 
them with opportunities for greater licence, opportunities moreover which were 
sanctioned by the highest authority, that of God? Clearly, as More's own case 
demonstrates, such questions are too simplistic; even before More's connection 
with Evangelicalism, there is evidence that she was unwilling to accept the limits 
imposed by socially accepted standards of femininity: she refused offers of 
marriage, and was a published author, whose work moreover, had been performed 
on the stage. Conversely, the sincerity, and depth of her religious faith were 
apparent, and well-documented in her correspondence, long before her interest in 
Evangelicalism. More may have been attracted by the practical opportunities 
offered by Evangelicalism, but given her integrity, and what - from her diary 
entries - seems to have been a genuine religious belief, it would be a mistake to see 
her acceptance of Evangelicalism as a calculated attempt to circumvent the 
restrictions imposed by female ideology. It seems more likely that More saw 
Evangelicalism as an embodiment of her own ethos: its members were religious, 
418 Wollstonecraft, Vindication of the Rights of Woman, pp. 72-72. 
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practically pious, and most importantly, they seemed to recognise, and value, the 
input of women in implementing social reform. From an entry in her diary, it is 
evident that More saw the acceptance of Evangelicalism as a personal resolution 
not merely to enter into a spiritual communion with God, but to serve God in 
active, and practical ways: 
Bible Christianity is what I love; that does not insist on opinions indifferent in 
themselves; -a Christianity practical and pure, which teaches holiness, humility, 
repentance, and faith in Christ; and which after summing up all the evangelical 
graces, declares that the greatest of these is charity. 419 
It has been suggested that the Evangelical Revival during the eighteenth century 
was, at least in part, a response to the lethargy of the Established Church '420 and 
one biographer has claimed that More, in the second half of her life, was moved by 
the `robust Christianity' of the Evangelicals, and their: 
deep and abiding consciousness of the reality of God [... ], and the supreme 
importance which they attached to conversion - the spiritual encounter between God 
and man, when God in his own good time brought the individual into direct personal 
contact with himself. 42' 
Although More clearly admired the active, virtuous piety of the Evangelicals, it is 
difficult to ascertain how whole-hearted her acceptance of Evangelicalism was, 
since many of her Evangelical acquaintances, including John Newton, were 
Calvinists (of varying intensity) -a theological system which More completely 
rejected. Similarly, it is difficult to perceive, with any certainty, a set uniformity, 
or a specific Evangelical doctrine regarding Calvinism, but having said that, it 
seems to have been generally accepted by many Evangelicals. However, the 
419 Diary entry for 8"' July 1803, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, p-202- 
420 There are numerous books on the rise of the Evangelical faith: for a general history see D. W. 
Bebbington's Evangelicalism in Modern Britain: A History from the 1730s to the 1980s, (London, 
Boston, Sydney, Wellington: Unwin Hyman, 1989); for a discussion of More's Evangelicalism see 
Jones, Hannah More, particularly chapter IV. 
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almost casual attitude of More's Evangelical friends toward religious doctrine, 
together with their thoroughly robust, and practical piety, must have overcome any 
qualms she may have felt about aligning herself with Evangelicalism. More 
appears to have had a tolerant attitude towards other beliefs; she admitted to 
disliking Methodism (particularly their `Enthusiasm', categorically stating `I do 
not vindicate enthusiasm; I dread it, 422), but her correspondence suggests that she 
admired the pious, and virtuous, regardless of their religion, something which is 
evident in the letter written by More, to Dr. Beadon, Bishop of Bath and Wells 
during the Blagdon controversy. In the letter, More defends herself against 
charges of, among other things, being a Calvinist: 
I have no hesitation in declaring that I do not entertain any tenet peculiar to 
Calvinism. Let me not, however, in stating my own opinions, lose sight of that 
candour towards good men who think differently in a few points from me, which I 
have always so sedulously cultivated. I admire many, especially of the old writers, of 
that class, such as Hooker, Bishops Hall, Hopkins, and many others; but I admire 
them, not for their Calvinism, but for their devout spirit, their deep views of 
Christianity, their practical piety, and their holy vigilance. While they inculcate faith 
as the principle, never do they lose sight of purity of practices as the necessary 
result. 423 
However, as the Blagdon controversy demonstrated, More's religious tolerance, 
particularly towards Dissenters, was used by her enemies to attack her, for 
example, her attendance at Jay's chapel in Bath. Although, Roberts felt no need to 
provide the public with an account of More's actions, she clearly felt that it was 
necessary to explain her conduct to her Bishop, and she attempted to justify her 
attendance at the Dissenting Chapel in a number of ways: firstly, by referring to the 
attendance of `strict Church people', and clergymen, at the Chapel, she implies that 
she was misled into thinking that such attendance was harmless; next, she makes it 
421 Jones, Hannah More, p. 88. 
422 Letter from More to Dr. Beadon, Roberts, Memoirs, III, p. 138. 
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clear that her attendance in no way precluded her attendance at regular Church 
Services; she then uses her ill-health, and her distance from the Church, as a reason 
for attending the Chapel, suggesting that attendance at a Dissenting Chapel was 
better than not attending Church at all; and finally, she justifies her taking of 
Communion - her most culpable action in the eyes of the Established Church - as 
an isolated oversight. Given the depth of More's professed allegiance to the 
Anglican Church, such excuses lack real conviction. Nevertheless, there is a 
certain bravery in More's willingness to admit to her attendance, (even though her 
admission may only have been prompted by the attack against her). 
More's religious beliefs, coupled with her integrity - the refusal to remain silent 
when she believed herself to be in the right - were the cornerstones of her 
personality. Such was her integrity that she was willing to alienate the society in 
which she moved; a willingness evident from her publication of two works which 
criticised fashionable society, particularly on its lack of genuine religious 
observance: Thoughts on the Importance of the Manners of the Great to General 
Society (1788) (hereafter abbreviated to Manners of the Great), and An Estimate of 
the Religion of the Fashionable World (1791) (hereafter abbreviated to An 
Estimate). Both books were initially published anonymously, (she claimed that 
she not only feared ostracism, but felt unfit to criticise others), and she admitted 
when the first was published, `when the author is discovered, I shall expect to 
find 
almost every door shut against me'. 424 However, much to More's surprise, 
both 
books proved immensely popular; according to Roberts, Manners of the 
Great 
reached its seventh edition in its first year, while An Estimate reached its 
fifth 
423 Letter from More to Beadon, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, pp. 129-130. 
424 Letter from More to her sister, dated 1788, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 103. 
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edition within two years of publication. 425 It may have been that people did not 
take offence because, as Jonathan Swift noted with reference to satire, `beholders 
do generally discover everybody's face but their own, which is the chief reason for 
that kind of reception it meets in the world, and that so very few are offended with 
it'. However, perhaps More's work proved popular (and is not popular today) 
precisely because it was not only worthy, but addressed anxieties felt by many at 
that time, about the seeming decline in moral standards and religious belief, and 
the consequences of this for society as a whole. 
An Attempt to Reconcile Religion and Philosophy 
Macaulay's work included pamphlets on politics and copyright, books on 
education and moral theory, but during her lifetime she was perhaps most famous 
for her eight volume History of England. As a published writer, but more 
particularly in her role as historian, philosopher and republican, Macaulay's 
behaviour was at variance with that ideology which saw men and women as 
distinct genders, with different, opposed characteristics, and very different roles 
and interests. 426 The ability to succeed in traditionally `masculine' pursuits led to 
the inevitable questioning of Macaulay's virtue and sexuality. However, it is 
interesting to note that both her first husband, George Macaulay, and her second 
husband, William Graham, supported her work as a historian. 
Although Macaulay's religious beliefs did play an important role in her life and 
thinking, it is evident from Letters that metaphysics played a central role in her 
425 Roberts, Memoirs, II, see letter from More to her sister, dated January 6,1789, p. 139; and 
comment by Roberts, p. 224. 
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thinking on education and morality. Macaulay's views on philosophy, or 
metaphysics (Macaulay, like More, seems to have used the terms interchangeably) 
were certainly at odds with the view that philosophy was inimical to religion; she 
believed philosophical investigation to be a valid, indeed necessary, intellectual 
pursuit, but contrary to the views of people such as More and Porteus, Macaulay 
held that metaphysical enquiry could validate, and therefore strengthen, religious 
belief. 
For Macaulay, philosophy could have a practical purpose: 
the fruits of true philosophy are modesty and humility; for as we advance in 
knowledge, our deficiencies become more conspicuous; and by learning to set a just 
estimate on what we possess, we find little gratification for the passion of pride. 42' 
Further, she argues, the: 
higher parts of philosophy, [... ] instruct men in all the relative duties of life, which 
teach them the use of the various passions and affections, the art of moderating and 
directing them to the purposes of a general and private good. 428 
Macaulay's only overt attempt at philosophical disquisition was A Treatise on the 
Immutability of Moral Truth (hereafter abbreviated to Immutability), which first 
appeared in 1783, but which was revised and included as the third part of her 
Letters. 429 It is surely significant that Macaulay chose to include a revised edition 
of her metaphysical treatise in a work on female education, and that instead of 
including the former title in that of the new, chose to allude to its inclusion by 
426 See Devoney Looser, British Women Writers and the Writing of History, 1670-1820, (Baltimore, 
London: John Hopkins University Press, 2000). 
427 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 216-217. 
428 Macaulay, Letters, p. 246. 
429 Unless stated otherwise, quotes from A Treatise on the Immutability of Moral Truth, will come 
from the version which appeared in Letters, since it contains the revised, more fully-worked out 
expression of Macaulay's thoughts on metaphysics. 
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coupling metaphysics with religion in parenthesis. In the preface to Letters, 
Macaulay did seem to think that some explanation was necessary for reprinting `in 
a new publication, what has already been given in another form' : 
first, the principles and rules of education now laid before the public, are founded on 
the metaphysical observations contained therein. Secondly, the candid criticism on 
these observations, by the critical and monthly reviewers, gave her room to hope, that 
if some of the most important faults were corrected, they would be found worth the 
notice of all those who were deep thinkers enough to receive any pleasure from 
metaphysical disquisition. Thirdly, and lastly, the circumstance which corroborated 
the strength of these encouragements, was a letter, written without any intention of 
being published, which appeared in the Gentleman's Magazine for September 1789. 
It was found among the papers of a gentleman of uncommon celebrity in the literary 
world, with whom she never had the happiness of being acquainted. A quotation 
from this letter respecting her immutability, will be seen in the note below. 430 She 
thinks the unbiased judgment of Mr. Badcock a sufficient authority for reprinting the 
most important parts of the matter in another form: and shall only add, that she has 
endeavoured to correct the faults which he has candidly pointed out, as well as her 
abilities would admit 431 
The unwitting male chauvinism expressed in Mr. Badcock's comments, together 
with Macaulay's pride in repeating such a quote, suggests that his views, regarding 
the intellectual abilities of women, were commonplace. However, the most 
important point here is that Macaulay states, unequivocally, that her system of 
education is founded on metaphysical observation. Given Macaulay's belief in the 
importance of education, it is clear that metaphysics plays a central role in her 
intellectual thought. As discussed in the previous chapter, Macaulay believed that 
a successful system of education depended upon an intimate understanding of how 
430 The note read, "`I have at last seen Mrs. Macaulay Graham's metaphysical performance. Her 
work is really wonderful considering her sex; and in this I pay no ill compliment I hope to the 
ladies; for surely they themselves will generally acknowledge that their talents are not adapted to 
abstract speculations. " 
"On a second perusal of Mrs. Macaulay Graham's book, I saw more, much more in it, than I 
did at 
the first hasty glance I took at it. I have read it through with attention, and was well repaid 
by the 
entertainment and satisfaction it afforded me. She is not only a bold and fervid writer, but a shrewd 
and acute reasoner. The language in some places is very animated, and flows in a strain of 
Ciceronian fullness. " - Original letters of Mr. Badcock, published in the 
Gentleman's Magazine for 
September, 1789. ' Macaulay, Letters, preface, footnote, p. vii. 
431 Macaulay, Letters, preface, pp. vi-viii. 
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the mind operated. Nevertheless, Macaulay's approval of philosophical enquiry 
was qualified, as evidenced by her pointing out in the preface to Letters that: 
if the partisans of liberty and necessity would lay aside their subtle investigations, 
which can never tend to real improvement, and would unite in acknowledging the 
power of those principles which govern the mind, we might then hope to see the 
education of youth assigned to men, whose learning, knowledge, and talents, place 
them at the head of the republic of letters. 432 
Nevertheless, while Macaulay condemned those `subtle investigations, which can 
never tend to real improvement', it is clear that she saw metaphysics as playing an 
important role in education. By improving education, society in turn would 
benefit, since it was only through the development of reason that man would 
understand his duty to God, himself, and his fellow-man. However, Macaulay 
acknowledges that philosophy has often been used to undermine religious belief, 
and that during the early days of Christianity: 
philosophy, instead of lending her aid to reform and correct the religious opinions of 
men, or of attempting to recover the principles of true theology by tracing them back 
to their source, had wantonly deviated into the wildest tracks of scepticism. a33 
Although, so far, the link between philosophy and education has been stressed, a 
reading of Letters reveals that Macaulay saw philosophy, religion, and education as 
interdependent. 434 Having established education as the most important `of all the 
arts of life', and philosophy as the means of forming principles of education, she 
next establishes the role played by religion in forming such principles: 
a full persuasion of the equity and goodness of God, with a view to the purity and 
benevolence for which the precepts of our religion are so eminently distinguished, has 
been the author's sole guide in forming her instructions: on the full conviction, first, 
that it is on these attributes of the Deity we can alone build any such consistent 
system of morals as will render man generally innoxious and useful; or that will force 
432 Macaulay, Letters, preface, p. ii. 
433 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 377-388. 
434 See also, Hill, Virago, chapter 7. 
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conviction on the repugnant mind. Secondly, that the precepts of the gospel are 
founded on the true interests of man, and have an equal respect to his temporal and 
spiritual happiness. a35 
However, then, in a regressive step, education is given a role to play in forming the 
philosopher, and philosophy a role to play in forming the religious, and truly moral 
man: 
it is one thing, [... ] to educate a citizen, and another to educate a philosopher. The 
mere citizen will have learnt to obey the laws of his country, but he will never 
understand those principles on which all laws ought to be established; and without 
such an understanding, he can never be religious on rational principles, or truly 
moral; nor will he ever have any of that active wisdom which is necessary for co- 
operating in any plan of reformation. But to teach morals on an immutable fitness, 
has never been the practice in any system of education yet extant. Hence all our 
notions of right and wrong are loose, unconnected, and inconsistent 436 
There is a certain circularity, and indeed idealism, in this relationship between 
religion, education and philosophy: Macaulay seems to suggest that it is the duty of 
Church and State to educate the individual - to produce a `philosopher' - but her 
known views on the shortcomings of both institutions (discussed below, and in the 
next chapter), denies the possibility that they could provide such an education. To 
improve Church and State so that they could fulfil their duties as educators, each 
member would first need to receive a philosophical education, but it is unclear who 
would be capable of providing such an education. Presumably, the initial 
educators would need to be independent, enlightened, philosophers who would 
selflessly devote themselves to the reformation and progress of society, rather than 
to the acquisition of personal power; but where, and from whom, would they 
receive such an education? Given Macaulay's own self-education, presumably she 
believed in the possibility of an advance in human understanding and rationality, 
aas Macaulay, Letters, Preface, pp. iii-iv. 
436 Macaulay, Letters, p. 198. 
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where a band of liberal, reasonable beings would be united in their recognition of 
the importance of improving, and disseminating, systems of education. This faith 
in the power of education reveals Macaulay's belief in the perfectability of man, 
which is an important part of her thinking; that she was a millenarian is evident 
from her recommendation to Burke: 
to read Newton on the prophecies. He will find that this most respectable Bishop, 
who was no ranter, is of opinion, that some passages in the Revelations point out a 
period of time when the iron sceptre of arbitrary sway shall be broken; when 
righteousness shall prevail over the whole earth, and a correct system of equity take 
place in the conduct of man. 437 
Education clearly plays an important role in achieving such perfection, but while 
Macaulay recognises this, she is unable to provide a practical means of advancing 
towards such a state. 
To sum up so far: Macaulay argues that both religion and philosophy are necessary 
in forming principles of education; but in turn, an education system, based on 
metaphysical foundations, is necessary to educate the philosopher, and a 
philosophical education is necessary to create a man who is `religious on rational 
principles'. So, Macaulay's aim in Letters is to establish a system of education 
based on religious and philosophical foundations, and to confirm not only the 
immutability of moral truth, but a means of discovering what that truth is. In her 
response to Burke's Reflections on the Revolution in France, Macaulay noted that: 
the being put into a situation clearly to understand and to obey the principles of truth, 
appears to be the basis of our happiness in this, and our perfection in another world; 
and the more truth is followed and pursued in this dark vale of human 
ignorance and 
misery, the more we shall encrease our mundane felicity, and secure the 
blessings of 
a future existence. Every opinion which deviates from truth, must ever 
be a 
437 Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections, p. 21. The Newton referred to, was Bishop Thomas 
Newton, who wrote Dissertations on the Prophecies, 3 vols., (1754-8). 
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treacherous guide; and the more it deviates from it, it becomes the more 
dangerous 438 
Macaulay's positioning of `truth' as that which forms `the basis of our happiness in 
this, and our perfection in another world' seems to deny that `truth' as such, has 
any cognitive value - its importance seemingly depending instead on its utility to 
enable each man to achieve the substantive aims of happiness and immortality. 
Nevertheless, Macaulay needs to represent `truth' as having a cognitive value, as 
being identifiable and verifiable through means other than its utility in achieving 
certain ends, since she is aware that any doubts concerning the existence of a future 
state might lead men to pursue solely temporal, egoistic, advantages; by stressing 
the cognitive nature of truth, it becomes inherently valuable. Furthermore, her 
reference to `another world' means that any refusal to accept a `truth' because of 
its inability to ensure earthly happiness is not necessarily valid, since it could be 
argued (and could not be disproved), for example, that a moral truth might not 
ensure immediate happiness, but would ensure salvation in the hereafter. 
In Letters Macaulay represents truth as independent of God's will, and immutable, 
but instead of undermining the existence of God, she sees this as confirmation not 
only of his existence but of his benevolence, since it is God, she argues, who 
provides man with the reason which, if exercised, allows him to discover truth. As 
philosophical evidence of God's existence, and of the immutability of moral truth, 
Macaulay's arguments lack rigour and originality, but are clearly sincere. 
Although Macaulay advocated philosophical enquiry, she had no wish to reject 
Christianity, instead she attempts to show that philosophy could strengthen and 
underline the validity of religious belief. She argues that it is lack of philosophical 
438 Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections, pp. 16-17. 
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reasoning which leads to misconceptions and misunderstandings surrounding 
religion: 
when the world was young in age, mankind had neither the leisure nor the 
opportunity to attain even the grounds of that knowledge which has been since carried 
to the sublimest heights of philosophy. No wonder then that the grossest conceptions 
should be formed of a God, and that religion should be loaded with superstitions that 
tend to corrupt, rather than to correct the vices of the human mind. 439 
It is only with the aid of philosophy, she suggests, that religion will be able to play 
its role in civilizing society: 
religion, if properly adapted to the feelings of the mind, will be found a powerful 
engine in the great work of human civilization; but in order to render it such, the 
articles of its faith must be clear of every mystery which is contrary to rational belief, 
and purged of every corruption which is repugnant to human ideas of rectitude. "' 
For Macaulay there is no conflict in being a philosopher and a Christian, but 
undoubtedly, given the suspicion with which the term philosopher was viewed at 
the latter end of the eighteenth century, many critics must have found it hard to 
believe that a self-proclaimed philosopher could be an adherent of Christianity. 
However, Macaulay did have her defenders; as already seen, Hays was convinced 
that Macaulay's faith was genuine, but admittedly, Hays' reputation as a 
philosopher, novelist, and champion of women's rights probably served to 
strengthen, rather than remove, the prejudices of Macaulay's critics. 
One purpose of Macaulay's philosophical treatise seems to have been to 
demonstrate why man ought to be virtuous, and how he might become so; in the 
process, she attempts to demonstrate the compatibility, (or perhaps more 
accurately, the interdependence) of philosophy and religion. Macaulay proposes 
439 Macaulay, Letters, p. 325. 
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that metaphysics provides a means of establishing the immutability of moral truth, 
of establishing a moral theory founded on reason; she talks of: 
the impracticability of establishing any sound system of religion and morals, but on 
those principles that are consonant to the enlightened reason of man, and which form 
those of the Christian religion, viz. an abstract fitness of things, the unlimited power, 
441 wisdom, and goodness of God, and a future state of reward and punishment. 
The treatise begins by examining the source of evil, particularly the way in which 
the concept of evil is used to disprove the existence of a wise and benevolent 
Deity. Macaulay cites Dr. King as the foremost of contemporary philosophical 
enquirers, but while she professes admiration, she ultimately disagrees with his 
theory on the origin of evil, deeming it `inimical to just sentiments of religion, and 
to a sound and cheerful philosophy'. 442 In common with More, Macaulay saw no 
reason why religion could not be cheerful, and therefore more attractive to 
potential followers. Aside from the work of Dr. King, much of Immutability deals 
with the philosophical theories of other writers - Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), 
Shaftesbury (1671-1713), and particularly Lord Bolingbroke (1678-1751) - but 
while her expositions (and subsequent refutations) are always clear, and reveal her 
familiarity with moral philosophy, she seems unable to formulate her own 
hypothesis on the origin of evil. For example, in response to those writers who 
argue that God cannot be benevolent, since he allows evil to exist, Macaulay 
resorts to the established theological position which cites: 
those variety of effects which we perceive and experience, and which we must 
acknowledge can never proceed but from a cause perfect in power, wisdom, and 
goodness. 
Thus the eternal rule of right, proceeding from an abstract fitness of things, the 
wisdom of the Deity, his moral attributes, his omnipotence, and a future state, are so 
440 Macaulay, Letters, p. 328. 
441 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 452-453. 
442 Macaulay, Letters, p. 346. 
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united together in one necessary chain of cause and effect, that it is impossible to 
separate them even in idea; and the man who doubts of one of these propositions, 
must necessarily extend his scepticism to all. 443 
As an argument, this lacks intellectual rigour; as one critic has pointed out, 
Macaulay `takes refuge in the concept of divine mystery rather than explain (as 
was then popular among philosopher-theologians) how a deity who was perfect 
and good can cause evil. '444 
Macaulay argues that there is an immutability of moral truth, which is made clear 
to any man who applies reason, and that once this moral truth is discovered and 
acknowledged, it must necessarily triumph over the passions: 
independent of those pleasurable sensations which attend the refined affections, and 
the elevated sentiments and passions, there is a principle of rational agency which 
corresponds with the precise admeasurement of every action, by a rule of right: 
although the conduct it directs, militates against natural inclination and the interest of 
natural affection, and where every pleasurable sensation is sacrificed to the 
conviction of judgment, and to the rigid dictates of a well informed understanding. 
Pure religion and pure morality draw their perfection from this source alone; and as 
the conformity of action to the duties enjoined by these principles, form the 
perfection of every rational agent, such a conformity must be the only rule of interest 
of every being endowed with the powers of reason 445 
It could be argued that such a theory has little empirical evidence to support it, 
since many men are either atheists and good, or rational but evil, but Macaulay's 
response would be that the lack of `pure religion and pure morality' in society, 
only proves the progress man needs to make in the development of his reason, the 
need for a philosophical system of education, and the need to examine the motives 
443 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 380-381. 
444 Mary Ellen Waithe, `Women Philosophers of the Seventeenth, Eighteenth and Nineteenth 
Centuries', in A History of Women Philosophers: Volume III, Modern Women Philosophers, 1600- 
1900, edited by Mary Ellen Waithe, 4 vols., (Dordrecht, Boston, London: Kluwer Academic 
Publishers, 1991), III, p. 221. 
445 Macaulay, Letters, p. 404. 
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of atheists when assessing whether their actions could be defined as good. In 
further support of her argument, Macaulay states that the denial of the immutability 
of moral truth, or God's benevolent omnipotence, merely serves to degrade human 
nature, since if morality were based on self-interest, or utility, then blame could not 
truly be apportioned, since any wrong action could not be accounted a vice, merely 
`an error in judgment'. 
Despite Macaulay's demands for rationality, she is willing to accept the truth of 
Revelation. As a devout Christian, More believed that the truth of Revelation 
needed no substantiating evidence and should be accepted on faith alone; she 
argued in Strictures that for true believers, praying is like eating -a Christian 
doesn't defer either until he understands how they benefit him, he just gets on with 
it, unlike the philosopher who chooses `to defer his meal till he has elaborated his 
treatise, to starve in the interim. '446 The implication of More's simile is clear: food 
maintains the body, praying maintains the soul, and the philosopher, by refusing to 
accept Christianity until he has proved its validity, risks starving, and losing his 
immortal soul. While Macaulay would have agreed on the importance of prayer, 
her belief in man as a rational being might lead to expectations that she would 
demand that her religious faith, and presumably Christianity itself, should be 
founded on `rational principles'. However, her willingness to accept the truth of 
Revelation on faith alone, reveals the extent of her faith; in response to those who 
questioned why there had been no further Revelations in a time of waning religious 
belief, Macaulay argues that such an event would `take away all the advantages 
which have been premised to attend a state of trial and probation', and `be a work 
446 More, Strictures, 11, p. 310. 
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of supererogation'. 447 Like More, Macaulay sees life as a test, a period of suffering 
or probation before the reward of an after-life, but she also sees education as a 
necessary means of enabling man to recognise what he must do to achieve 
immortality. Macaulay believed: 
first, that man is placed on this terrestrial globe, as in a nursery, aptly fitted to give 
strength and vigour to his young and infirm reason. Secondly, that he is placed in this 
world as in a school, adapted to the advantages of a practical experience. And, 
thirdly, that he is surrounded with difficulties and hostile powers, for the purpose of 
enlarging his experience and inducing a trial of that virtue which his reason has 
enabled him to acquire. 448 
This view of life as an ordeal seems to refer back to the popularity of the spiritual 
autobiography, where suffering leads to revelation, repentance and finally 
salvation. 
Macaulay then, argues that man ought to be moral, since if he employs that reason 
bestowed by God he will recognise, in the immutability of moral truth, a moral law 
that cannot be denied. The inevitability of adhering to the moral law, once it has 
been acknowledged, Macaulay identifies as moral necessity which she defines as: 
that necessity which arises from the irresistible force the understanding has on 
volition, by its discriminations on the nature of those objects of choice which present 
449 themselves to the mind, as to its conceptions of good and evil. 
In response to those who believe in free-will, she cites the argument of infinite 
regression, where a voluntary act is defined as one caused by an act of will; but if 
that act is itself voluntary then it too must have been caused by a previous act of 
will, and so on to infinity, which means either that the definition of voluntary is 
wrong, or that acts of will are not voluntary. Instead, Macaulay argues, revelation 
447 Macaulay, Letters, p. 421. 
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`every where presents motives to the human mind, as the only impellers of 
volition. '450 Philosophy is posited as enabling man to understand how to behave 
virtuously: a correct use of reason enables him to recognise the truth of revelation 
and the immutability of moral truth, which once discovered, impels him to behave 
morally: 
the doctrine of necessity guards its disciples by the modesty and humility of its 
principles, from the seductive influence of a spiritual and a moral pride, because, 
instead of filling the mind with vain and intoxicating phantasms of a self moving 
principle of good, it represents the true state of human dependence. And whilst it 
warns men to guard against every inlet of vice, and excites them to keep watch day 
and night lest the enemy should come and find them slumbering over their duty, it 
teaches them an humble, though not a fearful, dependence on the power and wisdom 
of the Deity, graciously to afford them such means of assistance as are best calculated 
to insure their salvation 451 
Macaulay's attempts to explain why man ought to be virtuous, and how he might 
become so, are unoriginal, and somewhat confused, but what is evident throughout 
Immutability is her extensive knowledge of moral theory, her religious faith, and 
her belief in the necessity of metaphysical enquiry for the benefit of man. 
Seemingly then, Macaulay's religious faith is beyond question, so why then was 
she accused of `scepticism and infidelity'? A clue is provided in her pamphlet 
Observations on the Reflections; in it she refers to the Glorious Revolution of 
1688, and in asking why `the people' had been denied the `abstract right [... ], of 
chusing their own magistrates, and deposing them for ill conduct', she notes that 
the time had not been right, since: 
the whole body of the people had swallowed deeply of the poison of church policy; 
passive obedience, by their means, had so entirely supplanted the abstract notion of 
the rights of men, which prevailed in the opposition to Charles the first; and so 
desirous were the triumphant party to prevent the revival of such a principle, by 
448 Macaulay, Letters, pp. 480-481. 
449 Macaulay, Letters, p. 456. 
450 Macaulay, Letters, p. 500. 
451 Macaulay, Letters, p. 505. 
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which their interest had been affected, that they took care to confound the only just 
authority they had for their conduct, in as great a mist of words and terms as 
possible. 452 
Here the Church and State are represented as being in collusion, in a bid to retain 
power by preventing the populace from exercising, or even recognising, their 
natural rights. There is a suggestion here that Macaulay saw the Church as 
supporting the State, or perhaps under the control of the State, an argument 
strengthened by a later paragraph, in which she addresses Burke's response to the 
French Assembly's desire to confine bishops to their own diocese. She notes: 
I am far from saying that such a regulation is compatible with the state of things 
among us; and I think so well of the moderation of the clergy, and their regard to the 
constitution of the country, that I wish they were as independent a body as Mr. Burke 
represents them to be. But surely if gratitude for past favours, the hopes held out to 
ambition for the acquiring further preferments, and a very considerable number of 
church-livings in the disposal of the crown, can in any respect influence the minds of 
the clergy, they cannot be said to be totally independent 453 
It is not lack of religious faith, or even doubts about the clergy, which rouses 
Macaulay's scepticism, but her views of the Church as an institution, and more 
specifically its relationship to what she believes is a corrupt State. It is pertinent to 
this argument that in a discussion of the reasons for the decline of the Roman 
Empire in Letters, Macaulay seemingly contradicts this view when she praises the 
mutually reinforcing relationship between religion and State: 
Lord Bolingbroke is obliged to confess, that it was the attention of the state to support 
the belief of a governing Providence, a respect for the Gods, and an opinion, that they 
were not indifferent observers of the conduct of men, which sustained the morals of 
the Roman people; and consequently, which so long preserved in its original purity, 
that political constitution, and those well adapted laws which had enlarged to such an 
unrivalled extent the mighty fabric of the empire. He is also obliged to confess, it 
was the neglect of religion which produced the total overthrow of the best asa 
constitution of government which has ever been established on earth 
452 Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections, p. 12. 
453 Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections, pp. 63-64. 
454 Macaulay, Letters, p. 378. 
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Clearly, Macaulay believes that the interdependence of Church and State can be 
beneficial, in which case, arguably, her condemnation of such a relationship in 
Observations infers an implicit criticism of British government and its influence on 
the Established Church. Here is evidence not only of Macaulay's republican 
principles, but of her understanding of the important role played by religion in 
upholding public morality, and maintaining the strength of the State. The 
relationship between Church and State, and the corruption Macaulay believed was 
endemic in British government, served to colour her view of the Established 
Church, and it was this which led to accusations of scepticism and infidelity, not 
any lack of personal religious belief. In her argument for the influence of religion 
on Macaulay's political thought, Withey has pointed out that: 
this blending of an essentially secular political philosophy of natural rights with a 
strong religious faith was the central point in the thinking of Macaulay and her 
friends and was to a great extent both the strength and weakness of their thought. 
Their religious faith, their belief that ultimately the world must achieve perfection, 
gave their political thought coherence and purpose; all their political reforms were 
directed to a single, all-important end. Moreover, they were convinced of the truth of 
their beliefs and persisted in their reforming activities despite the many setbacks 
suffered by radicals in the late eighteenth century. But there was a limit to the 
number of disappointments that even the most dedicated radical could endure. The 
limits of a perfectionist philosophy are obvious: how long can one wait for the 
millennium before becoming totally disillusioned? The problem was particularly 
acute for the late eighteenth-century radicals because of the promise held out by the 
two Revolutions 455 
Macaulay died in 1791, too soon to be either gratified or disappointed by the 
aftermath of the revolution in France. However, it is questionable whether it 
would have greatly altered her beliefs - political, philosophical or religious - given 
her awareness of historical precedents of seeming progress and regression. Her 
work, even that written shortly before her death, reveal both her optimism in the 
455 Withey, `Catharine Macaulay', p. 82. 
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perfectability of man, and the religious faith which informed her thoughts on 
politics, morality, philosophy and education. 
In conclusion, the fact that both More and Macaulay are Christians, who accept the 
truth of Revelation by faith alone means that there are similarities in their attitude 
towards religion. Further, both recognised the importance of religion in 
maintaining social stability, and the strength of the nation. A significant difference 
in their religious views is their attitude towards the institution of the Church: More 
clearly respected and supported the Established Church, evident from her many 
friendships with the pillars of the establishment, such as Porteus, and in the views 
expressed in her work. Macaulay, on the other hand, while recognising the 
interdependence of Church and State, saw the venality of contemporary 
government as detrimental to the Church, which consequently lessened her respect 
for that institution. Macaulay's rationality and belief in the beneficial qualities of 
philosophical enquiry, also means that there are subtle differences in the 
motivation for their actions, and their views of society. For example, while More 
felt great compassion for the suffering of the slaves, Macaulay's condemnation of 
the slave trade was based on more abstract principles, she notes that: 
others, [... ], have dared to tax the Deity with partiality. They give to their own colour 
only, the quality of external beauty; and they persuade themselves, that the swarthy 
inhabitants of India and Africa, are a degree below them in the scale of intelligent 
Nature. 456 
But, as she points out: 
456 Macaulay, Letters, p. 257. 
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the natural equality of man, [... ], is a truth which forces itself on candid attention, and 
dispels from the reluctant mind those prejudices, which national prosperity, or 
individual greatness, engrafts on human selfishness 457 
Macaulay's compassion for her fellow man is not the result of an acute sensibility, 
aroused by the suffering of an inferior being, but rather it is provoked by reflection, 
and an informed, historical awareness that: 
if we reflect on the rise and fall of nations, we shall find, that accident alone, without 
the assistance of internal excellence, has produced this superiority, and that it has 
appeared and disappeared in the same society, as accident was favourable or 
unfavourable to its existence. 458 
Difference in motive also applies to their views on education; More saw it as a 
means of strengthening religion - and thereby strengthening the State. Her motive 
in educating the poor was to ensure that they became, and remained Christians; to 
reinforce social stability she wanted to restrict their reading to the Bible, and 
morally didactic works. Macaulay, on the other hand, wished to educate the upper 
classes - in common with More, she believed that the lower classes were 
influenced by the example set by their social superiors - but while she wished to 
strengthen religious faith, she saw education as a necessary means of progress 
towards perfection of both the individual and society, through the development of 
reason. While the religious faith of both women is evident from their acceptance 
of the truth of Revelation, Macaulay purports to establish religion upon more 
rational grounds (although she does not achieve this, her continuing belief in God 
attests to the strength of her religious faith). More rejected philosophy as inimical 
to religion, but Macaulay saw religion and philosophy as compatible, indeed, she 
saw philosophical enquiry as the means of strengthening religious belief. For 
asp Macaulay, Letters, p. 257. 
458 Macaulay, Letters, p. 258. 
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Macaulay, philosophy - whether it be moral, or political - was the quest for truth, 
with the `principles of truth' being the basis of happiness in this life and the 
next. 
459 
It is known that More disliked Macaulay, condemning her conduct, her politics, 
and her work, but it seems unlikely that this dislike was because of any suspicions 
regarding the sincerity of Macaulay's religious faith. While the role of religion in 
More's work is obvious, since she often directly addresses its importance to the 
welfare of the individual and of society, a close analysis of Macaulay's work - 
whether it be overtly concerned with history, politics, or education - is necessary 
to reveal the significant role played by religion in defining her intellectual thought. 
The next chapter examines female involvement in politics, and the ways in which 
religion, and the call for women to do their patriotic duty in the saving of their 
country, enabled them to extend their work and influence beyond the confines of 
the home. 
459 Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections, pp. 16-17. 
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4 
Politics as an Extension of Domestic Responsibility 
This final chapter examines the political contribution made by women of the 
middling sort, in the late eighteenth century. Since women were disenfranchised, 
they were formally excluded from political life, and were unable to exercise any 
direct influence, or authority, in forming governmental policy. However, as shall 
be demonstrated in this chapter, some women were deeply involved in many of the 
important social and political concerns of the day, and were able to exert 
considerable, albeit indirect, pressure in numerous ways. 460 While Macaulay's 
interest and involvement in politics is widely known and documented, analysis 
reveals that More too, was engaged in many of the political concerns of the time. 
It will be argued that increasing female involvement in politics, and their 
contributions through a female public sphere, was sanctioned by their perceived 
role as religious and moral arbiters (which was believed to play an important part 
in strengthening and maintaining the State). By extending the concerns of women 
beyond the domestic confines of the home, religion played a significant part in 
legitimizing female involvement in areas which might traditionally have been 
considered the province of men. For example, More's work with the poor 
vindicated her involvement in the drafting of changes to the Poor Laws; in a letter 
to Mrs. Bouverie (c. 1726-1798), she reveals her interest in political matters: 
I spent Tuesday at the Bishop of Lincoln's in private, and we sat five hours over Mr. 
Pitt's Poor Bill. Entre nous (for I should not like to say it to others) we took that 
liberty to make pretty free use of our pencils in the margin - for which purpose 
indeed he gave it them. They say his whole soul is in this Bill. I presumed to 
460 See Karl von den Steinen, `The discovery of women in eighteenth-century English political life', 
in The women of England from Anglo-Saxon Times to the present (1979), edited by Barbara 
Kanner, (London: Mansell Publishing, 1980), 229-58. 
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suggest several things relating partly to female economy and religious instruction, 
but I am far from being so arrogant as to say they will be adopted. We all terribly deplore the seeming distance of Peace; the Bishop ensures me Pitt earnestly desires 
it; we are rejoicing however at the fall of wheat. The commercial troubles still 
continue. Pitt is to bring forward a measure on Monday to put some remedy to this 
great evil. I have been told, in confidence, as I tell it you and Sir Charles, that no less than eleven million guineas have been sent out of the kingdom this last year, an 
evil so enormous that they say it was absolutely necessary to check its mischievous 
progress 461 
More implies that her contribution to politics is restricted to domestic, and 
therefore feminized, concerns such as `female economy' and `religious 
instruction'. However, the distinction between feminine and masculine is both 
vague and flexible. So, by citing the breaking of the Sabbath, More feels qualified 
to condemn the new Militia Bill; in a letter, again to Mrs. Bouverie, who seemingly 
shared her interest in political affairs, she writes: 
I was most terribly alarmed at the clause in the new Militia Bill, allowing the men to 
exercise on Sundays. Happy for a Country when, if Ministers have little religion 
themselves, they are not destitute of friends who have, and that we are rescued from 
this addition to our stock of public guilt. We can break the Sabbath fast enough 
without doing it by Act of Parliament. 462 
Clearly, there were few subjects which could not be viewed as somehow of 
concern to women. 
There were women who supported politicians, and even publicly campaigned for 
them, perhaps the most famous being the Duchess of Devonshire (1757-1806). 463 
However, attitudes towards female canvassers were somewhat ambiguous; the 
Duchess attracted a lot of interest and support for Charles James Fox, but many, 
461 Letter from Hannah More to Mrs. Bouverie, dated 1796, reprinted in Memorials, Personal and 
Historical of Admiral Lord Gambier, edited by Georgiana, Lady Chatterton, 2 vols., (London: 
Hurst & Blackett, 1861), I, pp. 310-311. 
462 Letter from More to Mrs. Bouverie, dated 3`d November 1796, in Memorials of Lord Gambier, I, 
pp. 314-315. 
463 For a comprehensive biography see Amanda Foreman's, Georgiana Duchess of Devonshire 
(1998), (London: HarperCollins, 1999). 
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like the Morning Post, condemned her involvement in the 1784 election, 
complaining that: 
ladies who interest themselves so much in the case of elections, are perhaps too ignorant to know that they meddle with what does not concern them, but they ought 
at least to know, that it is usual, even in these days of degeneracy, to expect 
common decency in a married woman. 464 
Female canvassers are here condemned on three counts: gender, ignorance and 
marital status (seemingly married women were more culpable, since they were 
meant to be under the `protection' and control of their husbands, their conduct 
therefore jeopardized not only their own reputations, but that of their husbands). 
Numerous caricatures of the Duchess appeared, which suggests a widespread 
anxiety about women in the public sphere. For example, one print entitled A 
Certain Dutchess Kissing Old Swelter-in-Grease the Butcher for His Vote, c. 1784, 
refers to the `kissing for votes' scandal, and depicts the Duchess in all her finery in 
a butcher's shop, being embraced by a lecherous butcher; a dog relieves himself 
against her skirts while she stoops to kiss the butcher, seemingly on the lips. While 
the fraternization between classes must have been disturbing enough for 
contemporary viewers, the lemma of `0! Times! 0! Manners! The Women Wear 
Breeches & The Men Petticoats' suggests that female involvement in politics was 
seen as transgressive and emasculating. 465 The Duchess is perhaps an atypical 
example of eighteenth-century female political involvement, since as an aristocrat, 
she enjoyed a freedom denied to other women. Even those of her female 
contemporaries who expressed an interest in politics, criticized her approach to 
464 Morning Post, 8 April 1784, quoted from Foreman, p. 136. 
465 A Certain Dutchess Kissing Old Swelter-in-Grease The Butcher for His Vote, c. 1784, British 
Museum Cat. 6533; also reprinted in Foreman, between pp. 378-379, and David Bindman, David 
Ekserdjian, and Will Palin's (eds. ), Hogarth's Election Entertainment: Artists at the Hustings, 
(London: Apollo Magazine Publication for Sir John Soane's Museum, 2001), p. 19. 
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canvassing as `masculine'; Elizabeth Montagu, herself a supporter of Pitt, 
described the Duchess as `canvassing in a most masculine manner', while Mary 
Hamilton lamented that it was `a pity that any of our sex should ever forget what is 
due to female delicacy. 9466 However, female campaigning was considered 
acceptable if it served to protect family interests, and many women used their 
influence to support specific candidates. 
A perfect example of decorous support was that given by More and her sisters, all 
of whom were fervent supporters of the man one More sister described as `the 
sublime and beautiful Edmund Burke! 3467 Interestingly, although More's 
biographer, Roberts, refers to her acquaintanceship with Burke, he makes no 
mention of any involvement in Burke's 1774 bid to represent Bristol, presumably 
considering it either irrelevant, or damaging to her `saintly' reputation as a woman 
above such secular concerns. However, a later writer states that: 
it was pretty well known that [More] had rendered practical assistance to Burke by 
using her pen on his behalf in replying to attacks made upon him during the election 
by anonymous writers. It is believed that several of the most important replies were 
written by her, and it is more than possible that she wrote at Burke's dictation. At 
the chairing of the members Burke wore a cockade adorned with myrtle, bay and 
laurel, and enriched with silver tassels, the gift of Hannah More and her sisters 
468 
466 Quoted from Foreman, pp. 147-148. 
467 Letter written by one of More's sisters, dated 1774, in Roberts, Memoirs, I, p. 48. 
468 G. E. Weare, Edmund Burke's connection with Bristol, from 1774 till 1780; with a Prefatory 
Memoir of Burke, (Bristol: William Bennett, 1894), p. 113. For evidence of More's support for 
Burke in the Bristol elections see the More letters held in the Lilly Library, University of Indiana at 
Bloomington. 
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Undoubtedly, More admired Burke, 469 but much of the election focused on the 
question of taxation for the American colonies - an issue on which they held 
opposing views. Further, being unmarried, and of the middling sort rather than the 
upper classes, More had no family interests, as such, to promote or protect; all of 
which suggests that her active support for Burke may have been prompted by her 
admiration for the man, rather than his policies. It is important to note that even if 
More did render practical assistance, her support for Burke remained within 
boundaries deemed suitable for `respectable' women (that is, her support took the 
`private' form of composer of admiring verse, or possibly, temporary amanuensis). 
An interesting insight into contemporary attitudes towards women's involvement 
in politics comes from a footnote to Jane West's An Elegy on the Death of the 
Honourable Edmund Burke, published in 1797. Despite West's obvious interest 
and grasp of contemporary politics, she feels the need to justify her comments by 
claiming that they are prompted not by any desire to be judged a politician, but by 
her gender-defined role as moral guardian: 
the Author entreats, that, in this and the following Stanzas, she may rather be 
considered as a Female judging from Sentiments of Moral Right, than as a 
presuming Politician. Warmly attached to the Cause of lawful Government, 
Subordination, and Property, she equally laments and reprobates the narrow 
Motives which induced Sovereign Princes to swell the Triumphs of Anarchy, and to 
undermine the Principles by which their own Thrones are supported by the 
forcible 
Dismemberment of Poland, an independent Kingdom, and by converting a War 
professedly undertaken on the broad Basis of Universal Security, into a selfish 
System of partial Emolument. - She confesses her Ideas may 
be too theoretical for 
Practice; and she is convinced, that her recluse Habits, and limited Information, will 
not allow her to judge, whether Political Necessity may not in some Degree 
469 The following verse was attached to the cockade sent by the More sisters to Burke: 
`He is himself the great sublime he draws, 
In action faithful and in honour dear. 
Correct with spirit, elegant with ease, 
Justum et tenacem propositi virum. ' 
Quoted from Jones, Hannah More, p. 20. The first line is borrowed from Alexander Pope 
(1688- 
1744), Essay on Criticism, 1.680 (referring to Longinus). 
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diminish the Turpitude of Actions, which, in the private intercourse between Man 
and Man, would be accounted Crimes. 470 
West's dissimulation regarding the extent of her political understanding is 
disingenuous but necessary, given that she is clearly aware both of the disapproval 
of female participation in politics, and the obstacles which prevent the views of 
women from being taken seriously. The statement of her loyalist beliefs identifies 
her as an anti-Jacobin, but her criticism of the acts of `Sovereign Princes' (which 
could perhaps be seen as seditious), and her discussion of Poland, shows the 
sophistication of her argument and reveals her awareness of the political crimes of 
Europe's old monarchies. West posits retirement and lack of information as the 
two greatest obstacles to women's participation in the public arena of politics, but 
her comments (which are touched perhaps, with a hint of irony) can also be read as 
an implicit criticism of female education, since she positions her inability to judge 
a political situation as being due not to any lack of intellectual ability, but rather to 
the disadvantages engendered by her sex - men are able to make such judgments 
because they have the necessary information and live in the world, and not because 
they are intellectually superior. 
An acceptable way in which women were able to participate in political debate was 
by supporting their country in times of war or social upheaval, but their 
participation, while it was encouraged, was also heavily circumscribed. As 
discussed earlier in this thesis, More encouraged women to contribute to the saving 
of their country, to be patriots, but in a specifically feminine sense. Until that 
moment, More argued, while aware of how much influence they wielded in 
470 Jane West, An Elegy on the Death of the Honourable Edmund Burke, (London: T. N. Longman, 
1797), p. 10. 
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society, women had failed to direct their efforts to achieving worthwhile 
objectives: 
they know too well how arbitrarily they give the law to manners, and with how despotic a sway they fix the standard of fashion. But this is not enough; this is a low mark, a prize not worthy of their high and holy calling. 471 
An important point to note when considering More's views on women is that she 
identifies religion, order, and government as the triumvirate which maintains social 
order; so her identification of the promotion of public morals and religion as `the 
best and most appropriate exertion of [female] power', positions female patriotism 
as an important, indeed necessary, contribution to social stability, and the country's 
strength. 472 It is also interesting to compare More's views with those of 
Wollstonecraft on women's sexual power in Vindication; Wollstonecraft sees the 
sexual power granted to women as limited and short-lived, whereas More seems to 
suggest that this power was not only extensive and enduring, but could be 
exploited for the public good. More has no wish to re-define existing gender 
definitions, and seems to believe that women already possess the potential to be 
important and influential members of society. Ostensibly, More was content with 
the avenues of influence open to women, but she claims that neither sex fully 
appreciated the importance of (and in the women's case, did not fully exploit) the 
role which was not exclusive to, but most successfully undertaken by, women, that 
of religious and moral guardians. 
When assessing More's work it is also important to acknowledge her 
understanding of the terms she uses; for example, her use of the term `feminine' 
471 More, Strictures, 1, p. 5. 
472 More, Strictures, I, p. 4. 
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has no derogatory connotations. If More had used `feminine' to indicate the 
inferior gender in a binary coupling of `masculine' and `feminine', then her 
proposal for a specifically `feminine' patriotism could imply that she believed it to 
be inferior. However, there is no evidence that More did see femininity as inferior 
to masculinity; while she supported the view of there being distinct, biologically- 
based differences in the nature and concerns of each sex, her belief in the 
superiority of women in religious matters, as discussed earlier, coupled with her 
identification of the importance of religion in maintaining social order, actually 
reveals her gendering of patriotism to be a means of elevating the status of women, 
since their contribution is not only positioned as essential, but as inextricably 
bound up with their gender. 
Female patriotism, according to More, involved regulating the moral and religious 
standards of the nation, but it is unclear just how, exactly, women were meant to 
do this. Since More was an advocate of female patriotism, it is interesting to look 
at the form her contribution took. 
473 
The Political Propaganda of Hannah More 
Frequently, More's religious faith and works have overshadowed her work as a 
political propagandist. Throughout her life, More professed to be uninterested 
in 
politics, but she was well-known by her contemporaries as the author of 
Village 
Politics (1792), and the Cheap Repository Tracts (1795-8), writings which, while 
attacking the revolutionary principles of contemporary France, championed the 
373 For More's patriotism, see also Guest, Small Change, particularly chapter 4; and Colley, 
Britons, 
chapter 6. 
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English system of King, State, and Church. As Roberts points out, More 
`considered Protestantism as the basis of our government', 474 and since, to her, 
Church and State were interlinked in such a way, her religious works can be seen 
as a means of underpinning the administration. While religion was More's primary 
concern (both the cultivation of her own faith and that of others) patriotism was a 
close second, something which Roberts recognized when he argued that: 
to her sound and correct understanding, liberty presented itself as including among 
its essential constituents, loyalty, allegiance, security, and duty. Patriotism in this 
view of it should be placed in the front of her character, since it really took the lead 
of every other temporal object. a"s 
The writing of Village Politics should be viewed as an attempt to improve society, 
or more specifically, a particular class of society - the lower classes. The work 
had been prompted by Porteus, as More recounts in a letter to Mrs. Boscawen: 
our dear Bishop of London came to me with a dismal countenance, and told me that 
I should repent it on my death-bed, if I, who knew so much of the habits and 
sentiment, of the lower order of people, did not write some little thing tending to 
open their eyes under their present wild impressions of liberty and equality. It must 
be something level to their apprehensions, or it would be of no use. In an evil hour, 
against my will and my judgment, on one sick day, I scribbled a little pamphlet 
called `Village Politics, by Will Chip; ' and the very next morning after I had first 
conceived the idea, I sent it off to Rivington, changing my bookseller, in order the 
more surely to escape detection. It is as vulgar as heart can wish; but it is only 
designed for the most vulgar class of readers. I heartily hope I shall not be 
discovered; as it is a sort of writing repugnant to my nature; though indeed it is 
rather a question of peace than of politics. 476 
Like West, More is unwilling to be identified as a female politician, instead she 
cites the desire for `peace' as her motivation (however it is unclear how the 
`question of peace' can actually be separated from `politics'). More's distinction 
between peace and politics actually genders the terms: the desire for peace, as a 
474 Roberts, Memoirs, IV, p. 363. 
als Roberts, Memoirs, IV, p. 359. 
476 Letter from More to Mrs. Boscawen, dated 1793, Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 345. 
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central tenet of Christian teaching, together with the identification of religious 
guardianship as a predominantly female concern, posits `peace' as feminine. 
Politics, on the other hand, is masculine, since not only is it positioned as different 
from peace (as male differs from female), but identified as an undesirable source of 
motivation for a woman. 
Porteus had admired More's earlier reformative work; in his Memorandums he had 
written: 
an admirable little Tract published, called an Estimate of the Religion of the 
fashionable World. - If any Reformation could be produced in that world by sound 
sense, pure morality, & exalted Piety, conveyed in neat, elegant, & animated 
Language it would be done by this Book. - It was written by that very ingenious, & 
excellent Lady Mrs Hannah Moore [sic]. 47 
Although there is some equivocation in this entry regarding the possibility of 
reformation for the fashionable world, there is none in the Bishop's admiration for 
More and her work. Elsewhere, he describes More as a `highly-approved author, 
[... ] whose extraordinary and versatile talents can equally accommodate 
themselves to the cottage and the palace'. 478 
The sincerity of More's desire to effect reformation must have left an impression 
on Porteus, since it was to her that he turned after reading Rights of Man; thus the 
writing of Village Politics can be seen as a direct response to Paine's work, which 
was published in two parts in 1791 and 1792. The Bishop saw Paine's work as a 
very real threat; under the Memorandums entry for March 3 0th 1791 he describes 
477 Entry for February 27`h, 1791, in Porteus, Memorandums, vol. 3, p. 29. 
478 Beilby Porteus, Bishop of London, A Charge Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of London, 
in the Years 1798 and 1799, (London: T. Cadell, Jun., and W. Davies, T. Payne, F. and 
C. 
Rivington, 1799), footnote, pp. 35-36. 
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the earlier Common Sense as having `contributed greatly to the success of the 
[American] Revolution', and goes on to describe Rights of Man as: 
a most indecent, & virulent invective against the Government of this Country, the 
King, the Nobles, the Clergy, the Hanover Family, & every thing which we hold 
most sacred and valuable. It bestows the highest applause on the French 
Revolution, and condemns in the strongest terms every form of Government except 
the Republican [... ]. He writes in a plain, familiar, forcible style, very well 
calculated to captivate common Readers; but he is at the same time Vulgar, & 
illiterate, bold in assertion, but very sparing in Proof, & extremely open to 
Confutation. '" 
While Porteus recognizes the weaknesses in Paine's writing and arguments, he also 
recognizes its strength, which was that his style of writing ('plain, familiar, 
forcible') appeals to `common Readers'; for this reason he entreats More to mimic 
Paine. Seemingly, Porteus believed that the main obstacle to reforming the poor 
(or counteracting Paine's pernicious influence) was an inability to attract and 
appeal to such `vulgar' readers; given his belief that Paine's work was `extremely 
open to Confutation', the most important objective was to attract the attention of 
such readers, if they would but read the `corrective' tracts, they could not fail to be 
swayed by their contents. 
More's objective was to address Paine's argument and to reveal not only its 
seditious nature, but its total lack of application when reviewing the English 
constitution. Her work is not a direct response to Paine; although Village Politics 
addresses many of the ideas discussed in Rights of Man, it is not an overt political 
treatise, but rather a work of fiction which grossly over-simplifies the political 
complexity of Paine's thought. More's tract takes the form of a dialogue between 
Jack Anvil, the reasonable, patriotic blacksmith, and Tom Hod, the discontented 
479 Entry for March 30,1791, in Porteus, Memorandums, vol. 3, pp. 25-26. 
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mason, whose malaise is directly attributed to his reading of Rights of Man. To 
every complaint made by Tom about lack of personal liberty, rights, and the faults 
of the constitution, Jack responds in measured and reasonable terms, dismissing 
such claims as `nonsense, and madness, and wickedness. ' 480 However, it should be 
noted, as Mark Philp does, that Jack unwittingly gives Tom `a set of criteria by 
which to judge a government', which means that `the very qualities which make 
Village Politics successful also limit its capacity to make men loyal, since it 
teaches them standards of assessment alongside its appeal to take the established 
order on trust. '481 Given More's astute manipulation of her material, it is likely 
that she was aware of the risks of her strategy and believed that the advantages 
justified the risks; she seemingly saw any shortcomings of the government as less 
of a threat to social stability than that offered by the propaganda of the French and 
Jacobins, and therefore thought it more important, and indeed necessary, to 
counteract the French than to attempt to justify the workings of her country's 
government. 
So, More, or rather her mouthpiece, Jack, sets up the commonsense and 
reasonableness of true Englishmen as both opposition and antidote to French 
`nonsense', but while she points out that the poor will receive their reward in the 
afterlife, she does not make the mistake of alienating her audience by claiming that 
everything is perfect, pointing out: 
480Hannah More, Village Politics. Addressed to all the Mechanics, Journeymen, and Day 
Labourers, in Great Britain. By Will Chip, A Country Carpenter, (1792), 3`d edition, (London: F. 
and C. Rivington, 1793), p. 18. 
481 Mark Philp, `Vulgar Conservatism, 1792-3', English Historical Review, vol. 110: 435, (February 
1995), 42-69, p. 63. 
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we have the best laws in the world, if they were more strictly enforced; and the best 
religion in the world, if it was but better followed. 482 
This critique is not directed at any particular class; given More's previous attempts 
to reform the upper classes, in Manners of the Great and An Estimate, it is possible 
that this censure was aimed at all classes, and encompassed the vices of the poor 
and the profligacy of the fashionable. As a summing-up of the reasons for 
society's ills, it is of course simplistic, but it is appealing in that it proffers a 
specific (and seemingly achievable) solution to a complex problem: if the laws 
were more rigorously enforced, and religious duty better observed, then social 
conditions and society would improve. In keeping with this schematic theme, and 
the Bishop's strategy, the language of Tom and Jack is simple and easy to 
understand, More may have meant this to reflect the simple, and straightforward 
nature of the English lower classes, but she also opposes this simplicity of 
language with the `nonsense, gibberish, downright hocus-pocus' used by those she 
identifies as republicans and levellers. 483 The opposition which More attempts to 
establish here between her honest simplicity and the bewildering, and therefore 
misleading, `gibberish' of the republicans is interesting given Porteus's analysis of 
Paine's style as `plain' and `forcible'. It might appear paradoxical to condemn 
Paine for his simplicity and then advise More to attempt to mimic him, but Porteus 
is making his assessment on two levels: the first comes from his being a formally 
educated man, and the second rests on his awareness of what would appeal to 
Paine's poorly educated target audience. Porteus may personally 
find Paine's 
work crude, but he clearly recognizes its effectiveness in reaching the 
lower 
482 More, Village Politics, pp. 23-24. 
483 More, Village Politics, p. 21. 
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classes, and therefore exhorts More to appropriate Paine's strategy and use it 
against him. 
That the target audience for Village Politics was working-class is underlined by the 
note on the title page which states that it is `addressed to all the mechanics, 
journeymen, and day labourers, in Great Britain', and is written by `Will Chip, a 
country carpenter'. Further, in an effort to attract her target audience, More gives 
them a point of identification by making the two protagonists working-class. 
However, there is a certain tension between the message which More wishes to 
impart (that working men ought to unquestioningly accept the established order) 
and the fact that her two protagonists are discussing contemporary politics, thereby 
representing political debate as common amongst working-class men. In her work 
and correspondence More often states that politics are of no concern to the lower 
classes and women, but while her own example refutes the latter assertion, her 
representation of Tom and Jack seems to refute the former. However, while 
ideally, More may have only wanted the men of the governing classes to be 
involved in the country's politics, she was realistic; her work with the Somerset 
poor meant that she had first-hand knowledge of their concerns and interests, and 
while her representation of working-class politicos is clearly idealized, it also 
reveals her awareness of the increasing politicization of the lower classes, however 
undesirable she might believe that to be. 
In some ways More is right when she describes her work as `vulgar' (for example, 
in its naming of characters; the absence of plot; and the naivety of poor Tom Hod 
which allows him to be moved from one end of the political spectrum to the other 
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in one short conversation), but in its manipulation of subject matter, its liveliness, 
and clarity, it is a work of some sophistication and supports her claim that `in all 
that captivates by imagery or warms by just and affecting sentiment, women are 
excellent. '484 Whether or not More's work was successful as propaganda, her 
literary ability is evident, in this genre at least. 
Given that More is clearly conversant with her subject matter despite her gender, 
and that the views of the unimpeachable Jack are obviously her own, it is 
interesting that her protagonists are male. Men of the lower classes are obviously 
More's target audience, and while her work and correspondence reveal that she 
was interested in contemporary politics, there appears to be an assumption that 
working-class women were not. 
Although Porteus had been the first to suggest that More reply to Paine, she notes 
in her letter to Mrs. Boscawen that `the very day the bishop came to me, Mrs. 
Montagu sent me a strong request on the same subject. '485 Whether or not 
Montagu and Porteus were acting in concert to secure More's assent, there are two 
points to note here; firstly, Montagu's request underlines female interest in 
contemporary political concerns; and secondly, Porteus deemed the efforts of a 
woman to be the most effective in counteracting the pernicious work of Paine. 
That Porteus believed that Village Politics had at least some positive effect, is 
supported by his subsequent request for More to respond to Paine's latest 
publication, The Age of Reason. Again, Porteus outlined the form he wished 
More's response to take: 
484 More, Strictures, II, p. 26. 
485 Letter from More to Mrs. Boscawen, dated 1793, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 346. 
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I will venture to say, that the eyes of many are fixed on you at this important crisis. 
[... ] I have been repeatedly asked, whether you would not once more, in this 
alarming exigence, exert your superior talents in the cause of Him who gave them. 
I do in my conscience think you bound to do so, and I cannot help considering this 
general concurrence of the wise and the good, in looking up to you on this occasion, 
as a kind of call upon you from Heaven, which, I am sure, you will not feel yourself 
disposed to withstand. There is no occasion to enter into any thing controversial or 
doctrinal, but simply to draw out a very plain summary of the Evidences of 
Christianity, brought down to the level of Will Chip and Jack Anvil, exactly as you 
have done in Village Politics, to which Village Christianity would be a very 
becoming companion. 486 
Porteus believed that Paine's earlier attack on government and his subsequent 
attack on Christianity were part of a concerted effort; in a Charge delivered to the 
clergy in 1798 Porteus argues in a footnote: 
that those who are hostile to the British constitution, are almost always equally 
hostile to the Christian revelation; that infidelity and disaffection are commonly 
inseparable companions; that each may generally be considered as the measure of 
the other; and that whoever is in any degree a traitor to his sovereign, scarce ever 
fails to be, in the same proportion, an apostate from his God. 487 
Presumably, the reverse was also applicable: `an apostate from his God' would 
also be in some degree `a traitor to his sovereign', the request then, for More to 
focus on the `Evidences of Christianity', can be seen as a defence of the State. 
Although More initially declined to respond to Paine, 488 within months she had 
conceived of the Cheap Repository Tracts. Jones, in her biography of More, does 
not see the Tracts as prompted by Paine, but rather sees them as the result `of a 
large-scale plan to provide suitable literature for the children and adults attending 
486 Letter from Porteus to More, Roberts, Memoirs, II, pp. 366-367. Roberts dates the letter 1793, 
but given comments in More's diary, and the publication date of Paine's work, it was probably 
written sometime in July 1794. 
487 Porteus, Charge Delivered to the Clergy of the Diocese of London, footnote p. 15. 
488 G. H. Spinney believes that More did respond, writing a tract entitled A Country Carpenter's 
Confession of Faith: with a few plain remarks on the Age of Reason. In a letter from 
Will Chip, 
Carpenter, in Somersetshire, to Thomas Pain, Stay-Maker, in Paris, which was published 
anonymously. Spinney cites as evidence the facts that it was printed by F. and C. Rivington, the 
printers of Village Politics, and that it was entered at Stationer's Hall on 11 October 1794. 
Spinney, 
`Cheap Repository Tracts', p. 297. 
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[her schools]', and argues that the Tracts were `a new type of literature for the 
inferior classes, which would be safe and cheap and unspeculative'. 489 However, 
this assessment is erroneous on two points: firstly, it represents the Tracts as 
somehow inert and colourless, providing reading matter which lacks political bias, 
contentious or otherwise; and secondly, it ignores the fact that the Tracts actually 
do fulfil the criteria specified by Porteus. The tracts do not directly refute Paine's 
arguments, instead they are morality tales, advocating religious observance and 
acceptance of the social order. The tracts are an antidote, rather than an answer, to 
the atheism which Porteus believed Paine was attempting to promote in The Age of 
Reason. 
A letter written by More to Mrs. Bouverie, in which she thanks her friend for her 
comments on the most recently published tracts, reveals the political aims of a tract 
entitled The Riot; or, Hal fa Loaf is Better than no Bread: 
I am glad you do not dislike the Riot; I told the Bishop of London I would screen 
the collateral and subordinate causes of the scarcity, as much as my conscience 
would allow me, for the sake of keeping peace at home. Indeed I said what I take to 
be truth, when I said that its leading cause was successive bad seasons. I hope it is 
not Jesuitical to tell the truth without telling the whole truth 490 
The tracts may have been written to provide unexceptional reading matter for the 
poor, but if this had been its sole purpose, More could have chosen a less 
contentious subject. While the subject matter of the tract is clearly something 
which she felt needed to be addressed, More admits that she has withheld certain 
information regarding reasons for the scarcity; evidently such subterfuge troubled 
489 Jones, More, pp. 137-138. 
ago Letter from Hannah More to Mrs. Bouverie, dated August 14,1795, reprinted in Memorials of 
Lord Gambier, 1, pp. 287-288. 
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her conscience, but she does it because she fears that revealing the whole truth 
would incite the riots she is attempting to prevent. 
The Riot is a ballad, set to the tune of a popular song, in this case `A Cobbler There 
Was'. It is a dialogue between the heroes of Village Politics, Jack Anvil and Tom 
Hod; Tom is again complaining, this time about the scarcity of food, and he 
attempts to incite his neighbours to riot but is prevented by the loyal Jack, who 
points out that the weather - posited as the ostensible reason for scarcity - is not 
under the control of government. Jack argues that pulling down the mills and 
robbing the butchers would not remedy their problems, but would aggravate 
matters, and points out that though things are bad in England, they are worse 
abroad: 
I would not take comfort from others' distresses, 
But still I would mark how God our land blesses; 
For though in Old England the times are but sad, 
Abroad, I am told, they are ten times as bad; 
In the land of the Pope there is scarce any grain, 
And 'tis worse still, they say, both in Holland and Spain. 49' 
The implication here is that God is on the side of Anglicans; Jack then goes 
further, claiming that Englishmen would receive even more help if they would only 
live piously and temperately, and that he is `apt to believe the distress which is 
sent, / Is to punish and cure us of all discontent. ' 492 Lack of religious faith or social 
disobedience is represented as the cause of scarcity, and therefore the cause of 
social unrest - ultimately, the ballad suggests, the well-being of society rests on 
religious observance. Jack urges quiescence, and implies that docile acceptance of 
491 Hannah More, The Riot; or, Half a Loaf is Better than No Bread, in The Miscellaneous 
Works of 
Hannah More, II, 265-267, p. 266. 
492 More, Riot, p. 267. 
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suffering will ensure that each man's needs will be met. Finally, however, Jack 
seems unsure that his argument will be heeded, and reminds Tom that the 
punishment for rioting is death: 
Then before I'm induced to take part in a riot, 
I'll ask this short question - What shall I get by it? 
So I'll e'en wait a little, till cheaper the bread, 
For a mittimus hangs o'er each rioter's head; 
And when of two evils I'm ask'd which is best, 
I'd rather be hungry than hang'd, I protest 493 
The language of the ballad mirrors that in Village Politics, it is simple and 
unaffected, and while (presumed) familiarity with the tune was supposed to make it 
popular with the lower classes, the six line stanzas, regularity of rhyme, and the 
rhythm this imparts, meant that the ballad operated equally well as a poem. 
Both Village Politics and the tracts sold well; Roberts (admittedly not always the 
most reliable of sources) claims for Village Politics that `many thousands were 
sent by government to Scotland and Ireland. Numerous patriotic persons printed 
large editions of it at their own expense; and in London only, many hundred 
thousands were soon circulated. '494 If accurate, the quantity of pamphlets 
distributed is impressive, but Roberts' statement reveals only that More's work 
was popular with the ruling/upper classes, that it was they who were printing, 
purchasing and circulating tracts; it is possible that very few of More's target 
audience purchased, were influenced by, or even read, her work. Nevertheless, 
many in authority seem to have had faith in the efficacy of More's tracts, believing 
that they did counteract Paine's pernicious influence. There were numerous 
responses to Paine, but More's work in particular gained the approval of the ruling 
493 More, Riot, p. 267. 
494 Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 341. 
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classes; a letter written by Mrs. Boscawen, suggests that More's popularity rested 
on a perceived ability to emulate the language of the lower-classes: 
a gentleman gave me `Reasons for Contentment, ' by Archdeacon Paley, addressed 
to the labouring part of the British Public. I cast my eyes over it, and though I 
honour Archdeacon Paley, yet I assured the giver that I would send him the 
production of one, [... ], who understood the language much better: and accordingly 
I dispatched a little packet of Will Chip 495 
Many of More's peers believed that her religious faith, experience with the Mendip 
poor, and literary versatility, made her the ideal person to communicate with the 
lower orders in a way that they would understand, and more importantly, heed. 
Further, the widespread view of women as moral arbiters and religious instructors 
may have been seen as qualifying More for this mediating role. Roberts' judgment 
of the power of More's work is unequivocal, he states that: 
many persons of the soundest judgment went so far as to affirm that it had 
essentially contributed, under providence, to prevent a revolution; so true was the 
touch and so masterly the delineation, which brought out, in all its relief and 
prominence, the ludicrous and monstrous cheat, whereby appetite, selfishness, and 
animal force, were attempted to be imposed upon us, under the form of liberty, 
equality, and imprescriptible right. 496 
To try and understand the attraction of More's work (for the ruling classes, at 
least), it is useful to examine the Cheap Repository Tracts (hereafter abbreviated to 
Tracts) in more depth. 
The tracts were printed by subscription, with many of More's friends contributing 
financially. More mimicked the form of the chapbook (the traditional form of 
reading matter for the poor) in her writing of the Tracts; they were printed cheaply 
on inferior paper, illustrated with woodcuts and, like chapbooks, sold in bulk to 
495 Letter from Mrs. Boscawen to More, dated 1792, Roberts, Memoirs, II, pp. 348-349. 
496 Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 342. 
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shopkeepers and chapmen - tracts were available in bundles of twenty-five, fifty, 
or a hundred, with correspondingly larger discounts. 497 By making the tracts 
affordable (and often cheaper than ordinary chapbooks), and visually familiar, 
More hoped to appeal to the plebeian readership she was hoping to reform. 
Susan Pedersen has argued that the explanation of the tracts as political 
propaganda is inadequate, and instead `contends that only by examining the Cheap 
Repository within the context of popular literature can we understand the tracts for 
what they were: a broad evangelical assault on late eighteenth-century popular 
culture. '498 However, while endorsing Pedersen's demands for contextualization, 
there appears to be a certain naivety in her contention that religious, or more 
specifically, moral reform, is somehow apolitical: if the interdependence of 
religion and State were accepted by many (and most importantly for this argument, 
by the evangelical writers who contributed to the Cheap Repository Tracts), then 
any move for moral reform was a move, albeit indirectly, for social reform. 
Admittedly, as Pedersen argues, popular chapbooks served to amuse, rather than 
incite, the working-classes (although anti-clerical, anti-religious, and amoral 
elements were sometimes present, the sheer number and diversity of chapbooks 
prevents them being identified, as a genre, as radical in intent), but as evidenced by 
the writing of Village Politics as a response to Rights Of Man, More saw the 
entertaining form of fiction as a means of expressing a particular political 
viewpoint. Additionally, More may have seen the popularity of the chapbooks as a 
threat to Christianity, since chapbooks challenged the pre-eminence of the Bible as 
497 For example, The Shepherd of Salisbury Plain was available at 1da book, ls. 6d for twenty-five, 
2s. 6d for fifty, or 4s. 6d for one hundred. 
498 Susan Pedersen, `Hannah More Meets Simple Simon: Tracts, Chapbooks, and Popular Culture in 
Late Eighteenth-Century England', in Journal of British Studies, 25: 1, (1986), 84-113, p. 87. This is 
a view earlier propounded by Spinney in `Cheap Repository Tracts'. 
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the reading matter of the lower classes. However, any claim regarding Evangelical 
disapproval of popular culture, as represented by chapbooks, should be made with 
some qualification if (in common with chapbook publishing lists of the seventeenth 
century), approximately a third of those produced in the eighteenth century were 
religious in nature. 499 Although it is impossible to know exactly how popular such 
religious material was, the fact that it constituted such a large percentage of the 
publisher's output, and that it continued to be published, is a relevant point. 
Possibly More may have disapproved of the ways in which religion was 
represented in earlier chapbooks (and it is likely that she did disapprove of the 
ribaldry in what Spufford has called the `small merry books'), but it is more likely 
that her decision to appropriate the chapbook genre was based on an awareness of 
the popularity of such publications amongst the lower classes. 
While the Established Church, and the Bible itself, disseminated a morality which 
was socially quiescent, the world of the merry chapbooks often contravened the 
natural and social order - as Pedersen notes, the `chapbooks presented a fictional 
world where the sexual and social order was fluid and changeable' . 
500 Pedersen 
also points out that `if they were not consciously radical, chapbooks nevertheless 
constituted a formidable bulwark against the ideological dominance of either the 
pious or the powerful. '50' So while chapbooks did not directly oppose either 
Church or State, (and indeed were often moralistic in nature) their popularity 
threatened to undermine the role of the Established Church as moral arbiters of the 
poor. 
499 See Margaret Spufford, Small Books and Pleasant Histories: Popular Fiction and its Readership 
in Seventeenth-Century England, (Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, 
Sydney: Cambridge University Press, 1981), chapter 8, pp. 194-218. 
500 Pedersen, p. 107. 
501 Pedersen, p. 105. 
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Probably, More saw popular culture as a threat to religion, social stability and the 
State, but while she clearly wanted to reform popular culture, and thus the morals 
of the poor, it is important to note that her anxiety regarding the ways in which the 
poor spent any leisure time, took place against the backdrop of the social and 
political unrest created by the French revolution. Given the connection between 
Church and State, greater religious and moral observance amongst the poor would 
result in greater integration, and consequently would lead to social stability, and 
increased national strength. Arguably, as Pedersen seems to suggest, evangelicals 
saw it as their duty to `improve' the poor, but the anxieties aroused by revolution 
in France, and the increasing availability of cheap, seditious literature, such as that 
written by Paine, strongly supports the view that More - along with radicals such 
as Thomas Spence (1750-1814) - recognized the potential of chapbooks as an 
effective medium for reaching a mass audience, and therefore appropriated 
chapbooks for political ends, establishing the tracts as political propaganda, which 
advocated reform encompassing not only the moral and the political, but the 
social. 502 
The Tracts should primarily be viewed as propaganda, albeit in the broadest sense: 
as any contribution to a religious, social or political debate, which propounds a 
particular idea or belief. In a recent article, Robert Hole makes a distinction 
between political and sociological propaganda to help evaluate More's work - `the 
propaganda of agitation (Village Politics), as opposed to `the propaganda of 
integration' (Cheap Repository Tracts) - but while accepting the efficacy, 
for 
502 As Spufford points out, as early as the sixteenth century, the potential of ballads as religious 
propaganda had been recognized. See Spufford, Small Books and Pleasant Histories, particularly 
pp. 9-11. 
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modern scholars, of such distinctions, it is important to remember that they did not 
exist in the eighteenth century. 503 
The tracts were specifically aimed at the lower and middle ranks, as evidenced by 
their retail price of '/2d., 1 d., or 1'/2d., the fact that they were distributed by chapmen 
(the usual suppliers of reading matter to the poor), and the division of the tracts, 
when published collectively, into Stories for Persons in the Middle Ranks, and 
Tales for the Common People. However, the tracts were not printed merely for the 
lower classes; in the advertisement for Tales of the Common People More notes: 
as these stories, though principally, are not calculated exclusively, for the middle 
and lower classes of society, the Author has, at the desire of her friends, selected 
those which were written by herself, and presented them to the public in this 
soa Collection of her Works, in an enlarged and improved form. 
Altick notes that, `in response to suggestions from the gentry, who were 
themselves captivated by Hannah's mixture of entertainment and sound principles, 
a second printing, on good paper, was arranged for, to give to their own children 
and bind up for preservation. ' 505 
The Tracts seemingly sold well in the eighteenth century - the advertisement for 
Tales of the Common People claims that over two million tracts were sold in the 
first year506 - but, as with Village Politics, it is difficult to assess 
how effective they 
were in achieving their aim, and whether they were purchased or even read by the 
poor; for example many of the tracts were purchased in bulk by the upper classes, 
503 Robert Hole, `Hannah More on Literature and Propaganda, 1788-1799', in History: The Journal 
of the Historical Association, 85: 280, (October 2000), 613-633, p. 615. 
504 More, Tales for the Common People, I, 130-27 1, p. 130. 
505 Altick, The English Common Reader, p. 75. 
506 More, advertisement to Tales for the Common People, p. 130. 
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for free distribution to the poor. In a letter to More, Porteus wrote, `to the West 
Indies I have sent shiploads of them. They are read with avidity at Sierra Leone, 
and I hope our pious Scotch Missionaries will introduce them into Asia. '507 The 
Reverend John Venn, himself a contributor to the Tracts, seemingly believed that 
they were powerful tools in reforming the poor; he wrote to More giving an 
account of a poor man: 
who lately died in a most penitent and happy state, which he owed entirely to the 
perusal of your little tracts. He was a driver of one of the stage coaches in this 
place, was very drunken and profligate, and never attended a place of worship; but 
beginning to sink under the injuries which dram-drinking did to his constitution, one 
of our benevolent visitors of the district in which he lived, called upon him, and left 
with him a parcel of tracts. `Sorrowful Sam' was the one which particularly struck 
him, and was blessed, I think I may justly say, to his entire conversion. [... ] upon 
his death he earnestly desired that a copy of that tract might be given to each of his 
children, with a solemn charge to them to read it over every month. His widow was 
also very deeply impressed, and has become now, I hope, truly religious; and thus 
has a whole family, probably, been rescued from ruin by that excellent tract. 508 
The tableau created here is reminiscent of the tracts themselves (which is either a 
credit to More's observational and narrative skills, or conversely, an attempt at 
flattery by Venn), but even setting aside the natural cynicism which the description 
of the death-bed conversion might engender, Venn's account lacks the conviction 
evinced by other tract writers: he hopes, rather than knows, that the widow is `truly 
religious', while the whole family has only `probably, been rescued from ruin'. 
[My italics]. 
The didactic aim of the tracts was recognized, noted, and deplored, by at least one 
of its target audience. In his autobiography, Joseph Mayett, a poor 
farm 
servant/day-labourer, who was for a time enlisted in the militia, notes that in 1820: 
507 Letter from Porteus to More, dated January 16,1797, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, p-5- 
508 Letter from the Rev. J. Venn to More, dated April 30,1810, in Roberts, Memoirs, III, pp. 330- 
331. `Sorrowful Sam' was written by Sarah [Sally] More. 
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there was a great many tracks Came out and their Contents were Cheifly to 
perswade poor people to be satisfied in their situation and not to murmur at the 
dispensations of providence for we had not so much punishment as our sins 
deserved and in fact there was but little else to be heard from the pulpit or the 
press and those kind of books were often put into my hands in a dictatorial way in 
order to Convince me of my errors for instance there was the Sheperd of Salsbury 
plain ... the Farmers 
fireside and the discontented Pendulum and many others which 
drove me almost into despair for I Could see their design. "' 
Mayett, a Baptist, is both fully aware of, and resents, the purpose of the tracts; he 
does not passively imbibe the spirit of willing acceptance disseminated throughout 
the tracts, and objects to the suggestion that such tracts could make the suffering of 
the poor any more acceptable; his comments suggest that More, and her supporters, 
underestimated the intelligence, resentment, and suffering of the poor. 
Interestingly, in a letter to Mrs. Boscawen, More claims to be dubious about the 
efficacy of the tracts, but there is a certain pride in her description of how the `wise 
and good' credited her with preventing a riot, she notes that they: 
would have me to believe, [... ] that a very formidable riot among the colliers in the 
neighbourhood of Bath, was happily prevented by the ballad of `The Riot. ' The 
plan was thoroughly settled; they were resolved to work no more, but to attack first 
the mills, and then the gentry. A gentleman of large fortune got into their 
confidence, and a few hundreds were distributed and sung with the effect, as they 
say, mentioned above. sio 
Despite her seeming modesty, More must have believed that the tracts did some 
good since she continued to contribute work, and at least fifty of them have been 
ascribed to her pen. 5I 1 
509 Joseph Mayett, The Autobiography of Joseph Mayett of Quainton (1783-1839), edited and 
introduced by Ann Kussmaul, No. 23, (Buckingham: Buckinghamshire Record Society, 1986), 
p. 70. The Tracts were frequently reprinted in times of social unrest. 
510 Letter from More to Boscawen, Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 384. Roberts dates the letter November, 
1793, but since the Cheap Repository Tracts were not published until 
1795-8, and More mentions 
elsewhere in the letter that she is actually in the process of writing tracts, the 
date 1793 is doubtful. 
Furthermore, a letter from More to Mrs. Bouverie concerning The Riot (see above) 
is dated 1795. 
5" See Appendix Ito Jones's Hannah More. 
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From a distance of over two hundred years it is difficult to assess just how 
effective More's Tracts were in achieving their aim. Roberts claims that many 
believed that More's pen prevented an English Revolution, but such claims are 
surely exaggerated, and arguably owe more to an admiration for More's intentions, 
than for any actual achievement. Whether or not More's tracts were effective, 
what is indisputable is that she wrote them with the encouragement and sanction of 
men who wielded power and influence. As the instigator of More's foray into 
political propaganda, Porteus clearly believed in both her principles and her 
literary ability, but there is evidence that in his role as President of the 
Proclamation Society, which he assumed in 1793, he also promoted More's work, 
and endorsed her status as a social reformer. In the seventh report of the Society, 
dated June 1795, it is stated that: 
a plan having been set on foot by a Person every way qualified for taking the lead in 
such an Undertaking, for selling to the Poor, at a reduced Price, small Publications 
tending to the Advancement of Religion and Virtue, the Committee judged it a 
proper Testimony of their Approbation of a Scheme, at once so benevolent and 
rational, to contribute the Name and Subscription of the Society towards its 
Support. 512 
Although the report gives no clue as to gender or identity, a letter written by More 
reveals that she was the `Person' referred to: 
I stayed some hours with the Bishop [of London], till we were driven out of the 
drawing-room to make room for the Committee of Association for reforming, &c. 
The Repository subject was introduced, when it was proposed and seconded, and 
voted nem. con. that the thanks of the Association for the Reformation of Manners, 
should be voted to Hannah More, and a small subscription in testimony of high 
approbation. "' 
512 Seventh Report of the Committee of the Society for carrying into effect his Majesty's 
Proclamation Against Vice and Immorality, and for the Encouragement of Piety and Virtue: 
Together with a Brief Statement of the Origin and Nature of the Society, and a list of the Members, 
(London: George Stafford, 1795), p. 14. 
513 Letter from More to her sister, dated 1795, in Roberts, Memoirs, II, p. 429. 
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The volume of collected tracts for 1795 contains a list of subscribers which 
includes the Bishop of London, who sent ten guineas from the Proclamation 
Society. 
More was not the only member of her sex who wished to take a more active role in 
reforming society. It is useful to look at the work done by Wilberforce in this area 
since, indirectly, it provided a means by which women were legitimately able to 
extend their influence beyond the confines of the home. 
Female Efforts to Reform Society 
Wilberforce's Proclamation Society owed much to the reformation of manners 
movement of the late seventeenth and early eighteenth century. Although women 
were not admitted as members, it shall be argued that the formation of the 
Proclamation Society played a significant role in woman's growing participation in 
the `public sphere'. 
In their hagiographic account of their father's life, Robert and Samuel Wilberforce 
describe the circumstances which gave rise to the Proclamation Society: 
a vast population was springing up around our manufactories, but there was no 
thought of providing for them church accommodation. Non-residence without 
cause and without scruple was spreading through the church; and all the cords of 
moral obligation were relaxed as the spirit of religion slumbered. Against this 
universal apathy John Wesley had recently arisen with a giant's strength. But his 
mission was chiefly to the poor, and his measures even from the first were such as 
fostered a sectarian spirit. There was needed some reformer of the nation's morals, 
who should raise his voice in the high places of the land; and do within the church, 
and near the throne, what Wesley had accomplished in the meeting, and amongst 
the multitude. This, in its whole extent, was a work which the genius of our church 
could hardly have committed to the hands of any ecclesiastic; while it required for 
its proper execution the full devotion of rank, and influence, and talents of the 
highest order. To this high and self-denying office God put it into the heart of his 
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servant to aspire. "God, " he says, "has set before me as my object the reformation 
of [my country's] manners. "514 
It is significant that it was Wilberforce, rather than an `ecclesiastic', who was both 
instigator and driving force (although many of the church's leading figures were 
members of the Society); given the role of the church as guardians of the nation's 
morals, it would be natural to assume that they, rather than a layman, would have 
been at the forefront of any attempt to reform society. The principles of the society 
may have been religious (one of its principal objectives was to increase 
observation of the Sabbath), but its secular origins and its assumption of 
responsibility for the nation's moral well-being undermined, albeit unintentionally, 
the authority of the Established Church. With reference to any discussion of 
women's public role, it is surely significant that this shift did occur, since once 
responsibility had been secularized, female involvement became a possibility, 
especially given the belief that women were natural moral educators. 
Membership of the Proclamation Society was restricted to the upper classes (if not 
the rich), as the original membership list reveals: apart from the Duke of Montagu 
as President, the original membership list includes five Dukes, nine Lords, the 
Archbishop of Canterbury, and fourteen Bishops. The annual subscription was two 
guineas, and recruitment was extremely selective, being by invitation only. An 
appendix to the Proclamation Society's report for the year 1802 refers to `the 
election of ladies to be subscribing members', 
515 but no extant membership lists 
514 Footnote indicates that this quote came from Wilberforce's journal, R. I. Wilberforce and 
S. 
Wilberforce, Life of Wilberforce, I, p. 130. 
515 Report of the Committee of the Society for carrying into Effect His Majesty's 
Proclamation 
against Vice and Immorality, for the Year 1802, (London: J. Hatchard, 1802), p. 
14. 
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contain any female names, possibly because the society ended before female 
recruitment could begin. 
The select criteria for election to the Proclamation Society meant that membership 
numbers steadily declined throughout its existence, and the Society ceased 
operating in 1805. However, despite their decreasing effectiveness, the example of 
the Proclamation Society inspired others to create similar societies, the most 
notable being the `Society for the Suppression of Vice' (hereafter abbreviated to 
the Vice Society) which was instituted in London in 1802.516 The elitist nature of 
the Proclamation Society, particularly with regards to membership, had led to the 
formation of the Vice Society, who were far more accommodating in their 
enrolment criteria, claiming that: 
it is to contribute to the energies of the Proclamation Society, by endeavouring to 
render the same kind of influence and operations still more general, that the Society 
for the Suppression of Vice is established. "' 
In a bid to achieve this, it admitted both sexes, of all ranks, only restricting 
membership to those of the Church of England, arguing that this would more 
effectually achieve their purpose, which appears to have been the strengthening of 
the authority of the Established Church by disseminating and enforcing its 
doctrine. Although subscription was set at one guinea, the Vice Society decided 
that `with respect to pecuniary aid, the amount of the subscription is left to the 
discretion of each individual', since `as the great object of the Society is to diffuse 
516 For the history of the Vice Society, see articles by M. J. D. Roberts, `Communications: The 
Society for the Suppression of Vice and its Early Critics, 1802-1812', The Historical Journal, 26: 1 
(1983), 159-176; and `Making Victorian Morals? The Society for the Suppression of Vice and 
its 
Critics, 1802-1886', Historical Studies, 21 (April 1984-Oct. 1985), 157-173. 
517 Society for the Suppression of Vice, Part the First, of an Address to the Public, from the Society 
for the Suppression of Vice, Instituted, in London, 1802. Setting forth, with a list of the members, 
the Utility and Necessity of such an Institution, and its Claim to Public Support, (London: 
Printed 
for the Society, 1803), p. 101. 
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a corrective and preserving influence throughout the community, they are more 
desirous of obtaining respectable personal patronage, than extensive pecuniary 
aid'. 518 Although membership appeared to be open to all, irrespective of class, 
influence or talents, it should be remembered that Anglicanism and respectability 
were posited as necessary conditions for admission. 
Unlike the Proclamation Society, the Vice Society actually admitted women as 
members. From its institution, the Vice Society welcomed women, and in their 
identification of the valuable role played by women in society, they echo More's 
views on religion and gender: 
the LADIES are not only admitted to patronize and support the Society, they are 
earnestly solicited to use their endeavours in aid of its views. Female influence is 
not only powerful in particular instances, it affects the customs and manners of the 
community at large. Women are elevated in the scale of society, and that suavity of 
manners, which distinguishes modern from antient times, may justly be said to be, 
in a great measure, derived from the amiable operation of female influence: yet let 
us not forget, that even the suavity of female manners proceeds from a higher 
source; and that the superiour [sic] polish of modern life, is owing to a diffusion of 
the mild, conciliating, forbearing, and civilizing spirit, which is the discriminating 
characteristic of Christianity: it is to this the LADIES are indebted for their present 
elevated rank in Society: in the heathen world they had few civil rights, and were 
almost in a state of slavery; but Christianity has broken down this offensive 
distinction. Surely then they are particularly called upon to afford their support in 
aid of an Institution, which professes as one of its objects, the protection of that 
religion to which they are so much indebted, and the preservation of those 
numberless blessings which are so closely connected with its existence. By 
advertising to the list of members placed at the head of this address, it will appear 
that the Society partake largely at present of female support; a very considerable 
519 proportion of their members consisting of LADIES. 
The less stringent admission policies of the Vice Society - particularly in its 
attitude towards female members - meant that at the end of its first year it boasted 
upwards of five hundred and fifty members, including Wilberforce, Porteus, and a 
518 Vice Society, Part the First, p. 41, and footnote p. 41. 
519 Vice Society, Part the First, footnote, pp. 39-40. 
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number of More's other friends, such as Mrs. Boscawen, Richard Hart Davis, and 
the two Miss Roberts. 520 
Arguably, the Vice Society was created as a platform by, and for, the emerging 
middle classes, and with the rise of such civil societies, came the opportunities for 
women to participate in the public sphere. However, societies, such as the Vice 
Society, effectively undermined the Established Church, albeit unwittingly, by 
encouraging women to undertake those tasks (such as assisting the poor), 
previously seen as the province of clergymen. 
While the objectives of the Vice Society were similar to those of the Proclamation 
Society, there were important differences. One was that in its first address to the 
public it took the `opportunity utterly, and solemnly, to disclaim all interference 
with politics, properly so called'. However, while the Vice Society professed to 
refrain from interference in `all cases of sedition, or others of a political nature' 
which they deemed to be the responsibility of magistrates and government, their 
professed remit of `the prevention of civil offences, and the execution of the laws, 
in suppression of such offences', was vague enough to position their claim as 
either naive, or disingenuous. 521 Further, in the same address, they proudly note 
that: 
a very respectable author `hesitates not to mention among the various causes which 
with the blessing of God have protected the principles of the nation at large, from 
the machinations of Jacobinism, and have produced the marked difference in our 
520 More's name does not appear on early Vice Society membership lists. Perhaps More's 
involvement in the Blagdon controversy made her reluctant to reveal her membership in case it 
brought the society into disrepute. The Anti-Jacobin Review supported the Vice Society (see Anti- 
Jacobin Review, XIII (1802), 198-9, and XIV (1803), 281-94), and given their animosity towards 
More, she may have felt it was in the society's interest not to reveal her membership at that time. 
521 Vice Society, Part the First, p. 58. 
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conduct in the day of trial, from the conduct of our Protestant Brethren on the 
Continent; the Society formed for the Suppression of Vice and Immorality, by the 
express authority of a Royal Proclamation. '522 
In common with their predecessors, the ostensible aim of the Vice Society was to 
increase observation of the Sabbath, and to suppress `BLASPHEMOUS, 
LICENTIOUS AND OBSCENE BOOKS AND PRINTS', but their aims also 
included: 
PREVENTING OF FRAUDS, IN SELLING BY FALSE WEIGHTS AND 
MEASURES; THE PROTECTING OF FEMALE INNOCENCE, BY THE 
PUNISHMENT OF PROCURERS; THE CORRECTING THE COMPLICATED 
EVILS, RESULTING FROM LOTTERIES; THE REFORMING OF EXCESSES, 
COMMITTED IN RIOTOUS AND DISORDERLY HOUSES, BROTHELS AND 
GAMING HOUSES; THE PUNISHING OF BREACHES OF THE PEACE, 
PROFANE SWEARING, LIBELLING, AND CRUELTY TO ANIMALS. Their 
object is to diminish the gross mass of public enormity, to circumscribe the wasting 
contagion of vice; to bring back a sense of public decency and morality and by a 
temperate enforcement of the laws, to effect a general respect for Civil Order and 
Religion. [Their emphasis]"' 
As Sydney Smith pointed out in an article condemning not only the work of the 
Vice Society, but its very existence, while the rich also indulged in these vices, the 
Society took no practical measures against them. 524 
More's Manners of the Great was, like An Estimate, ostensibly addressed to those 
of the upper classes `who, filling the higher ranks in life, are naturally regarded as 
patterns, by which the manners of the rest of the world are to be fashioned'. 
525 
That More's aims were identical to those of Wilberforce (despite the fact that they 
were addressed to the rich) is evident from her claim that the writing of Manners of 
522 Vice Society, Part the First, footnote, p. 100. The quote was taken from `Kett's "History the 
Interpreter of Prophecy", vol. 2. p. 263,264.4"' edit. ', p. 100. 
523 Vice Society, Part the First, pp. 44-45. 
524 See Sydney Smith, review of Statement of the Proceedings of the Societyfor the Suppression of 
Vice, from July 9. to November 12., read at their General Meeting, held November 12.1804, in The 
Edinburgh Review, or Critical Journal, (1808-1809), article IV, 333-343. 
525 More, Thoughts, in The Miscellaneous Works of Hannah More, I, p. 272. 
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the Great was prompted by `reading the king's late excellent proclamation against 
irreligion and immorality'. 526 Many of the `great', claimed More, were not 
vicious, but thoughtless, they failed to adhere strictly to Christian principles 
thereby setting a lax example to their social inferiors. The conduct condemned by 
More included the employment of hairdressers on the Sabbath; the performance of 
Sunday concerts; the frequenting of public gardens on a Sunday; and instructing 
servants to lie, by telling visitors that the master or mistress were not at home. 
More deliberately avoided commenting on issues such as Sunday trading and the 
visiting of taverns on a Sunday, which she identified as contravening temporal 
laws, and which were, moreover, areas of particular interest to Wilberforce's 
Proclamation Society. Instead, More concentrated on improving morals and 
manners - considered to be woman's province - and her work can be seen as 
complementing the aims of the Proclamation Society. More's willingness to 
address the faults of the rich, and her later attempts to improve the conduct of the 
poor, place her at the forefront of social reform. Ostensibly, More's attempts at 
reformation were directed toward `domestic' concerns, and while this served to 
deflect some of the criticism of her involvement in such work, it is important to 
recognize that her efforts were of great political, social and religious significance 
and that, as a consequence, she was perceived to wield both authority and power, 
something which unsettled many, as demonstrated by the attacks made on her 
during the Blagdon Controversy. 
526 More, Manners of the Great, p. 276. It should be noted that the King's Proclamation had been 
given on 15` June, 1787, but according to Porteus, Wilberforce had been sounding out his associates 
about the formation of the Proclamation Society since the previous winter. This suggests that 
Wilberforce prompted the King's Proclamation, rather than the other way around. 
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Although women were permitted to become members of the Vice Society, their 
participation was circumscribed; they took little active part in the society's efforts 
to suppress vice, and did not assume positions of responsibility or power (as 
committee members, for example). It is unclear what was expected from female 
members, perhaps their donations/subscriptions and their desire to be affiliated 
with the society were their most valuable contributions. There was a certain 
anomaly in allowing women to become members of the Vice Society, since despite 
their role as moral educator and guardian, female innocence was considered to be 
in need of protection. Consequently a woman's exposure to the vice dealt with by 
the Society was necessarily limited. This protection of female innocence is evident 
in decisions to restrict their access to those Vice Society publications which 
addressed, in greater depth, issues of an improper nature, an example being the 
Society's prosecution of Joseph Powell, the astrologer. 527 
A hand bill, advertising the services of Powell, had been left at the home of Mr. 
Blair, a member of the Vice Society. Blair's man-servant, posing as a customer, 
had gone to Powell, and requested a nativity for a maidservant; Powell submitted a 
written prediction, for which he received a half-crown, which Blair had marked 
earlier with his initials. The man-servant immediately summoned a constable, who 
took Powell into custody. The case of Powell attracted a lot of adverse publicity 
for the Society; many accused the Vice Society of entrapment, and of prosecuting 
and persecuting a man more deserving of pity than punishment. The account of the 
527 Society for the Suppression of Vice, The trial of Joseph Powell, the fortune-teller, at the 
Sessions-House, Clerkenwell, October 31,1807. Taken in short-hand by Mr. Gurney. With an 
appendix and notes, containing various original letters and other 
documents referred to in the trial, 
(London: C. Rivington, W. J. and J. Richardson, J. Butterworth, J. Hatchard, J. J. Stockdale, and 
J. 
Walker, 1808). 
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case which appeared in The Times was typical; 528 the newspaper clearly 
disapproved of the way in which the Vice Society had ensnared Powell, and by 
conflating the demonized figure of the Vice Society imagination with the obvious 
failure of Powell as a seer, it undermined the Society's claims that they were 
involved in effecting serious and necessary social reformation. The Times 
represented Powell as a pathetic figure: 
the wretched prisoner, who stood motionless and self-convicted, exhibited a picture 
of wretchedness from which the genius of Praxiteles would not have disdained to 
sketch a statue of Ill Luck. Never did soothsayer seem less a favourite of the Fates! 
Never was astrologer consigned to the influence of stars less propitious! Aged, tall, 
meagre, ragged, filthy, and care-worn, his squalid looks expressed the various 
features of want and sorrow. 529 
In an attempt to counter unfavourable publicity, the Society decided to print an 
account of Powell's trial; in it they identified The Times as the instigator of public 
criticism against Mr. Blair and the Society , arguing that other newspapers 
had 
merely `copied' The Times account, with its inaccurate reporting of the facts. 
The Vice Society originally intended to publish and sell the resulting pamphlet, but 
just before publication it changed its mind, stating that: 
by a resolution of the Committee, passed after the greater part of this pamphlet had 
been printed, it was ordered not to be published or sold, but distributed gratis for the 
information only of the Police Magistrates and of such Gentlemen as are Members 
of the Society for the Suppression of Vice. 530 
It could be argued that as a means of counteracting public criticism, this strategy is 
ineffective, so why did the Society decide to restrict circulation of the pamphlet? It 
is important to note the following: firstly, access was restricted to `Police 
528 The Times, no. 7176, Monday October 12,1807. 
529 The Times, no. 7176, Monday October 12,1807. 
530 Vice Society, Powell, p. 28. 
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Magistrates' and `Gentlemen' members of the Society; and secondly, distribution 
of ordinary Vice Society reports was unrestricted. Clearly, the pamphlet on Powell 
contained material the Society considered to be both damaging to the Society, and 
capable of corrupting female members. A reading of the pamphlet reveals that its 
principal aim was to justify the actions of Mr. Blair and the work of the Society, 
and in this context contains nothing which was not in those reports and literature 
which were available to all members. However, in their justification for printing 
the pamphlet, the Society refers to `books, papers, and other documents [... ] 
relative to this business', belonging to Powell, and it was these, which led the 
Society to withhold the pamphlet from certain sections of the public, and from all 
women. 
The Society accused Powell of being a serial bigamist (he was alleged to have had 
four `wives'), and of constantly seeking new sexual conquests. It was this, and the 
publication of a letter written by Powell, in which he attempts to seduce a customer 
`not of the lowest class', 531 which, arguably, led the Society to restrict distribution 
of the pamphlet, perhaps in fear of being accused of distributing licentious 
material. Despite the Society's representation of Powell as a Lothario, it is evident 
from his correspondence that he was no more successful as a seducer, than as a 
fortune-teller: 
"I have looked into the Rules of Astrology, In respect to procreation of Children. 
And from the State of the Planets at your Birth; I find no doubt but what you may 
have Children - But it must be by some other Person. I should like to 
be that one, to 
enjoy that pleasure with you. And I doubt not but what we should make an 
increase. I wish this proposal may be as desirable to you as to me. [... ] If you 
agree to what is here proposed. I will completely calculate your Nativity, and do as 
much as I would for five Guineas. , 532 
531 Vice Society, Powell, p. 4. 
532 Quoted in Vice Society, Powell, p. 17. 
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The Society's comments on this letter suggest that they were worried about women 
offering themselves up to Powell in exchange for a free Nativity; the Society admit 
that `one is apt to smile at these kind of prophecies, because we think nobody can 
be so weak as to believe in things so ridiculous', but they add: 
in this great town the dominion of folly is so strong and so extensive, that there is 
hardly any thing too silly or too gross not to impose on some individuals. 533 
The Vice Society believed that they were performing a necessary function in 
regulating and policing their social inferiors and women, and indeed, were so 
convinced of the rectitude of their actions, that they were prepared to encounter the 
hostility of those who considered such interference to be condescending and 
unnecessary. 
While claims regarding the reasons for the Society's decision not to publish the 
Powell pamphlet are necessarily speculative, it is indisputable that they considered 
some material to be unsuitable for women, even those who were members of the 
Vice Society. So while female membership of the Vice Society was an important 
concession in woman's bid to take a more active part in the society in which they 
lived, it is perhaps more significant as a symbolic precursor of things to come, than 
as evidence that women could effect change at this time. Nonetheless, it is 
important as an indication that the contribution of women to society was beginning 
not only to be recognized, but acknowledged. 
Although More denied any involvement in politics, it is evident that the bulk of her 
work was socio-political, in that she was concerned with examining (and 
533 Vice Society, Powell, p. 5. 
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addressing) those factors, such as class, religion and public expectations, which 
lead to accord or discord in society. However, while More wished to underplay 
her political activities, there were women, albeit few in number, who were willing 
to openly proclaim their interests in contemporary politics, perhaps the most 
famous in the latter half of the eighteenth century being Catharine Macaulay. 
The Politics of Catharine Macaulay 
Unlike More, Macaulay made no attempt to dissemble about her interest in 
politics; her work, and correspondence provide ample evidence of her interest. Her 
republicanism has been well documented, and she was an avid and outspoken 
supporter of the American and French revolutions. 534 Macaulay wrote four overtly 
political pamphlets, 535 but even her first published work, The History of England, 
which appeared in eight volumes, reveals her interest in politics, since, as she 
pointed out in the introduction, her intention was to write a `political history of this 
country' , 
536 
Even a cursory reading of Macaulay's historical works reveal her Whig and 
Republican principles; J. G. A. Pocock has argued that her political principles `were 
in themselves of a kind best articulated in the writing of history', and further, that: 
we must attend to the proposition that the writing of history, as a branch of political 
argument in eighteenth-century Britain, is the historical context which has to be 
534 It is important to remember, however, that Macaulay died in 1791, before the execution of Louis 
XVI and Marie Antoinette. 
535 Loose Remarks on Certain Positions to be found in Mr. Hobbes's 'Philosophical Rudiments of 
Government and Society', with a Short Sketch of a Democratical Form of Government, In a Letter 
to Signor Paoli (1767); Observations on a Pamphlet entitled `Thoughts on the Cause of the Present 
Discontents' (1770); An Address to the People of England, Scotland and Ireland on the Present 
Important Crisis of Affairs (1775); and Observations on the Reflections. 
536 Macaulay, History of England, I, introduction, p. vii. 
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reconstructed as a field of study if we want to understand Catharine Macaulay's 
utterance and reception - her discourse in her time. 53' 
This, together with her own description of the History of England as political, 
makes the History of England and History Letters invaluable sources of 
information regarding her political beliefs. The view that Macaulay's historical 
works more fully express her political beliefs, is one that she also held; in a letter 
to an American admirer she wrote: 
nothing can console me from being precluded by my engagement to the English 
public from defending the cause of the Americans but that I think the general 
principals [sic] of the rights of mankind, inculcated in my great work, is of more 
advantage to them than the more suspected arguments framed for the service of a 
particular purpose. 538 
Macaulay's works on history are important texts, since they are among the first 
attempts by a woman to provide a scholarly account of a specific period in history 
(the History of England covers the particularly volatile period of 1603-1689). The 
eight volumes of the History of England appeared over a period of twenty years; 
there was a ten year gap between the publication of volumes five and six, which 
appears to have necessitated the writing of a preface to the latter volume, but in 
1778, some three years before the appearance of volume six, Macaulay published 
the History Letters, which were addressed to Wilson. While the work may have 
been an attempt to capitalize on the popularity of epistolary works which were 
currently in vogue, it was also a means of flattering Wilson. The History Letters 
were meant to consist of two volumes, but only one was ever published, perhaps 
53' J. G. A. Pocock., `Catharine Macaulay: patriot historian', Women Writers and the Early Modern 
British Political Tradition, edited by Hilda L. Smith, (Cambridge, New York, Melbourne: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 243-258, p. 244. 
538 Letter from Catharine Macaulay to Benjamin Rush, quoted from Donnelly, `The Celebrated Mrs. 
Macaulay', p. 181. 
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because the very public falling out with Wilson, after her second marriage, made 
further dedications inconceivable. 
The style of both the History of England and History Letters is didactic and 
moralistic; the heroes and villains are easily identifiable, and the lessons to be 
learnt and the examples meant to be followed are apparent. The reading of history 
was considered a suitable exercise for eighteenth-century women, but the writing 
of it was considered a male preserve; Macaulay's historical texts reveal not only 
the existence of female intellect, and that one woman at least had an extensive 
knowledge of seventeenth, and eighteenth-century politics, but their existence also 
reveals that she must have been dissatisfied with previous accounts. 539 Arguably, 
apart from countering Tory accounts, Macaulay redressed the masculine bias of 
previous historical works; this was almost certainly not her intention, and nowhere 
in the History of England or History Letters does she advocate, or even refer to, 
female rights, but her admiration for her sex is apparent in her writing. She also 
draws attention to her own gender in the introduction to History of England when 
she concludes: 
the inaccuracies of the stile which may be found in this composition, will, I hope, 
find favour from the candour of the public; and the defects of a female historian, in 
these points, not weighed in the ballance [sic] of severe criticism. 540 
While there is an element of apology in this request, it should be noted that while 
Macaulay was willing to acknowledge her inferior education, and the effect that 
this might have had on her style, she was not prepared to concede that her gender 
affected the contents of her work or her intellectual abilities. 
539 See Bridget and Christopher Hill, `Catharine Macaulay and the Seventeenth Century', in Welsh 
History Review, 3 (1967), 381-402. 
540 Macaulay, History, introduction, p. xviii. 
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The fact that she was a woman seemingly led Macaulay to attempt to acknowledge 
and include the part played by women in specific historical events (something 
which previously, had largely been ignored) . 
541 For example, she recounts the case 
of Judge Crook, who, terrified of the resentment of Charles 1 (1600-1649) and his 
ministry, considered abandoning his principles and finding for the King in the 
judgment on the legality of ship-money, but it was Crook's wife, `a woman of true 
virtue' who, Macaulay points out: 
addressed him in a style of Spartan magnanimity; conjured him not to err against his 
conscience and his honour for fear of incurring danger or poverty: For herself, she 
would be content to suffer want or any misery, rather than be the occasion of his 
acting against his judgment and his conscience. Crook, struck with the exalted 
sentiments, and strengthened with the farther encouragements, of so dear and 
persuasive a friend, altered his purpose, and not only gave his opinion against the 
King, but argued with a noble boldness and firmness on the side of Law and 
Liberty. 542 
Throughout the History of England women are represented as influencing political 
events through indirect means, but despite being indirect, this influence is 
positioned as significant, and playing a pivotal role in improving society. Again 
with reference to Mrs. Crook, Macaulay notes: 
that there is an example of this kind in the history of my country, gives me infinite 
pleasure; that there are so few, I feel with a sensible regret. Were the principles of 
the generality of the sex as just and as well founded as were those of this respectable 
woman, it would have a very happy effect on the conduct of society: We should not 
have to lament so many melancholy instances of human weakness, nor, particularly 
in this country, such a continued succession of patriots falling from the highest 
pinnacle of reputation into the pit of shame and infamy, and sacrificing the essential 
superiorities of virtue and honour to the fancied distinctions of a peerage and a 
ribbon. 543 
541 Philip Hick discusses the notion that Macaulay gives a prominent role to women in her History 
in his article, `Catharine Macaulay's civil war: gender, history, and republicanism in Georgian 
Britain', in Journal of British Studies, 41: 2 (2002), 170-198. See also Susan Wiseman, `Catharine 
Macaulay: history, republicanism and the public sphere', in Women, Writing and the Public Sphere, 
edited by Elizabeth Eger, Charlotte Grant, Cliona Ö Gallchoir, Penny Warburton, (Cambridge. 
New 
York, Melbourne, Madrid: Cambridge University Press, 2001), 181-199. 
542 Macaulay, History, 11, p. 226. 
543 Macaulay, History, II, pp. 226-227. Bridget Hill also discusses Mrs. Crook, see ! 'irago, pp. 140- 
141. 
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However, while Macaulay sees the idealized role of women as moral arbiters, she 
is also prepared to acknowledge that some women exert a far more baneful 
influence, women such as Henrietta Maria, consort of Charles I. Macaulay notes 
that Charles `was dotingly attached' to his queen, so much so, that he was often 
persuaded against his own inclinations. 544 In one case, Macaulay notes that 
Charles, after considering entering the House of Commons with an armed force, 
began to reconsider his plan, he then: 
went to the queen's apartment, and expostulated with her on the hazard of the 
attempt, expressing something like a determination of not putting it in execution. 
The queen was transported with passion at this want of resolution: `Go coward! 
exclaimed this imperious woman, pull these rogues out by the ears, or never see my 
face more. ' The submissive husband obeyed, and went strait to the house of 
Commons, with a train of five hundred followers. 545 
It should be noted that while Macaulay condemns the queen, she also points out the 
submissiveness of Charles, and indeed he is represented throughout as a weak man, 
easily influenced not only by his wife, but by Archbishop Laud (1573-1645). The 
negative influence of the queen, Macaulay seems to suggest, is able to assume such 
importance precisely because the king is doting and submissive, the implication 
being not only that a stronger (i. e masculine) king would not have been pushed into 
an action he knew to be wrong, but that reason ought to rule the passions. 
Throughout History of England and History Letters, events and characters are 
assessed and judged according to an ideal of civic virtue which Macaulay 
acknowledged as belonging to the Greco-Roman model; her acme of the perfect 
state was defined by her reading of `those histories that exhibit Liberty 
in its most 
544 Macaulay, History, II, p. 212. 
545 Macaulay, History, III, pp. 149-150. 
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exalted state, the annals of the Roman and the Greek republics. ' 546 In the same 
way that Macaulay had absorbed the example of the ancient republics, and used 
them to form her paradigm of the ideal state, she saw the purpose of history writing 
as moral and educative, a view that many of her contemporaries shared. In a 
pamphlet written in praise of History Letters, Lofft reveals that he too believed that 
the end of history was to educate; when apologizing for including a lengthy 
quotation from Macaulay's work, he takes the opportunity of pointing out the true 
purpose of writing history: 
I beg pardon for this extract, because some very sage speculatists have lately 
discovered that historical facts and observations may be very ingenious and 
amusing, but that as for us, we live quite out of all need of benefit from historical 
analogy; that contrary to the opinion of Solomon, every thing is new under the sun; 
and that we are as much exempt from any necessity, and superior to any 
inducement, of learning wisdom from the errors of our ancestors, as our posterity is 
likely to think itself exempt from benefiting by the mighty and unexampled 
instances of our governmental wisdom, exemplified so constantly and signally at 
this day. 547 
Macaulay herself argued that: 
the contemplation of a great character never fails to warm the young and generous 
student into the noble attempt of imitative virtue, and helps to guard the mind 
against the impulse of selfish passions, and the contagion of example. It is indeed 
only by dwelling on the sublime beauties of heroic characters, that we can discover 
that amazing opposition of the hateful and the lovely in moral excellence and moral sas deformity, and that we can be animated into a passion for disinterested virtue. 
Despite More's assertion that Macaulay was anti-monarchy, this passage suggests 
another interpretation of Macaulay's condemnation of various monarchs; she 
appears to have attempted to judge each monarch individually, and would have 
wholeheartedly supported a `patriot' king, but her examination of James 1 (1566- 
546 Macaulay, History, 1, introduction, p. vii. 
547Lofft, Observations on Mrs. Macaulay's History, pp. 37-38. Lofft's work is a recapitulation, and 
endorsement of Macaulay's History Letters, and makes little attempt at critical analysis, something 
which he readily admits. See p. 64. 
548 Macaulay, History, VII, p. 495. 
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1625) and his successors, apparently revealed to her a succession of rulers who 
were self-serving pursuers of power and wealth, and what was worse, morally 
weak. 
Macaulay is often represented as a revolutionary, or at least a republican, but there 
is a sense in which she was extremely reactionary: for example, in her use of the 
Greek and Roman republics as political ideals. She also refers to a golden age in 
England, 1625, when she claims that the common people were virtuous and 
uncorrupted; despite her condemnation of James I, Macaulay writes that by the end 
of his reign in 1625, England was experiencing peace and prosperity: 
a long suspension from warlike exercises, though baneful to a luxurious state, was, 
to the people of England, an advantageous circumstance. A foreign war might have 
diverted them from an attention to domestic evils; and their manners were not at this 
time so effeminate as to endanger an attachment to an inglorious inactivity; 
idleness, servility, and their concomitant vices, were, in these happy days, only to be 
found among the servants and followers of the court. Candour, valour, integrity, a 
spirit of independence, and every other masculine virtue, were possessed in a high 
degree by the Commons of England, viz. of the male sex; whilst chastity, modesty, 
and industry, were the general characteristics of the females. Peace also was 
favourable to commerce; it is acknowledged by all historians that trade increased 
much in this reign. 549 
Unsurprisingly, given Macaulay's views on the profligacy of the Stuarts, she also 
saw the English Civil War, and the period of approximately fifteen years of the 
Commonwealth, as a golden age for her country; talking of 1652 she notes: 
in all the annals of recorded time never had Fortune reared so tall a monument of 
human virtue as were the atchievements [sic] of this assembly 
[republican 
government]. In the short space of twelve years, an established tyranny of more 
than five hundred they had entirely subdued, in the form of government built on 
its 
ruins, they had recalled the wisdom and glory of ancient times. 
[... ] At this full 
period of national glory, when both the domestic and foreign enemies of the country 
were dispersed and every where subdued; when England, after so 
long a subjection 
to monarchical tyranny, bad fair to out-do in the constitution of 
its government, and 
consequently in its power and strength, every circumstance of glory, wisdom, and 
549 Macaulay, History, 1, pp. 276-277. 
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happiness related of ancient or modern empire; when Englishmen were on the point 
of attaining a fuller measure of happiness than had ever been the portion of human 
society; the base and wicked selfishness of one trusted citizen disappointed the 
promised harvest of their hopes, and deprived them of that Liberty for which, at the 
expence of their blood and treasure, they had so long and so bravely contended. sso 
Macaulay's involvement with the American and French revolutions can be seen as 
attempts to achieve the Liberty which had eluded her own countrymen. 
Lucy Martin Donnelly has described Macaulay's History of England as `a Whig 
pamphlet in a larger sense', 551 but Macaulay believed that she was an impartial 
chronicler of facts; in her introduction to History of England she notes that: 
labour, to attain truth, integrity to set it in its full lights, are indispensable duties to 
an historian. I can affirm that I am not wanting in those duties. 552 
Although Macaulay has often been described as a Whig, she actually aligned 
herself to a more liberal faction which sought electoral reform. The Whigs did 
initially adopt Macaulay's History of England, since politically, it opposed Hume's 
Tory version of historical events during the reign of the Stuarts, but while 
Macaulay praised the `old' Whigs, the latter volumes of the History of England, 
and particularly the History Letters, criticizes contemporary Whigs. Macaulay's 
condemnation of contemporary Whigs is bitter, since it is fuelled by 
disappointment; in Letter II of the History Letters she writes: 
no advantage we gained by the revolution [the `Glorious Revolution' (1688-9)] can 
be equivalent to the subversion of all principle in a body of men, whose virtue and 
resolution had more than once saved the constitution against the combined powers 
of church and state. 
510 Macaulay, History, V, pp. 94-95. 
551 Lucy Martin Donnelly, `The Celebrated Mrs. Macaulay', in The William and Mary Quarterly, 
third series, 6: 2, (1949), 172-207, p. 200. 
552 Macaulay, History, I, introduction, p. x. 
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Candor must acknowledge, that the total corruption of whig principle reflects as 
much dishonour on the Sovereign [William Il] as it does on the party. "' 
Even though Macaulay approved of the discontinuation of hereditary right in 
monarchical succession, she did not see the revolution as `glorious', arguing: 
that there was no one article in the declarations of rights which had not been 
recognized by former princes; and if the alteration of the succession deprived the 
sovereign of that reverence, which ignorance in all ages hath paid to the hereditary 
line, the influence arising from the disposal of an immense revenue had, even in 
William's time, given more permanence and extension to the power of the crown, 
than hereditary princes had derived from the notion of unalienable, indefeasible 
ssa right. 
In a way, Macaulay was right about her impartiality, at least politically, since while 
she condemned the Tory faction for their support of the Stuarts, and consequently 
supported the old Whigs, she was virulent in her condemnation of contemporary 
Whigs and did not align herself with any parliamentary faction. However, she was 
not an objective chronicler of facts; Macaulay saw herself as on the side of Liberty 
and virtue, and judged characters and events according to how they had contributed 
to her definition of a republican state. 
Macaulay's support of the French and American revolutions can be seen as a bid to 
establish a republic; one which would provide a convincing example of the 
advantages of such government for her own country. Nevertheless, despite her 
support for the Americans and French, there is scant evidence to suggest that 
Macaulay wished for revolution in her own country. A contemporary 
acquaintance, Sylas Neville, has written in his diary that Macaulay did advocate 
the violent overthrow of government, but as Mildred C. Beckwith has pointed out. 
553 Macaulay, History Letters, Letter II, pp. 74-75. 
554 Macaulay, History Letters, Letter II, pp. 72-73. 
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if she had, `she must have regretted her statements, for at a later time she publicly 
denied that she ever had suggested or given sanction to such an idea'. 555 Other 
critics have argued that a passage at the end of volume eight of the History of 
England, reveals Macaulay's contemplation of the possibility of revolution in 
England; the passage in question reads: 
our large armies on the continent, our numerous subsidies to German princes, and 
the corruptions which prevailed through the whole system of administration, whilst 
they have filled the pockets of needy contractors, and swelled to an enormous 
heighth the lucrative appendages to office, oppressed the nation with such an 
additional burden of taxes and debt, as to forbid hopes of salvation, but from a 
circumstance so out of the ordinary course of sublunary affairs as to render it a 
perfect miracle in political history, viz. a patriot king and a patriot ministry co- 
operating with the body of the people to throw off the shackles of septennial 
parliaments, to reinstate the people in their constitutional right of election, and, by 
this means, to introduce such a rigid plan of economy, as may, in a process of time, 
in a great measure, restore the wasted finances of the country. 556 
While this might possibly refer to revolution, it is not conclusive; it is difficult to 
see a programme as revolutionary when it envisages the retention of monarchy. 
Her History Letters provides firmer evidence of Macaulay's belief in revolutionary 
principles. In it, Macaulay recounts how, at the end of George I's (1660-1727) 
reign, the various administrations of the last three rulers had increased the national 
debt, repealed the act for triennial parliaments, frequently suspended habeas 
corpus, established a standing army, voted for credit, and increased corruption 
within government; such was the suffering of the nation as a result, she argues: 
that those individuals of the society, who were sincerely attached to the welfare and 
the interests of their country, though diametrically opposite in their principles to the 
prejudices of jacobitism, began to think that another Revolution would be 
sss Beckwith, `Catharine Macaulay: Eighteenth-Century Rebel', p. 27. Macaulay's denial occurs in 
the Preface to volume VI of her History, p. vii. 
556 Quoted from Florence Boos and William Boos, `Catharine Macaulay: Historian and Political 
Reformer', in International Journal of Women's Studies, 3: 1, (1980), 49-65, p. 55. Original ref. 
Macaulay, History, Vlll, pp. 335-336. 
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necessary, to put the empire in as good a situation as it was on the abdication of James the Second. 557 
Clearly, Macaulay identifies with these potential revolutionaries; but she laments 
that while some individuals were prepared to struggle to reclaim their rights, they 
were few in number, and instead, she argues, the majority of `the people at this 
time were, as the people of Great-Britain always are, half stupid, half drunk, and 
half asleep'. When the people were finally roused, she goes on, it was `as is 
always the case, on a subject in which their interest was no ways concerned', a 
change in the excise on tobacco, 558 or, in other words, a subject which Macaulay 
considered unimportant; her zeal for public action was, seemingly, restricted to 
improving the constitution and protecting the `rights' of the people. As discussed 
earlier in this thesis, Macaulay believed that the only way of motivating the people 
was to provide an education which not only informed them of their political rights, 
but taught them their duties as citizens, and her historical works can be seen as part 
of that education. However, while Macaulay endorsed revolution as a necessary 
expedient, she was careful to discuss such measures within the context of past 
historical and political events; those pamphlets which addressed contemporary 
politics stressed the need for reform, not revolution. 
Macaulay's politics were defined not only by her early reading, but by her family 
and their position as wealthy businessmen. Her brother, John Sawbridge, shared 
her political ideals, and was a founder member of the Society of the Supporters of 
the Bill of Rights, initially formed to provide financial assistance for Wilkes, but 
while Macaulay was precluded by her sex from becoming an active member, she 
557 Macaulay, History Letters, Letter VI, pp. 359-360. 
558 Macaulay, History Letters, Letter VI, p. 372. 
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was a supporter of their efforts and initially at least, appears to have been a firm 
Wilkite. When Sawbridge, along with other prominent members of the Society, 
including the Revd. John Home (later Home Tooke) (1736-1812), fell out with 
Wilkes in 1770, and seceded from the Society, Macaulay seemingly continued to 
support Wilkes. Her support was, in part, financial; a letter to Wilkes written while 
he was being detained in prison, and seriously in debt (c. l769), 559 reveals that 
Macaulay donated money to support Wilkes at a time when she was in need of 
funds herself, the letter is worth quoting in full since it expresses her political 
ideals: 
the Gratitude which you express for the sum I have given up to your necessities are 
genuine marks of a serious mind but you must give me leave to recall to your 
remembrance that you have no personal obligations to me that there is an higher 
principle on which I act than the relative ties of common life and that it is the Duty 
of a good Citizen to assist as far as circumstances will allow every individual under 
sufferance for exertion in the cause of liberty. If the sum I have sacrificed to the 
highest and most binding of moral obligations had been part of my superfluities the 
merit would have been small but it is indeed that which my own necessities required 
having been this year burthened with great expences viz the furnishing entirely a 
new Home and the paying a large fine on my estate the sum which was legally due 
to me from you would have made me easier but I have left my own affairs entangled 
to assist in the accommodating yours. 
You know Sir that the admiration of that Patriotic virtue which so eminently 
flourished in the glorious states of Greece and for a short period of time in this 
Country and Rome always subsisted in my Character I have not like others stopt 
at admiration but endeavoured to regulate my own conduct by the most illustrious 
patterns of Antiquity The only object of my ambition and the honest aim of my life 
is that I may die with the pleasing consciousness of having in the most profligate 
times which this unhappy Country ever knew acted always the part of a good 
160 Citizen. 
Hill has read this letter as a demand for repayment, and suggests that `it may well 
have contributed to the cooling in her relations with Wilkes' '561 
but while it 
certainly could be read this way, the sentiments expressed, together with the tone 
559 For more on this period of Wilkes life see John Sainsbury, `John Wilkes, Debt, and Patriotism', 
in Journal of British Studies, 34: 2 (1995), 165-195. 
560 British Library, Add. MS. 30870. f. 242. 
561 Hill, Virago, p. 71. 
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of the letter suggests that at this point Macaulay's admiration for Wilkes remained 
intact, and that rather, she was primarily interested in stressing her `Patriotic 
virtue' by emphasizing the extent of the sacrifices she was willing to make `in the 
cause of liberty'. However, while Macaulay's belief in Liberty remained unshaken 
throughout her life, she could be circumspect about her political associations and 
activities, as Hays reveals. In 1777 Macaulay had visited France on the advice of 
her physicians, but as Hays points out: 
her visit to Paris was critically timed, at the period when Great Britain, at war with 
her colonies, beheld the French government with a jealous eye. The habeas corpus 
act was also at that time suspended in England. In these circumstances, Mrs. 
Macaulay was peculiarly cautious to give no offence to the administration of her 
country, by entering with too much fervor into the cause of the Americans; or by 
appearing to have any other views in her excursion to France (by which the colonies 
562 were assisted and favoured), than for the benefit and restoration of her health. 
While Macaulay did meet up with Americans during her time in Paris, she was 
unwilling to ask them to visit her, and gave her reasons in a letter to Dr. Benjamin 
Franklin (1706-90) written shortly before her departure from Paris; she informs 
him 
of the motives by which she had been induced to wave the satisfaction of seeing 
him and his American friends at her hotel. The circumstances of the times, and of 
her known republican principles, rendered her liable to suspicions; and the 
suspension of the habeas corpus act in England to consequences, which, in the 
delicate state of her health, could not but prove fatal - "The whole tenor of my 
conduct must have convinced you, sir, " says she, towards the conclusion of her 
letter, "that I should with pleasure sacrifice my life, could it be of any real service to 
the cause of public freedom. I am now nursing my constitution, to enable me to 
treat at large, in the history in which I am at present engaged, on our fatal civil war. 
I am, sir, with profound respect for your great qualities, as a statesman, patriot, and 
philosopher, yours, &c. &c. "563 
There is no doubting Macaulay's support for the American cause, but she was 
practical and realized that as a woman, any open declaration of support would 
562 Hays, `Catherine Macaulay Graham', p. 301. 
563 Hays, `Catherine Macaulay Graham', pp. 301-302. 
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achieve little; rather, her support for republican principles is manifested in her 
educative aims in writing about the `fatal civil war'. 
William Gordon (who Washington authorized as historian of the American 
Revolution), wrote to Macaulay in 1777, asking for information on: 
the military executions and forms of government, that they [the `Ministry'] had 
prepared for the continent, when they were convinced the contest proceeded not 
from a faction but a prevailing union of souls among the inhabitants - together with 
other instances of their madness and folly - Intelligence transmitted from the army, 
respecting the killed and wounded (which the government has secreted) their 
movements and projected operations - these and such like particulars, of which, 
Madam, you will be a more competent Judge, will be gratefully acknowledged. 564 
Setting aside the question of how Macaulay was meant to gain such information, it 
seems unlikely that she would have complied with such a request since, if 
discovered, she would have been arrested. Rather, Macaulay's interest in politics, 
whether domestic or international, seems to have been mainly restricted to the 
historical and theoretical, in explicating the historical lessons to be learnt from past 
events. 
In connection with America, there is evidence in her correspondence with 
Americans such as Washington, Mercy Warren and Adams, that she contemplated 
writing a history of that country. Although nothing came of the idea, Macaulay's 
year long visit to America in 1785, and an extensive correspondence with 
numerous American friends, reveal that she was deeply interested in the events 
unfolding before, during, and after, the American Revolution. It is interesting to 
speculate on what influence, if any, Macaulay's politics had on events in America. 
The correspondence between Adams and Macaulay began in 1770, and the most 
564 Letter from William Gordon to Catharine Macaulay, dated March 25 1777, BL R. P. 5020. 
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frequent topic addressed in their correspondence was politics; but while Adams 
provided information about events taking place in America, it is interesting, given 
Macaulay's sex, that he frequently asks her for political news and information from 
England, as if she were fully conversant with current political events. In one letter, 
Adams writes: 
we are anxious here to know what is meditating for us in England. What is the 
opinion of People there concerning the Controversy last Winter, between the 
Governor and House, and what they intend to do with us for the future. 565 
From a later letter, it would appear that Macaulay did send news of the political 
climate in England, since Adams writes: 
the Account you give of an overbearing Influence in the House and of the Want of 
Feeling and Spirit, out of it, is of a very serious and melancholy kind. Americans 
are very sensible that such accounts are true, and expect to fall a [word obliterated] 
to the Knavery in the Cabinet and the Folly out of it, unless preserved by their own 
566 Virtue - their Frugality, or Valour or both. 
It seems strange that Adams should ask Macaulay for information, a woman 
prevented by her sex from taking any active part in contemporary politics, 
particularly since in the same letter he extols the politics of her brother: 
I have a long Time attended with Pleasure, Gratitude and Veneration, to the Upright 
Conduct of Mr Sawbridge in Parliament. His principles alone can preserve the 
Nation and if they can not be brought into Fashion, the Nation must be lost. -I 
scarcely recollect another Instance in Either House of Parliament, who has espoused 
the American Cause, upon Proper Principles, and from first to last, as he has done. - 
Shorter Parliament, a more equitable Representation, the abolition of Laws and the 
Payment of the [word obliterated], the Reduction of Placemen and Pensioners, the 
Annihilation of Bribery and Corruption, the Reformation of Luxury, Dissipation and 
Effeminacy, the Disbanding of the Army, are all necessary to restore your Country 
to a free Government, and to a safe, honourable and happy Life. 
567 
565 Letter from John Adams to Catharine Macaulay, dated June 28`h 1773, BL R. P. 5020. 
566 Letter from Adams to Macaulay, dated December 28 1774, BL, R. P. 5020. 
567 Letter from Adams to Macaulay, dated December 28 1774, BL, R. P. 5020. 
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Presumably Adams believed that Macaulay shared her brother's political ideals, 
but a clue as to the reason why Adams should wish to correspond with Macaulay in 
particular, is provided in his next paragraph when he asks: 
but is this practicable? - Is there a Resource in human Nature for Hope of such a 
miraculous Change? - Is there one Example of it in History, or Experience? A 
Nation is easily corrupted but not so easily reformed. "' 
His reference to `History' and `Experience' suggests that Adams, like Macaulay, 
believed that the study of history had important lessons to teach; Macaulay's work 
in her History of England, in particular, what her comments and conclusions reveal 
about her own political ideals, make her a sympathetic supporter of America's 
cause. Further, Macaulay's reputation, gained for her literary abilities and Whig 
sympathies (albeit `old' Whig), meant that her reputation was an important 
propaganda tool: association with Macaulay could only strengthen republican 
credentials. The citizens of Boston certainly believed that Macaulay was a suitable 
representative of their cause; after the Boston massacre in 1770, the citizens of that 
town drew up a narrative of events and numerous depositions, and sent them to 
Macaulay requesting `most earnestly the favor of your interposition and 
influence. 'S" It is unclear whether Macaulay did have the influence in England 
that some Americans thought she had, though she did have the ear of her brother. 
Nevertheless, these men were in no doubt of Macaulay's sympathy for their cause, 
and this is due largely to the sentiments expressed in her History of England which 
was widely read in America. 
568 Letter from Adams to Macaulay, dated December 28 1774, BL, R. P. 5020. 
569 Letter from James Bowdoin, Samuel Pemberton and Joseph Warren [representatives of the 
citizens of Boston] to Catharine Macaulay, dated March 23 `d 1770, BL, R. P. 5020. 
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Despite Macaulay's support for the American revolution, there is evidence that 
once they had achieved independence, she was disappointed with the way they 
enjoyed their Liberty; in her correspondence is an unpublished draft of a letter to 
an unnamed male correspondent which reveals Macaulay's beginning 
disillusionment with the American Revolution. The draft is undated, but its 
reference to the French Revolution reveals that it was written c. 1789, and one 
passage in particular expresses Macaulay's disappointment in the progress of the 
American constitution: 
that wonderful Event the French Revolution fills all our thoughts and occupies the 
whole mind we [every zealous friend to equal liberty] desire its permanence and 
prosperity with more than paternal solicitude for we look upon its firm 
establishment as an event which will necessarily bring after it the emancipation of 
every other society in Europe from those Monarchic and Aristocratic chains 
imposed by the violence of arms and riveted on mankind by ignorance credulity and 
Priestcraft and you will pardon me if I tell you that in my opinion not withstanding 
the brilliancy of American exertions in the course of independence that the 
continuation of the freedom of that vast Continent equaly [sic] depends on the 
stability of the French Democracy. The Americans have a little too much of the 
[word obliterated] of their Ancestors in them they appear to turn their views and 
desires more to the acquiring of gain than the enjoyment of rational liberty and to 
have entertained that mischievous opinion that the felicity of Nations depends on 
their riches they have also I think been guilty of a dangerous error in the not 
restricting the Members of their Congress from the enjoyment of those lucrative 
Offices established by their authority and this may become the source of Oppresible 
taxation and the foundation of Aristocratic wealth and ambition. 57o 
Although this draft is unfinished, and possibly never sent, it contains sentiments 
which Macaulay expressed to other correspondents, including Washington. 
571 
However, while America appeared to be failing to live up to Macaulay's 
republican ideals, she saw the French Revolution as surpassing the efforts of the 
Americans. In a letter to Lofft, a founder member of the Society for Constitutional 
Information, Macaulay notes that: 
570 Undated segment of draft to unnamed correspondent from Catharine Macaulay, BL R. P. 5020. 
571 See Jared Sparks (ed. ), Correspondence of the American Revolution, 4 vols., (1853), iv, p. 283; 
and Jared Sparks (ed. ), The Writings of George Washington, 12 vols., (1834-37), 
68-72. 
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my imagination has been so completely filled with the revolution in France that I 
have dreamt talked and thought of nothing else from the period of its 
commencement to the present day of its progress in short I look upon it as the 
political star destined to conduct all Europe to light and happiness and I find that 
time has so little abated that strength of my passions and the warmth of my temper 
in these particulars that my Body has more than once suffered with my mind on the 
arrival of news that cast a gloom on the situation. "' 
This enthusiasm may well have been tempered by subsequent events, since 
although Macaulay had seen the execution of Charles I as a regrettable but 
necessary event in her History of England, a letter from her daughter Catharine 
Sophia, reveals that Macaulay's politics were theoretical and idealistic rather than 
practical. In a letter dated 3 `d January 1791, and written after the publication of 
Macaulay's last published work, 573 Catharine Sophia writes: 
I feel the strength of your Arguments and the goodness of your language - at the 
same time I feel that I have lost that spirit of Patriotism which I still admire and 
which you have uniformly retained through life. - The injuries which are done to 
individuals, and which are unavoidable in all revolutions are by them and their 
families bitterly and severely felt, whilst the Public Good arising from them is 
distant doubtful and precarious, and felt in a trifling degree by each member of the 
community. - Tho it is absolutely necessary that from time to time these 
reformations should take place or all governments would degenerate into despotism 
- yet I sincerely rejoice that my private station in Life can never make it necessary 
to me to become a Reformer. - Nay my Dear Madam I can perfectly recollect a 
trifling anecdote which perhaps you have forgot - which convinces me the general 
turn of your mind induces you to agree with me. My Uncle once opposed in 
Parliament the granting two thousand pounds as a recompense to a Man for finding 
out a powder to destroy Vermin, the powder was allowed to be inefficacious, of 
course the inventor undeserving of reward - But I remember you remarked at the 
time that tho' it was undoubtedly wrong to lavish the Public Money on such 
pretences yet you should not have liked to be the Person who prevented the Poor 
Man from obtaining what was to him so very desirable and especially as he was 
blind and poor - however to a Politician these circumstances were quite out of the 
question. This instance seems to me very analogous to many of the sufferers in the 
French revolution who tho unworthy with respect to the Public are I doubt not 
amiable in their private capacities. s"a 
572 Letter from Catharine Macaulay to Capel Lofft, dated November 12 1789. BL R. P. 5020. 
573 Macaulay, Observations on the Reflections [of Edmund Burke]. 
574 Letter from Catharine Sophia Gregorie to Catharine Macaulay, dated 3`d January 1791, BL 
R. P. 5020. 
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Macaulay's response is not known, but her daughter's letter suggests that 
Macaulay's enthusiasm for politics, and for reformation in particular, was largely 
theoretical. In this light, it could be argued that Macaulay saw her political duty as 
the writing of history, which would educate the reader and exhort him to emulate 
those virtuous characters she represented. Further, Macaulay was not afraid to 
enter the political arena as a writer, even against such established politicians as 
Burke. Despite her Whiggish sympathies, two of Macaulay's works were direct 
responses to Burke; the first being Observations on a Pamphlet entitled `Thoughts 
on the Cause of the Present Discontents' (hereafter abbreviated to Observations on 
a Pamphlet), and the second, Observations on the Reflections, both of which 
appeared within months of the original publications. After the publication of 
Thoughts in 1770, Burke wrote to Richard Shackleton that his work had aroused 
some hostility, but that: 
the party which is most displeased, is a rotten subdivision of a Faction amongst 
ourselves, who have done us infinite mischief by the violence, rashness, and often 
wickedness of their measure, I mean the Bill of rights people but who have thought 
proper at length to do us I hope a service, by declaring open War upon all our 
connection. Mrs Macauleys [sic] performance was what I expected; there are 
however none of that set who can do better; the Amazon is the greatest champion 
amongst them. Mrs Shackleton is very stout in daring to encounter her; but she 
would find herself unequal; for no heroine in Billingsgate can go beyond the 
patriotick scolding of our republican Virago. You see I have been afraid to answer 
her. 575 
Macaulay does not seem to have found her gender a handicap to her ambitions: 
while she wrote an educational treatise (a genre considered suitable for female 
writers) she also undertook those genres considered to be the province of men - 
history, philosophy and politics - and what is more, achieved some success. 
When 
575 Edmund Burke letter to Richard Shackleton (ante 15 August 1770), in The Correspondence of 
Edmund Burke, edited by Lucy S. Sutherland, 10 vols., (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1958-), II (July 1768-June 1774), 149-150, p. 150. 
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it comes to politics, her gender did prevent her from taking any active role, but the 
writing of history, and of political pamphlets seem to have been activities which 
she believed enabled her to make an important contribution to society. There are 
also hints that she saw her marginalized position as an advantage; in her response 
to Burke's Thoughts on the Cause of the Present Discontents, Macaulay wrote of 
the possibility of a political reformation: 
to plan a form of government perfect in its nature, and consequently answering all 
its just ends, is neither morally impossible in itself, nor beyond the abilities of man, 
but it is the work of an individual. The generality of mankind are too fond of 
accustomed establishments, however pernicious in their nature, to adopt material 
alterations, and this propensity has ever afforded full opportunity to the interested to 
reject every part of reformation which tends effectually to establish public good on 
the ruins of private interest. 576 
Macaulay feels justified in criticizing the government (past and present) because 
she is a woman, and therefore cannot be accused of acting for self-gain; it is 
precisely because she cannot be bribed with office, emolument or honours that she 
believes herself to be impartial and objective. From the Observations, as well as 
her History of England and political pamphlets (particularly Loose Remarks), there 
is evidence that Macaulay saw herself as the person `to plan a form of government 
perfect in its nature'; since not only did her sex set her apart as an `individual', 
with no official affiliation to any political party, but her political knowledge, and 
her known lack of fondness for `accustomed establishments' made her ideally 
qualified for such an undertaking. 577 Further, Macaulay's identification of the 
moral duties of government, and the accepted belief that women were moral 
576 Catharine Macaulay, Observations on a Pamphlet, Entitled, Thoughts on the Cause of the 
Present Discontents, (London: Edward and Charles Dilly, 1770), p. 9. 
577 On completion of this thesis it was brought to my attention that the argument made 
here is close 
to that made by Kate Davies in her Gender and Republicanism in Britain and 
America: The 
Meanings of Catharine Macaulay, (unpublished PhD., diss., University of 
York, 1999). However, 
throughout the writing of this thesis I was unable to access a copy of Davies's thesis to check any 
similarity. 
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arbiters, meant that women were potentially better at recognizing and enforcing 
those reformations which would `establish public good'. However, while 
Macaulay was certainly a reformer who saw the advantages (under certain 
circumstances) of revolution, there is also evidence that she constantly strove to 
attain an idyll which she believed had last been realized by the Greeks, and which 
England had so nearly attained after the execution of Charles I. Her wholehearted 
support of the American Revolution only began to falter once America achieved 
independence, and began to adopt what Macaulay saw as an aristocratic model of 
society and government. Fired with enthusiasm at the beginning of the French 
Revolution, Macaulay did not live long enough to see the `Terrors' or the erosion 
of the republican ideals which she so admired at its onset. There is every 
possibility that the French Revolution would have proved as disappointing to 
Macaulay as that of the Americans. 
To conclude, modern Anglo-American feminist scholarship, with its emphasis on 
the demand for equality between the sexes as an indicator of female activism, 
perhaps prohibits any identification of More, and to a lesser extent, Macaulay, as 
advocates of women's rights. In their political activities - More's reformation of 
manners, and Macaulay's appropriation of `masculine' genres - both women 
challenged social dictates as to what constituted appropriate behaviour and 
activities for women. Women in the eighteenth century may have felt qualms on 
entering the political arena, but their decision to participate in a sphere which is 
perhaps better defined as masculine rather than public, appears to have been 
prompted and validated by religious, moral and patriotic convictions. The 
formation of civil societies, such as the Vice Society, supposedly created a public 
space which could be accessed by all. However, there were important 
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qualifications: membership was restricted to `respectable' Anglicans, and even 
when membership was conferred, the case of Powell demonstrates that access, for 
women at least, was unequal and partial. 
French feminist scholarship, however, with its stress on difference and separation, 
rather than assimilation, allows the lives and work of eighteenth-century women to 
be examined and assessed in a more complex way. So while More saw the sexes 
as inherently different, this was not necessarily in terms of opposites, for example, 
while she believed woman was man's superior when it came to religious faith, it 
did not mean that man was irreligious, and while man might be woman's superior 
in terms of physical strength, this did not mean that woman was helpless. There is 
evidence that both More and Macaulay believed that greater participation by 
women in society was necessary if society was to be improved; an examination of 
their political writings reveals that for women in particular, religion, education, 
philosophy and politics were bound together in complex and often inextricable 
ways, with each underlining and informing the others. Perceptions that women 
played a necessary role in maintaining the strength of the nation, provided 
leverage, whereby they created opportunities to contribute to matters of public 
importance, such as the forming of social policy. 
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Conclusion 
The role of women, or more accurately, views about the role of women, changed 
during the latter part of the eighteenth century, and this was reflected in the 
increasing debate surrounding female education. The change was due to three 
main factors; firstly, fear that revolutionary principles, from both America and 
France, would spread to Britain and destroy both Church and State; secondly, that 
religion and government were seen as intertwined, with the destruction of one 
leading to the destruction of the other; and thirdly; that women were perceived to 
be the main upholders of religious standards. Virtuous and pious women, it was 
argued, had a crucial role to play in ensuring the well-being of the nation, and they 
needed to be educated so that they not only knew their role, but were capable of 
fulfilling their duties. Existing systems of education were criticized for focusing 
on the adornment of the outer body instead of fulfilling its true purpose, which was 
to help women master their temporal passions, such as vanity and the desire for 
luxury, and to ensure that they cultivated their reason, so that they recognized the 
benefits, to their immortal souls, of living a life according to Christian principles. 
Numerous treatises on education appeared at this time, many written by female 
authors, informing women that it was their patriotic duty to contribute to the saving 
of their country by becoming more chaste and religious. Primarily, it was up to 
women to improve morals and manners, by setting a good example, and unless 
they were prepared to undertake such improvements, it was argued, society was 
doomed to suffer the fate of the French. 
Catharine Macaulay and Hannah More were two of the most famous contributors 
to the debate on female education, but they were also amongst the most famous 
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women writers of the latter part of the eighteenth century; their work was reviewed 
in journals and periodicals, they were satirised in prints and plays, celebrated in 
paintings and poetry, and gossiped about in newspapers. Newspapers in particular 
played an important part in raising awareness of the work of women writers; it is 
difficult to think of another medium which could so rapidly have reached such a 
wide audience. Newspapers frequently contained advertisements for new 
publications; `puffs' for works already in print; poems and tributes celebrating 
virtuous female authors, as well as criticism for those who deviated from 
conventional morality. While beyond the scope of this thesis, there is much work 
to be done in assessing the relationship between the development of newspaper 
culture and the rise of the woman writer. 
An examination of the fame and reputation (both literary and personal) of women 
writers reveals that attitudes towards them were influenced, and sometimes even 
determined, by their sex. With regards to their critical reception, while critics 
claimed to be impartial, their numerous references to the author's sex, reveal that it 
played a significant part in their assessment of a woman's work. However, while 
this sometimes meant that critics were dismissive of a woman's work, conversely, 
there appear to have been expectations (from both sexes) that women writers 
would be treated chivalrously. This did not mean that women's work was 
unequivocally praised, rather that faults, such as errors in style and grammar, were 
noted and corrected with indulgent condescension. The only errors not subject to 
chivalrous restraint, were deviations in personal conduct from those norms of 
acceptable feminine behaviour, and female encroachment into areas considered the 
province of men, such as politics. 
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The conduct of women writers had an enormous impact on both their critical 
reception and public fame; speculation and comment about female authors was 
rife, but although misconduct (particularly that of a sexual nature) attracted 
increasing attention, it did not necessarily increase sales of their work. As 
Macaulay realised after her association with Dr. Wilson, and more noticeably after 
her second marriage, loss of personal reputation contributed to a decrease in 
literary reputation, and sometimes even to a belief in the loss of literary ability. 
However, it was not only men who condemned unfeminine behaviour, women too 
were quick to express their disapproval of women who overstepped the line of 
female propriety. These women have sometimes been condemned as traitors to 
their sex, but it is important to remember that the critical reception of work by a 
female author was dependent not only on content, but on her sex. The assessment 
of a woman's work as part of a female continuum, together with the importance 
placed on individual conduct, meant that the social misdemeanours of one woman 
had a negative effect on the reputation of all female authors. Therefore, it could be 
argued that female disapproval of a woman writer - such as that exhibited by More 
towards Macaulay - was a strategy whereby women attempted to 
defend the 
reputation of all women writers by distancing themselves from the few who were 
deemed socially suspect. Further, this disapproval by women of `improper' 
behaviour in members of their sex, suggests that there was a general shift 
in 
attitudes towards women, from a perception of women as decorous 
but decorative 
objects, to one where women were expected to cultivate piety and chastity, 
in order 
to fulfil a practical and necessary role in society. 
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Female authors were subject to scrutiny both professionally and privately; writing 
for publication was not necessarily frowned upon, but the subjects addressed, and 
genres used, played a significant part in the reception of their work. Those who 
addressed subjects considered the province of women - such as religion, female 
education, morals and manners - were treated with more leniency by the critics. 
So although history was regarded as suitable reading matter for women, 
contemporary ideologies deemed the writing of history to be the province of men. 
Macaulay's writing of history, then, was seen by some as transgressive, even 
though she, and admirers such as Capel Lofft, stressed her educative purpose in 
writing. What appears to have been problematic for contemporaries was 
Macaulay's professed political interests, in particular her republicanism; her bias 
was acceptable in her account of the `Glorious Revolution', since it counteracted 
Hume's alleged Tory version, but as it moved closer to the establishment of the 
Brunswick line, its criticism of monarchy implied a dissatisfaction with 
contemporary systems of government. For a time, reception of Macaulay's work 
on history tended to rely upon the political bias of the reviewing journal, but with a 
wider dissemination of her political beliefs, and the increasing scandal surrounding 
her personal life, assessment of her work became more unfavourable, even from 
those, like the Monthly Review, who had previously professed themselves 
admirers. However, as More's part in the Blagdon controvery demonstrates, even 
those women who attempted to remain within parameters of socially acceptable, 
feminine, behaviour, were not safe from criticism and attack. 
More's written attempts at reforming both rich and poor were admired in principle 
(even though some saw her efforts with the poor as needlessly repressive), and her 
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work can be seen as an extension of that begun by the Proclamation Society. 
However, the strength of More's friendships with influential society figures, 
including numerous bishops, aroused jealousy and fear of her seemingly increasing 
influence in Church matters. Given perceptions of women as nurturers, as well as 
religious and moral arbiters, it appears strange that the greatest attack on More 
should have been the result of her practical efforts to reform the poor in her 
Mendip Sunday Schools. More's work with the poor - in particular, her interest in 
their physical, moral and religious welfare - made her an object of admiration for 
many, who saw her conduct as conforming to expectations of feminine behaviour. 
There were those however, like the Anti-Jacobin, who saw More's work with the 
poor as an effort to gain power; her refusal to unquestioningly accept the dictates 
of a curate was seen not as an effort to ensure justice, but as evidence of a desire to 
undermine the Established Church. Although the Anti-Jacobin had reacted 
favourably to More's written efforts to reform society, they seemingly saw her 
practical efforts as exceeding the bounds of decorous, feminine, conduct. 
The line between acceptable and unacceptable female behaviour is paradoxical in 
that on the one hand, ostensibly there were roles, subjects and genres, which could 
clearly be classified as gender-appropriate, such as the writing of history. The 
decision to contravene such expectations, as Macaulay did, was greeted by some 
with suspicion, but it should not be forgotten that many, including More, lauded 
Macaulay's early efforts. It was when Macaulay became more outspoken about 
her political beliefs, and when she married a man who was her inferior in both age 
and class, that she was shunned by society. Yet, even when women attempted to 
conform to contemporary expectations (for example, More's refusal to continue 
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writing for the stage despite her early success), their conduct remained subject to 
constant examination; seemingly More's practical work, while `feminine' in many 
respects, impinged on the work traditionally undertaken by clergymen, and was 
therefore deemed evidence of a desire to usurp masculine positions of power and 
authority. Nevertheless, More survived the Blagdon controversy, and her example, 
in continuing to work with the Mendip poor, seemingly with the sanction of the 
Anti-Jacobin, served to expand the boundaries of `home'. 
With reference to their writing, both Macaulay and More saw themselves as 
educators whose purpose was to improve society, and both positioned religion as 
the bedrock on which morality (and therefore, any improvements to society) rested. 
Unfortunately for Macaulay's contemporary reputation, the foregrounding of her 
political, historical, and even philosophical interests, in her texts, detracted from 
the fundamental role played by her religious faith. Macaulay even tried to 
reconcile religion and philosophy, but given widespread beliefs that philosophy (or 
more specifically, French philosophy) was inimical to religion, her efforts merely 
served to provide her detractors with further evidence of her lack of religious faith. 
Those women who focused on religion were treated with respect since they were 
seen as fulfilling their proper role. Women were understood to have a significant 
role to play in maintaining, and even increasing national strength, and therefore the 
status of the sex as a whole was elevated (although it was only those women who 
were seen to fulfil their duties who were publicly extolled). 
Writers such as Macaulay and More saw women as having an important part to 
play in improving society, but rather than setting aside the conventional role of 
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wife and mother, both women saw the duties of women rested on their ability to 
enlarge and even politicize the domestic role. Macaulay had high expectations of 
both the American and French Revolutions for mankind as a whole, but with 
regards to the elevation of women to full citizenship, she would have been 
disappointed. The Americans, she had observed, despite their republicanism, 
seemed intent on adopting all the faults inherent in British society, including their 
class system, and love of luxury. In France, the Constitution of 1791 deemed that 
women were `passive citizens', and while the democratic Constitution of 1793 
removed the distinction between passive and active citizenship, it still refused to 
grant women equal political status. Further, in 1793, all clubs and societies for 
women were outlawed by the National Convention. 578 
Assuming the broad definition of political as including issues of gender and family 
administration, while Macaulay has frequently been represented as more politically 
active than More, an examination of More's life and work reveals that aside from 
work such as Village Politics and the Cheap Repository Tracts, she did concern 
herself with political matters, citing as a vindication for her involvement the 
domestic, and therefore feminine, nature of the topics she became involved in - for 
example, female economy and religious instruction. As More's opposition to 
drilling by the Militia on Sundays proved, everything could become a matter of 
feminine concern. With regards to the elevation of female status, Macaulay's 
belief in the parity of male and female intellect, and the need for their combined 
efforts if society was to be improved, are overt; but while More willingly conceded 
temporal male superiority, she saw women's disadvantages on earth as evidence of 
578 See Joan B. Landes, Visualizing the Nation: Gender, Representation, and Revolution in 
Eighteenth-Century France, (Ithaca, London: Cornell University Press, 2001), particularly chapters 
3 and 4. 
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their religious superiority, and therefore fleeting. More was circumspect in her 
promotion of women, but arguably, her caution (with regards to her work and her 
conduct) achieved more than Macaulay's willingness to openly challenge 
contemporary ideologies. 
In practical terms, More achieved more than Macaulay in elevating the status of 
women and extending their influence beyond the confines of the home. More's 
practical philanthropy was intrusive by modern standards, and her attempts to 
educate the poor were limited to teaching them to read improving literature, pre- 
eminently the Bible, but nonetheless, her example was ground-breaking in its 
consequences for women of the middling sort. Religion legitimized female work 
outside the home, on a scale which exceeded previous charitable works; although 
the work was unpaid, arguably it established a framework within which women 
could further explore means of employment outside the home. More's charitable 
work set an example which women were to follow in the nineteenth, and early 
twentieth, centuries, and which anticipated, in its basic premise, the establishment 
of a welfare state. Ostensibly, Macaulay ignored gender stereotypes, refusing to 
conform to social expectations, but her correspondence reveals that she was 
sensitive to criticism, particularly with reference to her work. Conversely, while 
More acted with feminine decorum, it is a mistake to see her as an upholder of 
patriarchal values; rather, her ability to conform to male values and remain within 
male-defined parameters of acceptable feminine behaviour, allowed her to address 
specifically feminine concerns, and stress the importance and value of the female 
contribution to the well-being of society. 
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An examination of the work of Macaulay and More reveals that it would be wrong 
to position them as ideological opposites, even though there are important 
differences between them, such as their political beliefs. Nevertheless, both 
women had educative and reforming aims in mind when writing, and while 
Macaulay never professed to writing specifically to assist women (as More did), 
her praise of virtuous women in her version of history; her complaints to the 
Monthly Review about the lack of sympathy from critics towards inadequately 
educated women, and her recommendation that the sexes receive the same 
education, reveal that her omission may have been the result of her conviction that 
women lacked education, not intellect. The examples of Macaulay and More 
reveal that oppositions such as Whig and Tory; scandalous and virtuous; and most 
significantly, public and private, are inadequate when examining the life and work 
of late eighteenth-century women writers. The division between public and 
private, or rather the separation of gender roles perceived by men and women in 
the late eighteenth-century, did exist, but it was tenuous, permeable and subject to 
constant re-negotiation. As a concept, the binary opposition of public and private 
spheres is useful, albeit simplistic, but as this examination of the work done by 
Macaulay and More demonstrates, women did contribute to rational-critical 
discourse, and had access to the public sphere, even though their access was 
limited and partial. Events occurring in the late eighteenth century were 
particularly conducive to female participation in the public sphere; the perceived 
importance of the role ascribed to women - that of religious and moral guardians - 
elevated their social status, and conferred on them an authority which they 
had 
previously lacked. 
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While recent work in feminist criticism and women's history have attempted to 
position More as either advocating patriarchal complicity or actively undermining 
it, the work done here suggests that her attitudes and objectives were far more 
nuanced, mediated as they were by her religious beliefs. Similarly, while 
Macaulay's personal conduct influenced contemporary attitudes towards her 
writing, and her political beliefs have (rightly) taken precedence in modern 
assessments of her work, research here reveals that religion played a significant 
role in forming (and indeed complicating) her ideas. 
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Appendix I 
From Felix Farley's Bristol Journal, Vol. XXIII, Sat. July 30 (1774). 
`From the St. James's Chronicle. The lost Shepherdess, Addressed to Miss 
HANNAH MORE on her appearing in the Character of a Shepherdess of the Alps 
at the late Masquerade, in the Pantheon, London. 
I. 
A Tender Tale, 0 Hannah, wilt thou hear, 
That makes thine aged Shepherd's Heart full gay? 
Tho' Length of Days untoned hath his Ear, 
And stole his easy Melody away; 
Yet shalt thou once indulge what once was dear, 
And sigh to think how many's sweeter Lay 
The Harpy Hands of TIME and DEATH have snatch'd away! 
II. 
O Hannah, late o'er this sequester'd Wild 
Sought my sad Steps for every mournful Shade, 
All wrapt in Sorrow for a long lov'd Child 
That, hapless, from her Father's Fields had stray'd. 
And, Oh! said I, what Caitiff has beguil'd, 
With Wizard Arts, my unsuspecting Maid? 
And to the baneful Lutes of courtly Haunts betray' d. 
III. 
Long griev'd my Heart, and Cause I had to grieve, 
For her, the Pride of these distinguish'd Plains! 
For her would oft SABRINA579 deign to leave 
Her purple waves, and listen to her Strains; 
For her would oft the hoary Avon weave 
579 Felix Farley's footnote: `Sabrina was the ancient name of the River Severn. ' 
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Fair Flowers, collected with ingenious Paint, 
From Banks where Shakespeare dream'd in Slumber's Fairy Chains. 
IV. 
With Happiness580 her tuneful Lay began, 
With early Virtue, and with moral Care; 
And well could she each Female Folly scan, 
And teach the thoughtless Elfin to beware. 
Ah, me! said I, that e'er so fair a Plan, 
Like Fancy's Fabrics, should dissolve in Air! 
Where now her `peaceful Shades, ' her `Solitudes, ' ah! where? 
V. 
Oft has she sung, that in the `humble Shed, ' 
Far from the specious Walks of splendid Care, 
Fair Peace resides, `from Courts and Cities fled, '581 
And cherishes the silent Virtues there: 
And still with these her gentle life she led - 
Then, Woe the Thought! that ever Life so fair, 
Should to the baneful Lures of courtly Haunts repair! 
VI. 
Thus in the Shade of 582 MENDIP'S Mountains wild, 
I wak'd the Lyre, and fondly fed my Woe; 
And oft the Muse that wayward Woe beguil'd, 
And lent me soothing Strains, and Accents flow, 
When late a lovely Form, advancing, smil'd, 
"And, Swain, she cry'd, thy tender Grief forego; 
"Not for thy Laura583 lost, her fancy'd Sorrows flow. 
580 Felix Farley's footnote: `See Miss More's elegant Poem, intitled, A Search after Happiness. ' 
581 Felix Farley's footnote: `See these Lines in the fourth Edition of her Poem. ' 
582 Felix Farley's footnote: `From hence we are led to suspect this Address was wrote by one of the 
most celebrated poets of the Age, who resides in that Neighbourhood. ' 
583 Felix Farley's footnote: `The poetical Name given Miss More. ' 
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VII. 
"She is not lost ... 
Shepherd, she treads the Plain; 
"She winds the Hills584 she wakes the vocal Glade; 
"Yet not where AVON murmurs to the Main, 
"Not on SABRINA'S Margin hath she stray'd, 
"In other Fields she joins the choral Train, 
"Where Rhaetian585 Hills the neighb'ring Skies invade, 
"And Alpine Fairies dance along the star light Shade. 
VIII. 
"0, Wilds of Rhaetia! with her Presence bless'd, 
"Your Mountains melt their everlasting Snow, 
"Bare their green Bosoms for so great a Guest, 
"And ATHESIS586 essays a softer Flow. 
"At her soft Lay your ruder Voice shall rest. 
"Ye Storms that o'er TELLINA'S587 Valley blow, 
"And ADDA'S588 angry Waves roll indolently slow. " 
IX. 
She said, and o'er my languid Temples threw 
A Wreath ofFlow'rs my Laura's Hand had twin'd; 589 
Right well the Fancy of that Wreath I knew, 
And with sweet Hope allay' d my anxious Mind; 
Happy my lovely Shepherdess to view 
In foreign Scenes, for nobler Fame design'd, 
Than dies in Mendip's Shades, dies on the murm'ring Wind. 
CHIRON'. 
584 Felix Farley's footnote: `Alluding to her suppos'd Appearance on the Alps, in the Character of a 
Shepherdess of that Country. ' 
585 Felix Farley's footnote: `Rhaetia was the ancient Name of the Country of the Grisons on the 
Alps. ' 
586 Felix Farley's footnote: `A rapid River in that Country. ' 
587 Felix Farley's footnote: `The Vale of Tesina, remarkable for tempestuous Winds. ' 
588 Felix Farley's footnote: `Adda, a River rolling down Precipices, suppos'd to stop its Course to 
listen to the harmonious Numbers of this enchanting Shepherdess. ' 
589 Felix Farley's footnote: `A Copy of Miss More's Verses. ' 
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Appendix II 
Original review of Macaulay's Letters on Education (1790) which appeared in The 
Monthly Review; or, Literary Journal, vol. 3, (Sept. -Dec. 1790), 304-309 
`Art. XIII. Letters on Education. With Observations on Religious and 
Metaphysical Subjects. By Catharine Macaulay Graham, 8 vo. Pp520.6s. 
Boards. Dilly 1790. 
This volume is partly original, and partly a republication of a metaphysical work, 
which formerly passed under our notice, entitled, An Essay on the Immutability of 
Moral Truth. [Footnote: `See Review, vol. lxx. p. 89]. The chief reason which the 
author assigns for reprinting this work in the present publication, is, that the 
principles and rules of education here laid before the public, are founded on the 
metaphysical observations contained in that treatise. Our present business is with 
this celebrated female writer's ideas of education, as expressed in these letters, 
concerning which, we readily accede to her pretensions, (which, however, might, 
perhaps, as properly been referred to the judgment of the public, ) that `the work 
has some small claim to original thinking. ' As we have had frequent occasion to 
express our opinion of the general merit of Mrs. Macaulay Graham, as a writer, we 
shall at present, confine our attention to her remarks on education; in order that our 
readers may form some judgment, how far they are to expect, from these letters, 
any important hints which may be usefully applied to practice. 
After some general observations on public and private education, Mrs. M. G. enters 
into a long detail concerning the management of children, and she proposes plans, 
which, in our judgment, are rather original than useful. Who would expect from an 
English female writer, an apology for mothers, in the fashionable world, neglecting 
to suckle their own children? What can be more inconsistent, than to discourage 
the ordinary use of animal food, and yet recommend the medical use of the pure 
gravy of meat? The extreme hardiness, with which our reformer advises that 
children should be treated, can never be adopted in a highly advanced state of 
civilization. The plan of converting early instruction into amusement, on which 
she lays great stress, has, perhaps, been too hastily conceived. We are of opinion. 
with Mr. Knox, that children should very early be made sensible that they 
have 
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tasks of a serious kind to perform, and by attending to them periodically, should 
contract a habit of application. It is particularly inconsistent in our authoress, who 
would take so much pains to inure the bodies of children to hardiness, to suffer 
their minds, for want of daily stated employment, to lose the firmness of their tone, 
and their capacity for vigorous exertions. Few persons, who pay any respect to 
religion, will, we apprehend, be inclined to follow this preceptress in her advice to 
keep children wholly unacquainted with the scriptures. 
In her plan of literary study, among other things, Mrs. M. G. advises, that the 
rudiments of the Greek language be taught at fifteen, and that reading the Greek 
history be postponed till the language is acquired. At the age of eighteen, the lad 
of genius will read with pleasure, (beside the historians, ) Plato, Demosthenes, 
Homer, Euripedes, and Sophocles; but of the first of these, he is to confine himself 
to his dialogues: (When is he to read his other works, and where is he to find 
them? ) At sixteen, morals are to be studied in Cicero, Plutarch, Epictetus, and 
Seneca, (all, certainly, in the original. ) The reading of English poetry is to be 
confined to some select plays of Shakespeare, Addison's Cato, Steele's Conscious 
Lovers, Milton, and Pope. Astronomy is to be read in Ferguson: Natural History, 
in Pliny, and Buffon: Politics, in Harrington, Sidney, Locke, and Hobbes: 
Metaphysics, in Plato, Cudworth, and Lord Monboddo. (Will Lord M. forgive the 
authoress for overlooking his old friend Aristotle? ) From the age of twenty, two 
years are to be spent in studying Revelation; and the course is to close [... ] with 
mathematics. This plan of study is certainly original and curious: but whether it be 
any improvement on the method of instruction pursued in our schools and 
universities, we must be allowed to question. 
On the moral part of education, Mrs. Macaulay Graham is more successful. 
The 
following passage, on the variety of dispositions in children, does no discredit to 
the pen of this celebrated writer: 
the dispositions of children are various, and these varieties require to be attended to 
with care, or the fruits of education will be blasted; for that mode of treatment 
which would rear some children up to honour and felicity, will 
be the ruin of others. 
This I take to be the sole cause of that inequality of character and conduct which we 
daily see take place among the members of the same family. 
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There are some persons who possess a physical prudence, which begins its 
operations with the first dawn of reason. Whether this quality of the mind owes its 
origin to the slow motion of the animal spirits, occasioning a cold and phlegmatic 
temperature, seldom disturbed by passion? Whether it arises from that equipoise of 
the affections, which prevents any single one from gaining a predominance? 
Whether it proceeds from a natural timidity of mind, from an anxious attention to 
self interest, or from a natural sagacity, which points out with greater clearness, 
precision, and celerity, the evil to be avoided, and the good to be pursued? Whether 
it arises from any one of these circumstances singly, or from an union of two, or 
more of them, or from a happy combination of all? Certain it is, that the difference 
of character is great in this particular; and that some persons are born with the 
principles of this useful quality, without possessing great vigour of intellect, shining 
parts, or those energies of the mind which give birth to admirable actions. 
Prudence has gained on these reasons, the appellation of common sense, though it is 
of such a determined utility, that none would gain by its exchange for what is called 
fine sense. And as its operations begin early in life, parents are not liable to mistake 
the tendency; but in order to make the most of their knowledge, it will be necessary 
to observe, that fine sense, when well managed, is better adapted to foster the higher 
virtues of the soul, than common sense. That the same moderation which prevents 
those who are possessed of physical prudence from falling into great evils, will be 
obstacles to their pursuing virtue with any degree of warmth. They will be apt to 
mistake the caution of wisdom for craft, subtlety, and deceit; and they will be so far 
from attempting heroic virtue, that without care, their conduct will border on 
meanness. Of such pupils then who show symptoms of possessing the quality of a 
physical prudence, the parent or tutor may rest satisfied on the point of their worldly 
interest; they ought consequently to postpone their lectures on discretion, and 
endeavour to animate their feelings by stimulating examples of great and towering 
virtue, and of those high and disinterested parts of conduct, where the nobler 
passions take the lead, and where the interests of self, are sacrificed to equity or to 
general utility. When the cold insensibility of such natures becomes animated, it 
will be then time enough to inculcate lessons of moral prudence, which is a very 
different thing from the quality above-mentioned, as it depends on knowledge 
gained by experience or instruction; and is never inimical, but favourable to virtue. 
For it is the use of the understanding in regarding all the rules of rectitude, in 
improving all our accomplishments and talents, and employing them usefully to 
ourselves and others. It is watchful in attending to the dictates of reason, amidst the 
clamours of passion; and lastly, it proceeds upon a judicious love of virtue, with 
such a careful examination of all its interests, as to suffer no eager pursuits of some 
parts of it to be injurious to others. 
There are other characters so opposite to the naturally prudent, that discretion finds 
no place in their composition. These persons in general have quick and lively parts, 
great activity of mind, with exquisite sensibility; and their spirits move with a 
velocity that destroys all that frigidity which is so favourable to the operations of the 
understanding. Thus their imagination is liable, not only to be inflamed, but 
deceived, every impression made on it from external objects, or which arises from 
the action of the mind, is received with a vivacity that must be inconceivable to 
those of slower feelings; and their passions are always ready to rise in an uproar, 
whenever they are stimulated by desire. These characters, when they come under 
the tuition of very wise persons, or are uncommonly favoured by accident, become 
of extensive utility, and rise to the highest fame; but for want of the same 
circumstances of fortune, they oftener act a mad and a ridiculous part in the world, 
and become objects of its derision and persecution. 
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As these characters form a contrast to those who are endowed with the quality of a 
physical prudence, it will be necessary to give them a contrary treatment. Instead of 
endeavouring to encrease sensibility, or exalt the passions of the mind, every 
stimulus to desire should be kept as much out of the way as possible, till the 
understanding has had time to strengthen, and till it has gained the habit of exerting 
its powers: otherwise it will be ever borne down by the torrent of passion, and kept 
under by the tyranny of imagination. The mind should be kept active without 
intenseness. The examples set forth for admiration, should be exact pictures of 
practical imitation. Such an example as Genlis Laggaray would drive these 
inflammable tempers into enthusiasm or despair. The secrets of their heart should 
be drawn from them by such winning arts of seeming confidence, and real 
tenderness, as should induce them to throw off every disguise. Observations on the 
advantage of discretion, and the evils which attend temerity, should be made on 
every opportunity which presents itself; and these propositions should be variously 
illustrated by apposite examples, drawn from ancient times, from the characters and 
conduct of acquaintances, and from the stories and anecdotes of the present day. 
In such dispositions as I have just now described, is often engrafted a whimsical 
turn of imagination, which is sometimes an attendant on original genius; but which, 
for want of a proper attention and management, most commonly degenerates into 
the worst species of mental disease, viz. an insanity, which carrying the appearance 
of soundness in all the ordinary transactions of life, only shews itself when the mind 
is oppressed by a combination of unfavourable circumstances, and gives the colour 
of criminality to actions which really result from the disordered state of the mental 
organs. 
Children of this cast commonly show the turn of their disposition early. The follies 
of childhood are tinctured with singularity; their spirits flow unequally. Sometimes 
very high, and low in the same proportion, they seize every opportunity which the 
absence of those they stand in awe of presents, to break through the rules which 
authority obliges them to follow. They are never left to themselves without entering 
into some unlucky course of action, and this not proceeding from any vicious turn in 
their affections, but from an irregular imagination, which is ever prompting them to 
a mischievous activity. This turn of disposition, in all probability, proceeds from 
some capital defects in the constitution, which affect the due circulation of the 
animal spirits, and those finer juices which act on the brain. Thus the imagination 
grows irregular. Thus the ideas presented to the mind, lose their due magnitude, 
and become liable to distortion. The remedy for such evils lies in a strict care of the 
bodily health, particularly in an attention to the rendering it robust and equal. The 
mind ought to be kept perpetually engaged in those innocent occupations which 
amuse without transporting. Instruction itself should wear the face of gaiety. A full 
confidence should be acquired, solitude avoided, and when the time of adolescence 
comes on, very strenuous endeavours should be made to give the pupil an insight 
into the mechanism of the human mind, and the methods of disciplining it. 
Mr. Locke gives some directions for the management of the slow and insensible 
mind, and Madame Genlis for correcting an indolent one; but I imagine, that the 
qualities given in these three descriptions, as they have been placed 
by me, or as 
they may be found otherwise blended and mixed in the variety which nature 
produces, give the stamp of character to all human beings; and the judgment of the 
parent or tutor, must be guided by their experience, which will teach them to adapt 
their conduct to the different modifications formed by the various mixtures of these 
qualities, and their different degrees. Fortunately for the happiness of mankind, 
insensibility is the prevailing feature; and whilst sensibility is often sacrificed to 
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ignorance and neglect, she boldly treads the stage of life, and rests secure in the 
shelter of a torpid constitution. 
As most characters have a leading feature formed from the operations of the 
governing passions, so families are frequently marked by the prevalence of some 
one or other of the several affections. Thus the natural virtues and vices of parents 
commonly descend to their children. It ought therefore to be the task of every 
parent to examine carefully their own character, to find out its propensities, and to 
regulate the method of education in such a manner as shall guard particularly 
against the influence of those which they find censurable in themselves, unless 
experience should prove to them, that their children have a contrary tendency. 590 
The remainder of that part of the present work which is new, is employed in 
remarking some of those leading customs in ancient Greece and Rome, which 
stamped a national character on their citizens; in tracing the causes which have 
prevented Christianity from producing its full effect on the manners of society; and 
in enquiring into the most likely means of advancing public and private happiness. 
The authoress here treats of penal laws; public charities; the management of 
private luxuries, public amusements, and the national religion; and other 
interesting topics. Many of her observations are ingenious and liberal, and may be 
worthy of attention: but others appear to us injudicious or romantic; particularly, 
the instituting public baths at the expence of government; the transferring theatrical 
amusements from the evening, that natural season of amusement, to the morning, 
when every one is, or ought to be, busy; and the converting places of worship into 
public exhibitions for the amusement of our connoisseurs, by decorating them with 
paintings and statues. 
On the whole, we are of opinion, that Mrs. Macaulay Graham excels more in the 
character of an historian, than in that of a philosopher. The present work will. we 
apprehend, add little to the wreathe of honour which already graces the brow of 
this literary heroine. ' (pp. 304-309) 
590 [From Macaulay, Letters on Education, pp. ] 55-162]. 
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Appendix III 
The unpublished draft of Macaulay's reply to the Monthly Review. 591 
`Sir, 
I have never before troubled any Reviewer with my animadversions. But your 
Reviewer of my Letters on education, is so uncandid and unfair it contains so many 
misrepresentations and is sketched over in so slovenly a manner it compels me to 
expostulate with you and to endeavour to shew you that in this instance at least; 
you have taken upon you an office the duties of which you have not in any 
measure fulfilled. 
To assume the station of the great Reviewer general of literature and to direct the 
taste of an enlightened people are great pretensions and the qualifications 
necessary for such a province are great natural talents great acquired knowledge, 
great industry, and great candor. These virtues Sir you ought to enlist in yr service, 
and you ought to be certain of yr man before you commit the meanest work to his 
judgement. To find fault is an easy task and particularly when inclination gives a 
spur to the inactivity of the mind but to find out the view and drift of an author, to 
deliniate his beauties as well as to point out his defects with clearness and 
precision requires a little more time patience and industry than the person to whose 
criticism you have committed my letters seems to have bestowed on them. Even in 
the province of finding fault he appears to me to have been guilty of many 
mistakes which I shall take the liberty of representing to you. 
In the first place he entirely mistakes my meaning when he says that I have made 
an apology for mothers in the fashionable World for neglecting to suckle their 
children is it not easy to discover Sir that my observation on this head contains a 
sarcasm on fashionable life rather than an apology. In the second place he says 
that it is inconsistent to discourage the ordinary use of Animal food, and yet 
recommend the medical use of the pure gravy of meat. Were he to take the trouble 
591 BL, manuscript RP 5020, parts xii-xvii. 
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to read these foolish letters over again he would find more consistence than he has 
imagined in my instructions; he would perceive that I recommend the flesh of well 
grown animals as a proper diet for children; and whilst I restrain the daily use of it, 
both on a moral and a medical principle I have an eye to the difference which 
subsists in the state of the stomach between children and sucking babes, where 
weak stomachs are surcharged with great acidities from the nature of a milk diet 
beside had yr Critic known the rudiments of Chemistry or the process of digestion 
he must have known that there is a material difference between the solid fibres of 
meat substances and the nutritive fluid which may be produced from them. 
In the third instance of his chastising reflections he peremptorily asserts, that the 
extreme hardiness with which I advise that children should be treated can never be 
adopted in a high state of civilization he ought I think to have given his reasons for 
these assertions for it is plain that my plan excludes children from entering into the 
follies of what he calls a high state of civilization, It is also plain that nature so 
kindly guards her children against the mischiefs of all that by a prudent 
management the most tender infants may be reared up to endure the most hardy 
habits. That hardy habits will always if there is no internal weakness in the frame 
produce a robust constitution; and that a robust constitution is the only basis which 
can support a firm mind and it is also the best safe guard against the undermining 
evils which lurk in a high state of civilization. 
In his reflections, that the plan of converting early instruction into amusement has 
been too hastily conceived he has given me credit for a conceit which is not my 
own, for in this I have only followed what some of the best writers on education 
have conceived before me. It is on the authority of Fenelon Locke Rousseau and 
Geniis that I form this part of my instructions; authorities which my small 
experience and the experience of many persons with whom I have conversed here 
warranted me in adopting, and untill [sic] I perceive a greater number of finished 
literary characters among persons of fashion than the present age in England 
produces; I shall still believe that the labors of study are often flung away on the 
child, and that Latin, Greek and all the instructions of the Schools so industriously 
given and laboriously gained in the tender age of infancy are generally in a great 
measure lost on the man, At an early period of life persons seldom recur to those 
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exercises from which they received pain, - whereas when instruction wears a 
pleasing aspect, and entices the fancy, knowledge steals on the youthful mind and 
whilst it engages its affections, it creates in it an appetite for mental food, and a 
desire for an enlarged view of all that is worth the notice of men. 
The animadversion which comes next in order to this Sir is so very deficient in 
candor as to carry even a malignant aspect; yr critic says that few persons who 
have any respect for religion will we apprehend be inclined to follow this 
preceptress in her advice to keep children wholly unacquainted with the Scriptures. 
Do you believe that any [word obliterated] confined for knowledge of these letters 
to the ideas which he can gain from yr review, will conceive that the whole 
tendency of them (and what [word obliterated] preceptress has most at heart) is to 
engrave on the minds of her pupils solid principles of morality and religion. If so 
much of yr paper had been spared Sir as was sufficient to have given her reasons 
for this advice, your readers would if they had not approved her judgment at least 
have exculpated her from having any disrespect for religion. They would have 
found that her opinion had arisen from a view of a spreading infidelity of the age 
and from the [word obliterated] effects of the present mode of religious education. 
When you come to my plan of literary study Sir I am apt to regard yr critic as the 
Master of an academy rather than the candid liberal minded Reviewer here indeed 
his critical [word obliterated] laid on with an unsparing hand for he has found out 
my weakness, he has found out or at least had fancied as much that I have not read 
all Platos works; nor am acquainted with their forms; he has found out that 
Aristotles philosophy is forgotten and that mathematics are wrong placed. Now to 
give him a full triumph Sir I will acknowledge that I am no classical scholar that 
my education in this respect, has been more deficient than most of the female 
writers in this country and indeed Sir, if you had experienced the unremitting 
industry, and even labor necessary to the task of cultivating ones own mind and the 
pursuing and over taking science in an irregular chace [sic] without a guide, you 
would pity us poor unlearned women, and encourage us in our laudable 
endeavours, to fill up that void in their mind which has been made, by prejudice, 
ignorance, and inattention. It is under a full sense of the many inconveniencies 
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that I have my self struggled with that I recommend a learned education to 
Women. 
But to take a little off from the completeness of the triumph which this confession 
may give yr Critic Sir I must put him on mind that all the best critics in common 
language make a distinction between the treatise on laws, the Republic &c and the 
other Dialogues of Plato, that the higher branches of Mathematics, are much more 
difficult than any of the elementary studies and which I have recommended to 
precede them that it is generally thought by the learned that Aristotle is not adapted 
to the capacities of young persons and that the principles on which these letters are 
written are professedly moral not literary. The literature which I thought necessary 
to enlighten the man and render him equal to the character of a good Christian and 
an useful citizen I have recommended. It is true that I might have put this part of 
my work into the hands of a friend versed in the arrangement of school learning; 
but I expected that you Sir as an indulgent critic would have set me and the public 
right in this particular, without condemning my work in the gross for an error in 
one part of it. 
Your critic is pleased to say Sir that in the moral part of education I am more 
successful and that one passage which he quotes on the variety of dispositions in 
children does no discredit to my pen. But least I should be too much flattered with 
this little sweetening to the preceeding bitter, and the public led in to a mistake as 
to the degree in which they are to rate my talents, he closes his review with an 
opinion that Mrs Macaulay Graham excels more in the character of an historian, 
than in that of a philosopher, and that he apprehends the present work will add 
little to the wreathe of honor which already graces her brow. I have confessed to 
you Sir, that I am an unlearned woman the ready to pick up a little knowledge 
wherever I can find it now will you or yr critic be so good as to inform me what the 
meaning of the word philosophy is, for I protest you that I was ignorant enough to 
fancy that the science of morals and the knowledge of the human mind formed the 
most useful branches of it. As to the compliment which seems to be implied in the 
last sentence of yr review, alas I fear there is an ironical meaning couched in it. Do 
not you know Sir that those historical laurels which once graced my brow are now 
in their wane. Do not you know that the principles and notions with which that 
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history is replete are now exploded an antiquated absurdities. Do not you know 
that Mr. [word obliterated] has since that history was published condescended to 
enlighten [word obliterated] country on the grand subject of politics and shewn 
them the true excellencies inherent in the British constitution. Do not you know 
that the advantage of a strong government, an implicit confidence in our rules and 
an influence in the crown superior to all opposition by the legal power it has over 
parliaments, by the prerogative of extending the peerage, and the advantage it has 
of dispensing unsuitable favors among the commons are now held out as 
excellencies which set out constitution on a pinnacle of perfection, which never 
was equalled and never can be excelled. 
What do you suppose in this state of public opinion my readers (if any I have) must 
think of my political abilities, and historical talents, when they will meet in almost 
every page in [word obliterated] that the most cautious circumspection ought to be 
observed in the part given to Governors. What will they think of my democratic 
spirit which would at best put the Democratic branch of our constitution on an 
equal footing with the other branches; and which preaches up the independence of 
parliaments as the only palladium of liberty; shame on all such reveries, they are 
only fit for the reading of school girls and deserve to be committed to the lining of 
Trunks or other more ignoble purposes! Now Sir as this is the sad condition of my 
Historical laurels, it is I think a little surly if not ill natured of you and your critic to 
damp in this manner the hopes of a disappointed woman who has toiled so long in 
vain over the Historic page; in her attempt to gain a little sprig of laurel in the 
harmless province of morals, and to tell her that her pretensions to philosophy have 
yet a less foundation than her pretensions to the character of being a good 
Historian. 
I am very apt to think Sir, on a perusal of the few lines yr critic has bestowed on 
my enquiries into the most likely means of producing public and private happiness 
that he has mistaken an abstract speculation, for a well meaning but injudicious 
address to our Legislature, advising them to adopt new rules of Government. Did 
you not see Sir that the form into which I have put my remarks are of a kind which 
allowed great latitude to my fancy. Now I imagine that by all the rules of fair 
criticism before your critic had answered me so severely you ought to have shewn 
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that I was wrong in my opinion, that the quality of simpathy [sic] is the basis of all 
human virtue; or that the modes which I have recommended to encrease and 
elevate this precious gift of the mind were not adapted to the proposed end, for if 
my speculations are founded in truth, they must be useful tho not altogether 
practicable in the present state of society, many of my observations, your critic 
says are ingenious and liberal, and may be worthy of attention but he takes care to 
keep them entirely out of the view of his readers and I am sure they will not be 
encouraged by his criticism to look for them in the letters themselves. To pass 
over the instituting public Baths at the expence of the government after the custom 
of the Romans; I will make some observations on his stricture on transferring 
theatrical amusements to the morning, when every one is or ought to be busy, 
could not the sagacity of yr critic have pointed out to him Sir that the author did 
not lay so much stress on the advantage of theatrical exhibitions for the 
improvement of a moral civilization; as is generally done. That she regarded them 
more as an innocent amusement to charm away the ennui of the opulent, who will 
always be idle, than as a proper occupation for the industrious part of the 
community; and she was willing to diminish the power of those incentives to vice 
which attend such exhibitions by calling in decency and a regard to character; to 
the aid of virtue. As to the converting places of worship into public exhibitions for 
the amusement of our Connoisseurs; I cannot help smiling when I think what an 
erroneous opinion your critic has given of the taste of the Author to yr readers. 
Undoubtedly they must think her quite a critic in Virtu whilst poor woman she has 
more of the homely understanding of honest Phacion [Phaeacian? ]. She can well 
dispence [sic] with all the ornamental arts, provided you will allow her to launch 
out a little in praise of the virtue of simpathy [sic]. But whilst the ornamental arts 
are held out to us as the most capital means by which nations are improved and 
civilised whilst an encouragement of them is reckoned the greatest virtue that 
Kings can possess in their princely capacity, she is surprised to find an 
appropriation of them to the service of morality and religion worthy his censure. 
She thought if they really had the power ascribed to them, of refining the mind that 
the large body of the people ought to partake of that advantage and she was willing 
to entice the opulent part of the community, to a frequent attendance in public 
worship; a duty which must be rendered very disagreeable to them, by the contrast 
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between naked walls in a cold building, and the inviting mansions, which all the 
arts of luxury have adorned. 
But that these speculations are all intended as abstract reflections in an abstract 
enquiry concerning the best means to encrease the moral perfection of man to its 
possible heighth; rather than recommended as practical rules may easily be 
discerned, by my attaching to them a prohibition of using the fine arts for other 
than religious purposes; and the forming a system of religious worship quite 
different from that which is practiced throughout all Christendom; but exactly 
suiting with my own plan of improving human virtue. 
On a supposition Sir that your critic thought himself warranted by the rules of good 
criticism in the many faults he has found with my letters I have reason to think my 
self very unfairly dealt with that he would not as a testimony of his impartiality 
give him self the trouble to point out of few of these ingenious and liberal 
observations which he acknowledges them to contain. But my self and many of yr 
readers Sir, when we are not at all interested in your partialities cannot help 
observing that you have yr favorite authors whose works on the first publication 
are immediately advertised in yr Review in the engaging stile of panegyric. To 
those favorite authors you are neither sparing of yr trouble nor yr paper. The 
public attention is kept up thro two or three Reviews; and all yr powers are exerted 
in a display of the beauties to be found in their works. The intimations contained 
in Mr Badcock's letters to the Revd. Dr. White rush into our minds; and we cannot 
help sighing to find, that the Republic of letters is not free from those corruptions 
which disgrace most political systems. 
You may perceive Sir, that I have been as free in my remarks on yr Review as your 
critic in that Review has been on my letters should you find what is here said, to be 
grounded in truth, I trust from yr candor that you will either make a new Review of 
my letters on education or that you will publish this as a fair criticism on them 
I am Sir yr very humble servant, 
Cath Macaulay Graham. ' 
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Since the original review appeared in the September-December 1790 volume of the 
Monthly Review, and the response to this letter appeared in the next volume of The 
Monthly Review (January-April 1791), Macaulay must have written her letter 
immediately after reading the review of Letters on Education. 
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Appendix IV 
The Monthly Review, vol. 4, (Jan. -April 1791), 118-119. The Review's response to 
Macaulay's letter. 
`Correspondence. 
In the distribution of praise and censure to which our office calls us, we have 
frequently the mortification to find, that our opinions do not exactly correspond 
with those which authors entertain of their own productions. Unqualified and 
unsupported applause, as it would be easier for us, would often be more welcome 
to them, than that diligent and impartial discrimination, which alone can render our 
labours useful to the public. We are sorry to learn, by an angry, and rather 
impolite, letter from Mrs. Macaulay-Graham, that this lady is dissatisfied with our 
criticism on her `Letters on Education; ' in which, after the fullest and most 
deliberate considerations, we expressed our unbiassed sentiments; and in which, on 
revisal, we find nothing material to retract. If we pointed out some particulars in 
the work, which did not accord with our judgment; - if we could not agree with this 
ingenious speculator, concerning the method of treating infants, the utility of 
amusing modes of instruction, the propriety of her plan of study, the expediency of 
transferring theatrical entertainments from the evening to the morning, and some 
other subject; - why should a mere difference in opinion be treated as a ground of 
offence? In expressing our disapprobation of the censure which this lady passes on 
the practice of the reformed churches, in putting the sacred scriptures into the 
hands of children and ignorant adults, as the grand source of infidelity and 
fanaticism, we only hazarded an opinion contrary to that of the author. We 
ventured, indeed, to question the advantage of keeping young persons ignorant of 
the scriptures, during the period when habits and principles are formed: but it was 
by no means our intention to insinuate a doubt concerning the writer's friendly 
disposition toward the interests of morality and religion. Whether Mrs. M. G. 's 
opinions, or ours, are most consonant to truth, and what degree of applause is due 
to her speculations on education, it remains with the public to determine. Our only 
reason for bringing the subject of these letters again before our readers, is, to 
express our regret, that our duty to the public should have obliged us in any degree 
to hurt the feelings of a female writer; of whose abilities as an historian, we have 
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often expressed our unequivocal admiration, in whose general principles of civil 
policy we have always heartily concurred, and to whom, notwithstanding the 
defects which we observed in this last production, we readily ascribe the merit of 
great intellectual energy, united with the purest philanthropy. ' (pp. 118-119) 
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